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Dear Fellow Educator,
For over 40 years, TCM has kept pace
with the changing times, but our vision
has remained the same: “To Create a World
in Which Children Love to Learn.” We fulfill
that vision through the products we create
for teachers and students worldwide, and this
year is no exception. Here are a just a few of
the many new products in this year’s lineup:
We’ve extended our Fiction Readers series
to bring more colorful, imaginative stories
to students while broadening their reading
experiences. Check out pages 43–55 to see
some of these new levels.
Students will love unlocking the magic and
meaning of words with Building Vocabulary,
2nd Edition. See pages 74–75 to learn how
this revamped series will help students
cultivate a lifelong appreciation for words.
To help students grasp historical concepts
and spark critical thinking, we’ve revitalized
Exploring Primary Sources, 2nd Edition.
See pages 163–165 to learn more about
this series.
As we look to the future, you can be confident
that our products will continue to adapt with
the changing times.
Your partner in education,

Rachelle Cracchiolo,
Founder (center) with
daughters Deanne
Mendoza (left) and
Corinne Burton (right).
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What’s New

Fiction Readers
New Levels
Pages 43–55

Culturally Authentic and Responsive Texts
New Levels
Pages 59–60

Name: ____________________
____________________
___ Date: __________
________

UNIT 1
2
Lesson
Lesson
1: Two-Syl
6: Negative
lable Prefix
Compun
in–d=Words
“not”

Meet the Root

Directions: Turn
to
of the words. Fill your partner. Talk about the
meaning of “not”
in
in each
meaning of “not.” the blank spokes with two other
in– words that
have the
incorrect
invisible

incomplete

in– = “not”

inactive

Write sentences
for four of the words.
meaning. Share
Make sure that
your sentences
with your classmate “not” is part of the
________________
s.
________________
________________
________________
_____________
________________
________________
________________
_____________
________________
________________
________________
_____________
________________
________________
_____________

40
100898—Building

Vocabulary: Student

Guided Practice

Book
©
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Mathematics Readers, 2nd Edition
New Levels
Pages 116–123

Building Vocabulary, 2 Edition
New Edition
Pages 74–75
nd

Final

STEAM

Challenge
Define the Problem
Think of a problem at your home. Or
think of a problem in your classroom.
How will you solve it?

Goals
• What does your design need to do?
• What parts must it have?
• How much time do you have?
• How much space do you have?
• What materials do you need?

1 Research and Brainstorm
What questions do you have? Do
some research. Think of ideas.

2 Design and Build
• Draw a plan.
• What materials will work best?
• Build your design.

3 Test and Improve
• How will you test your design?
• Test your design.
• Did it meet your goals?
• Try to make it better.
• Test it again.

4 Reflect and Share
Present your designs to an
audience. What did you learn?

i33065

Smithsonian STEAM Readers
New Levels
Pages 133–135

Exploring Primary Sources, 2nd Edition
New Editions
Pages 163–165

Professional Resources

CREATING SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Creating

Environments
Amy Cranston

Forewords by:
Bryan Cranston & Michael Funk

Get the Picture: Visual Literacy
in Content-Area Instruction
Page 90

Guided Math,
2nd Edition
Page 128

Using Primary Sources in
the Classroom, 2nd Edition
Page 166

Creating Social and Emotional
Learning Environments
Page 175
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Teacher-tested and evidence-based
resources that get results!
Don’t miss our research- and evidence-based products that have been tested in multiple
classrooms. From reading and mathematics intervention to English language development
and vocabulary, we have the resources you need to meet your student achievement goals.
To read the complete data studies, visit us at www.tcmpub.com/research.

Focused Intervention
Focused Reading Intervention
See pages 104–105 for product details.

Evidence showed that the students who participated in the
program made overall significant gains in each literacy concept
aligned to College and Career Readiness English Language
Arts Standards.

Focused Mathematics Intervention

EVIDENCE-BASED PRODUCTS

See pages 106–107 for product details.

Evidence showed that the students who participated in the
program made overall significant gains in each mathematical
concept aligned to College and Career Readiness Math Standards.

4
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Year-Long Intervention
Exploring Reading
See pages 94–102 for product details.

At the beginning of the Exploring Reading implementation, only
13% of the participating students scored a passing grade on
the diagnostic assessment. By the conclusion of the program,
52% of the participating students scored a passing grade on the
summative assessment, an increase of 39%.

Language Power
See pages 108–109 for product details.

Results showed that students who participated in the Language
Power program made overall significant gains in proficiency levels
after just one year of implementation. The number of beginner
and early intermediate students decreased 14% while the number
of early advanced and advanced students increased a combined
total of 14%.

Word Study
Building Vocabulary, 2 Edition
nd

EVIDENCE-BASED PRODUCTS

See pages 74–75 for product details.

Average Vocabulary Growth

24

Months

18
12
6
After just four weeks of instruction,
students utilizing Building Vocabulary,
2nd Edition saw an average receptive
(listening) vocabulary growth of 9 months
and an average expressive (speaking)
vocabulary growth of 1 year, 8 months.

8 months
more growth

0

7 months
more growth

Receptive (listening) Vocabulary
Control Group

Expressive (speaking) Vocabulary
Building Vocabulary Group
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Word Study

My Sight Words
Grades Pre·K–1

Create a love for reading in your youngest students.
Bring the joy of independent reading to new and emerging readers
with My Sight Words. Students will learn to recognize the most
frequently-used words in written English.
➤➤ Research shows that students who master high-frequency words
read with greater confidence and fluency.
➤➤ The 100 words students will study throughout the series make up
roughly 50 percent of words used in print.

Each kit includes:

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Books
➤➤ Paired, full-color books promote early literacy by teaching
words that children will encounter most often.
✔✔ Pre·K–K: 6 copies each of 24 titles (144 books total,
covering 25 high-frequency words)
✔✔ Grade 1: 6 copies each of 48 titles (288 books total,
covering 75 high-frequency words)
➤➤ Words are grouped in a conceptually meaningful way to build
strong word recognition and background knowledge.
➤➤ Each reader pair focuses on the same high-frequency words,
providing additional practice with the same words in a
different context.
Builds word structure knowledge by
guiding students to identify and read
high-frequency words.

6

Digital Resources
Read-Along eBooks, PDFs of books, printable activities,
templates, as well as professional audio recordings are
included with each kit.
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Word Study

{

“I love that the [My Sight Words] books are
nonfiction and that my students can read them
independently…The topics are kid-friendly and
cover all content areas…The lesson plans are
easy to follow and have good routines that make
it easy for the children to be successful.”
–Keisha McKnight
Kindergarten Teacher, Texas

See pages 8–11 for individual
kit information and pricing.

Management Guide
The easy-to-use Management
Guide provides support for early
literacy instruction with research,
management tips, additional
activities, standards correlations,
and more.

Lessons

EARLY CHILDHOOD

➤➤ Teacher pages in each lesson include
before, during, and after reading activities.
➤➤ Accompanying full-color activity
pages for students provide additional
practice and can be used for
workstations or centers.
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My Sight Words
Word Study

Grades Pre·K–K
Each kit includes:
➤➤ Books—6 copies each of 24 titles that cover 25
high-frequency words
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ Lesson Plans—1 per title
➤➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, activities,
and audio
They are in

.

They are in

.

Title

traffic

school

2

They are in

.

3

They are in

6-packs with lesson plans
(6 copies of 1 title plus lesson plan)

.
traffic

school

2

Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 24 books total)

Item

Price

TEX101646

$919.99

TEX101648

$119.99

See item
numbers below.

3

$29.99 ea

Beautiful Brown

6-packs with lesson plans: $29.99 each
High-frequency words are listed above each book pair; 25 high-frequency words in total
a, for, you

at, the, to

a

for you

a

truck

A Gift for You
English TEX101726

In Your Backpack
English TEX101741

Around School
English TEX101727

a, be, with

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Be Happy
English TEX101729

Be Kind
English TEX101730

Around Town
English TEX101728

3

A Gift for You

a, as

Beautiful Brown
English TEX101731

is, it, was

Colorful
English TEX101733

are, in, they

Be

with a
happy

Before and After
English TEX101732

8

Earth Changes
English TEX101735

for you
cupcake

2

Messy Dogs
English TEX101734

In
English TEX101742
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.

Be

with a
happy

carrot

8

.
strawberry

9

Be Happy

My Sight Words
Word Study

6-packs with lesson plans: $29.99 each
High-frequency words are listed above each book pair
he, his

Draw It
English TEX101736

Play Ball!
English TEX101747

and, of

Hold It
English TEX101737

have, I

Tools for the Job
English TEX101749

a, in, on

in a

on a
box

I Have Lunch
English TEX101738

I Have Music
English TEX101739

In a Box
English TEX101740

Kid-Sized
English TEX101743

This and That
English TEX101748

box

3

In a Box

from, is, the

My Birthday Party
English TEX101744

EARLY CHILDHOOD

that, this, is

On the Road
English TEX101746

2

My Fort
English TEX101745
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Word Study

My Sight Words
Grade 1
Each kit includes:
➤➤ Books—6 copies each of 48 titles that cover
75 high-frequency words
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ Lesson Plans—1 per title
➤➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, activities
and audio
Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 48 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
(6 copies of 1 title plus lesson plan)

Item

Price

TEX101647

$1,319.99

TEX101649

$239.99

See item
numbers below.

$29.99 ea

Celebrate!

6-packs with lesson plans: $29.99 each
High-frequency words are listed above each book pair; 75 high-frequency words in total
like, make, she, would

At the Bakery
English TEX101750

Fun with Blocks
English TEX101751

can, day, some, use, who

On a Hot Day
English TEX101752

by, find, go, some, water

Bathtime!
English TEX101756

By the Lake
English TEX101757

EARLY CHILDHOOD

made, more, number, she, two, what

In Her Workshop
English TEX101762

10

Cooking with Nonna
English TEX101763

On a Cold Day
English TEX101753

do, get, which

Lunch Order
English TEX101758

Time for Art!
English TEX101759

about, words, write

Science Notes
English TEX101764

Write About It
English TEX101765
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go, we, will, when

To the Beach
English TEX101754

To the Park
English TEX101755

said, she, there, time

Celebrate!
English TEX101760

Weather Wear
English TEX101761

down, go, see, we

Down the River
English TEX101766

The Girl Down the Road
English TEX101767

My Sight Words
by, look, many, their

By Their House
English TEX101768

By Their Toy Box
English TEX101769

day, first, long, one, then, we

Let’s Camp!
English TEX101774

One Long Day
English TEX101775

not, see, we, will

Nature Walk
English TEX101770

can, her, him, like, so, them

Like Them
English TEX101776

these, which, your

Soccer or Basketball
English TEX101780

Two Artists
English TEX101781

been, but, down, had, now, up

All Around
English TEX101787

an, has, more, than

Many Legs
English TEX101792

More!
English TEX101793

Music, Music, Music
English TEX101777

am, my, part

I Am a Part
English TEX101782

Part of the World
English TEX101783

Getting Around
English TEX101772

can, day, each, some, time

On the Job
English TEX101778

Come Home, Cats
English TEX101789

do, go, its, find, way, we, which

Zoo Map
English TEX101794

Store Map
English TEX101795

Take Care of You
English TEX101779

into, look, or, what, who

Hide and Seek
English TEX101784

all, did, come, no, were

Where Are the Animals?
English TEX101788

Mountain Travel
English TEX101773

Blending In
English TEX101785

could, if, what

What If They Could Fly?
English TEX101790

Super Babies!
English TEX101791

call, each, other, out

Day Animals, Night
Animals
English TEX101796

Loud Animals
English TEX101797
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EARLY CHILDHOOD

Up and Down
English TEX101786

Circus Fun
English TEX101771

do, how, go, people, some

Word Study

6-packs with lesson plans: $29.99 each

Targeted Phonics
Phonics

Grades Pre·K–2
Unleash the world of phonics with engaging characters and stories.
This fresh, current approach to teaching phonics is designed to help students
unlock words and build comprehension in a developmentally-appropriate way.
This program:
➤➤ Sequentially introduces the sound-symbol relationships of the alphabet
following best practices for phonics instruction.
➤➤ Scaffolds text complexity to support comprehension development.
➤➤ Is intentional, purposeful, and accessible for all teachers and students.

See pages 13–17 for individual kit information and pricing.
Each kit includes:
Rose and Dad

My F Words
Ff
_______ Date:

______________

Name: _______

and
Directions: Trace

write

______________

How Big Is Kip?

Short i

Name _________

__________________

f
2.

f

f

f

t

x

f

b

j

u

r

f

z

r

f

f

3.q

f

f

n

c

f

f

f

h

k

v

w

f

o

f

g

l

m

n

f

m

©Teacher Created

Materials

#13272—My

First Consonants

p

4.

5.

nt Guided Practice
and Vowels—Stude

__________________

_____

22

_______

home

bin

lots

h ll
k ng
r g
p t

Rose and Dad

broke

Long o

told

________

______________

wrot

______________

_______
e
. The letters
of each picture
blank.
Say the name
correctly in the
Directions:
Spell the word
are mixed up.

Name _______

1.

d
Book

______________

________
Directions:
Circle the words
that
sound. Draw
an x on the words have the long o
sound.
that have the
short o

Directions: Write
the letter i in each
word. Read the
words. Draw a line
from each word
to its picture.

color
below. Find and
at the letters
make?1.
What did you
Directions: Look
have f’s in them.
the boxes that

f

Long o

Name _______

_

______________

the letter Ff.

How Big Is Kip?

Short i

17



notes

Mom

stoen

ttoe

2.

hold

cope
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#13943—Long

Rose and Dad

Vowel Storybooks—S
tudent Guided

Name __________________________________________________
#12999—Short Vowel

Storybooks—Stud
ent Guided Practice

Book

© Teacher Created

Materials

bin
h ll

1.

2.

34

#13943—Long

tudent Guided
Vowel Storybooks—S

© Teacher Created

Practice Book

4.

➤➤ High-interest books with decodable
text to engage early readers.
➤➤ Vibrant photos and illustrations to
motivate and provide context for
early readers.

5.

22

#12999—Short Vowel Storybooks—Student Guided Practice Book

No!

© Teacher Created Materials

Wo r d s
My F

2.

Ff

4.

5.

88

Is Kip as little as a
mitt?
No!

farmer
feather
fire

11

44

Yes!

DecodableNo!
Words
as

kid

pin

big

king

pit

bin

Kip

rig

dill

mitt

ring

hill

pig

Sight Words
a
how
is
little
no

Is
Is Kip
Kip as
as big
big as
as a
a kid?
pit?
Yes! Kip is a big kid!

10
14

or

Is Kip yes
as little as a
mitt?

11
15

fork
fox

Using the

Consonants and
#14189—My First 1. For
each

4

as a rig?
Is Kip as big

5

as a pig?
Is Kip as little

6

as a hill?
Is Kip as big

7

as a dill?
Is Kip as little

Poem
Vowels

3
4

E = errors

SC = self-corrections

Text

5

I can hop.
S V
M S V M

6

bop
S V
M S V M

as a mitt?
Is Kip as little

8

top
S V
M S V M

as a king?
Is Kip as big

9

I am on top!
S V
M S V M

13

as a ring?
Is Kip as little

#15096—Short

Assessment Guide

Time:

Materials

Oral Reading Record for:

Vowel Storybooks—

How Big Is Kip?

© Teacher Created Materials

#15094—Short Vowel Rimes—Assessment

Guide

Name ______________________________ Date _________

37

Assessor ____________________________
Word Count
88

Codes
E = errors

SC = self-corrections

Page

M = meaning

Text

E

S = structure

SC

V = visual

Cues Used
E
SC

3

Is Kip big or little?

M S V M S V

4

Is Kip as big as a rig?

M S V M S V

5

Is Kip as little as a pig?

M S V M S V

Is Kip as big as a hill?

M S V M S V

7

Is Kip as little as a dill?

M S V M S V

8

Is Kip as big as a bin?

M S V M S V

45

9

EARLY CHILDHOOD

M S V M S V
Accuracy Percentage:

Rate:

First Consonan

ts and Vowels

M S V M S V
M S V M S V
M S V M S V

10
I need Sa pop!
V M S V
M
kid!
Kip is a big
Error Rate:
Self-Correction Rate:
as a kid? Yes!
Time:
Is Kip as big
Accuracy Percentage:

6
#14189—My

M S V M S V

I can bop.
S V
M S V M

Created Materials

14 - 15

M S V M S V

as a pit?
Is Kip as big

© Teacher Created

V = visual

Cues Used
E
SC

M S V M S V
M S V M S V

as a pin?
Is Kip as little

Self-Correction

Sharon Coan

S = structure

SC

I can mop.
S V
M S V M
hop
S V
M S V M

12

Error Rate:

E

M S V M S V

11

7

TCM 13933

M = meaning

S V
M S V M
mop
S V
M S V M

9

CD.

32

-op

2

as a bin?
Is Kip as big

Can you hop?
Can you
bop? Find out
why
this girl needs
to hop
and bop!

Mop Hop

V = visual

Cues Used
Name: ________________________
______ Date: ________
SC
SC
E
Assessor:
___________________________
Word S
V M S V
M Count
Codes

10

14

A profession
al recording
and performan
can be found ce of the poem
A reproducib on the Audio CD.
le version
of the
poem can
be found

S = structure

S V
M S V M
Page

on page
and on the Materials
Teacher Resource 145
© Teacher Created

Building Oral
child,
Language
white construc fan-fold a sheet of
1. In addition
sections. Labeltion paper to make
five
to
each section
capital and
poem, have the words found in
with a
lowercase
the
students brainsto
f (Ff).
items that
2. Have each
rm other
begin with
child
f. To preteach
f words from
from the poem draw the illustratio
ns
include face, the book, you may wishthe
fairy). Encourag(fish, feather, fan, and
family, farmer,
to
firefighter,
feather, fire,
words below e students to write
fish, fork, and
the
fox.
2. Provide
also use the the pictures. Students
students with
fan to retell
can
their own
a
the
of
paper.
poem
words.
Have them 6-inch square
in
draw an item
begins with
3. Provide
that
f. Help students
copies of the
items as needed.
poem
to place in
label the
a poetry folder. for students
3. On sentence
practice reading
They can
the poems
folder during
frames I see strips, write the sentence
in this
a
independent- free-choice time and
Place them _____, and I see _____.
in a pocket
or paired-re
the I see _____
chart.
ading time.
4. Reread
the poem
sentence frameUse
drawing is
throughout
help build
if the
plural.
the day
fluency.
4. Have students
to create actions Encourage studentsto
and gestures
the poem
with the picturecomplete each sentence
to go
or develop
they made
a melody or with
for singing
aloud to the
and read it
tune
the poem.
group (I see
family, I see
a fish, and a farmer, I see a
so on).

© Teacher

3

My F Words

Is Kip as big as a pit?

E

21

little?
Is Kip big or

8

Rosenberg

© Teacher Created Materials

Oral Reading Record for:

M = meaning

ns

SC = self-correctio

Text

by Mary

10

E = errors

Page

Poem

#13943—Long Vowel Storybooks—Student Guided Practice Book

Record for:

How Big Is Kip?

Reading the

poel

34

Word Count

fish in a small
the Poem: small
• Introducing
Sharon Coan
aquarium (optional)
paper for each
white construction
• Using the Poem:
student, crayons
square of paper
Language: 6-inch
• Building Oral crayons, sentence strips, pocket
for each student,
Letter: Ff
chart
Instruction
l Differentiating
in
found on the Teacher
• Below-Leve
recipe
Sound: /f/ as
dough
Activity 1: play
recipes.pdf )
firefighter
Resource CD (filename: , newspaper articles
Activity 3: highlighters
y
Instruction
ting
Summar
Book
Level Differentia
craft stick for
• On/Aboveis a family, a face,
plate and wooden
In this book, there
Activity 1: paper
What other f words
crayons, glue
and even a fork.
each student,
find?
Introducing
will your students
thecrackers
• Snack: fish
Poem patterns found on the
wading pool, fish
1. If possible
fishing.pdf ), large
• Center:
, bring
CD (filename:
in a small
Resource
aquarium
My F Word
Teacher
fish
and a magnet
in a small
string,
for students
s
clips, yardstick,
to observe.
fish canpaper
the Teacher
Sight Words
become a
Thisfound on
the book
low-main
fromtenance
class pet.
), box
F is for
• Game: pictures
a
fwordpictures.pdf
fish
see
I
2. Have students
Swimm
Resource CD (filename: Book: pages 17–20
ing in a
think of names
Practice
pond,
with f for
Student Guided
• the
that begin
A fancy
favorite, and fish. Vote for the class
feathe
name
r
the fish. n
Formatio
lowercase letters fan,
3. Have Letter
students develop
the capital and
And a
My F Words
students to formof on the diagram below.
fairy’s
necessar
Teach
things
y to keep the a list
shown
magic
fish healthy
wand.
firefighter (fresh water,
using the directions
face
fish
the aquarium food, small plants
for
fish the
). Record all
responses
board.
family
on
Note:

roep

➤➤ Extension activities that build on the
skills addressed in each lesson are
included for teachers and parents.
➤➤ PDFs of each book that can be
printed and read at home to reinforce
reading skills.

Date _________
____________________
Name __________
__________________
Codes
Assessor __________

Materials

ocen

School-Home Connections

Oral Reading
ectives

sound.
identify the /f/
• Students will
words in the book.
recognize sight
• Students will
meaning through
communicate
• Students will
English to
drawings.
Students will use
• Language Objective:
classroom.
interact in the

ttoe

3.

No!
Learning Obj

notes

stoen

Materials

3.

Books



1.

poel

5.

k ng
r
g
Student Guided Practice
Books
p
➤➤ Pre- and post-readingtactivities
reinforce letter-sound relationships.
➤➤ Letter form guides, word lists,
and picture dictionaries provide
additional practice opportunities.

Directions: Say the name of each picture. The letters
are mixed up. Spell the word correctly in the blank.

roep

4.

Long o

35

Name __________________________________________________

ocen

3.

Directions: Write the letter i in each word. Read the
words. Draw a line from each word to its picture.

Practice Book

Is Kip as little as a pin?

M S V M S V

Digital Resources

Teacher’s Guide

Assessments

Extend instruction with audio, assessment
tools, reproducibles, and Interactiv‑eBooks
➤➤ Each book is available as an
Interactiv‑eBook that features
word-by‑word highlighting, audio,
turn-the-page functionality, and
interactive activities.

➤➤ Research, guided reading support,
pacing plans, standards correlations,
and lessons can all be found in the
accompanying Teacher’s Guide.
➤➤ Every lesson includes differentiated
instruction suggestions and
multimodal activities for centers.

Monitor student growth in a
meaningful way.
➤➤ Phonics assessments for placement
and progress monitoring.
➤➤ Pretest and Posttest.
➤➤ Oral reading record form for each book.
➤➤ Tile test to assist teachers in making
data-driven instructional decisions.

{}
“Targeted Phonics features appropriate text and story elements that support
early reading skills for teaching literacy and comprehension.”
—P. David Pearson, Professor, University of California, Berkeley

12
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Is Kip as big as a pit?
Is Kip as little as a mitt?

M S V M S V

Is Kip as big as a king?

M S V M S V

13

Is Kip as little as a ring?

14

Is Kip as big as a kid? Yes!

Error Rate:

32

M S V M S V

11
12

M S V M S V

Kip is a big kid!

Self-Correction Rate:

#15096—Short Vowel Storybooks—Assessment Guide

This series includes
appropriate text and
story elements to build
phonological awareness
and early reading skills.

M S V M S V

Accuracy Percentage:

Time:

© Teacher Created Materials

Targeted Phonics

Grades Pre·K–K · GR Level A

Each kit includes:
➤➤ 21 Books (12 pages)—6 copies of
each title with decodable text in print
and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide

6-packs with lesson plans: $29.99 each

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

Phonics

My First Consonants and Vowels

Spanish 6-packs with lesson plans: $29.99 each
Spanish titles not available in kit format.

English TEX15608

English TEX15609

Spanish TEX29575

Spanish TEX29576

Spanish TEX29577

Spanish TEX29578

English TEX15610

English TEX15625

English TEX15611

Spanish TEX29579

Spanish TEX29580

Spanish TEX29581

Spanish TEX29582

English TEX15612

English TEX15613

English TEX15626

Spanish TEX29583

Spanish TEX29584

Spanish TEX29585

Spanish TEX29586

TEX15614

TEX15615

TEX15616

Spanish TEX29587

Spanish TEX29588

Spanish TEX29589

Spanish TEX29590

English TEX15617

English TEX15618

English TEX15627

Spanish TEX29591

Spanish TEX29592

Spanish TEX29593

Spanish TEX29594

English TEX15619

English TEX15620

English TEX15621

Spanish TEX29595

Spanish TEX29596

Spanish TEX29597

Spanish TEX29598

English TEX15622

English TEX15628

English TEX15623

Title
Complete Kit

Spanish TEX29599

Spanish TEX29600

Item
TEX15631

Price
$889.99

English Add-on Pack (1 of each title; 21 books total)

TEX15629

$94.99

Spanish Add-on Pack (1 of each title; 21 books total)

TEX100200

$94.99

See item numbers above.

$29.99

6-packs with lesson plans

EARLY CHILDHOOD

English TEX15624

Spanish TEX29601

Student Guided Practice Book Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered.
1-9 copies
$10.99 ea
TEX13272
$7.99 ea
10+ copies
Interactiv-eBooks School Site License
TEX15630
$4,200.00
Includes 21 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Targeted Phonics
Phonics

More Consonants, Blends, and Digraphs
Grades Pre·K–1 · GR Level B

Each kit includes:
➤➤ 21 Books (12 pages)—6 copies of
each title with decodable text in print
and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

Cl

My Cl Words

___
_________ Date: __________

Name: ____________________

below. Trace the Cl and
Directions: Name each picture
. Then read the sentences.
cl to complete each sentence

2.

1.

is for

is for

4.

ass.

5.

imb.

is for

6.

Look at the cloud.

Where are the clouds?
Look at the cloud.

is for
34

oud.

is for

ock.

3.

#14991—More Consonants,

is for

iff.
Blends, and Digraphs—Student

Guided Practice Book

Where are the clouds?

own.

©Teacher Created Materials

4-5

EARLY CHILDHOOD

6-packs with lesson plans: $29.99 each

English TEX15633

English TEX15634

English TEX15635

English TEX15636

English TEX15637

English TEX15638

English TEX15639

English TEX15640

English TEX15641

English TEX15642

English TEX15643

English TEX15644

English TEX15645

English TEX15646

English TEX15647

English TEX15648

English TEX15649

English TEX15650

English TEX15651

English TEX15652

English TEX15653

Title
Item
Price
Complete Kit
TEX15656
$889.99
Add-on Pack (1 of each title; 21 books total)
TEX15654
$94.99
6-packs with lesson plans
See item numbers above.
$29.99
Student Guided Practice Book Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered.
1-9 copies
$10.99 ea
TEX14991
10+ copies
$7.99 ea
Interactiv-eBooks School Site License
TEX15655
$4,200.00
Includes 21 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use

14
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Targeted Phonics

Grades Pre·K–1 · GR Levels A–C

Each kit includes:
➤➤ 18 Books (12 pages)—6 copies of
each title with decodable text in print
and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

Phonics

Short Vowel Rimes

-ug

Hug a Bug

_____
_______ Date: __________

Name: ____________________

-ug to finish each word.
Directions: Write the letters
a line from each word to
Then read the words. Draw
its picture.

1.

2.

3.

4.

b
j
r
m
h

Glossary

bug

bug

3

hugs

2

jug

mug
Sight Words

I like hugs!
10

5.

© Teacher Created Materials

I am a bug.

#13944—Short Vowel Rimes—Student

Guided Practice Book

rug

I
am
a
in
This my
like
11

53

10 - 11

6-packs with lesson plans: $29.99 each

English TEX15587

English TEX15588

English TEX15589

English TEX15590

English TEX15591

English TEX15592

English TEX15593

English TEX15594

English TEX15595

English TEX15596

English TEX15597

English TEX15598

English TEX15599

English TEX15600

English TEX15601

English TEX15602

English TEX15603

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack (1 of each title; 18 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX15606

Price
$889.99

TEX15604

$79.99

See item number above.

$29.99

EARLY CHILDHOOD

English TEX15586

Student Guided Practice Book Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered.
1-9 copies
$10.99 ea
TEX13944
10+ copies
$7.99 ea
Interactiv-eBooks School Site License
TEX15605
$3,600.00
Includes 18 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
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Targeted Phonics
Phonics

Short Vowel Storybooks
Grades Pre·K–2 · GR Levels C–G

Each kit includes:

S

➤➤ 18 Books (16 pages)—6 copies of
each title with decodable text in print
and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

ec ti o n

Short i Stories

3 Kip Gets Fit
1 How Big is Kip? 2 Kip Wins!
Short i Overview
Learning Objectives

i vowel sound.
• Students will learn the short
sound of short a and short i.
• Students will compare the

Materials

Character cards for Kip and the

Todd family

Introduction

Kip and his role as the
character cards to introduce
Use the Kip and the Todd Family
adventure. He wants to grow
who is four years old, loves an
youngest in the family. Kip,
seen in Kip Gets Fit. Kip
He also wants to be strong, as
up, as seen in How Big Is Kip?
in Kip Wins! Through all of his
debates the choice of a prize
shows his natural charm as he
lovable.
adventures he stays happy and
sound. The
words with the short i vowel
CVC
of
wealth
a
to
support the text,
Readers will be exposed
repeated lines of text. The illustrations The activities below
stories feature patterned and
use the pictures to read independently.
making it easy for students to
are read.
i vowel sound before the stories
can be used to review the short

Activity 1

Activity 2

Tell
1. Say the words in and pin aloud.
you say
students to listen closely as
if the
them again so they can tell you
or the
short i sound is at the beginning
middle of the word.
and say
2. Write the words on the board
your
each one slowly while running
out the
finger under the letters. Point
position of the letter i.
pairs of
3. Repeat with the following
hit.
words: if, tiff; ill, hill; is, his; it,

Decodable Words

Kip wants to get fit.
Kip will fill up a bin.

Ask
1. Say the words at and it aloud.
has
students to identify which word
the short i sound at the beginning.
Ask students
2. Say the words pat and pit.
short i
to identify which word has the 8
sound in the middle.
of the
3. Say one of the words in each
students
asking
pairs,
following word
in the
to identify whether the sound
big;
middle is short a or short i: bag,
fin; fat, fit;
ban, bin; bat, bit; dad, did; fan,
lad, lid; lap,
had, hid; ham, him; jam, Jim;
rick; rag, rig;
lip; nap, nip; pack, pick; rack,
sick;
ram, rim; rang, ring; rap, rip; sack,
tick; tap,
sang, sing; sat, sit; sax, six; tack,
tip; wag, wig; zap, zip.

#14174—Short Vowel Storybooks

© Teacher Created Materials

Yes!

Kip will fill it to the
rim.

9

as

kid

pin

big

king

pit

bin

Kip

rig

dill

mitt

ring

hill

pig

Sight Words
a
how
is
little
no

Is Kip as big as a kid?
Yes! Kip is a big kid!

or
yes

14

45

15

14 - 15

EARLY CHILDHOOD

6-packs with lesson plans: $36.99 each

English TEX15126

English TEX15127

English TEX15128

English TEX15129

English TEX15130

English TEX15131

English TEX15132

English TEX15133

English TEX15134

English TEX15135

English TEX15136

English TEX15137

English TEX15138

English TEX15139

English TEX15140

English TEX15141

English TEX15142

English TEX15143

Title
Item
Price
Complete Kit
TEX15146
$889.99
Add-on Pack (1 of each title; 18 books total)
TEX15144
$99.99
6-packs with lesson plans
See item numbers above.
$36.99
Student Guided Practice Book Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered.
1-9 copies
$10.99 ea
TEX12999
10+ copies
$7.99 ea
Interactiv-eBooks School Site License
TEX15145
$3,600.00
Includes 18 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
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Targeted Phonics

Grades Pre·K–2 · GR Levels E–J

Each kit includes:
➤➤ 18 Books (16 pages)—6 copies of
each title with decodable text in print
and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide

Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Phonics

Long Vowel Storybooks

Long o

Rose and Dad

______________________________

Name ____________________

of each picture. The letters
Directions: Say the name
correctly in the blank.
are mixed up. Spell the word

1.



stoen

2.

ttoe

3.

ocen

notes

They both like rain.
Rose floats her boat.
Bose does not like
his coat.

They both have a
comb. Mom combs
Rose. Rose combs
Bose.
9

8

4.

They both like rain.
Rose floats her boat.
Bose does not like
his coat.

roep

They both have a
comb. Mom combs
Rose. Rose combs
Bose.

8

5.
34

9

poel
nt Guided Practice Book
#13943—Long Vowel Storybooks—Stude

© Teacher Created Materials

8-9

6-packs with lesson plans: $36.99 each

English TEX15105

English TEX15106

English TEX15107

English TEX15108

English TEX15109

English TEX15110

English TEX15111

English TEX15112

English TEX15113

English TEX15114

English TEX15115

English TEX15116

English TEX15117

English TEX15118

English TEX15119

English TEX15120

English TEX15121

Title
Complete Kit

Item
TEX15124

Add-On Pack (1 of each title; 18 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans

EARLY CHILDHOOD

English TEX15104

Price
$889.99

TEX15122

$99.99

See item numbers above.

$36.99

Student Guided Practice Book Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered.
1-9 copies
$10.99 ea
TEX13943
10+ copies
$7.99 ea
Interactiv-eBooks School Site License
TEX15123
$3,600.00
Includes 18 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
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Content - Area Literacy

Early Childhood Themes
Grades Pre·K–1
Guide young learners to make connections between content and their everyday lives.
This series of early childhood kits provides a comprehensive curriculum around a theme, crossing
key early childhood content areas. Experienced and beginning teachers alike will benefit from the
early childhood lesson plans to create a rich classroom experience specifically designed to provide
engaging, developmentally appropriate learning experiences.

A variety of themed kits are available.
See following pages for individual kit information and pricing.
Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

3 Kits—See page 19.

10 Kits—See pages 20–22.

7 Kits—See pages 23–24.

Each kit includes:
Books and Lap Books

Do you see a shape
on the boat?
A triangle is the
shape I note.
A

ct

➤➤ 3 titles, 6 copies each, 16 pages per book (7"×9") in print and digital formats
➤➤ 3 lap books, 1 copy each (9.5" × 12")

ua

l typ

e s iz e

Three types of books are included in each kit: nonfiction and fiction books with simple
text as well as wordless books are provided in both standard and lap size.
Up above the world so high,







Do you see a shape
on the boat?
A triangle is the
shape I note.





Wordless Photo Book

Traditional Song or
Rhyme Book



Concept Book

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Teacher’s Guide
Quickly plan and implement instruction with
easy-to-use lessons.
➤➤ Activities generate excitement and create
meaningful connections to the real world.
➤➤ The Menu of Lesson Choices in the
Teacher’s Guide offers ideas for flexible
implementation and planning.
➤➤ Suggestions for strengthening parent
communication and family partnerships
are included.

Digital Resources

Vocabulary Concept Cards

Extend instructions with eBooks,
songs, recorded text, videos, interactive
whiteboard activities, and reproducibles.

Build key vocabulary and literacy skills with
cards featuring these activities:
➤➤ Connecting Pieces activate prior knowledge.
➤➤ Building Blocks build phonics and phonic
awareness.
➤➤ New Ideas build knowledge and
comprehension.

18
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Helps students build
phonological awareness
and early reading skills
across key content areas.

Early Childhood Themes
Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Grades Pre·K–1
Numbers Songs

(cont.)

Number Cheer
(original chant)

Teacher: One, one, can I hear
a one?
All:

One!

Teacher: Let’s hear it for one!
One me, one you,
All:
one Earth, one sun,

eight

One, one, one!
Teacher: Two, two, can I hear
a two?
All:

Two!

Teacher: Let’s hear it for two!
Two eyes, two ears,
All:
two socks, two
shoes,
Two, two, two!
Teacher: Three, three, can I
hear a three?

All:

Three blocks, three
bikes, three birds,
three bees,

Books — 3 titles, 6 copies each, 16 pages per book (7"× 9") in print and digital formats
Lap Books — 3 titles, 1 copy each (9.5" × 12")
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Vocabulary Concept Cards
Digital resources, including songs, recorded text, videos, interactive whiteboard activities,
and reproducibles

Three, three, three!
Teacher: Four, four, can I hear
a four?
All:

Four!

Teacher: Let’s hear it for four!
Four days, four
All:
nights, four less, four
more,
Four, four, four!
Teacher: Five, five, can I hear
a five?

Three!
Teacher: Let’s hear it for
three!

All:

© Teacher Created Materials

All:

Five!

Teacher: Let’s hear it for five!
Five balls, five bats,
All:
five swings, five
slides,
Five, five, five!

#24773—Numbers

77

Sing a song. Sing a song.
Sing a song of four.
Four little friends
playing on the shore.

lloons.
I see eight ba
i4583




Video from Numbers

Content - Area Literacy

Mathematics

Numbers 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Spanish
Available

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX13338
Spanish TEX13469

English TEX13706
Spanish TEX13510

English TEX13707
Spanish TEX13511

English TEX13708
Spanish TEX13512

Shapes 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX13700
Spanish TEX13504

English TEX13701
Spanish TEX13505

English TEX13702
Spanish TEX13506

Time 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX14488
Spanish TEX15170

EARLY CHILDHOOD

English TEX13324
Spanish TEX13455

círculo

Un círculo es redondo.

English TEX14379
Spanish TEX16692

English TEX14380
Spanish TEX16694

English TEX14381
Spanish TEX16693

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Content - Area Literacy

Early Childhood Themes
Science

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Grades Pre·K–1
Animal Spelling Cards
Use this pattern with the lesson

on page 50.

Books — 3 titles, 6 copies each, 16 pages per book (7"× 9") in print and digital formats
Lap Books — 3 titles, 1 copy each (9.5" × 12")
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Vocabulary Concept Cards
Digital resources, including songs, recorded text, videos, interactive whiteboard activities,
and reproducibles

pig

rat

fish
hen

fox

bat

ant

82

© Teacher Created Materials

#12462 (i3809)—Animals

The fish swims

in water.
i3810




Video from Animals

Animals 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Spanish
Available

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX12462
Spanish TEX13093

English TEX12862
Spanish TEX13243

English TEX12864
Spanish TEX13245

English TEX12866
Spanish TEX13244

Building Things 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

EARLY CHILDHOOD

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX13345
Spanish TEX13476

English TEX13709
Spanish TEX12513

English TEX13710
Spanish TEX12515

English TEX13711
Spanish TEX12514

Colors 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

martillo

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX13331
Spanish TEX13462

20

English TEX13703
Spanish TEX13507

English TEX13704
Spanish TEX13508
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English TEX13705
Spanish TEX13509

i4821

Early Childhood Themes
Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Grades Pre·K–1

Books — 3 titles, 6 copies each, 16 pages per book (7"× 9") in print and digital formats
Lap Books — 3 titles, 1 copy each (9.5" × 12")
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Vocabulary Concept Cards
Digital resources, including songs, recorded text, videos, interactive whiteboard activities,
and reproducibles

wave

s
A wave crashe
shore.
toward the
#14517

11
10

Video from Oceans

Five Senses 6-Packs • $61.99 each

Content - Area Literacy

Science (cont.)

6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Spanish
Available

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX14521
Spanish TEX15203

English TEX14388
Spanish TEX15229

English TEX14389
Spanish TEX15231

English TEX14390
Spanish TEX15230

Health and Safety 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX12826
Spanish TEX13249

English TEX12828
Spanish TEX13251

English TEX12830
Spanish TEX13250

My Body 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX13366
Spanish TEX13497

English TEX13718
Spanish TEX13522

English TEX13719
Spanish TEX13524

English TEX13720
Spanish TEX13523

EARLY CHILDHOOD

English TEX12464
Spanish TEX13103

crema de
protección

La crema de protección
sol.
nos protege la piel del

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Content - Area Literacy

Early Childhood Themes
Science (cont.)

Oceans 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX14510
Spanish TEX15192

English TEX14385
Spanish TEX15226

English TEX14386
Spanish TEX15228

English TEX14387
Spanish TEX15227

Plants 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Spanish
Available

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX12463
Spanish TEX13098

English TEX12868
Spanish TEX13246

English TEX12870
Spanish TEX13248

English TEX12872
Spanish TEX13247

Space 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99

EARLY CHILDHOOD

English TEX14466
Spanish TEX15148

English TEX14447
Spanish TEX16686

English TEX14448
Spanish TEX16688

English TEX14375
Spanish TEX16687

Weather 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX11986
Spanish TEX12495

22

English TEX12846
Spanish TEX12959

English TEX12848
Spanish TEX12960

English TEX12844
Spanish TEX12961
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océano

un gran
Un océano es ua.
cuerpo de ag
#15199

Early Childhood Themes
Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Grades Pre·K–1
Does It Belong?

Phonemic Awareness
and Phonics

Materials

• 3 sheets of paper
• marker
• word list (below)

Procedure

1
2
3

faces
Prior to the lesson, draw happy
a sad face
on two pieces of paper and
on the third piece of paper.
the rug
Gather children together on
or in their chairs.
Display the faces you drew.
face
• Ask children to identify which
doesn't belong.
that
• Help children understand
the picture of the sad face doesn't
from
belong because it is diﬀerent
the other two pictures.
game
Tell children they will play a
the
with words. They will determine
word that is diﬀerent and doesn't

happy
4

belong.

in front
Select three children to stand
of the class.
rst line
• Whisper a word from the fi
to each
of the word list on the right
child.
• Ask children to take turns saying
their word for the class.
the
• See if children can determine
word with a diﬀerent beginning

5

sound.

6
50

word
The child who said the diﬀerent
other
should stay standing while the
two children are seated.

7

that
The child who has the word
two
doesn't belong can then select
set of
friends to help with the next
words.

8

Books — 3 titles, 6 copies each, 16 pages per book (7"× 9") in print and digital formats
Lap Books — 3 titles, 1 copy each (9.5" × 12")
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Vocabulary Concept Cards
Digital resources, including songs, recorded text, videos, interactive whiteboard activities,
and reproducibles

Repeat this process for the rest
words below.

of the

Word List
mad
pear
grape

milk

red

smile

proud

sad

sun

tired

run

try
up

fear

frown

calm

green

card

buy

loved

learn

Extension

Have children describe how
it would feel to be left out of
something. Brainstorm a list
of words children could say
to their friends to help them
feel included. Write the words
on a large sheet of paper and
display it in the classroom.
© Teacher Created Materials

#14485—Feelings

feel happy
The children
water.
playing in the
#14484

3
2

Video from Feelings

All About Me 6-Packs • $61.99 each

Content - Area Literacy

Social Studies

6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Spanish
Available

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX12460
Spanish TEX12493

English TEX12850
Spanish TEX12962

English TEX12852
Spanish TEX12963

English TEX12854
Spanish TEX12964

Families 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX12465
Spanish TEX13108

English TEX12834
Spanish TEX13253

English TEX12836
Spanish TEX13254

Feelings 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX14477
Spanish TEX15159

English TEX14376
Spanish TEX16689

English TEX14377
Spanish TEX16691

English TEX14378
Spanish TEX16690

EARLY CHILDHOOD

English TEX12832
Spanish TEX13252

madre

quiere
Mi madre me
mucho.

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Content - Area Literacy

Early Childhood Themes
Social Studies (cont.)

My Community 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX12461
Spanish TEX12494

English TEX12856
Spanish TEX12965

English TEX12858
Spanish TEX12966

English TEX12860
Spanish TEX12967

My Country 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Spanish
Available

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX13359
Spanish TEX13490

English TEX13715
Spanish TEX13519

English TEX13716
Spanish TEX13521

English TEX13717
Spanish TEX13520

School 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99

EARLY CHILDHOOD

English TEX13352
Spanish TEX13483

English TEX13712
Spanish TEX13516

English TEX13713
Spanish TEX13517

English TEX13714
Spanish TEX13518

Transportation 6-Packs • $61.99 each
6 copies; 1 Lap Book; and lesson plan per title

Complete Kit • $299.99
English TEX12466
Spanish TEX13113

24

English TEX12838
Spanish TEX13255

English TEX12840
Spanish TEX13256

English TEX12842
Spanish TEX13257

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

bandera

nuestro
La bandera de
nca y azul.
país es roja, bla
#13543

Big Books
Introduce concepts of print and build language fluency with your youngest students.
These highly engaging books with accompanying lessons will get students reading and singing
some of the most well-known children’s poems and songs, all while exploring science, social
studies, and mathematics themes. By reading aloud, rhyming, and reciting poetry, students
will build oral language skills, vocabulary, and phonemic awareness.

Big Books Collection

BIG
15" x 19"

Books!

(1 of each title plus lesson plan, 20 books total): Item TEX100278 • $499.99

Big Book with lesson card • $ $29.99 each
Science

TEX100407

TEX100408

TEX100409

TEX100418

TEX100419

TEX100421

TEX100410

TEX100411

n
ls o
Whee

Mathematics

Lesson 1:
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the Parts
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Read-Alou

rs.
in their chai
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children on
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ren the boo
word
back covers.
2. Show child
point to each
the front and
ren locate
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nam
child
e
r’s
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•
illus
not sure
title and the
ago. We are
• Read the .
t.
from long
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k will be abou
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trad
a
is
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Each Big Book
includes a lesson card.
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Social Studies

TEX100412

Modeled / Shared Reading

Grades Pre·K–2

TEX100420

TEX100422

TEX100423

TEX100424

TEX100425
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Professional Resources
Rhythm & Rhyme Literacy Time
By Timothy Rasinski, Karen McGuigan Brothers, and Gay Fawcett
Levels K–3
Introduce grade-appropriate poetry to build phonemic and phonological awareness,
improve collaborative learning skills, and develop comprehension and fluency with this
standards-based resource.
144 pp. • $15.99 each
Level
Level K

Item

Level

TEX51336

Level 1

Item
TEX51337

Level
Level 2

Item
TEX51338

Level
Level 3

Item
TEX51339

Foundational Skills: Phonics
By Jodene Smith, Chandra Prough, Suzanne Barchers, Mary Rosenberg,
and Christine Dugan
Grades Pre·K–2
Support students’ phonetic development with fun and engaging activity pages that are research
based and aligned with national and state standards.
96 pp. • $12.99 each
Grade

Item

Grade

Item

Pre-Kindergarten

TEX51094

First Grade

TEX51098

Kindergarten

TEX51096

Second Grade

TEX51100

Purposeful Play for Early Childhood Phonological
Awareness
By Hallie Kay Yopp and Ruth Helen Yopp
Grades Pre·K–2
This resource contains 70 activities designed to help students detect and manipulate the sounds
of language. Every activity provides fun ways for children to interact with language while offering
explicit support for developing phonological awareness. Digital resources such as templates,
letters, picture cards, and more are included.
196 pp. • TEX50665 • $29.99

Successful Centers
Standards-Based Learning Centers that Work
By Lisa B. Fiore
Grades Pre·K–1
This developmentally appropriate classroom resource incorporates current research into 70
ready-to-use centers. Teachers can implement and manage these interactive centers right away.

EARLY CHILDHOOD

208 pp. • TEX51019 • $21.99

Managing an Early Childhood Classroom
By Wendy Koza
Grades Pre·K–2
This book examines the “nuts and bolts” of creating and managing a developmentally appropriate
early childhood classroom and includes teacher tips and management suggestions from an
experienced early childhood teacher.
240 pp. • TEX50635 • $24.99
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2nd
Edition

GR Levels WB–Z • Lexile® NP–1080L
Reading Levels BR–8.8 • Interest Grade Levels K–8
Supplement your reading program or classroom library.
Integrate science, social studies, and mathematics concepts and themes into your reading
block with these dynamic and engaging nonfiction readers. These books meet your students’
needs for high-interest informational text, while featuring a variety of text structures,
academic- and domain-specific vocabulary, and complex text aligned to the content areas.

Spanish
Available

See pages 28–42 for individual kit information and pricing.
Each kit includes:
Cakes Are King!
No party is complete without a cake. Lots of
bakeries make creative cakes. People who design and
decorate these cakes are not only bakers—they are
artists, too!
Some people like their cakes to say something
about who they are or their hobbies. Some cakes take
the shape of dogs, birds, cars, trains, houses, pianos, and
even robots. Every cake is a delicious work of art!

These cakes are almost
too special to eat.

Getting Bigger...
There is no yeast in cake batter.
So why does it rise as it bakes in
the oven? The secret ingredient is
baking powder. Baking powder
releases carbon dioxide, too. That
makes the cake fluffy.

Wedding Cakes

The wedding cake plays
a big role on a couple’s
big day. Some wedding
cakes can be several
feet high and have as
many as six tiers! They
can feature ribbons and
flowers that look very
real but are safe to eat.

cake topper

dowels

tier base

16

17

Books
➤➤ High-interest content and engaging illustrations and
photographs from TIME For Kids® motivate students
to want to read.
➤➤ Authentic reading experiences help students develop
vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency skills.
➤➤ Pair with cross-disciplinary fiction topics to connect
common themes.
Lesson 4: Mark

ets Around the

World

➤➤ Readers and accompanying lessons can be used for
guided reading, whole-group lessons, centers/workstations,
independent reading, writing, and word work.
➤➤ Leveled readers are ideal for use with groups who
need practice at certain reading levels and with specific
reading skills.

Lesson 4: Marke

ts Around the

(cont.)

Oral Reading

Comprehensio

n

1. Using Mental
Images—Reread
the
read the book
aloud with students. title of the book. Use the
choral‑reading
• Read the book
strategy to
once more, this
time discussing
strategy for comprehen
with students
the act of visualizing
discuss and visualize ding text. Model using
the description
on page 8 of the as a
• Continue visualizing the smells described.
book to
various pages
markets.
of the book, using
sights, sounds,
and colors at the
2. Monitorin
g Reading—Explain
to students that
reading in order
good readers constantly
to make sure they
order to clarify
understand
monitor
it. If they do not
and understand
their
understand, they
the text better.
• As the class reads
reread in
the text, stop and
rereading it to
model being puzzled
figure it out.
by something
• Have students
and then
reread the book
independently.
Monitor and check
for
understand
Assessment Opportuni
ing.
ty—Monito
the high‑freque
ncy and vocabulary r students to ensure that they
can read
words accurately.

Materials
#14664—Fluent—Teac

her’s Guide

67

____________________

the World

____________________

Teacher's Guide

Assessment Guide

_______________

Word Count
228

Casey Null

E = errors

Page

➤➤ Easy-to-use, standards-based
lesson plans for each reader are
included in the Teacher’s Guide.
➤➤ Each lesson is organized in a
consistent format.
➤➤ Standard correlations, research,
and best practices provide
additional instructional support.

4

5

ns

E

S = structure

SC

E
M

M

V = visual

Cues Used

S

S

SC
V

V

M

M

S

S

V

V

So, what’s on
your shopping
list?
6

China and Thailand
are home to
two of Asia’s
most famous
markets. Vietnam
also has many
markets, including
a floating one.
Spices, spices,
and more spices
are sold in the
markets of India.

M

S

V

M

S

V

SUBTOTALS

© Teacher Created
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GO ON
#14665—Fluent—Assessm

ent Guide

Foundations Plus

Interactiv-eBooks integrate
technology into literacy
instruction and prepare
students for today’s
digitally focused world.

M = meaning

People may travel
by car or bus
to get to these
markets, but
they might also
travel on foot,
by
bike, or even
by camel! The
markets are found
in city streets,
in deserts, on
mountaintops,
or
even floating
on water.

Level

Interactiv-eBooks

Petersen

Codes

SC = self-correctio

Text
Around the world,
people go to
markets to buy
what they need
and sell what
they make, grow,
or catch. These
markets are not
like the grocery
stores or supermarke
ts you know.
But just about
everything you
can imagine is
bought and
sold there!

Foundations

This program provides high-interest
informational texts with a variety of
text structures, text features, and
academic vocabulary.

World

Markets

Around

_ Date: __________

Assessor: __________

Petersen

During Reading

Name: __________

the World

Review with students
the pronunciatio
n of the
countries labeled
on the
map on pages
24–25
of the book. Then
write
regions from the
table of
contents on the
board and
have students use
the
sentence frame
(Country)
is part of (region).
If time
permits, identify
where
the cities mentioned
the book are located in
within their countries.

Around

English Languag
e
Support

1. Introducin
g the Book—Sho
w students the
book. Invite them
cover of the
to describe what
they see in the
• Read the title
picture.
of the
title and the picture book to students. Ask them
to use the
on the front cover
about the text.
to make predictions
Take a text walk
through the book
allow students
to discuss the
and
features of the
the nonfiction
text. How is
text organized?
• Ask students
to visualize a market
Have a few students
that they have
visited.
share
their
experience
group.
s with the whole
2. Monitorin
g Reading—Ask
students to share
about the strategy
what they
called clarifying.
do readers clarify
What does it mean? know
something when
How
what they read?
they do not understand

© Teacher Created

Record
Markets

Before Reading

Emergent
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A series placement test in
digital formats, an oral reading
record, and multiple choice
questions for each book
provide teachers with a variety
of assessment opportunities.

Reading Level Spans
GR Level WB–LB • Lexile® NP • Reading Level BR
GR Level LB–B • Lexile® NP and BR • Reading Level BR
GR Levels A–F • Lexile® BR–460L • Reading Level 1.0–1.4

Upper Emergent

GR Levels G–K • Lexile® 140L–380L • Reading Levels 1.5–1.9

Early Fluent

GR Levels J–N • Lexile® 390L–680L • Reading Levels 2.0–2.4

Early Fluent Plus

GR Levels M–Q • Lexile® 560L–780L • Reading Levels 2.5–2.9

Fluent

GR Levels N–S • Lexile® 580L–920L • Reading Levels 3.0–3.4

Fluent Plus

GR Levels O–U • Lexile® 610L–930L • Reading Levels 3.5–3.9

Advanced

GR Levels P–U • Lexile® 660L–760L • Reading Levels 4.0–4.4

Advanced Plus

GR Levels Q–Z • Lexile® 640L–800L • Reading Levels 4.5–4.9

Challenging

GR Levels T–X • Lexile® 690L–900L • Reading Levels 5.0–5.4

Challenging Plus

GR Levels S–W • Lexile® 750L–890L • Reading Levels 5.5–5.9

Grade 6

GR Levels U–Z • Lexile® 810L–990L • Reading Levels 6.0–6.9

Grade 7

GR Levels U–Y • Lexile® 880L–1010 L • Reading Levels 7.0–7.9

Grade 8

GR Levels U–Z • Lexile® 980L–1080L • Reading Levels 8.0–8.8

See pages 28–42 for individual kit information and pricing.
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ReadingLITERACY

Nonfiction
Readers
Grades K–8

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Reading

Foundations

GR Level WB–LB • Lexile® NP
Reading Level BR • Interest Grade Levels K–2

Each kit includes:

grow

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

cut

8

9

Always Growing: Hair

6-packs with lesson plans • $36.99 each
Cause & Effect • Level BR

Pushes and Pulls
English TEX24490
Spanish TEX24982

Counting and Cardinality • Level BR

What the Sun Can Do
English TEX24491
Spanish TEX24983

Changing Weather
English TEX24492
Spanish TEX24984

National Treasures • Level BR

Grand Old Flag
English TEX24493
Spanish TEX24985

Birds and Bugs
English TEX24499
Spanish TEX24991

How Many Toys?
English TEX24500
Spanish TEX24992

My Birthday Party
English TEX24501
Spanish TEX24993

Rules at School
English TEX24503
Spanish TEX24995

Being a Good Citizen
English TEX24504
Spanish TEX24996

Citizenship • Level BR

America’s Eagle
English TEX24494
Spanish TEX24986

Mountain of Presidents
English TEX24495
Spanish TEX24987

Using Good Manners
English TEX24502
Spanish TEX24994

Growth and Change • Level BR

LITERACY

Spanish
Available
Always Growing: Hair
English TEX24496
Spanish TEX24988

Always Growing: Fruit
English TEX24497
Spanish TEX24989

Always Growing: Skin
English TEX24498
Spanish TEX24990

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

28

English Item
TEX24051

Spanish Item
TEX24959

Price
$859.99

TEX24488

TEX25013

$79.99

See item numbers above.
TEX24484

TEX24976

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

$36.99 ea
$3,000.00

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Level LB–B • Lexile® NP and BR
Reading Level BR • Interest Grade Levels K–2

Each kit includes:

kite

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

more kites

10

11

Use Math: Compare It

6-packs with lesson plans • $36.99 each
Problem and Solution in the Natural World • Level BR

My Body • Level BR

Good Work: Plant Life
English TEX24505
Spanish TEX24997

Marvelous Me:
My Hands
English TEX24514
Spanish TEX25006

Good Work: Our Earth
English TEX24506
Spanish TEX24998

Good Work: Simple Tools
English TEX24507
Spanish TEX24999

Measurement and Data • Level BR

Use Math: Describe It
English TEX24508
Spanish TEX25000

Use Math: Compare It
English TEX24509
Spanish TEX25001

Marvelous Me:
My Feet
English TEX24515
Spanish TEX25007

Marvelous Me:
My Face
English TEX24516
Spanish TEX25008

Human Needs for Life • Level BR

Use Math: Group It
English TEX24510
Spanish TEX25002

Good for Me:
Healthy Food
English TEX24517
Spanish TEX25009

Good for Me:
Play and Exercise
English TEX24518
Spanish TEX25010

Good for Me: Love
English TEX24519
Spanish TEX25011

Community Workers • Level BR

Spanish
Available
Workers at My School
English TEX24511
Spanish TEX25003

Workers in My City
English TEX24512
Spanish TEX25004

Workers Who Take
Care of Me
English TEX24513
Spanish TEX25005
Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

English Item
TEX24483

Spanish Item
TEX24960

Price
$859.99

TEX24489

TEX25012

$79.99

See item numbers above.
TEX24485

TEX24977

$36.99 ea
$3,000.00
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ReadingLITERACY

Foundations Plus

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Reading

Emergent
GR Levels A–F • Lexile® BR–460L
Reading Levels 1.0–1.4 • Interest Grade Levels K–3

Each kit includes:
They are in the air.
They are on the
ground.

They are in the
water, too.

4

5

4-5

They are in the air.
They are on the
ground.

They are in the
water, too.

4

5

Animal Eyes

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

6-packs with lesson plans • $36.99 each
Basic Concepts • Level 1.0

Big and Little
English TEX14802
Spanish TEX15259

Colors
English TEX14803
Spanish TEX15260

Earth Science • Level 1.3

Shapes
English TEX14804
Spanish TEX15261

Me • Level 1.1

This Is Me
English TEX14805
Spanish TEX15262

Land
English TEX14811
Spanish TEX15268

Weather
English TEX14812
Spanish TEX15269

Life Science • Level 1.4

I Can
English TEX14806
Spanish TEX15263

My Big Family
English TEX14807
Spanish TEX15264

How Plants Grow
English TEX14814
Spanish TEX15271

Animal Eyes
English TEX14815
Spanish TEX15272

My Community • Level 1.2

LITERACY

Spanish
Available
On the Go
English TEX14808
Spanish TEX15265

Workers
English TEX14809
Spanish TEX15266

Places to Go
English TEX14810
Spanish TEX15267
Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

30

Water
English TEX14813
Spanish TEX15270

English Item
TEX15276

Spanish Item
TEX15557

Price
$859.99

TEX15373

TEX15274

$79.99

See item numbers above.
TEX15275

TEX15556
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$36.99 ea
$3,000.00

Animal Mothers and Babies
English TEX14816
Spanish TEX15273

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Levels G–K • Lexile® 140L–380L
Reading Levels 1.5–1.9 • Interest Grade Levels K–3

Each kit includes:
Eat fruits and vegetables
every day. Bread, nuts, and
milk are good, too.

Your body needs healthy
food to be strong.

6

7

6-7

Eat fruits and vegetables
every day. Bread, nuts, and
milk are good, too.

Your body needs healthy
food to be strong.

6

7

Eating Right

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 20 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

6-packs with lesson plans • $36.99 each
Life Cycles • Level 1.5

A Frog’s Life
English TEX14817
Spanish TEX15278

Health • Level 1.8

A Butterfly’s Life
English TEX14818
Spanish TEX15279

Staying Healthy
English TEX14826
Spanish TEX15287

A Bee’s Life
English TEX14819
Spanish TEX15280

Animal Groups • Level 1.6

Things with Wings
English TEX14820
Spanish TEX15281

Keeping Fit with Sports
English TEX14827
Spanish TEX15288

Eating Right
English TEX14828
Spanish TEX15289

Around the World • Level 1.9

Sea Life
English TEX14821
Spanish TEX15282

Homes Around the World
English TEX14829
Spanish TEX15290

Going Buggy!
English TEX14822
Spanish TEX15283

Kids Around the World
English TEX14830
Spanish TEX15291

Places Around the World
English TEX14831
Spanish TEX15292

Crafts and Culture • Level 1.7

Spanish
Available
Make Papel Picado
English TEX14823
Spanish TEX15284

Make a Chinese New
Year Dragon
English TEX14824
Spanish TEX15285

Make a Gingerbread Man
English TEX14825
Spanish TEX15286

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

English Iem
TEX15295

Spanish Item
TEX15560

Price
$859.99

TEX15374

TEX15293

$79.99

See item numbers above.
TEX15294

TEX15559

$36.99 ea
$3,000.00
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2nd
Edition

Reading

Early Fluent

GR Levels J–N • Lexile® 390L–680L
Reading Levels 2.0–2.4 • Interest Grade Levels 1–4
A furnace is an oven

Each kit includes:

used to melt glass.
The heat used to
make glass is very
high. The oven has
a special screen for
protection.

The ingredients are mixed
together and heated.
Today, a gas furnace (FUR-nis)
A furnace is an oven
is used to make the high heat. In
used to melt glass.
the past, very hot wood fires were
The heat used to
built in brick ovens.
make glass
14 is very
high. The oven has

When the temperature is
high enough, the ingredients
melt together to make liquid
glass.
Gaffers must be very careful
not to burn themselves!
15

a special screen for
protection.
14 - 15

The ingredients are mixed
together and heated.
Today, a gas furnace (FUR-nis)
is used to make the high heat. In
the past, very hot wood fires were
built in brick ovens.

When the temperature is
high enough, the ingredients
melt together to make liquid
glass.
Gaffers must be very careful
not to burn themselves!

14

15

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 24–28 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

Hand-Blown Glass

6-packs with lesson plans • $43.99 each
A Visit to • Level 2.0

A Visit to a Car Factory
English TEX14832
Spanish TEX15297

Animal Species • Level 2.3

A Visit to a Farm
English TEX14833
Spanish TEX15298

Eagles Up Close
English TEX14841
Spanish TEX15306

A Visit to a Marine Base
English TEX14834
Spanish TEX15299

Countries and Regions • Level 2.1

Next Stop: Mexico
English TEX14835
Spanish TEX15300

Horses Up Close
English TEX 14842
Spanish TEX15307

Snakes Up Close
English TEX14843
Spanish TEX15308

Build It: Skyscrapers
English TEX14845
Spanish TEX15310

Make It: Chocolate
English TEX14846
Spanish TEX15311

All About • Level 2.4

Next Stop: Canada
English TEX14836
Spanish TEX15301

Next Stop: The Caribbean
English TEX14837
Spanish TEX15302

Craft It:
Hand-Blown Glass
English TEX14844
Spanish TEX15309

Natural Disasters • Level 2.2

LITERACY

Spanish
Available
Earthquakes!
English TEX14838
Spanish TEX15303

Tornadoes and Hurricanes!
English TEX14839
Spanish TEX15304

Volcanoes!
English TEX14840
Spanish TEX15305

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
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English Item
TEX15314

Spanish Item
TEX15563

Price
$919.99

TEX15375

TEX15312

$104.99

See item numbers above.
TEX15313

TEX15562

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

$43.99 ea
$3,000.00

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Levels M–Q • Lexile® 560L–780L
Reading Levels 2.5–2.9 • Interest Grade Levels 1–4

Outer space is filled with stars, and
new stars are forming all the time.
Stars are big balls of gas that give
off heat and light. Young stars are bright
blue. Older stars are yellow, orange, and
red. Stars change slowly over time. They
can live for billions of years!

Stars
Outer space is filled with stars, and
new stars are forming all the time.

Each kit includes:

black hole

Black Holes
When gravity makes a very large star

Stars are big balls of gas that give
off heat and light. Young stars are bright
blue. Older stars are yellow, orange, and
red. Stars change slowly over time. They
can live for billions of years!

collapse into itself, we call it a black
hole. Black holes have strong gravity.
Anything that is close will get pulled
into it and never get out. Even light
cannot escape.
14

15

black hole
14 - 15

Black Holes
When gravity makes a very large star
collapse into itself, we call it a black
hole. Black holes have strong gravity.
Anything that is close will get pulled
into it and never get out. Even light
cannot escape.
14

15

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 28 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

Outer Space

6-packs with lesson plans • $43.99 each
Biomes • Level 2.5

Step into the Forest
English TEX14847
Spanish TEX15316

Math • Level 2.8

Step into the Desert
English TEX14848
Spanish TEX15317

Step into the Rainforest
English TEX14849
Spanish TEX15318

Count Me In! Soccer
Tournament
English TEX14857
Spanish TEX15326

Count Me In! What’s
for Lunch?
English TEX14858
Spanish TEX15327

U.S. Biographies • Level 2.9

Space • Level 2.6

Our Earth
English TEX14850
Spanish TEX15319

Count Me In! School
Carnival
English TEX14856
Spanish TEX15325

Outer Space
English TEX14851
Spanish TEX15320

The Solar System
English TEX14852
Spanish TEX15321

George Washington
English TEX14859
Spanish TEX15328

Martin Luther King Jr.
English TEX14860
Spanish TEX15329

Susan B. Anthony
English TEX14861
Spanish TEX15330

The Human Body • Level 2.7

Spanish
Available
Look Inside: Your Brain
English TEX14853
Spanish TEX15322

Look Inside: Your Skeleton
and Muscles
English TEX14854
Spanish TEX15323

Look Inside: Your Heart
and Lungs
English TEX14855
Spanish TEX15324

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

English Item
TEX15333

Spanish Item
TEX15566

Price
$919.99

TEX15376

TEX15331

$104.99

See item numbers above.
TEX15332

TEX15565

$43.99 ea
$3,000.00

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Stars

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Reading

Fluent

GR Levels N–S • Lexile® 580L–920L
Reading Levels 3.0–3.4 • Interest Grade Levels 2–5
Animal Lifespans

Lifespans and Habitats

chipmunk 2

Each kit includes:

➤

gerbil 4
hedgehog 7

Different mammals can live for different lengths of
time. This graph shows the number of years each kind of
animal normally lives. Most members of the species die by
the age given. A few live longer.

beaver 12
fennec fox 14
deer 15

koala 20 ➤
bat 25
giant panda 30

Mammals live in habitats all over the world. Because
they are warm-blooded, their bodies stay the right
temperature no matter where they live. Some mammals
live in deserts while others live in a snowy wilderness.
|How can this be? Each mammal has body features
suited to where it lives.

polar bear 33
gorilla 40

➤
sea cow 60
blue whale 100

0

20

40

60

80

100

No Water?

The fennec fox and the camel live in the
desert. Both can live for days without drinking
water. The fennec fox’s large ears let extra
heat leave its body to keep it from getting
too hot.

How can some animals go days
without drinking water? Fennec
foxes can get water from the food
they eat. Camels can store large
amounts of water in their bodies—
but not in their humps, as many
people believe.

➤

The musk ox and the Arctic hare live
where it gets very cold in the winter. It never
gets hot there, even in the summer. They have
heavy fur to protect them from the cold.

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 28–32 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

sea otter 15
giraffe 20

Musk Ox

➤ Fennec Fox

18

19

Mammal Mania

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each
A Day in the Life • Level 3.0

A Day in the Life of a
Cowhand
English TEX14862
Spanish TEX15335

Animal Groups • Level 3.3

A Day in the Life of a Ballet
Dancer
English TEX14863
Spanish TEX15336

Mammal Mania
English TEX14871
Spanish TEX15344

A Day in the Life of a
Firefighter
English TEX14864
Spanish TEX15337

Around the World • Level 3.1

Markets Around
the World
English TEX14865
Spanish TEX15338

Slithering Reptiles and
Amphibians
English TEX14872
Spanish TEX15345

Math at Work • Level 3.4

Games Around
the World
English TEX14866
Spanish TEX15339

School Around the World
English TEX14867
Spanish TEX15340

Backstage Pass: Fashion
English TEX14874
Spanish TEX15347

Big Digs: Construction Site
English TEX14875
Spanish TEX15348

How Things Work • Level 3.2

LITERACY

Spanish
Available
Take Off! All About
Airplanes
English TEX14868
Spanish TEX15341

All Aboard! How
Trains Work
English TEX14869
Spanish TEX15342

Zoom! How Cars Move
English TEX14870
Spanish TEX15343
Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

34

Incredible Invertebrates
English TEX14873
Spanish TEX15346

English Item

Spanish Item

Price

TEX15352

TEX15569

$1,019.99

TEX15377

TEX15350

$129.99

See item numbers above.
TEX15351

TEX15568

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

$54.99 ea
$3,000.00

Sweet: Inside a Bakery
English TEX14876
Spanish TEX15349

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Levels O–U • Lexile® 610L–930L
Reading Levels 3.5–3.9 • Interest Grade Levels 2–5

Space Gear

Keeping Track

NASA must keep track of millions of
Astronauts wear space suits when they go on
parts and pieces of equipment. So,
Floating in water may be the
they developed barcodes. Today,
space walks. The suits closest
protect
the
astronauts
from the most
we can
come
to feeling
businesses use barcodes to
weightless on Earth. ▼
keep track
harsh conditions of space. In space suits, astronauts won’t
get of what they’ve sold and
what’s in stock.
too hot or too cold. They are also protected from too much pressure
during parts of their space flights.

Astronauts use many special pieces of equipment while they are in
space. They also wear different kinds of clothing, depending on what their
jobs are for the day.
Some days, astronauts may leave the spacecraft and go out into
space. This is called a space walk. They practice space walks on Earth by
working underwater in a huge swimming pool.

Astronauts use
special equipment
to help them
survive away from
the spacecraft. ▶

Keeping Track
Floating in water may be the
closest we can come to feeling
weightless on Earth. ▼

Astronauts wear space suits when they go on
space walks. The suits protect the astronauts from the
harsh conditions of space. In space suits, astronauts won’t get
too hot or too cold. They are also protected from too much pressure
during parts of their space flights.

Astronauts use many special pieces of equipment while they are in
space. They also wear different kinds of clothing, depending on what their
jobs are for the day.
Some days, astronauts may leave the spacecraft and go out into
space. This is called a space walk. They practice space walks on Earth by
working underwater in a huge swimming pool.

NASA must keep track of millions of
parts and pieces of equipment. So,
they developed barcodes. Today,
most businesses use barcodes to
keep track of what they’ve sold and
what’s in stock.

Each kit includes:

Astronauts use
special equipment
to help them
survive away from
the spacecraft. ▶

EMUs and MMUs

wear
The suit astronauts
is called
outside the spacecraft
mobility unit,
an extravehicular
a headphone
or EMU. It has
so the
and a microphone, the team
talk to
astronaut can
It also has
inside the ship.
and water
oxygen to breathe move
to
to drink. In order
the astronaut
around outside,
special backpack
also wears a
or manned
called an MMU,
unit.
maneuvering

13

12

EMUs and MMUs

12 - 13

ts wear
The suit astronau
ft is called
outside the spacecra
mobility unit,
an extravehicular
a headphone
or EMU. It has
one, so the
and a microph
talk to the team
astronaut can
It also has
inside the ship.
and water
oxygen to breathe move
to
to drink. In order astronaut
the
around outside,
k
special backpac
also wears a
or manned
called an MMU,
unit.
maneuvering

13

12

Living in Space

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each
Biome Locations • Level 3.5

African Grasslands
English TEX14877
Spanish TEX15354

History Of • Level 3.8

Amazon Rainforest
English TEX14878
Spanish TEX15355

Death Valley Desert
English TEX14879
Spanish TEX15356

Space • Level 3.6

Blast Off to Space Camp
English TEX14880
Spanish TEX15357

Batter Up! History
of Baseball
English TEX14886
Spanish TEX15363

Hit It! History of Tools
English TEX14887
Spanish TEX15364

Buy It! History of Money
English TEX14888
Spanish TEX15365

International Biographies • Level 3.9

Space Exploration
English TEX14881
Spanish TEX15358

Living in Space
English TEX14882
Spanish TEX15359

Mohandas Gandhi
English TEX14889
Spanish TEX15366

Roberto Clemente
English TEX14890
Spanish TEX15367

Jane Goodall
English TEX14891
Spanish TEX15368

Body Systems • Level 3.7

Spanish
Available
The Five Senses
English TEX14883
Spanish TEX15360

The Digestive System
English TEX14884
Spanish TEX15361

The Human Life Cycle
English TEX14885
Spanish TEX15362

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

English Item
TEX15371

Spanish Item
TEX15572

TEX15378

TEX15369

See item numbers above.
TEX15370

TEX15571

Price
$1,019.99
$129.99
$54.99 ea
$3,000.00

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Reading

Advanced

Finding
Fingerprints

Finding
Fingerprints
At the crime scene, CSIs look for fingerprints. A
set of prints can be a valuable clue. The CSI often
searches the crime-scene entrance for fingerprints. A
burglar may have left fingerprints on a window or
a weapon. The CSI will ask witnesses if any objects
have been moved. Broken lamps, drawers, and light
switches are smart places to look for prints. The CSI
may fingerprint people who live in the house. These
prints can be compared to others found in the house.
The CSI must learn which prints don’t belong.

NATURAL INK
on our
Oils fill the ridges
fingers
fingers. When our
the oils
touch something,
when
leave a print. Even
the oil dries, the image
CSI can
remains. A trained
to
“dust” the fingerprint
make it more visible.

GR Levels P–U • Lexile® 680L–760L
Reading Levels 4.0–4.4 • Interest Grade Levels 3–6

NATURAL INK

At the crime scene, CSIs look for fingerprints. A
set of prints can be a valuable clue. The CSI often
searches the crime-scene entrance for fingerprints. A
burglar may have left fingerprints on a window or
a weapon. The CSI will ask witnesses if any objects
have been moved. Broken lamps, drawers, and light
switches are smart places to look for prints. The CSI
may fingerprint people who live in the house. These
prints can be compared to others found in the house.
The CSI must learn which prints don’t belong.

on our
Oils fill the ridges
fingers
fingers. When our
the oils
touch something,
when
leave a print. Even
the oil dries, the image
CSI can
remains. A trained
to
“dust” the fingerprint
make it more visible.

Each kit includes:

FIND IT FAST
to the
Every print is compared
database. On TV,
prints stored in a
matches the
a computer quickly
it may take over
prints. In real life,
a fingerprint. It
an hour to match
works.
takes time, but it

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 48 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

FIND IT FAST
to the
Every print is compared
database. On TV,
prints stored in a
matches the
a computer quickly
it may take over
prints. In real life,
a fingerprint. It
an hour to match
works.
takes time, but it

Each ridge in the fingerprint
is another point to compare.
Computers compare prints from
suspects around the world.

14 - 15

14

15

Each ridge in the fingerprint
is another point to compare.
Computers compare prints from
suspects around the world.

14

15

On the Scene: A CSI’s Life

6-packs
6-packs
with
with
lesson
lesson
plans
plans
• $59.99
• $48.99
each
Survival • Level 4.0

Survival! Desert
English TEX15841
Spanish TEX18074

Mysteries • Level 4.3

Survival! Ocean
English TEX15842
Spanish TEX18075

Survival! Jungle
English TEX15843
Spanish TEX18076

Animal Homes • Level 4.1

Bug Builders
English TEX15844
Spanish TEX18077

Unsolved!
Mysterious Events
English TEX15850
Spanish TEX18083

Unsolved!
Mysterious Places
English TEX15851
Spanish TEX18084

Unsolved! History’s
Mysteries
English TEX15852
Spanish TEX18085

Hang Ten! Surfing
English TEX15854
Spanish TEX18087

Final Lap! Go-Kart Racing
English TEX15855
Spanish TEX18088

Sports • Level 4.4

Animal Architects
English TEX15845
Spanish TEX18078

Wild Cities
English TEX15846
Spanish TEX18079

Defying Gravity!
Rock Climbing
English TEX15853
Spanish TEX18086

Careers • Level 4.2

LITERACY

Spanish
Available
In the Game:
An Athlete’s Life
English TEX15847
Spanish TEX18080

On the Scene: A CSI’s Life
English TEX15848
Spanish TEX18081

Behind the Canvas:
An Artist’s Life
English TEX15849
Spanish TEX18082

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

36

English Item
TEX15674

Spanish Item
TEX18050

TEX15856

TEX18246

See item numbers above.
TEX15839

TEX18072

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Price
$1,119.99
$134.99
$59.99 ea
$3,000.00

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Bafflin g Bugs

Baffling Bugs

Arthropods have developed some creepy
adaptations to help them survive. These
critters have lived on Earth for over 500
million years. Scientists believe they were the
first creatures to live on land. And now they
can be found almost every place on Earth.
Insects are a type of arthropod. They are
invertebrates. They have an exoskeleton,
a segmented body, and jointed legs.
Everything from common brown spiders
to the crab are arthropods. This group of
animals includes some of the strangest
species on Earth.

Arthropods have developed some creepy
adaptations to help them survive. These
critters have lived on Earth for over 500
million years. Scientists believe they were the
first creatures to live on land. And now they
can be found almost every place on Earth.
Insects are a type of arthropod. They are
invertebrates. They have an exoskeleton,
a segmented body, and jointed legs.
Everything from common brown spiders
to the crab are arthropods. This group of
animals includes some of the strangest
species on Earth.

oppers
Grassh s on
ear
have
legs!
their

Incredible

Insects

GR Levels Q–Z • Lexile® 640L–800L
Reading Levels 4.5–4.9 • Interest Grade Levels 3–6

pers
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Each kit includes:
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Strange but True: Bizarre Animals

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 48 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

6-packs
6-packs
with
with
lesson
lesson
plans
plans
• $59.99
• $43.99
each
Health • Level 4.5

Straight Talk: The
Truth About Food
English TEX15880
Spanish TEX18113

Community Activism • Level 4.8

Straight Talk: Smoking
English TEX15881
Spanish TEX18114

Straight Talk:
Drugs and Alcohol
English TEX15882
Spanish TEX18115

Biology • Level 4.6

Strange But True:
Gross Anatomy
English TEX15883
Spanish TEX18116

Hand to Heart: Improving
Communities
English TEX15889
Spanish TEX18122

Hand to Paw:
Protecting Animals
English TEX15890
Spanish TEX18123

Hand to Earth: Saving
the Environment
English TEX15891
Spanish TEX18124

Feats and Failures • Level 4.9

Strange but True:
Tiny Creatures
English TEX15885
Spanish TEX18118

Strange but True:
Bizarre Animals
English TEX15884
Spanish TEX18117

Technology: Feats
& Failures
English TEX15892
Spanish TEX18125

Physical: Feats
& Failures
English TEX15893
Spanish TEX18126

Engineering: Feats
& Failures
English TEX15894
Spanish TEX18127

International Biographies • Level 4.7

Spanish
Available
Helen Keller: A
New Vision
English TEX15886
Spanish TEX18119

Nelson Mandela: Leading
the Way
English TEX15887
Spanish TEX18120

Anne Frank: A Light
in the Dark
English TEX15888
Spanish TEX18121

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

English Item
TEX15675

Spanish Item
TEX18089

TEX15895

TEX18247

See item numbers above.
TEX15878

TEX18111

Price
$1,119.99
$134.99
$59.99 ea
$3,000.00

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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2nd
Edition

Reading

Challenging

Hun
Attila theof God

Attila the Hun was so bad that he
was known as the Scourge of God.
A scourge is a whip made of many
straps, meant to cruelly punish an
individual—or even oneself!

hen people think of bad guys from long
ago, they get a mental picture. They see
a dirty, muscled man in a pointed fur hat. He
probably has a shaggy moustache and a wild
look in his eyes. They see Attila the Hun, one
of the most feared leaders of ancient times.

Hun
theof God
AttTheilaScourge

GR Levels T–X • Lexile® 690L–900L
Reading Levels 5.0–5.4 • Interest Grade Levels 4–7

The Scourge

The Scourge

W

Each kit includes:

The Scourge
Attila the Hun was so bad that he
was known as the Scourge of God.
A scourge is a whip made of many
straps, meant to cruelly punish an
individual—or even oneself!

W

hen people think of bad guys from long
ago, they get a mental picture. They see
a dirty, muscled man in a pointed fur hat. He
probably has a shaggy moustache and a wild
look in his eyes. They see Attila the Hun, one
of the most feared leaders of ancient times.

Attila’s cruel ways were
so barbaric that many of
those he tried to conquer
joined his forces just to
protect themselves.

48

49

Attila’s cruel ways were
so barbaric that many of
those he tried to conquer
joined his forces just to
protect themselves.

48

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 64 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

48 - 49
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Bad Guys and Gals of the Ancient World

6-packs
6-packs
with
with
lesson
lesson
plans
plans
• $64.99
• $48.99
each
Environmental Science • Level 5.0

Demons of the Deep
English TEX15919
Spanish TEX18152

Careers • Level 5.3

Danger in the Desert
English TEX15920
Spanish TEX18153

Terror in the Tropics
English TEX15921
Spanish TEX18154

Space • Level 5.1

20th Century:
Race to the Moon
English TEX15922
Spanish TEX18155

All in a Day’s Work:
Police Officer
English TEX15928
Spanish TEX18161

All in a Day’s Work:
ER Doctor
English TEX15929
Spanish TEX18162

Financial Literacy • Level 5.4

21st Century:
Mysteries of Deep Space
English TEX15923
Spanish TEX18156

22nd Century:
Future of Space
English TEX15924
Spanish TEX18157

Making Money Grow
English TEX15931
Spanish TEX18164

Where Does Your
Money Go?
English TEX15932
Spanish TEX18165

Historical Profiles • Level 5.2

LITERACY

Spanish
Available
Bad Guys and Gals
of the High Seas
English TEX15925
Spanish TEX18158

Bad Guys and Gals
of the Wild West
English TEX15926
Spanish TEX18159

Bad Guys and Gals
of the Ancient World
English TEX15927
Spanish TEX18160
Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
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All in a Day’s Work:
Animator
English TEX15930
Spanish TEX18163

English Item
TEX15676

Spanish Item
TEX18128

TEX15934

TEX18248

See item numbers above.
TEX15917

TEX18150

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Price
$1,149.99
$149.99
$64.99 ea
$3,000.00

From Rags to Riches
English TEX15933
Spanish TEX18166

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Levels S–W • Lexile® 750L–890L
Reading Levels 5.5–5.9 • Interest Grade Levels 4–7

This shelled reptile is green to dark brown in color.
The Mojave desert tortoise has sharp, claw-like scales on
its front legs that can be used for digging. It carves out an
underground burrow to escape the heat of summer and the
cold of winter.

Mojave
Desert Tortoise

Mojave desert tortoises are in danger for many reasons.
Mainly, they are being harmed by the loss of their habitat.
They are also illegally captured as exotic pets. And
disease is causing their decline. Their numbers have
dropped by as much as 90 percent since the 1980s.
shelled reptiles.

for all similarly that live on land.
a word used
reptiles
Turtle is
for such
is the word
Tortoise

This shelled reptile is green to dark brown in color.
The Mojave desert tortoise has sharp, claw-like scales on
its front legs that can be used for digging. It carves out an
underground burrow to escape the heat of summer and the
cold of winter.
Mojave desert tortoises are in danger for many reasons.
Mainly, they are being harmed by the loss of their habitat.
They are also illegally captured as exotic pets. And
disease is causing their decline. Their numbers have
dropped by as much as 90 percent since the 1980s.

Each kit includes:

Tortoise Facts
These tortoises grow to about 14
inches long and about 6 inches high,
weighing up to 15 pounds. The tortoise
is an herbivore, eating grasses, small
plants, and cacti. Tortoises can survive a
year or more without water! They also
live from 80 to 100 years.

Tortoises spend
almost all their time
in their burrows. They
hibernate in winter.

Tortoise Facts
These tortoises grow to about 14
inches long and about 6 inches high,
weighing up to 15 pounds. The tortoise
is an herbivore, eating grasses, small
plants, and cacti. Tortoises can survive a
year or more without water! They also
live from 80 to 100 years.
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Tortoises spend
almost all their time
in their burrows. They
hibernate in winter.

16
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Endangered Animals of the Desert

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 64 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

6-packs
6-packs
with
with
lesson
lesson
plans
plans
• $64.99
• $43.99
each
Animals • Level 5.5

Endangered Animals
of the Sea
English TEX15958
Spanish TEX18191

Events in History • Level 5.8

Endangered Animals
of the Desert
English TEX15959
Spanish TEX18192

Endangered Animals
of the Jungle
English TEX15960
Spanish TEX18193

Physical Science • Level 5.6

Vroom! Speed and
Acceleration
English TEX15961
Spanish TEX18194

Unforgettable Natural
Disasters
English TEX15967
Spanish TEX18200

Unforgettable News
Reports
English TEX15968
Spanish TEX18201

Unforgettable Catastrophes
English TEX15969
Spanish TEX18202

Behind the Scenes • Level 5.9

Pop! Air and Water Pressure
English TEX15962
Spanish TEX18195

\Drag! Friction and
Resistance
English TEX15963
Spanish TEX18196

The Cutting Edge:
Breakthroughs in
Technology
English TEX15970
Spanish TEX18203

Mighty Micros: Little
Things, Big Results
English TEX15971
Spanish TEX18204

Action! Making Movies
English TEX15972
Spanish TEX18205

Careers • Level 5.7

Spanish
Available
Fearless! Stunt People
English TEX15964
Spanish TEX18197

Wild Work! Animal Trainers
English TEX15965
Spanish TEX18198

Dangerous Catch! Deep
Sea Fishers
English TEX15966
Spanish TEX18199

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

English Item
TEX15677

Spanish Item
TEX18167

TEX15999

TEX18249

See item numbers above.
TEX15956

TEX18189

Price
$1,149.99
$149.99
$64.99 ea
$3,000.00
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Challenging Plus

Mojave
Desert Tortoise

Nonfiction Readers
Reading

Grade 6

First things first. Look around you to check out water
availability in obvious sources such as creeks, streams,
and lakes. You can also look for snow, ice, or slush, which
are merely frozen water. While looking around, you’ll
quickly be able to answer, “Yes, I have a water supply” or
“No, there’s no water in sight.”

Yes, I Have a Water Supply

First things first. Look around you to check out water
availability in obvious sources such as creeks, streams,
and lakes. You can also look for snow, ice, or slush, which
are merely frozen water. While looking around, you’ll
quickly be able to answer, “Yes, I have a water supply” or
“No, there’s no water in sight.”

Signs of

Deh

If your answer is yes, then you are in relatively good
shape. You just need to make sure that the water is clean
enough to drink. You should assume that all water is
contaminated. You’ll need to treat any and all water before
you drink it, unless you are completely certain the water is
safe. (Read about treating water on pages 26–27.)

ydratio
Dehydration
n If snow, ice, and slush are available, they can be melted
to know the is a serious issue.
to drink, but you’ll need a container to store the water. Of
It
tant just as with any water, be sure to decontaminate
dehydration symptoms. Sympt is imporcourse,
oms
it by boiling or treating it so it’s safe.
judgment, include headaches, of
depression,
nausea, poor
If a person
and dark
is
yellow urine.
she is likely not urinating at
all, then
dehydrated.
he or

Yes, I Have a Water Supply
If your answer is yes, then you are in relatively good
shape. You just need to make sure that the water is clean
enough to drink. You should assume that all water is
contaminated. You’ll need to treat any and all water before
you drink it, unless you are completely certain the water is
safe. (Read about treating water on pages 26–27.)

No, There’s No Water in Sight

If snow, ice, and slush are available, they can be melted
to drink, but you’ll need a container to store the water. Of
course, just as with any water, be sure to decontaminate
it by boiling or treating it so it’s safe.

If your answer is no, you will need to find water
in a
24
situation where it is not obvious. There are many ways to
do this, and some will surprise you. Keep reading to find
out how to do this!

24

GR Levels U–Z • Lexile® 810L–990L
Reading Levels 6.0–6.9 • Interest Grade Level 6
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Each kit includes:

No, There’s No Water in Sight
If your answer is no, you will need to find water in a
situation where it is not obvious. There are many ways to
do this, and some will surprise you. Keep reading to find
out how to do this!

25

24 - 25
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Struggle for Survival: Water

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32–64 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each
book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

6-packs
6-packs
with
with
lesson
lesson
plans
plans
• $64.99
• $48.99
$59.99
each
History of Cool Stuff • Levels 6.7–6.9

History of Video Games
English TEX25684

History of Comic Books
English TEX25685

Counting on Survival • Level 6.3

History of Monster Movies
English TEX25686

Struggle for Survival:
Shelter
English TEX25694

Struggle for Survival: Fire
English TEX25695

Real Science of Fantasy • Levels 6.4–6.9

Real World of Literature • Level 6.8

Young Adult Literature:
Magical Worlds
English TEX25687

Struggle for Survival: Water
English TEX25693

Young Adult Literature: The
Worlds Inside Us
English TEX25688

Young Adult Literature:
Dystopian Worlds
English TEX25689

The Science of Magic
English TEX25696

The Science of Monsters
English TEX25697

The Science of
Superpowers
English TEX25698

LITERACY

You Are There! Ancient Times • Levels 6.0–6.4

You Are There! Ancient
Greece 432 BC
English TEX25690

You Are There! Ancient
China 305 BC
English TEX25691

You Are There! Ancient
Egypt 1336 BC
English TEX25692

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks for
school-wide use
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Interactiv-eBooks include embedded videos and activities.
Item
TEX25588

Price
$1,149.99

TEX25591

$134.99

See item numbers above.
TEX25738

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

$64.99 ea
$3,000.00

Nonfiction Readers
GR Levels U–Y • Lexile® 880L–1010L
Reading Levels 7.0–7.9 • Interest Grade Level 7

Each kit includes:

Robots That Drive
Remote-controlled cars and trucks have been around for
years. But today, engineers are developing a new prototype
that may not need a remote. What if cars could drive
themselves? How would that change our world? Thanks to
the work of researchers and engineers across the country,
we may soon find out.

➤➤ Books—18 titles, 6 copies each, 32–64 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each
book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

The first driverless car competition, the DARPA Grand
Challenge, took place in 2004. (DARPA stands for Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency.) The competition was
largely a failure. No team crossed the finish line
to claim the cash prize. But the competition set
in motion the race to create an autonomous
vehicle.
Come 2005, the teams were more
prepared. They had analyzed what went
wrong with their vehicles in the previous race
and made adjustments. Their redesigned vehicles
were ready to take on the 130 miles (209.2 kilometers) of
desert terrain.

re

Hardware vs. Softwa

A
hardware and software.
Every robot has
is its physical structure,
robot’s hardware
touch.
you can see and
the parts and pieces electrical systems
Software is the robot’s ing. It helps the
or computer programm
A robot
its environment.
machine interpret
to do
it needs software
can look great, but
something great.

Robotics Controls Engineer

A controls engineer is
in charge of how robots
are
“controlled.” They design
the software that brings
bots to life. Controls engineers
usually have degrees
in electrical engineering
or mechanical engineering.

30

31

STEM Careers: Reinventing Robotics

6-packs with lesson plans • $64.99 each
Extreme Sports • Levels 7.3–7.8

No Way! Spectacular
Sports Stories
English TEX25699

Real World of Literature • Levels 7.5–7.6

No Way! Jolting Jumps
English TEX25700

No Way! Amazing
Acrobatics
English TEX25701

FX! Costumes and Makeup
English TEX25703

Stepping Into Louisa May
Alcott’s World
English TEX25709

FX! Computer-Generated
Imagery
English TEX25704

STEM Careers:
Metamorphosis of Medicine
English TEX25711

STEM Careers: Enhancing
Engineering
English TEX25712

You Are There! Natural Disasters • Levels 7.0–7.9

History’s Superstars • Levels 7.5–7.9

You Are There!
Pompeii 79
English TEX25705

16th Century Superstar:
Da Vinci
English TEX25720

You Are There!
London 1666
English TEX25706

Stepping Into Mark
Twain’s World
English TEX25710

STEM • Levels 7.8–7.9

Film and Stage Magic • Levels 7.6–7.9

FX! Lighting and Sound
English TEX25702

Stepping Into William
Shakespeare’s World
English TEX25708

You Are There!
San Francisco 1906
English TEX25707

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 18 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 18 Interactiv-eBooks for
school-wide use

18th Century Superstar:
Mozart
English TEX25721

Item
TEX25589

Price
$1,219.99

TEX25592

$159.99

See item numbers above.
TEX25739

STEM Careers: Reinventing
Robotics
English TEX25713

20th Century Superstar:
Curie
English TEX28211

$64.99 ea
$3,250.00

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Grade 7

Nonfiction Readers
Reading

Grade 8
GR Levels U–Z • Lexile® 980L–1080L
Reading Levels 8.0–8.8 • Interest Grade Level 8

A History Lesson

Each kit includes:

Presidential Praise

students that
Michelle Obama told
piece of art
Hamilton is “the best
ever seen in
in any form that I have
Barack Obama
my life.” President
we thought
said, “the first thing
we do to
about was what could
of creativity in
encourage this kind
our kids.”
teaching history to

Lin-Manuel Miranda was looking around an airport
bookstore one day, trying to find a book to sink his teeth
into on the beach of Mexico. He stumbled across Alexander
Hamilton, an 800-page bestselling biography by Ron
Chernow. Hamilton was an orphan from the Caribbean
who wrote his way out of poverty. He overcame all odds to
become one of the Founding Fathers of the United States.
Miranda was inspired. He wanted to bring Hamilton’s story
to life in a new way. He started writing the historic story
again—this time as a hip-hop musical.

➤➤ Books—18 titles, 6 copies each, 32–64 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each
book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

The Room Where It Happened
In 2009, The White House held its first ever Evening of
Poetry, Music, and the Spoken Word. First Lady Michelle
Obama said the event was a way to hear from diverse
voices and celebrate the power of words. Miranda was
invited to perform. He thought it was the perfect time to try
out one of his songs from The Hamilton Mixtape, which
he would later rename Hamilton. “This is about the life
of somebody who embodies hip-hop: Treasury Secretary
Alexander Hamilton,” Miranda joked with the crowd.
Since then, Hamilton: An American Musical became
one of the most successful musicals of all time. And,
Lin-Manuel Miranda is the creative genius behind it. So,
just who is Lin-Manuel Miranda?

4

5

Game Changers: Lin-Manuel Miranda

6-packs with lesson plans • $64.99 each
The Power of Patterns • Levels 8.3–8.4

Power of Patterns:
Cryptography
English TEX25714

Power of Patterns: Coding
English TEX25715

Suprising Things • Levels 8.3–8.6

Power of Patterns: Fractals
English TEX25716

Safe & Sound • Levels 8.4–8.7

Safe & Sound: Stop Bullying
English TEX25717

Safe & Sound: Social Media
English TEX25718

LITERACY

True Life: Frederick
Douglass
English TEX25724

Safe & Sound: Our Health
English TEX25719

Surprising Things We
Do for Fun
English TEX25728

You Are There! Gettysburg,
July 1–3, 1863
English TEX25933

You Are There!
Pearl Harbor,
December 7, 1941
English TEX25934

You Are There!
March on Washington,
August 28, 1963
English TEX25935

Game Changers • Level 8.0–8.8

True Life: Alice Paul
English TEX25725

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 18 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 18 Interactiv-eBooks for
school-wide use
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Surprising Things We Eat
English TEX25727

You Are There! U.S. History • Levels 8.2–8.5

True Life • Levels 8.3–8.7

True Life: Alexander
Hamilton
English TEX25723

Surprising Things We Do
for Beauty
English TEX25726

Game Changers:
Lin-Manuel Miranda
English TEX25936

Game Changers: A
Biography of J. K. Rowling
English TEX25937

Item
TEX25590

Price
$1,219.99

TEX25593

$159.99

See item numbers above.
TEX25740

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

$64.99 ea
$3,250.00

Game Changers:
Kwame Alexander
English TEX25938

Fiction Readers
GR Levels WB–V • Lexile® NP–970L
Reading Levels 0.0–5.9

New

Read. Explore. Imagine.
Pique students’ curiosity about the world while broadening their
reading experiences and enriching their vocabulary with Fiction
Readers. Through colorful illustrations and engaging stories,
students will be introduced to a range of fiction genres.

Spanish
Available

Levels

Reading 

Grades K–5

See pages 44–55 for individual kit
information and pricing.

Each kit includes:

one

two

2

3

one

two

2

3

Books
➤➤ Bring the joy of reading to the classroom with complex, diverse stories that
encourage students to read actively.
➤➤ Motivate today’s students and broaden their reading experiences with
a variety of compelling genres including adventure, fantasy, historical fiction,
realistic fiction, mystery, science fiction, traditional tales, and graphic novels.
➤➤ Pair with cross-disciplinary nonfiction topics to connect common themes.

Digital Resources
Enhance the reading experience with
Read-Along eBooks, school-home
connections, and additional reproducibles.

Comprehension
Oral Reading Record

Research and Practice

Key Reading Skills

Research

and Pract
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▶ The Alphabetic Principle,
Phonological Awareness,
and Word Recognition
Each lesson includes word
study instruction. In the
foundation levels, instruction
focuses on phonemic
awareness, high-frequency
words, and the alphabetic
principle. In the upper
levels, instruction progresses
to include exploration of
advanced spelling patterns
and high-utility vocabulary.
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Experts generally agree on several
essential components of reading
development: the alphabetic principle,
phonological awareness, oral
reading fluency, vocabulary, and
comprehension (Paris 2011, 228).
These
foundational skills provide the
base upon which students build
literacy.

Total Word Count
10

The Alphabetic Principle, Phonological
Awareness, and
Word Recognition
Recognizing that symbols (letters
and combinations of letters) represent
sounds is critical to early reading
instruction. Phonological awareness,
the ability to hear and manipulate
individual phonemes (the smallest
of sound), generally develops
units
during the preschool years. This
lays the
groundwork for decoding skills,
such as being able to rhyme, comparing
words (beginning, ending, and
middle sounds), segmenting,
and blending
syllables. Practicing word-recognition
skills increases fluency and
comprehension.

Oral Reading Fluency
Skilled readers process text rapidly,
reading words smoothly, accurately,
almost effortlessly (Phillips and
Torgesen 2006). Just how is this
accomplished? Through practice.
“The early development of reading
accuracy is important because
children must accurately practice
the
pronunciations of written words
several
representation of the words’ orthographytimes in order to form a
in memory that will allow the
words to be recognized ‘by sight’
or ‘at a single glance’” (106).
Automatic
recognition of these words is
an important component of building
true
fluency.
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Fiction Readers

109999—

Lessons and Assessments

Utilize the strategies and content connections in the
Implementation Guide to seamlessly integrate Fiction
Readers into instruction.

➤➤ Implement the best practices for reading instruction,
meet state standards, and streamline teacher prep
time with focused, research-based lessons.
➤➤ Track and monitor student progress with11 an oral
reading record and comprehension assessment
included for each reader.
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Implementation Guide

Reading

Fiction Readers

Foundations
GR WB–LB • Lexile® NP
Reading Levels 0.0–0.4
Interest Grade Levels K–2

Each kit includes:

6

New

7

6

7

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Implementation Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

From Sea to Shining Sea

6-packs with lesson plans • $29.99 each
Traditional Tales • Level 0.0

The Lion and the Mouse
English TEX109909

The Tortoise and the Hare
English TEX109910

National Treasures • Level 0.1

The Three Little Elephants
English TEX109911

You Can Count On It! • Level 0.2

Out of This World
English TEX109918

Who Took the Snacks?
English TEX109919

American Us!
English TEX109912

From Sea to Shining Sea
English TEX109913

Oh Hi, Ohio!
English TEX109914

Growth and Change • Level 0.3

Lemonade Stand
English TEX109920

Fred and Me
English TEX109915

The Ugly Duckling
English TEX109922

A Treat for Grandpa
English TEX109917

Make a Difference • Level 0.4

LITERACY

Chuck’s Diner
English TEX109921

The Little Red Hen
English TEX109916

Puzzled
English TEX109923

2

3

From Sea to Shining Sea
Title
Item
Complete Kit NEW
TEX107038
Add-on Pack (1 of each book; 15 titles total)
TEX109813
6-packs with lesson plans
See item numbers above.
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Price
$839.99
$69.99
$29.99 ea
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Fiction Readers
GR A–D • Lexile® BR70L-230L
Reading Levels 0.5–0.9
Interest Grade Levels K–2

Each kit includes:
2

New
2

Peter loves to eat
pumpkins.

Peter loves to eat
pumpkins.

He eats them all
day long.

He eats them all
day long.

3

3

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Implementation Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

Reading 

Foundations Plus

Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater

6-packs with lesson plans • $29.99 each
My Body • Level 0.5

Watch Me Dance
English TEX109924

Just Right • Level 0.6

Peter and His Shadow
English TEX109925

The Girl in the Mirror
English TEX109926

Magical Jobs • Level 0.7

A Fairy-Tale Day
English TEX109930

Whose House?
English TEX109927

Perfect Fit
English TEX109928

Goldilocks and the
Three Bears
English TEX109929

Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater
English TEX109934

Love Like Salt
English TEX109935

I Need • Level 0.8

Save the Day
English TEX109931

Bunny’s Magic Day
English TEX109932

What’s for Dinner?
English TEX109933

Clever Animals • Level 0.9
Reggie and Rex
have short legs.

Play Ball!
English TEX109936

Chimp Paints
English TEX109937

They like to play ball.

The Three Blind Mice Start
a Band
English TEX109938
3

Play Ball!
Title
Complete Kit NEW
Add-on Pack (1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX107039
TEX109814
See item numbers above.

Price
$839.99
$69.99
$29.99 ea

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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LITERACY

2

Reading

Fiction Readers

Emergent
GR B–F • Lexile® BR–480L
Reading Levels 1.0–1.4
Interest Grade Levels K–3

Bakri is on the bridge.

6

7

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 20 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School-Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

6-7

Who is at the playground today?

2

Each kit includes:

3

Playground Friends

6-packs with lesson plans • $29.99 each
Me • Level 1.1

Basics • Level 1.0

Duck Pond Fun
English TEX16468
Spanish TEX20970

Seb’s Train
English TEX16469
Spanish TEX20971

Carousel Colors
English TEX16470
Spanish TEX20972

My Community • Level 1.2

Across the Sea
English TEX16474
Spanish TEX20976

Max
English TEX16475
Spanish TEX20977

When I Grow Up
English TEX16471
Spanish TEX20973

Playground Friends
English TEX16472
Spanish TEX20974

Maddy’s Mad Hair Day
English TEX16473
Spanish TEX20975

Earth Science • Level 1.3

Grandpa and Me
English TEX16476
Spanish TEX20978

Boris the Basset
English TEX16477
Spanish TEX20979

Edward the Explorer
English TEX16478
Spanish TEX20980

Splash Down!
English TEX16479
Spanish TEX20981

Life Science • Level 1.4

Maddy has very curly hair.

How to Be a Kitten
English TEX16480
Spanish TEX20982

Zoo Hullabaloo
English TEX16481
Spanish TEX20983

Dinosaur House
English TEX16482
Spanish TEX20984

2

3

LITERACY

Maddy’s Mad Hair Day

Title
English Item Spanish Item
Complete Kit
TEX15795
TEX20946
Add-on Pack
TEX16467
TEX20985
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
See item numbers above.
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
TEX16466
TEX20969
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
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Price
$839.99
$69.99
$29.99 ea
$3,000.00

Spanish
Available
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Fiction Readers
Marco makes an alien with kiwi fruit
for eyes.

He makes a nose of berries that are each
a different size.

6

Marco makes an alien with kiwi fruit
for eyes.

GR F–L • Lexile® NP–530L
Reading Levels 1.5–1.9
Interest Grade Levels K–3
7

He makes a nose of berries that are each
a different size.

6

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 20 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School-Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

6-7

7

It’s Good Enough to Eat!

Reading 

Upper Emergent

6-packs with lesson plans • $29.99 each
Life Cycles • Level 1.5

My Life as a Bee
English TEX16506
Spanish TEX21009

This Is My Story
by Frederick G. Frog
English TEX16507
Spanish TEX21010

Animal Groups • Level 1.6

I Am So Beautiful
English TEX16508
Spanish TEX21011

Crafts and Culture • Level 1.7

The Princess and the Pea
English TEX16512
Spanish TEX21015

What Can You See?
English TEX16513
Spanish TEX21016

Maya Monkey
English TEX16509
Spanish TEX21012

Life at the Top
English TEX16510
Spanish TEX21013

Ready, Set, Go!
English TEX16511
Spanish TEX21014

It’s Good Enough to Eat!
English TEX16516
Spanish TEX21019

Safari Camp
English TEX16517
Spanish TEX21020

Health • Level 1.8

The Bears’ Story
by Baldwin B. Bear
English TEX16514
Spanish TEX21017

Boris Keeps Fit
English TEX16515
Spanish TEX21018

Around the World • Level 1.9
Five Little Monkeys
Five little monkeys swinging from a tree,
Teasing Mr. Alligator, “You can’t catch me!”
Along comes Mr. Alligator, quiet as can be,
And. . .snapped those monkeys right out of that tree.
Traditional (origin unknown)

Anna Goes to Zambia
English TEX16518
Spanish TEX21021

Speak Up!
English TEX16519
Spanish TEX21022

Paul Bunyan: A Very
Tall Tale
English TEX16520
Spanish TEX21023

11

Maya Monkey

Price
$839.99

LITERACY

Title
English Item Spanish Item
Complete Kit
TEX15796
TEX20986
Add-on Pack
TEX16505
TEX21024
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
See item numbers above.
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
TEX16504
TEX21008
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use

10

$69.99
$29.99 ea
$3,000.00

Spanish
Available

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Reading

Fiction Readers

Early Fluent
GR I–M • Lexile® NP–650L
Reading Levels 2.0–2.4
Interest Grade Levels 1–4

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 24 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School-Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

It was Opal’s seventh birthday. She opened
her presents and read her cards. Then, there
was just a small blue box left to open.

2

3

The Treasure Hunt

6-packs with lesson plans • $39.99 each
A Visit to • Level 2.0

Vroom, Vroom! Poems
About Things with Wheels
English TEX16544
Spanish TEX21049

The Treasure Hunt
English TEX16545
Spanish TEX21050

Animal Species • Level 2.1

Barnaby Dell
English TEX16546
Spanish TEX21051

The Town Mouse and the
Country Mouse
English TEX16548
Spanish TEX21053

The Snake’s Diary
by Little Yellow
English TEX16554
Spanish TEX21059

Patrick and Paloma
English TEX16555
Spanish TEX21060

All About • Level 2.3

Countries and Regions • Level 2.2

Why Anansi Has Eight Thin
Legs: A Tale From West
Africa
English TEX16547
Spanish TEX21052

Boris and Bea
English TEX16553
Spanish TEX21058

Cuckoo, Cuckoo: A Folktale
from Mexico
English TEX16549
Spanish TEX21054

Mia’s Chocolate Challenge
English TEX16556
Spanish TEX21061

The Glass Slippers
English TEX16557
Spanish TEX21062

This Is the Tower that
Frank Built
English TEX16558
Spanish TEX21063

Natural Disasters • Level 2.4

LITERACY

Journey to the Center
of the Earth
English TEX16550
Spanish TEX21055

Where Did the
Dinosaurs Go?
English TEX16551
Spanish TEX21056

Escape from Pacaya
English TEX16552
Spanish TEX21057

Title
English Item Spanish Item
Complete Kit
TEX15797
TEX21025
Add-on Pack
TEX16543
TEX21064
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
See item numbers above.
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
TEX16542
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use

48

But the next morning, Cuckoo sang as she
always did. All the other birds collected as many
seeds as they could. They collected them from
acorns and peppers, squash and tomatoes. Then,
they dropped them near the woods.
6

7

Cuckoo, Cuckoo: A Folktale from Mexico

Price
$899.99
$89.99
$39.99 ea
$3,000.00

Spanish
Available

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Fiction Readers
GR K–M • Lexile® NP–670L
Reading Levels 2.5–2.9
Interest Grade Levels 1–4

Each kit includes:

It’s perfect weather for a picnic on Saturn!
Robo-Pilot knows all the shortcuts. If we miss space
jams and falling stars, we’ll be there in a wink and
a blink!
2

3

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 28 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School-Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

2-3

It’s perfect weather for a picnic on Saturn!
Robo-Pilot knows all the shortcuts. If we miss space
jams and falling stars, we’ll be there in a wink and
a blink!
2

3

Planet Puzzle

Reading 

Early Fluent Plus

6-packs with lesson plans • $39.99 each
Biomes • Level 2.5

The Lonely
Penguin’s Blog
English TEX16582

Space • Level 2.6

The Happy Faces
Leave Home
English TEX16583

In a Whirl
English TEX16584

Planet Puzzle
English TEX16585

The Human Body • Level 2.7

The Human Calculator
English TEX16588

Lizzie’s Dream
English TEX16586

Footprints on the Moon:
Poems About Space
English TEX16587

A Road Trip to Yosemite
English TEX16592

Way Back When
English TEX16593

Math • Level 2.8

Your Guide to Superheroes
English TEX16589

My Foot Fell Asleep
English TEX16590

Sarah’s Journal
English TEX16591

Biographies • Level 2.9

Amelia sighed. “I say six o’clock then.”

The Untold Story of
Ms. Mirabella
English TEX16594

The Hare and
the Tortoise
English TEX16595

“First random stop,” muttered Cameron.

Soo Yun’s Book
English TEX16596

Finally, after visiting family, they were on
Highway 120. The first few dozen miles were straight
and narrow. Then, the road climbed into the mountains,
becoming windier and prettier. Huge trees lined the road.

14

Item
TEX15798

Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans

TEX16581
See item numbers above.

School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use

TEX16580

Price
$899.99
$89.99
$39.99 ea

14 - 15

LITERACY

Title
Complete Kit

15

Interactiv-eBooks meet the needs of all
learners and keep students actively engaged.

$3,000.00

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Reading

Fiction Readers
M

N

$2.00 per cup

$2.00 per game

Make your own Muesli Mountain
with our mystery muesli mix. Then,
top it off with our snow milk.
Mystery muesli mix has 3 different
types of grains, nuts, seeds, and
dried fruits.

Nutty Tic Tac Toe comes with a
playing board and your choice of
nutty pieces. Choose 2 types of
nuts, 1 for each player. Keep playing
until you get hungry!

Muesli Mountain

A

B

Alpha Bites

Bitty Beetle Box

GR K–M • Lexile® NP–690L
Reading Levels 3.0–3.4
Interest Grade Levels 2–5

Nutty Tic Tac Toe

Each kit includes:

Make sure you don’t go nuts!

Find all 12 ingredients in every
Muesli Mountain.

10¢ per letter

$2.00 per box

Alpha Bites are our famous fruit
and vegetable letters. We make all
26 letters of the alphabet. Spell any
word you like. Have fun working
out what your words are worth.

The Bitty Beetle Box is filled with 10
itty-bitty cookies. Each beetle16cookie
comes with 6 little licorice legs. There
are 60 legs in every box! Every bite is
filled with creepy crawly goodness.

Try to make your name!

Yum!

4

Fluent

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 28–32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School-Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

17

16 - 17

5

The Curious Café

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99 each
A Day in the Life • Level 3.0

Cat-astrophe at the Opera
English TEX16620

Queen Serena
English TEX16621

Around the World • Level 3.1

How to Survive in the
Jungle by the Person
Who Knows
English TEX16622

How Things Work • Level 3.2

Flabbergaster
English TEX16626

Felix and His Flying
Machine
English TEX16627

Around the World in
Twenty-Eight Pages
English TEX16623

The Bremen Town
Musicians
English TEX16624

So Many Henrys
English TEX16625

Animal Groups • Level 3.3

Race to the Moon
English TEX16628

The Zoo and You:
A Guidebook
English TEX16629

The Adventures of Kingii
the Frilled Lizard
English TEX16630

Coyote: A Trickster Tale
English TEX16631

Math at Work • Level 3.4

LITERACY

The Curious Café
English TEX16632

Sam the Incredible Inventor
English TEX16633

Ms. Wilde and Oscar
English TEX16634

Title
Item
Complete Kit
TEX15799
Add-on Pack
TEX16619
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
See item numbers above.
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
TEX16618
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use.
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Price
$999.99
$109.99
$48.99 ea
$3,000.00
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Develop 21st century skills and actively
engage students with Interactiv-eBooks.

Fiction Readers
GR M–P • Lexile® NP–750L
Reading Levels 3.5–3.9
Interest Grade Levels 2–5

The
filled
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Thewater
school
wasthe
near
thethe
Mars
Solar
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billabongs,
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the swamps.
It filled
System
Research
and many
ofthe
the
waterholes and the rivers.

students’ parents worked at the station. It

Newthat
life the
came
to the Earth.
whole
meant
students’
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were
often
world
woke as if from
a deep sleep. Trees
very interesting
indeed.
grew and flowers bloomed. Animals wandered
Jay Bradbury’s
thetree
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the grasses. hand
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from
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asked
for
tree.
Slowly,
Earth Miss
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She flew different kinds of spacecraft. Jay

And, to this day, the Aboriginal people of
sometimes
went
onwhen
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know
that
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little frogs
filling“On
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with
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Saturday,
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soon be a drought.

The school was near the Mars Solar
System Research Station, and many of the
students’ parents worked at the station. It
meant that the students’ reports were often
very interesting indeed.

Each kit includes:

sky! Then we turned around and came
back. “And,” he added with a grin, “we
were home in time for microwave pizza at
lunchtime.”

Jay Bradbury’s hand shot into the air the
moment the teacher, Miss Orwell, asked for
the first speaker. Jay’s mother was a pilot.
She flew different kinds of spacecraft. Jay
sometimes went on flights with her.

Hester Huxley raised her hand.
Miss Orwell pointed to her. “Do you
have a question for Jay, Hester?”

30

31

4

5

“On Saturday, we blasted off and
went straight up for 10,000 miles into the
sky! Then we turned around and came
back. “And,” he added with a grin, “we
were home in time for microwave pizza at
lunchtime.”

30 - 31

Hester Huxley raised her hand.
Miss Orwell pointed to her. “Do you
have a question for Jay, Hester?”

4

5

Space Ace

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ School-Home Connections
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of books

Reading 

Fluent Plus

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99 each
Biome Locations • Level 3.5

Pipeline News
English TEX16658

Tiddalick, the Greedy
Frog: An Aboriginal
Dreamtime Story
English TEX16659

Space • Level 3.6

Hot Springs and
Brown Bears
English TEX16660

Body Systems • Level 3.7

Red Goes Green
English TEX16664

Five Cents Worth
English TEX16665

Space Ace
English TEX16661

Cleopatra’s Report
English TEX16662

A Bright New Day
English TEX16663

History of • Level 3.8

The Marshmallow Man
English TEX16666

A Baseball Giant
English TEX16667

The Mystery of
the Grand Bazaar
English TEX16668

The Dream Team
English TEX16669

International Biographies • Level 3.9

Sinbad the Sailor
English TEX16670

The Boy Who Cried Wolf
and Other Aesop Fables
English TEX16671

The Lovely One
English TEX16672

Price
$999.99
$109.99

Each Interactiv-eBook has two activities—one to
practice comprehension and one to practice writing.

$48.99 ea
$3,000.00

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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LITERACY

Title
Item
Complete Kit
TEX15800
Add-on Pack
TEX16657
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
See item numbers above.
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
TEX16656
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use.

Reading

Fiction Readers
wooden door wide. Looking over
her shoulder once again, Rukia made
sure there was no one watching. Ami
was resting with the baby. Papa
was away with Rukia’s older brother
Atif. Babu had gone to fetch her fiveyear-old brother, Noni, who was at a
friend’s house.

wooden door wide. Looking over
her shoulder once again, Rukia made
sure there was no one watching. Ami
was resting with the baby. Papa
was away with Rukia’s older brother
Atif. Babu had gone to fetch her fiveyear-old brother, Noni, who was at a
friend’s house.

New

Rukia grabbed the servant’s bike
from the shed and wheeled it out. She
stopped to carefully close the door and
was off. Rukia rode the bike down the
lane of the family haveli. The enclosure
spread out as far and as wide as her
eyes could see. Her family had lived
here for as long as the Banyan trees
grew, perhaps even longer.
As the afternoon sun burned down
on her, Rukia smiled, turning her face
up to greet its blazing warmth. She
did not care if her face turned dark
as roasted almonds, for she felt6free
as a bird. Everyone in the house was
sleeping, as it was far too hot to venture
outside. She and Atif would ride
bicycles together in a few years, racing
through the streets, even at night. But
for now, this was the only time Rukia
could get away with riding a bike. She
gripped the handlebars tightly. She
leaned forward and whizzed down the
slope of the dirt path.

6

Advanced

Rukia grabbed the servant’s bike
from the shed and wheeled it out. She
stopped to carefully close the door and
was off. Rukia rode the bike down the
lane of the family haveli. The enclosure
spread out as far and as wide as her
eyes could see. Her family had lived
here for as long as the Banyan trees
grew, perhaps even longer.
As the afternoon sun burned down
on her, Rukia smiled, turning her face
up to greet its blazing warmth. She
did not care if her face turned dark
as roasted almonds, for she felt free
as a bird. Everyone in the house was
sleeping, as it was far too hot to venture
outside. She and Atif would ride
bicycles together in a few years, racing
through the streets, even at night. But
for now, this was the only time Rukia
could get away with riding a bike. She
gripped the handlebars tightly. She
leaned forward and whizzed down the
slope of the dirt path.

Reading Levels 4.0–4.4
Interest Grade Levels 3–8

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Implementation Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

7

7

The Girl Who Dared

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each
Survival Stories • Level 4.0

Cottonmouth Creek
English TEX109939

Animania • Level 4.1

Aloha Adventure
English TEX109940

Snow Day
English TEX109941

About Character • Level 4.2

Around the World Tales
English TEX109945

Famous Animal Fables
English TEX109946

Buttercup’s Eggcellent
Adventure
English TEX109942

Robin Hoodie
English TEX109943

Goldilocks Visits
Her Aunts
English TEX109944

Mysteria • Level 4.3

Storyteller’s Corner
English TEX109947

The Raven
English TEX109948

Clara O’Hara Private Eye
English TEX109949

Welcome to Your
Haunted House
English TEX109950

Daredevils • Level 4.4
dozing on the front porch when she
awoke with a start. “Did you hear that?
Chicken sounds!”
“So? You thought you were the
only chicken in the world?” Oxford
asked grumpily.
“Well, no,” Buttercup said. “I love
it here, but I would also like to meet
others like me.”

Cali and Izzy. And there had been so
much sniffing!
“Let’s move along!” Buttercup
demanded.
Oxford said goodbye to Franklin,
and they resumed their adventure.
Soon, the dog’s ears stood straight
up. They had circled around to the
back of the Irvings’ little farmhouse on
Darcy Avenue!

LITERACY

“Hop on my back. I’ve got a great
sense of smell. We can go find them,”
Oxford suggested.

Biking for a Cause
English TEX109951

The Fastest Alive
English TEX109952

The Girl Who Dared
English TEX109953

Along Saticoy Street, they met
a French bulldog named Franklin.
“Oxford! I haven’t seen you in forever!”
“Hello, Franklin, old chap. I’m
taking Buttercup to find other
chickens,” Oxford said.

Title
Complete Kit NEW
Add-on Pack (1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans

52

Item
TEX107040
TEX109815
See item numbers above.

Price
$1,099.99
$129.99
$54.99 ea

16

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Buttercup was annoyed. They had
also stopped to chat with two cats,

Buttercup’s Eggcellent Adventure

17

Fiction Readers
Reading Levels 4.5–4.9
Interest Grade Levels 3–8

I am
Mother Nature.
I have daughters,
four of them,
Autumn,
Summer,
Winter,
Spring.

New

Long, long ago I
nicknamed them my
young seasonal sisters,
who season the
world
in their given time.

Each kit includes:

Long, long ago I
nicknamed them my
young seasonal sisters,
who season the
world
in their given time.

Mother Nature’s Daughters
I am
Mother Nature.
I have daughters,
four of them,
Autumn,
Summer,
Winter,
Spring.

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Implementation Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

But now, now,
I shall ask them to find
themselves in a new season
so they may write anew
and understand new stories.
4

5

But now, now,
I shall ask them to find
themselves in a new season
so they may write anew
and understand new stories.
4

Reading 

Advanced Plus

Mother Nature’s Daughters

5

Seasonal Sisters

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each
Trouble • Level 4.5

Cooking Up a Friendship
English TEX109954

The Clique
English TEX109955

Weird and Wonderful • Level 4.6

Crossing the
Ghost Light
English TEX109956

World Gone Mad • Level 4.7

The Woodsman’s Story
English TEX109960

Beautiful Beast
English TEX109961

Seasonal Sisters
English TEX109957

Meeting of the Bad Guys
English TEX109958

The Magical, Mystical
Book of Everything
English TEX109959

Heart of the Matter • Level 4.8

After the Ball
English TEX109962

Gregory Greene Wants
a Blue Guitar
English TEX109963

Manny’s Mission
English TEX109964

The Legacy of
Rashmi Bazaar
English TEX109965

Time Warp • Level 4.9
With her red cape
billowing behind her
as she rides away,
Sybil reminds me
of Little Red Riding
Hood. I just hope
she won’t encounter
any wolves (or
British soldiers) on
her route.

Tell my men that we
march from the farm
at daybreak.

The Day the Towers Fell
English TEX109966

Secrets of a Time Jumper
English TEX109967

Ride Across Time
English TEX109968

I will, Father. I shall
shout it to every
militiaman’s door.

Title

Item
Complete Kit NEW
TEX107041
Add-on Pack (1 of each book; 15 titles total)
TEX109816
6-packs with lesson plans
See item numbers above.

Price
$1,099.99
$129.99
$54.99 ea

17

Ride Across Time

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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LITERACY

Sybil and Star get
smaller and smaller,
until they’re nothing
but a speck of red.

16

Reading

Fiction Readers
use special gestures to communicate
while they are underwater. The two of
us have been practicing them for days
so that we can ‘talk’ while we dive. I
respond with the same signal. That
tells him I’m all right.
As we descend into the reef, my
pulse beats quicker than a marlin’s. A
blue parrotfish darts in front of my
mask, while a spiny lobster hides under
a coral that looks like a huge lettuce
plant. It feels like we’ve wandered into
a watery fairytale.
I grab my camera from my belt
12 to
take photos for my mom, but then a
shadow passes over my head. I glance
up to see what it is. Maybe Juanita has
finally woken up?
I do a double take at what I see. It
isn’t Juanita—it’s a sea turtle! It’s a big
one, too, about the size of my neighbor’s
golden retriever.
I swim toward the turtle, but I don’t
get too close because it’s a wild animal
and I don’t want to startle it. As I get

New
12

Challenging

use special gestures to communicate
while they are underwater. The two of
us have been practicing them for days
so that we can ‘talk’ while we dive. I
respond with the same signal. That
tells him I’m all right.
As we descend into the reef, my
pulse beats quicker than a marlin’s. A
blue parrotfish darts in front of my
mask, while a spiny lobster hides under
a coral that looks like a huge lettuce
plant. It feels like we’ve wandered into
a watery fairytale.
I grab my camera from my belt to
take photos for my mom, but then a
shadow passes over my head. I glance
up to see what it is. Maybe Juanita has
finally woken up?
I do a double take at what I see. It
isn’t Juanita—it’s a sea turtle! It’s a big
one, too, about the size of my neighbor’s
golden retriever.
I swim toward the turtle, but I don’t
get too close because it’s a wild animal
and I don’t want to startle it. As I get

Reading Levels 5.0–5.4
Interest Grade Levels 4–7

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32–48 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Implementation Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

13

13

Adventure at the Reef

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each
Watch Out! • Level 5.0

Adventure at the Reef
English TEX109969

Sci High • Level 5.1

Blackbird Wilderness
English TEX109970

The Legend of the
Headless Hall Monitor
English TEX109971

Trouble Makers • Level 5.2

Around the World
English TEX109975

Hive Mind: Part One
English TEX109972

Hive Mind: Part Two
English TEX109973

Hive Mind: Part Three
English TEX109974

Be Bold • Level 5.3

Fables and Fairy Tales
English TEX109976

Myths and Legends
English TEX109977

The Egg Salad
Sandwich Incident
English TEX109978

Under the Bridge
English TEX109979

The Boy and
the Bayonet
English TEX109980

Cinderella Stories • Level 5.4

LITERACY

embarrassing—and I’m starting to think
I’m actually the worst one in here.
The class formed a clump on the
floor while we waited for Ms. Becker.
You can tell just by looking why some of
us are here. Emma’s knee is wrapped
in a bandage. She has a sports-related
injury and is just working her way back
into the regular class. Other girls have
hidden “athletic deficiencies,” like
me. It’s definitely not all about size.

The Story of My Life
English TEX109981

Practice Makes Perfect
English TEX109982

Title
Complete Kit NEW
Add-on Pack (1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans

54

Maha is also overweight, but Phoebe,
for example, looks really fit but has no
coordination.
“All right! On your feet, ladies!” Ms.
Becker yelled, stepping through the
door in the divider.
We all got up from the floor
awkwardly, and in a few minutes, we
were practicing passing a basketball.
Sounds easy, right? Just throw and
catch. Well, a couple of minutes after

Victoria’s Victory
English TEX109983

Item
TEX107042
TEX109817
See item numbers above.

Price
$1,099.99
$129.99
$54.99 ea

8
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The Story of My Life

Fiction Readers
22
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Reading Levels 5.5–5.9
Interest Grade Levels 4–7

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Implementation Guide
➤➤ School–Home Connections
➤➤ Audio of books

23

Reading 

“No. Cocoa trees need an
extraordinary amount of water and
sun,” Dr. Chen said. “The region where
they grow is so specific that it’s known
as the Cocoa Belt.”
“I want to live in the Cocoa Belt!”
Zoe exclaimed.
“Almost 70 percent of all cocoa is
grown in West Africa, where I saw
these bugs firsthand.”
“That’s where Astro’s ancestors are
from!” Joey exclaimed. He remembered
the family looking up Senegal on a map.
That’s how he learned Senegal was the
name of a country and a type of parrot.
“And 90 percent of the cocoa trees
are gone,” Dr. Chen announced.
Tom Trace was normally smooth
under pressure, but even he didn’t
know what to say as he processed this
information. “So, um, that means…”
“That means we need to get used to
the idea of a world without chocolate,”
Dr. Chen stated. “Forever.”

New

Challenging Plus

“No. Cocoa trees need an
extraordinary amount of water and
sun,” Dr. Chen said. “The region where
they grow is so specific that it’s known
as the Cocoa Belt.”
“I want to live in the Cocoa Belt!”
Zoe exclaimed.
“Almost 70 percent of all cocoa is
grown in West Africa, where I saw
these bugs firsthand.”
“That’s where Astro’s ancestors are
from!” Joey exclaimed. He remembered
the family looking up Senegal on a map.
That’s how he learned Senegal was the
name of a country and a type of parrot.
“And 90 percent of the cocoa trees
are gone,” Dr. Chen announced.
Tom Trace was normally smooth
under pressure, but even he didn’t
know what to say as he processed this
information. “So, um, that means…”
“That means we need to get used to
the idea of a world without chocolate,”
Dr. Chen stated. “Forever.”

23

The End of Chocolate

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each
Endangered! • Level 5.5

The End of Chocolate
English TEX109984

Boldly Go • Level 5.6

A World Without Blue
English TEX109985

The Day the Nursery
Rhymes Stopped Rhyming
English TEX109986

Help Wanted • Level 5.7

Paige vs. Plastic
English TEX109990

Robot Rescue
English TEX109987

A Martian Adventure
English TEX109988

Secrets Aboard
Barnard Star
English TEX109989

Telling the Story • Level 5.8

Vampire 9 to 5
English TEX109991

Camp Yowie
English TEX109992

The Adventures of
Mark Twain
English TEX109993

Mary Shelley’s Monster
English TEX109994

Reading Heidi
English TEX109995

Time Shift • Level 5.9

Side-Tracked
English TEX109997

Around the World
in 80 Days
English TEX109998

16

Title
Complete Kit NEW
Add-on Pack (1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX107043
TEX109818
See item numbers above.

Price
$1,099.99
$129.99
$54.99 ea

17

Secrets Aboard Barnard Star
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Really Gross
Time Machine
English TEX109996

Today he was helping treat Eric, a
boy a couple of years ahead of him in
school. Eric had some nasty cuts on his
arm. Bruno had never seen an infection
before because the ship was so sterile—
but he recognized it from pictures.
“How did you hurt your arm like
that?” Bruno asked as he applied
antiseptic to the cuts. Eric winced.
“My arm got jammed in a trash
chute,” Eric explained.
Bruno didn’t say anything. The trash
chutes opened and closed so fast before
ejecting waste into space that it would
be easy to get caught in the doors. But
the patterns of Eric’s cuts didn’t match
the clean, smooth lines of the trash
chute doors. Also, how could a cut
from a trash chute give him such a bad
infection? Everything on the ship was
clean because it was so hard for bacteria
to live in the ship’s environment. Even
the yogurt they made on board was
tough to culture.

Nature Made

PHYSICAL

SCIENCE

Learning Objec

tives

• use the vocabular
y words to understan
• complete sentences
d the text.
about materials
• identify how
we get from nature.
nature provides
us with different
materials that
types of
we use for various
purposes.

Standards

• Reading: With
prompting and
support, ask and
a text.
answer questions
• Writing: Use
about unknown
a combination
words in
of drawing, dictating,
explanatory texts
and writing to
in
compose informativ
information about which they name what they
are writing about
e/
• Content: Know the topic.
and supply some
that
have many different different objects are made
up of many different
observable propertie
• Language:
types of materials
s.
Communicate
and
informatio
the content area
n, ideas, and concepts
of Science.
necessary for academic
success in
Lesson

Timeline

1

2

Task

Introductory
and
Activities (page Lab
128)

Task
(page 131)

Summary of
Student
Learning Activitie
s

Unit 1: Counting
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y
Cardinaliton
andIntroducti

: The Serengeti:

Counting books

• Travel Adventures
(pages 43–48)
activity sheets
• copies of student student)
(20 per
• linking cubes
rds.pdf)
0-20 (numberca
• Number Cards
(cranecutouts.pdf)
• Crane Cut-Outs
• clipboards
group)
bags (1 per partner
clips
• brown paper
such as paper
objects,
countable
• set of 20 small group)
(1 set per partner
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the

s and the text
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and Processes
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solving them.

relationshi
and
in which they appear.
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or several
a single event
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the order in which
happened.
a reaction to what
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to 20, recognize
number of
• Count forward
to represent a
and write numerals
objects.
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Day 1

Before Reading
ics
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Investigation
(pages 39–40)
45 minutes
walk
Take a picture
the
to predict what
text will be about.
Count objects,
choosing and
writing numbers
to represent a

Day 2

During Reading
(page 41)

30 minutes
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Day 3
During Reading
(cont.)
(page 41)
30 minutes

and
from the book
Draw a picture
supported learning.
describe how it

collection.

problems and

ely.

and quantitativ

• Reason abstractly
y.
e tools strategicall
• Use appropriat
• Attend to precision.

• Use a combinatio

Day 5

Day 4

Task

During Reading

(page 130)

Summary of
Student
Learning Activitie
s

Explain how the
words helped vocabulary
them
understand the
book
complete sentences and
natural materials. about

Task

Activity from
the Book
(page 131) and
Assessments
(pages 136–137)

Summary of
Student
Learning Activitie
s

Discuss where
everyday
materials came
from and take
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ts.

Physical

Materials
21536—Content

tures: The
Travel Adven
ting
Serengeti: Coun
Materials
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Physical

Physical

4

After Reading

(page 129)

Summary of
Student
Learning Activitie
s

Make connection
the pictures and s between
vocabulary words.the

Identify natural
materials in
the classroom.

3

Task

Before Reading

Summary of
Student
Learning Activitie
s

Build a small structure
from
natural materials.

Physical

Reading

Students will:

and Literacy in Science

Kindergarten

127

Content-Area
Literacy

Supplement your reading program or classroom library with our
content-area readers.
Integrate science, social studies, and mathematics concepts and
themes into your reading block with these dynamic and engaging
readers. These books meet your students’ needs for high-interest
informational text, while featuring a variety of text structures,
academic- and domain-specific vocabulary, and complex text
aligned to the content areas.

Problem Solving
ts
and Assessmen
(page 42)

After Reading
(page 41)

45 minutes

45 minutes
Write about objects
a
counted during
school “safari”.

Review the
vocabulary,
complete the
problem solving
activity, and take
ts.
the assessmen

27282—Mathematics

Readers

38

Materials

Mathematics
Integrate mathematical concepts into
reading instruction with Mathematics
Readers, 2nd Edition. By combining
problem solving and real-world
connections, this series helps students
explore mathematical practices in
meaningful ways.

See pages 116–123
to learn more.

STEAM

LITERACY

Inspire curiosity, perseverance, and
wonder about the world with Smithsonian
STEAM Readers. Created in partnership
with the Smithsonian Institution, this
series engages students with
high-interest readers that build literacy
while fostering creativity and innovation.

See pages 132–138
to learn more.

56
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Reading 

Check out content-area
sections in the catalog
for more information
on our exciting
content-area readers!

Science
Build science content knowledge and
literacy skills with the high-interest books
in Science Readers, Texas Edition. This
series features hands-on activities and
multiple texts around life science, physical
science, Earth and space science, and
scientific practices.

Electric Force
Electric force occurs between two objects
with a charge. Objects can have a positive or
negative charge. Opposite charges attract. But
two objects with the same charge will push each
other away.
This force starts with tiny atoms. Every atom
is made up of even smaller parts. One of those
is the electron. Electrons have a negative charge.
They orbit the nucleus, or center, of an atom.
The nucleus holds neutrons. Neutrons have
no charge. They are neutral. The nucleus also
holds protons. Protons are positive. Positive
protons attract negative electrons. As a result,
electrons stay in orbit. That’s the electric force.
Electric force also causes electrons to leave
atoms. Electrons are attracted to atoms with
more protons than electrons. Those atoms have a
greater positive charge. Electrons can jump from
one atom to the next. This electric force makes
electricity. Electricity provides us with light in
our homes and schools. It also allows us to talk
on cell phones and watch TV. They’re tiny, but
atoms can make a big difference!

18

Electric orce
Versus Gravity

protons and
neutrons

Gravity pulls large objects, like
the moon, into orbit with Earth.
But when it comes to the tiny
atoms that make up our entire
universe, it’s actually electrical
force that cause electrons to
circle protons.
electron

Electric force is like an invisible spring—
as the charges move farther apart,
a weaker spring pulls them together.

See pages 139–145
to learn more.

19

18 - 19

Social Studies

See pages 148–162
to learn more.
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Build literacy and social studies
knowledge with the content-rich books
in Primary Source Readers. Filled with
high-interest content, fascinating images,
and primary sources, this series fosters
literacy through reading and writing
activities that span the four disciplines of
social studies: history, civics, geography,
and economics.

Modeled / Shared Reading

Culturally Authentic
and Responsive Texts
Grades K–5
Give all students a voice to help them achieve.
Implement culturally and linguistically responsive teaching strategies in the
classroom with these new collections of culturally authentic literature and
informational texts curated by expert, Dr. Sharroky Hollie. The diverse array
of texts and lessons create an environment that supports equity and cultural
competency, making learning relevant and effective for all students.

New

Levels

See pages 59–64 for individual kit information and pricing.

Author Available to Keynote

Dr. Sharroky Hollie

Culturally responsive teaching expert

See page 173 for details.

Each kit includes:

{}
“Teachers practicing culturally relevant teaching
know how to support student learning by
consciously creating social interactions that help
them meet the criteria of academic success, cultural
competence, and critical consciousness.”
—Dr. Sharroky Hollie

Books

Shared Reading

➤➤ Engage students in exploring the nuances of culture and
language through thoughtful discussion of culturally
authentic texts.
➤➤ Build content-area literacy and provide opportunities for
collaboration and shared understanding with leveled readers.

Lessons

Nelson Mandela: Leading the Way
Objectives

➤➤ Incorporate culturally and linguistically responsive
strategies and integrate listening and speaking
skills during reading instruction.
➤➤ Guide exploration of the Rings of Culture and
evaluate the authenticity of texts.
➤➤ Explain how to validate, affirm, build, and bridge
(VABB) student learning.

Materials

• Listen actively to a text read aloud.
• Engage in collaborative discussions with classmates,
expanding on the ideas of others and expressing personal
ideas clearly.

• Nelson Mandela:
Leading the Way books
• Copies of student
activity sheets and
rubric (pages 9–13)

• Acquire and accurately use grade-appropriate academic
vocabulary.
• Validate and Affirm home culture and language, and
Build and Bridge to success in school culture and
mainstream society (VABB).
Set additional objectives depending on the discussion and
response activities selected.

Rin

orientation

N/A

Responsive Dots Analysis: Culturally

re
ltu

age

gs of C
u
N/A

Generic
Genre: Informationa

gender

Text Structure: Cause and Effect

N/A

Lexile: 640L

ethnic

national

African

South
Africa

Guided Reading Level: R
religious
N/A

socioeconomic
underclass

CLR Themes
Courage and Conviction: Nelson Mandela’s fight to bring equality to South Africa
Perseverance: Mandela’s efforts to bring equality and democracy to his country despite pushback
from the government, time spent in hiding, and a life sentence

We Want Equal Rights, Too!
When the United States became a country, women had very
few rights. Women could not own property or go to most colleges.
Women were not allowed to vote.
Many brave women fought to get equal rights. They gave speeches.
They marched. Their work was dangerous. Some women were hurt.
Some were thrown in jail. But, this did not stop them. The fight to
allow women to vote was called the suffrage (SUHF-rij) movement.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony were two leaders
of the suffrage movement. They were called suffragists. Suffragists
are people who speak or write about giving the right to vote to other
people, especially women. Stanton and Anthony were close friends.
They made a great team. Anthony saw what needed to be done. She
ran things well. Stanton liked to write and give speeches.

Not For Me!
Susan B. Anthony decided she
did not want to get married. She
valued her freedom and did not
want to lose her independence.
She also wanted as much
time as possible to focus on
women’s rights.

An Equal Marriage

Cady Stanton and Anthony had many goals, but their
big goal was getting women the right to vote.

Susan B. Anthony and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Cady Stanton did decide to
marry. But, her husband
believed in equal rights
for women, too. So, in
their ceremony the couple
did not include the word
obey. They wanted their
marriage to be equal.
Stanton also kept her
last name. She was not
referred to as Mrs. Henry
Stanton, but rather
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.

Some people were afraid to let women vote.
There were those who thought it would hurt the
country. They thought it would hurt families.
Others thought women were not smart enough
to vote. They thought women should stay at
home. But, women like Anthony and Stanton
did not give up. They kept fighting!
5

4

Democracy: Mandela’s work to bring democracy to South Africa so that every citizen could have
a voice
Government: Mandela’s fight against inequalities enforced by an unjust government
2

i24868—Nelson Mandela: Leading the Way
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We Want Equal Rights, Too!

Responsive Academ
Language Instruc ic
tion

Professional Book

Chapter

6

➤➤ Provides a pedagogical framework for
implementing culturally and linguistically
responsive teaching strategies.
➤➤ Includes best-practice instruction.

Anticipation Guide

What do you
think of when
you
language? Do
you agree or disagreeencounter the term academic
about language
with the following
forms
statements
of academic language?students bring to school and
the developmen
t
The needs of students
who use nonstandard
been ill-served
languages have
by educational
policies
to institutionali
zed linguistic racism. that have contributed
Lack of linguistic
public is a major knowledge among educators
and the
contributor to
controversie
the use of nonstandard
languages in school. s surrounding
Teachers have
an obligation
to accommoda
nonstandard language
te students’
in the classroom.
CLR is singular
in its
languages in enablingrecognition of the value of nonstandard
students to achieve
success in school.
Characterizing
nonstandard language
the principles
as “bad” negates
of structure and
languages.
pattern that apply
to all

113

and
linguistic responsivenetraits of cultural and
In CLR, when
ss (CLR)—or
students are demonstratin
relevant teaching,
culturally
they are culturally
as it is traditionally
g who
have been
and linguistically,
called—
fine-tuned and
does not speak
the teacher
updated since
Ladson-Billing
negatively or
s (1995) and Geneva
punitively to
them. Instead,
wrote seminal
the teacher
Gay (2000)
uses words that
works
demonstrate
understandin
nation’s attention. that brought CLR to the
g and
Teachers can
Variations of
use these opportunitiesempathy.
culturally responsive
CLR include
relationships
to build
pedagogy, culturally
with students.
relevant teaching,
Most significantly,
students are
and cultural
taught in a way
(Hollie 2018).
proficiency
At its core, CLR
that responds
to their cultural
pushes
to recognize
and linguistic
behaviors, such
their own cultures teachers
as sociocentrism
cultures of their
, communalism
and the
students. They
, and verbal
overlapping (Hollie
can then use
that cultural
2015). The focus
knowledge to
this curriculum
of CLR in
make learning
is on
experiences more
cultural and linguistichow to connect to these
relevant to and
all students (Au
effective for
behaviors.
2009; Gay 2010;
Hollie 2018).

Validate and
Affirm (VA)

CLR is the validating
and affirming
and linguistic
of cultural
behaviors of
all students
the building
and
and bridging
of those behaviors
to success
in academia
and mainstream
culture (Hollie
2016). To validate
means to make
and affirm
legitimate and
positive that
which institutional
knowledge,
speaking, and
historically
mainstream media
illegitimate and
have made
negative about
and languages
the cultures
of certain student
Some students
populations.

have been
told that their
cultural and
linguistic
incorrect, insubordinate behaviors are bad,
disruptive. Culturally , disrespectful, and
responsive educators
refute that narrative
when talking
to, and teaching
to, relating
students.
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Build and Bridge
(BB)

An equal part
of validating
and affirming
building and
is
bridging. This
is where the focus
on school culture
or traditional
occur. These
behaviors
behaviors are
reinforced with
activities that
require expected
for traditional
behaviors
academic settings
mainstream
and in
environments
, such as taking
turns, individualism
(independent
written (versus
work), and
verbal) responses.
there should
In CLR,
be a balance
of validating
affirming activities
and
and building
and bridging
activities. Ultimately,
to learn situational the goal is for all students
appropriaten
is determining
ess, which
what
cultural and linguistic is the most appropriate
behavior for the
and to do so
situation
without losing
one’s cultural
linguistic self
and
in the
(2013) calls situationalprocess. Andy Molinsky
appropriaten
Dexterity, which
ess Global
means learning
behavior across
to adapt
cultures.

Materials
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Texts
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Management Guide
Cultural and
Linguistic
Responsive
ness as Valid
ating,
Affirming,
Building, and
Bridging
The definition

When the United States became a country, women had very
few rights. Women could not own property or go to most colleges.
Women were not allowed to vote.
Many brave women fought to get equal rights. They gave speeches.
They marched. Their work was dangerous. Some women were hurt.
Some were thrown in jail. But, this did not stop them. The fight to
allow women to vote was called the suffrage (SUHF-rij) movement.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony were two leaders
of the suffrage movement. They were called suffragists. Suffragists
are people who speak or write about giving the right to vote to other
people, especially women. Stanton and Anthony were close friends.
They made a great team. Anthony saw what needed to be done. She
ran things well. Stanton liked to write and give speeches.

➤➤ Includes background on suggested literacy,
vocabulary, read aloud, and discussion activities.
➤➤ Explains how to apply Culturally and Linguistically
Responsive teaching strategies to any type of text.
➤➤ Provides help for educators to build their own
culturally and linguistically responsive toolbox.
➤➤ Includes standards correlations and reading level
information for each title.
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Susan B. Anthony and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Not For Me!
Susan B. Anthony decided she
did not want to get married. She
valued her freedom and did not
want to lose her independence.
She also wanted as much
time as possible to focus on
women’s rights.

An Equal Marriage

Cady Stanton and Anthony had many goals, but their
big goal was getting women the right to vote.

Cady Stanton did decide to
marry. But, her husband
believed in equal rights
for women, too. So, in
their ceremony the couple
did not include the word
obey. They wanted their
marriage to be equal.
Stanton also kept her
last name. She was not
referred to as Mrs. Henry
Stanton, but rather
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.

Some people were afraid to let women vote.
There were those who thought it would hurt the
country. They thought it would hurt families.
Others thought women were not smart enough
to vote. They thought women should stay at
home. But, women like Anthony and Stanton
did not give up. They kept fighting!
4

5

Digital Resources
Includes digital downloads of leveled
eBooks, audio, and student reproducibles.

Lessons support Strands 2
and 3 with texts that offer
rich opportunities to focus
on comprehension and
response skills.

Culturally Authentic and Responsive Texts
New

GR Levels LB–E • Lexile® NP–170L • Reading Levels BR–1.2
Interest Levels Pre•K–2

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Leveled Readers—5 titles, 6 copies each, 12–24 pages per book in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Culturally Authentic Literature—5 titles, 1 copy each
➤➤ Professional book, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning,
Second Edition
➤➤ Management Guide and lesson plans
➤➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, audiobooks, and student reproducibles
Title
Complete Kit NEW
6-packs with lesson plans

Culturally authentic literature
to use for read alouds

Item
TEX100744
See item numbers below.

Price
$449.99
$36.99–$48.99 ea

Leveled readers in print and digital formats
to use during shared reading

6-packs with lesson plans • $36.99–$48.99 each

Always Growing: Hair
TEX109788
$36.99

We Work at School
TEX109789
$48.99

Life at Home
TEX109790
$48.99

Outside the Box:
Like a Family
TEX109791
$36.99

Meet Lady Liberty
TEX109792
$48.99
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Modeled / Shared ReadingLITERACY

Grade K

Modeled / Shared Reading

Culturally Authentic and Responsive Texts
Grade 1

New

GR Levels E–N • Lexile® 140L–470L • Reading Levels 1.2–2.4 • Interest Levels K–3

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Leveled Readers—5 titles, 6 copies each, 20–32 pages per book in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Culturally Authentic Literature—5 titles, 1 copy each
➤➤ Professional book, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning,
Second Edition
➤➤ Management Guide and lesson plans
➤➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, audiobooks, and student reproducibles
Title
Complete Kit NEW
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX100745
See item numbers below.

Price
$449.99
$36.99–$54.99 ea

Poland
(Seymour)

United States of America

China
(Mary)

Dominican Republic
(Albert)

Peru
(Clotilde)

These immigrants step onto American land for the first time.

Off to America!
There are many immigrants (IM‑i‑gruhntz) in

This map shows the home countries
of the four immigrants in this book.

In this book, you will read the stories of four

America. Immigrants are people who move to a new

immigrants. Their names are Seymour (SEE‑mohr),

country to live there. Each immigrant has a story to tell.

Mary, Clotilde (klo‑TEEL‑deh), and Albert.

They tell stories about where they came from. They tell
stories about their lives in America.

4

Culturally authentic literature
to use for read alouds

5

Leveled readers in print and digital formats
to use during shared reading

LITERACY

6-packs with lesson plans • $36.99–$54.99 each

Amazing Americans:
Susan B. Anthony
TEX109798
$48.99
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Art and Culture: Diwali
TEX109799
$48.99

Immigration Stories
TEX109800
$54.99

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Kids Around the World
TEX109801
$36.99

What Makes a Family?
TEX109802
$48.99

Culturally Authentic and Responsive Texts
GR Levels N–U • Lexile® 450L–740L • Reading Levels 1.6–3.9 • Interest Levels 1–4

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Leveled Readers—5 titles, 6 copies each, 28–32 pages per book in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Culturally Authentic Literature—5 titles, 1 copy each
➤➤ Professional book, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning,
Second Edition
➤➤ Management Guide and lesson plans
➤➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, audiobooks, and student reproducibles
Title
Complete Kit
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX100746
See item numbers below.

Price
$449.99
$43.99–$54.99 ea

The Olympics

s
No one thought Wilma’
team would win a medal
in the 1956 Olympics.

off. At age 16,
Wilma’s hard work paid
cs (uh-LIM-piks)
she made it to the Olympi
won the bronze
for track and field. She
relay race.
medal for the 100-meter

Wilma

Temple
ates and Coach
16 with her teamm
Wilma at age

19

18

race.
s up for her
Wilma warm

In 1975, César made changes. The
migrant workers had to use tools that
hurt their backs. César got rid of those

Migrant workers had to
use short‑handled hoes.

tools. He made sure migrant workers
had water to drink and toilets to use in
the fields.

A migrant farmer picks crops.

César working with leaders to make changes

22

Culturally authentic literature
to use for read alouds

23

Leveled readers in print and digital formats
to use during shared reading

6-packs with lesson plans • $43.99–$54.99 each

Make It: Henna Designs
TEX103429
$43.99

Fantastic Kids: George
Washington Carver
TEX103430
$43.99

Mohandas Gandhi
TEX103431
$54.99

Wilma Rudolph
TEX103432
$54.99

César Chávez
TEX103433
$54.99
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Modeled / Shared ReadingLITERACY

Grade 2

Culturally Authentic and Responsive Texts
Modeled / Shared Reading

Grade 3
GR Levels R–W • Lexile® 550L–930L • Reading Levels 3.2–4.9 • Interest Levels 2–5

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Leveled Readers—5 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Culturally Authentic Literature—5 titles, 1 copy each
➤➤ Professional book, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning,
Second Edition
➤➤ Management Guide and lesson plans
➤➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, audiobooks, and student reproducibles
Title
Complete Kit
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX100747
See item numbers below.

Price
$449.99
$54.99 ea

A Dream Come True

Roberto made
his debut with
the Pirates in the
major leagues on
April 17, 1955.

paid off. While still in high
All of Roberto’s hard work
baseball for the Santurce
school, he played professional
in 1954, the Brooklyn Dodgers
Crabbers in Puerto Rico. Then,
farm club. Best of all, in 1955,
drafted him to play with their
to
United States drafted Roberto
the Pittsburgh Pirates of the
right
team! He became the Pirates’
play on their major league
ever play the game.
fielder—one of the best to

Roberto began playing
professional baseball when
he was still a teenager.

Paving the Way

Bob Clemente

in the major
When Roberto started playing
it had only been
leagues in the United States,
other than a white
a few years since someone
Roberto was not
person was allowed to play.
to play in the
the first Latino or black person
the first black Latino to
major leagues, but he was
the game. No wonder
make a big difference in
of Puerto Rico!
he was known as the Pride

When Roberto first began
playing in the United States,
he was listed on the roster
as Bob Clemente. His
team thought his real name
sounded too foreign, and
they didn’t want to use it.

15
14

We Want Equal Rights, Too!
When the United States became a country, women had very
few rights. Women could not own property or go to most colleges.
Women were not allowed to vote.
Many brave women fought to get equal rights. They gave speeches.
They marched. Their work was dangerous. Some women were hurt.
Some were thrown in jail. But, this did not stop them. The fight to
allow women to vote was called the suffrage (SUHF-rij) movement.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony were two leaders
of the suffrage movement. They were called suffragists. Suffragists
are people who speak or write about giving the right to vote to other
people, especially women. Stanton and Anthony were close friends.
They made a great team. Anthony saw what needed to be done. She
ran things well. Stanton liked to write and give speeches.

Susan B. Anthony and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton

Not For Me!
Susan B. Anthony decided she
did not want to get married. She
valued her freedom and did not
want to lose her independence.
She also wanted as much
time as possible to focus on
women’s rights.

An Equal Marriage

Cady Stanton and Anthony had many goals, but their
big goal was getting women the right to vote.

Cady Stanton did decide to
marry. But, her husband
believed in equal rights
for women, too. So, in
their ceremony the couple
did not include the word
obey. They wanted their
marriage to be equal.
Stanton also kept her
last name. She was not
referred to as Mrs. Henry
Stanton, but rather
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.

Some people were afraid to let women vote.
There were those who thought it would hurt the
country. They thought it would hurt families.
Others thought women were not smart enough
to vote. They thought women should stay at
home. But, women like Anthony and Stanton
did not give up. They kept fighting!
5

4

Culturally authentic literature
to use for read alouds

Leveled readers in print and digital formats
to use during shared reading

LITERACY

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Langston Hughes:
Harlem Renaissance Writer
TEX103434
$54.99
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Amazing Americans:
Thurgood Marshall
TEX103435
$54.99

You Can Too!
Civil Rights Champions
TEX103436
$54.99
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Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth
Cady Stanton
TEX103437
$54.99

Roberto Clemente
TEX103438
$54.99

Culturally Authentic and Responsive Texts
GR Levels R–U • Lexile® 400L–740L • Reading Levels 4.0–5.5 • Interest Levels 3–6

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Leveled Readers—5 titles, 6 copies each, 32–48 pages per book in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Culturally Authentic Literature—5 titles, 1 copy each
➤➤ Professional book, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning,
Second Edition
➤➤ Management Guide and lesson plans
➤➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, audiobooks, and student reproducibles
Title
Complete Kit
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX100748
See item numbers below.

Price
$449.99
$54.99–$59.99 ea

The Girl Behind the Legend

on
pocket? Think about the faces
Do you have some coins in your
honors
George Washington. The nickel
those coins. The quarter shows
on the penny is Abraham Lincoln.
Thomas Jefferson. The face
Fathers
Coins usually honor our Founding
the United
and great presidents. But in 2000,
the face of
States minted a dollar coin with
Her name
a teenage American Indian girl.
was Sacagawea.
an honor that
How did this teenage girl earn
leaders?
is normally reserved for our nation’s
expedition of
Sacagawea joined the famous
a vast new part
Lewis and Clark. They explored
way for Americans
of the country. They paved the
them as an
joined
Sacagawea
west.
move
to
and Clark every
interpreter. She was with Lewis
And she
step of the hard, dangerous journey.
infant son
made this amazing trip with her
on her back.

Sacagawea with Lewis and

Time after time, Sacagawea helped
legends.
the explorers. Her life inspired
This is the story of the girl behind
the legend.

A NAME TO REMEMBER

Clack

river in Montana

people to
Sacagawea has inspired many
named a river
honor her. Lewis and Clark
people have
in Montana after her. Other
trails in
named mountains, parks, and
you will
her honor. Around the country,
is even a
find many statues of her. There
after her!
volcanic crater on Venus named

5

statue of Sacagawea

4

Burlingame tried to help Lue adjust to life in the United
States. Lue became a U.S. citizen around 1877. But even
though he was a citizen, he still faced racism. People in DeLand
had never met anyone from China. Being a citizen did not
change that. Many people did not know what to think of him.
The years passed and Burlingame grew old. She became
sick and died in 1903. Her death was hard on Lue. He lost
his best and only friend. He had worked on her land for years
but never received any wages. Lue had no home, no friends
other than the Burlingames, and no money when she died. The
Burlingames agreed to give Lue the property in DeLand. He
decided to focus the rest of his life and energy to the one passion
he had left—his citrus trees.

LueÕs Beloved Pets
Lue had two horses named Fannie
and Baby. He spoke to them like they
were his children. Lue also had a pet
rooster named March. His rooster sat
on his shoulder and even joined him
at the dinner table!

18

Culturally authentic literature
to use for read alouds

19

Leveled readers in print and digital formats
to use during shared reading

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99–$59.99 each

Lue Gim Gong:
The Citrus Wizard
TEX103439
$54.99

Nelson Mandela:
Leading the Way
TEX103440
$59.99

Anne Frank:
A Light in the Dark
TEX103441
$59.99

Just Right Words:
Slam Poetry
TEX103442
$54.99

The Legacy and Legend
of Sacagawea
TEX103443
$54.99
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Modeled / Shared ReadingLITERACY

Grade 4

Culturally Authentic and Responsive Texts
Modeled / Shared Reading

Grade 5
GR Levels T–X • Lexile® 600L–880L • Reading Levels 4.9–5.7 • Interest Levels 4–7

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Leveled Readers—5 titles, 6 copies each, 28–32 pages per book in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Culturally Authentic Literature—5 titles, 1 copy each
➤➤ Professional book, Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning,
Second Edition
➤➤ Management Guide and lesson plans
➤➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, audiobooks, and student reproducibles
Title
Complete Kit
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX100749
See item numbers below.

Price
$449.99
$54.99–$59.99 ea

Self‑Made Man

the time in which
black man. This was rare for
Benjamin Banneker was a free
was born
Americans were enslaved. Banneker
he lived. Back then, most African
He spent hours
As a child, he loved to learn.
free. He was also born curious.
happened. This
worked. He studied why things
teaching himself how things
throughout his adult life.
continued
knowledge
for
thirst
inquisitiveness and
he made up
and science. In his later years,
math
himself
taught
Banneker
loved looking
and others to solve. Banneker
complex math puzzles for himself
accuracy in
to figure out their paths. His
at the stars and planets. He liked
in Washington, DC.
earned him an important job
calculating their distances later

He
Banneker was an author, too.
He also wrote
researched and wrote books.
spoke about the
important letters in which he
evils of slavery and racism.
African
Banneker wanted to show that
people.
white
as
smart
as
were
Americans
at the time
That was something many people
are
did not believe. Banneker’s achievements
one realizes
impressive, even more so when
resources
that he achieved them with few
was a
and very little schooling. Banneker
man.
self‑made

A slave trader sells a girl at
an auction in 1780.

Benjamin Banneker

Slavery
In the 1700s, many African
Americans were slaves.
They were the property of
others. Slave owners forced
slaves to work long hours
without pay. And they often
treated slaves harshly.

5
4

Scrapbook It!
Think about Benjamin Banneker’s life and
his many accomplishments. Use the information
you learned to create a scrapbook page about
Banneker. A scrapbook shows the highlights
of an event or a person’s life. Print and cut out
pictures related to his life. Paste them onto your
page. Write a caption for each picture. Then,
give your page a title. Make your page colorful
and engaging. Below are some supplies you may
wish to use.
• construction paper
• fabric
• glue
• magazine or newspaper clippings
• markers
• pictures of Banneker
• primary sources about Banneker
• scissors
• stickers
• yarn

28

Culturally authentic literature
to use for read alouds

29

Leveled readers in print and digital formats
to use during shared reading

LITERACY

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99–$59.99 each

Benjamin Banneker:
Self-Made Man
TEX103444
$54.99
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Sitting Bull:
Eagles Cannot Be Crows
TEX103445
$54.99

Women’s Suffrage
TEX103446
$54.99
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Fantastic Kids:
Malala Yousafzai
TEX103447
$59.99

Sports for All:
The Impact of Title IX
TEX103448
$59.99

Building Fluency through

Reader’s Theater

Entice students to read and re-read with a research-proven method for
building fluency.
Teach reading, listening, and speaking skills through the performance of colorful
scripts and focused instruction. Each script includes differentiated roles that
empower students to successfully participate in a proven reading model.
Lessons address comprehension strategies, vocabulary development,
word study, and key content-area topics.

See pages 66–69 for individual kit
information and pricing.
Each kit includes:
➤➤ Scripts—8 titles, 6 copies each, 16–32 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with easy‑to‑follow lessons
➤➤ Poems and songs in digital format
➤➤ Audio of scripts, songs, and poems

Wolf:

Narrator:

Off he runs. He runs down the path
to Grandma’s house!

Wolf:

Oh, what a nice day! Soon I will eat
Grandma. Then I will eat the little
girl. I wonder if I can find more
children to eat.

Narrator:

The wolf licks his lips again. He calls
out to children.

Act 2

Oh, ho! I see the house. I will knock.
What fun!

Narrator:

The wolf knocks.

Grandma:

Who is it?

Wolf:

It is Little Red Riding Hood.

Narrator:

The wolf lies. Grandma answers
the door.

Grandma:

Who are you?

Narrator:

The wolf smiles. Then he opens his
mouth wide. Down goes Grandma in
one bite!

Wolf:

Yum!

Poem: Boys and Girls Come Out to Play
Narrator:

Narrator:

12
Wolf:

Off he runs. He runs down the path
to Grandma’s house!

Oh, what a nice day! Soon I will eat
Grandma. Then I will eat the little
girl. I wonder if I can find more
children to eat.

Narrator:

Ouch!
Lesson Plan

Grandma:

The wolf licks his lips again. He calls
out to children.

roles written at different reading levels
to empower all students to successfully participate.
Who is it?

Wolf:

It is Little Red Riding Hood.

Narrator:

The wolf lies. Grandma answers
the door.

Grandma:

Who are you?

Narrator:

The wolf smiles. Then he opens his
mouth wide. Down goes Grandma in
one bite!

Wolf:

Yum! patched his nob
…

Poem: Boys and Girls Come Out to Play
Narrator:
ection

It is a good thing there are no
children near! They are safe from
the wolf. But Little Red Riding
Hood is not safe. AndOuch
Grandma
is
!
Materials
Lesson Plan
not safe.

and play the
“Jack and Jill”
as
the nursery rhyme
under the words
transparency of
ts. Run your fingers and sing it with the
1. Display the
song for studen
the song
recording of the
try to memorize
Have students
they are sung.
to
r Resource CD
instrumental track.
Teache
the
id Pattern from
them share things
ts use the Band-A
,
were hurt. Let
they
family
if
up
2. Have studen
(e.g.,
id
cheer them
a band-a
design what would better when they have to wear around the band-aid
feel
and
that make them
these things on
Have them draw
friends, hugs).
drew.
what they
and then explain

Fine Arts Conn

12

Performance
Description
Poem: “Jack and
Script Reading
Song: “Jack and

CD
Track

16
Volume II, Track
17
Volume II, Track
18
Volume II, Track

Jill”
Jill”

urce CD
Teacher Reso

Description
ter Patterns

Ouch! Charac
Ouch!
Take-Home Script:
PowerPoint: Ouch!
Ouch! Script Lines

: “Jack and Jill”

Transparency
Band-Aid Pattern

112

13

Oh, ho! I see the house. I will knock.
What fun!

Narrator: Scripts
The wolf feature
knocks.

Act 2
Wolf:

It is a good thing there are no
children near! They are safe from
the wolf. But Little Red Riding
Hood is not safe. And Grandma is
not safe.

24742—Building

Fluency through

Filename

character_Ouch.pdf
f
THS_Ouch.pd
PP_Ouch.ppt
df
Ouch Script Lines.p
rhyme_Jack and
Band-Aid.pdf

Reader’s Theater

Jill.pdf

Objectives
• Fluency: Students
will read aloud
stories with
fluency and
expression,
focusing on voice
intonation as
they emphasize
certain words in
sentences.
• Literacy:
Students will
understand
setting.
• Content Area—
Science: Students
will observe the
properties of
water.

Summary
Jack and Jill go to get
water on a hill. The
hill proves to be too
steep for Jack and
Jill, and they both fall
down. Jack hurts his
head when he falls.
Jack Materials
©Teacher Createdruns home to his
mom, who takes care
of him. During the
story, students learn
the meanings of some
words in the nursery
rhyme.

To old Dame Do
b, who

b, who
To old Dame Do 13
his nob…
What doepa
tched
s nob
mean?

• Ouch! script booklets
• Ouch! character patterns
(pages 113–118 or Teacher
CD) copied on cardstock
Resource
and worn as necklaces
hats (see pages 21–22)
, headbands, or
• copies of the Take-Hom
e Script (Teacher Resource
CD)
• PowerPoint slide
show (Teacher Resource
CD)
• transparency of “Jack
and Jill” (or Teacher
Resource CD)
• Ouch! Script Lines
(Teacher Resource CD)
• Performance CD
and CD player or computer
with a CD drive and
speakers
• a small beach pail
• rope or yarn (sturdy
enough to hold the small
pail filled with
water)
• a large pail or sink;
a smaller pail or cup
• water
• Band-Aid Pattern
(Teacher Resource CD)

b mean?
What does no
Nob means head.

Introduce the Nurser

y Rhyme

“Jack and Jill”

1. Show a small beach
pail to
the object. Tell students the students. Ask them to identify
that it can be called a
bucket or a pail.
Have students share
ideas for things that
can go in the pail. Tell
students that this object
is used in the nursery
rhyme you will
read.
2. Display the transpare
ncy of the rhyme “Jack
and Jill.” Introduce
the nursery rhyme to
students by playing the
recording
Performance CD several
from the
times.
3. Discuss with students
why Jack and Jill go
up the hill. Although
the nursery rhyme does
not
this nursery rhyme show say it, many traditional pictures of
a well at the top of the
to students that there
hill. Explain
is water deep, deep undergro
can be dug to reach this
und. A hole
water. Then, using a
rope, a pail can be
lowered into the hole
to get to the water. Tell
students that this is
how people got water
before there were sinks
in houses.
4. Fill a sink or large
pail with water. Tie
a piece of rope or yarn
around the handle of
the smaller pail. Allow
students to take
turns lowering the smaller
pail into the water to
water.
scoop up some
5. Reread the nursery
rhyme. Ask students
to listen for the part
they acted out with the
pail and water. Do Jack
the water? If so, what
and Jill ever get
happens to it?

1

24742—Building Fluency

through Reader’s Theater

The Teacher’s Guide includes lesson plans, second-language
support activities, and more.
Nob means head.
Provides students with engaging and With vinegar and brown
collaborative opportunities to read, listen,
paper.
and speak to build fluency.

1

1

1

1

Song
Jack and Jill

107

What does nob mean?

Jack and Jill wenand Jill went up the hill
Jack t up the hill
To fetch a pail
pail of water.
h aer.
fetc
To of
wat
crown,
Jack fell down and
and broke his
dow
brok
en
his
Jack fell
crown, g after.
And Jill came tumJill came tumblin
And bling after.
trot
Then up Jack got
and home did
up Jac
homkegot
Thenand
did
ld caper,
As fast as he coulfast as he trot
As d caper, cou
his nob,
d
To old Dame Dob
che
pat
who
,
, who
e Dob
patc
Dam
hed his nob,
To old
er.
With vinegar
and brown pap
and
vinengar
brow
Wit h
paper.

d.
Nob means hea
Wit h vinega
r and brown
paper.
d brown
With vinegar an
Mom should hav
papeer.used a
band-aid!
ve used a
Mom should ha
band-aid!

To old Dame Dob, who
patched his nob…

©Teacher Created Materials

Song Song

l
Jack andJac
Jillk and Jil

Jack and Jill went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water.
Jack fell down and broke his crown,
And Jill came tumbling after.
Then up Jack got and home did trot
As fast as he could caper,
Toand
old Dame
Dob,
who patched
his nob,
Songs
poems
in print
and digital
formats
Withscript
vinegar
and
brown paper.
support the
and
encourage
full-class

participation.

Mom should have used a
band-aid!
Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-73391

Reader’s TheaterLITERACY

Reading Levels Pre·K–6 • Interest Grade Levels Pre·K–Secondary
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Reader’s Theater

Reader’s Theater

Building Fluency through
Grades Pre·K–2
Guided Reading Levels A–Q
Interest Grade Levels Pre K–5

Each kit includes:
➤➤ Scripts—8 titles, 6 copies each, 24–32 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with easy-to-follow lessons
➤➤ Poems and songs in digital format
➤➤ Professionally recorded audio of scripts,
songs, and poems

I will pick a child.

Twinkle, twinkle, little
star.

Look! I like that child.

How I wonder what you
are.

Oh! I see the child for me.

Up above the world so
high, like a diamond in
the sky.

8

8

9

I will pick a child.

Twinkle, twinkle, little
star.

Look! I like that child.

How I wonder what you
are.

Oh! I see the child for me.

Up above the world so
high, like a diamond in
the sky.

Nursery Rhymes

9

Guided Reading Level A • Interest Grade Levels Pre·K–3

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Little Piggies “This Little Piggy” and “Pat-a-Cake”

Spanish
Available

Song

To old Dame Dob, who
patched his nob…
What does nob mean?

Nob means head.
With vinegar and brown
paper.

Jack and Jill
Jack and Jill went up the hill
To fetch a pail of water.
Jack fell down and broke his crown,
And Jill came tumbling after.
Then up Jack got and home did trot
As fast as he could caper,
To old Dame Dob, who patched his nob,
With vinegar and brown paper.

Mom should have used a
band-aid!
1

1

English Item
TEX12577

Spanish Item
TEX14368

Price
$479.99

TEX13796

TEX13132

$48.99

Lost Pets “Little Bo Peep” and “Where Has My Little
Dog Gone?”

TEX13794

TEX13130

$48.99

Ouch! “Jack and Jill”

TEX13799

TEX13135

$48.99

The Fiddlers “Old King Cole” and “Hey Diddle, Diddle”

TEX13798

TEX13134

$48.99

The Parade “Humpty Dumpty”

TEX13795

TEX13131

$48.99

The Stars “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” and
“Star Light, Star Bright”

TEX13793

TEX13129

$48.99

Let’s Eat “Little Miss Muffet” and “Little Jack Horner”

TEX13792

TEX13128

$48.99

What Time Is It? “Hickory Dickory Dock” and
“Wee Willie Winkie”

TEX13797

TEX13133

$48.99

Folk and Fairy Tales
Guided Reading Levels A–I • Interest Grade Levels Pre·K–3

Spanish
Available

Mama Bear:

Let’s walk over the mountain.
We can walk to the stream. What
do you think we will see, Baby
Bear?

Baby Bear:

I want to see a snail and a bug
and a frog and a fish. Can I,
Papa? Can I? Can I?

Papa Bear:

Let’s see what we shall see.

Narrator 2:
Narrator 1:

Act 2
Narrator 2:

The bears follow the bird. They
see many things. They see trees
that are big and tall.

Narrator 1:

They see grass that is soft and
green.

They see bugs and frogs.
They see a stream full of fish.

Papa Bear:

What a nice walk.

Mama Bear:

I agree.

Baby Bear:

Mama, I am tired.

Narrator 2:

Papa Bear picks up Baby Bear.
They sit under a shady tree.

Narrator 1:

The family rests while the porridge
cools.

Narrator 2:

At the same time, a little girl
is walking in the woods. She
has blonde hair. Her name is
Goldilocks.

Song: The Bears Went Over the Mountain

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Hansel and Gretel
The Emperor’s New Clothes
Little Red Riding Hood
The Little Red Hen
The Three Billy Goats Gruff
The Gingerbread Man
The Three Little Pigs

English Item
TEX11162

Spanish Item
TEX11345

Price
$479.99

TEX11610
TEX11611
TEX11614
TEX11615
TEX11612
TEX11613
TEX11616
TEX11617

TEX11642
TEX11643
TEX11646
TEX11647
TEX11644
TEX11645
TEX11648
TEX11649

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
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Fables

LITERACY

Guided Reading Levels E–Q • Interest Grade Levels K–5

Spanish
Available

Joshua:

Yes, I have it. It hangs around my neck every
day, heavy and useless.

Mama:

Be kind to them, Joshua! They are our
precious livelihood.

Eric:

It saved Father from danger many times. Use
it if you need help. We’ll come quickly!

Wolf:

. . . And they are my precious dinner! Steer
them near me. That is all I ask, shepherd boy.

Narrator: Joshua scrapes his staff across the gate, making
a loud clatter. The sheep bleat nervously as
they pass by.

12
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Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
The Tortoise and the Hare
The Goose That Laid the Golden Eggs
The Grasshopper and the Ants
The Lion and the Mouse
The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse
The Fox and the Crow
The North Wind and the Sun
The Boy Who Cried Wolf

Act 3
Poem: The Shepherd

Sheep:

Baa! Baa!

Joshua:

Let’s go, lamb chops!

Narrator: Hours later, Joshua is asleep in the grass. A
grazing sheep tickles him. He wakes with a
start.

Sheep:

Did he say lamb chops? That’s not funny!

Joshua:

Eric:

Remember, stay clear of the stream. The wolf
won’t go far from the water.

Narrator: Realizing his mistake, Joshua laughs.

Sheep:

Ouch! This boy is rough and pokes me with his
staff. His father is a gentler shepherd.

Joshua:

What?! Who?!

Little lamb, you’re not a horrible wolf like in
my dream. But my heart is beating fast. It
feels good to be excited!
13
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English Item
TEX11289

Spanish Item
TEX11346

Price
$479.99

TEX11618
TEX11619
TEX11620
TEX11621
TEX11622
TEX11623
TEX11624
TEX11625

TEX11650
TEX11651
TEX11652
TEX11653
TEX11654
TEX11655
TEX11656
TEX11657

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99

Building Fluency through

Reader’s Theater

Guided Reading Levels E–V
Interest Grade Levels K–Secondary

Each kit includes:
➤➤ Scripts—8 titles, 6 copies each,
24–32 pages per book in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with easy-to-follow
lessons
➤➤ Poems and songs in digital format
➤➤ Audio of scripts, songs, and poems

World Myths
Guided Reading Levels I–S • Interest Grade Levels 2–6
Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
The Trojan Horse (Greece)
Anansi (West Africa)
The Frog Who Became an Emperor (China)
Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl (Mexico)
Vishnu (India)
Romulus and Remus (Rome)
Atrahasis (Mesopotamia)
The Prince and the Sphinx (Egypt)

Item
TEX12146

Price
$479.99

TEX12752
TEX12753
TEX12754
TEX12755
TEX12756
TEX12757
TEX12758
TEX12759

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99

Manu:

Lord Vishnu, I believe that our Earth will be
threatened with destruction soon. I have been
a faithful servant to you all of these years. I
ask you: May I be the one to save our Earth?
This would fulfill my greatest desire.

Narrator 1:

Several days passed. Then one day, King
Manu was praying at a river near his home. He
put his hands in the water and cupped them
together, lifting them upward. He was offering
water as a gift to his ancestors. Just then, he
noticed a minnow swimming around in his
hands. Manu was about to throw the tiny fish
back into the river. Just then, he heard a tiny,
weak voice.

Matsya:

Please, my king, I beg of you—do not throw me
back to the river, because I fear that I will not
survive.

Manu:

Am I hearing things? Did I really just hear a
voice from this ordinary fish?

Matsya:

Yes, King Manu. Please do not throw me
back. I know I mean nothing to you, but I
ask you to consider the value of my life and to
take pity on me.

Manu:

I still cannot believe my ears. And yet how can
I turn my back on a living thing that asks for
my help? I will save you, Fish, but what shall I
call you?

Matsya:

You may call me Matsya.

Manu:

All right, Matsya. I am not sure where to take
you, but for now, you will be safe here in my
cup.

9
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American Tall Tales and Legends
Guided Reading Levels I–S • Interest Grade Levels 2–6

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Johnny Appleseed
Pecos Bill and Slue-Foot Sue
John Henry
Molly Pitcher
Paul Bunyan
Sal Fink
Davy Crockett
Annie Oakley

Item
TEX11989

Price
$479.99

TEX12224
TEX12225
TEX12226
TEX12227
TEX12228
TEX12229
TEX12230
TEX12231

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99

General Lee:

I know that a full attack is unwise at this point.
We should send small parties to sabotage the
British.

Washington:

I do not agree. We will pursue the army and
engage them in a full attack. Gather your men
and prepare to depart!

General Lee:

Yes, sir.

Narrator:

Across the field, Molly Hays sits under a tree.
Her white ruffled cap is pushed back on her head.
She sews a soldier’s shirt. Her husband, William,
sits nearby.

William Hays:

Molly, we have received orders to move out of
Valley Forge today.

Narrator:

Molly looks up. She spits the needle that is in her
mouth squarely into her pincushion. Then she
thrusts the cushion into her pocket like a soldier
returning his sword to its case.

Molly Pitcher:

All right then, let me feed your empty stomachs.
Listen for the bell.

Narrator:

Molly travels with the army. She sews and cooks
for the soldiers. She prepares breakfast and rings
the bell.

Private:

Last one in line goes without breakfast!

Molly Pitcher:

Okay, boys, line up. Shoulders back. Dishes
faceup!

William Hays:

Yes, ma’am!

Molly Pitcher:

I will not have my firecakes and eggs dropped on
this muddy field.

William Hays:

Yes, but . . . firecakes? Molly, why did you go
and bake those? Once Congress sent us food, I
thought we’d never be forced to eat them again!

Private:

I agree! They’re awful.

Molly Pitcher:

Leaving? When I still have a hundred uniforms
to sew?

Narrator:

Molly has a glint in her eye as she wipes her arm
across her forehead.

William Hays:

Those are the orders. No use complaining,
soldier.

Molly Pitcher:

Awful, eh? Do my ears deceive me?

9
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My Country
Guided Reading Levels E–M • Interest Grade Levels K–5

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Building Up the White House
Coming to America: The Story of the Statue
of Liberty and Ellis Island
The Declaration of Independence:
Fourteen Hundred Words of Freedom
The Pledge of Allegiance:
Poem of Patriotism
The Liberty Bell: Saving the Sound
of Freedom
Camping Constitution
Postcards from Bosley Bear
The Star-Spangled Banner:
Song and Flag of Independence

English Item
TEX10534

Spanish Item
TEX13273

Price
$479.99

TEX10692

TEX13282

$48.99

TEX10693

TEX13283

$48.99

TEX10696

TEX13284

$48.99

TEX10697

TEX13285

$48.99

TEX10694

TEX13286

$48.99

TEX10695
TEX10698

TEX13287
TEX13288

$48.99
$48.99

TEX10699

TEX13289

$48.99

The Tragedy of
Romeo and Juliet
Characters
Friar Lawrence
Nurse
Tybalt

Mercutio
Romeo
Juliet

Setting
This reader’s theater is set in Verona, Italy,
during the Renaissance. The story begins on the
streets of Verona and then shifts to a party held at
the Capulet home. The setting continues to change
between the streets of Verona, the Capulet home,
and the cell of Friar Lawrence. This play concludes
at the Capulet mausoleum.



Spanish
Available

Act I, Scene I
On the streets of Verona
Friar Lawrence: Nurse, it is a pleasant surprise to see you this day
walking about the streets of Verona. Where are
you headed, and where is your lovely charge,
Juliet?
Nurse:

Lady Capulet is now speaking to Juliet. She sent
me out to get these ornaments for her daughter’s
hair. Evidently, there is to be a party tonight in
Juliet’s honor at the home of the Capulets. But if
Juliet understood what that honor really meant, I
think she might use the word horror instead.

Friar Lawrence: What do you mean? What is this party about?
Nurse:

It seems that the Capulets do not remember how
young their daughter is. Juliet is to be introduced
to Paris tonight, and the Capulets are anxious for
their daughter to find him in good favor for the
purpose of marriage. I must hurry off now to get
Juliet ready. But wait, Friar, why is there so much
rubble in the streets? Has there been another
battle between the Capulets and the Montagues?
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Reader’s TheaterLITERACY

Grades 2–Secondary

Reader’s Theater

Building Fluency through

Reader’s Theater
Early America
Guided Reading Level O • Interest Grade Levels 3–8

Friends or Foes

Trouble

These are desperate times we all agree
Here in the Jamestown Colony
More mouths to feed than food to go around
And with winter time around the bend
No time for planting crops my friend
This fighting’s turned the whole place upside down

Trouble, trouble, we’ve got trouble.
Trouble coming on the double.
No food to eat, dangers abound,
Only trouble can be found.
John Smith is gone; we think he’s dead.
Trouble is alive instead.
We’ve made the Indians more than mad.
Everything’s gone from good to bad.

Are you friend or foe
Powhatan wants to know
And the harvest isn’t nearly what we planned
It seems quite clear
We surely can’t stay here
I propose we all sail back to England

There’s trouble here, and it’s here to stay.
Trouble by night, and trouble by day.
There’s nowhere left to turn and hide.
Better to shut ourselves inside.

Well, the fighting lasted many years
The losses on both sides severe
But, the Jamestown Colony began to thrive
They would look back on those troubled years
Proud that they had persevered
Had the courage and conviction to survive

Trouble, trouble, everywhere trouble.
Our lives have turned to ash and rubble.
Trouble’s ahead, and trouble’s behind.
Look there! Trouble’s all you’ll find.

We’ll plant those seeds
The colonists agreed
The harvest is even more than what we planned
It seems quite clear we’re glad we all stayed here
And helped to form the future of this land
Repeat verse 4

22
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Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Voyages of Columbus
Work or Starve: Captain John Smith and the
Jamestown Colony
Patriots in Boston
Declaring Our Independence
Friends and Foes: The Powhatan Indians
and the Jamestown Colony
Indentured in America
The Reveres: A Family Forced Apart
The Constitution of the United States:
The Foundation of Our Government

Item
TEX10533

Price
$479.99

TEX10708

$48.99

TEX10709

$48.99

TEX10712
TEX10713

$48.99
$48.99

TEX10710

$48.99

TEX10711
TEX10714

$48.99
$48.99

TEX10715

$48.99

Expanding & Preserving the Union
Guided Reading Levels O–T • Interest Grade Levels 3–Secondary

Lewis and Clark

Act 1
Drouillard:

It has been days since we entered the Jefferson
River. We need to move forward. We need to
cross the mountains.

Lewis:

Sacagawea, where are the Shoshone Indians?
We need to barter some of our goods for their
fine horses. The horses can help us carry our
supplies across the mountains.

Sacagawea:

Each year, my people come to live in this area.
They come between the summer and the fall
moons to catch the salmon from the river and
pick the berries that grow along the riverbank.

Clark:

Sacagawea, you were just a child the last
time you were in this area. Perhaps you have
forgotten what the area looks like.

Sacagawea:

No, I have not forgotten. Five summers ago,
the Minnetares Indians raided our tribe and
stole our horses. They also stole the lives of
many of my people, including my mother. I will
remember the place when I see it.

Characters
George Drouillard
Meriwether Lewis
William Clark

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Lewis and Clark
Remember the Alamo
Narcissa Whitman and the Westward Movement
Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce
The Sojourner Truth Story
Causes of the Civil War
Civil War Hero of Marye’s Heights
Reconstruction After the Civil War

Sacagawea
Scout
Chief Cameahwait

Setting
The story begins in 1805. The Corps of Discovery
is traveling by canoe along the Jefferson River. It
is about to reach the Rocky Mountains. The Corps
splits into two groups to try and find the Shoshone
Indians. One group travels on foot while the other
group continues upstream in canoes. The two
groups reunite at Camp Fortunate. They then
travel to the Shoshone Indians’ camp at the foot of
the Rocky Mountains.

Item
TEX11533

Price
$479.99

TEX11556
TEX11557
TEX11558
TEX11559
TEX11560
TEX11561
TEX11562
TEX11563

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99





The 20th Century
Guided Reading Levels O–T • Interest Grade Levels 3–Secondary

John:

What are you going to do?

James:

I agree with you completely.

James:

We are organizing a Freedom Ride. We will
be taking a bus from Washington, D.C. to New
Orleans. We plan to leave Washington on May
fourth and should get to New Orleans on May
seventeenth.

John:

How can we respect ourselves if we allow others
to treat us like this? Genevieve and I are ready,
and we will be there.

James:

John:

What will happen on the Freedom Ride?

You may think you are ready, but you will need
to be trained first.

James:

African American Freedom Riders will sit
in the front of the bus and use the “white”
bathrooms, and white Freedom Riders will sit in
the back and use the “colored” bathrooms.

John:

We cannot wait any longer. Something must
be done about this. All people deserve to have
civil rights, and we now need to stand up for
what is right.

John:

That doesn’t sound too hard. I want to join.

James:

James:

You shouldn’t say yes too quickly, John. You
need to think about it carefully first. This
protest will not be easy. Some people in the
South are opposed to any change and will fight
against integration. It may be very dangerous.
There is a real possibility that you may get hurt.

As I said, there may be violence, and you must
learn how to resist it peacefully. No matter
what anybody does to you, you can’t strike
back. If you still want to go on the Freedom
Ride, you must attend the three-day training
session at the end of April.

John:

John:

I understand, but if we don’t stand up for
ourselves, we will never be treated equally.
We shouldn’t continue to live this way.

I realize I might get hurt, but I’m not afraid. I
don’t think that Genevieve will be afraid either.
We will both find the courage to do whatever
we need to do. Count us in because we will
definitely be there!

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Child Labor and the Industrial Revolution
Immigration: For a Better Life
Women’s Suffrage
World War I: In Flanders Fields
The Great Depression: A Migrant Mother’s Story
World War II: Battle of Normandy
Civil Rights: Freedom Riders
Cold War: Communism on Trial

Item
TEX11534

Price
$479.99

TEX11564
TEX11565
TEX11566
TEX11567
TEX11568
TEX11569
TEX11570
TEX11571

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
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William Shakespeare

LITERACY

Guided Reading Levels O–V • Interest Grade Levels 3–Secondary

The Tragedy of
Romeo and Juliet
Characters
Friar Lawrence
Nurse
Tybalt

WINNER

68

Setting
This reader’s theater is set in Verona, Italy,
during the Renaissance. The story begins on the
streets of Verona and then shifts to a party held at
the Capulet home. The setting continues to change
between the streets of Verona, the Capulet home,
and the cell of Friar Lawrence. This play concludes
at the Capulet mausoleum.

E NT



Act I, Scene I
On the streets of Verona
Friar Lawrence: Nurse, it is a pleasant surprise to see you this day
walking about the streets of Verona. Where are
you headed, and where is your lovely charge,
Juliet?
Nurse:

Lady Capulet is now speaking to Juliet. She sent
me out to get these ornaments for her daughter’s
hair. Evidently, there is to be a party tonight in
Juliet’s honor at the home of the Capulets. But if
Juliet understood what that honor really meant, I
think she might use the word horror instead.

Friar Lawrence: What do you mean? What is this party about?
Nurse:

It seems that the Capulets do not remember how
young their daughter is. Juliet is to be introduced
to Paris tonight, and the Capulets are anxious for
their daughter to find him in good favor for the
purpose of marriage. I must hurry off now to get
Juliet ready. But wait, Friar, why is there so much
rubble in the streets? Has there been another
battle between the Capulets and the Montagues?
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Mercutio
Romeo
Juliet

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet
The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark
The Tragedy of Julius Caesar
The Tragedy of Macbeth
The Tragedy of Othello, the Moor of Venice
The Tragedy of King Lear
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
The Taming of the Shrew

IEV
D ACH
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Item
TEX11347

Price
$479.99

TEX12285
TEX12286
TEX12287
TEX12288
TEX12289
TEX12290
TEX12291
TEX12292

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99

Building Fluency through

Reader’s Theater
Act 4

Guided Reading Levels l–O
Interest Grade Levels 1-6

Narrator:

Mike and Jason are coming home from
school and going to Mike’s house for a
snack. They find Chris putting frozen
waffles in the toaster.

Chris:

“Did your teacher like your poems?”

Mike:

“She liked them a lot!”

Jason:

“Yeah, especially after she heard all those
other mushy poems.”

Chris:

“Good. Here’s another one for you:
Roses are red,
Violets are purple,
Do we have any maple syrple?”

Each kit includes:
➤➤ Scripts—8 titles, 6 copies each, 24–32 pages
per book in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with easy-to-follow lessons
➤➤ Poems and songs in digital format
➤➤ Audio of scripts, songs, and poems

Act 4
Narrator:

Mike and Jason are coming home from
school and going to Mike’s house for a
snack. They find Chris putting frozen
waffles in the toaster.

Chris:

“Did your teacher like your poems?”

Mike:

“She liked them a lot!”

Jason:

“Yeah, especially after she heard all those
other mushy poems.”

Chris:

“Good. Here’s another one for you:
Roses are red,
Violets are purple,
Do we have any maple syrple?”

“Hey, I like that!”

Chris:

“Since when are you a poetry expert? And
why can’t I find any maple syrup?”

Jason:

Mike:

“Hey, I like that!”

Chris:

“Since when are you a poetry expert? And
why can’t I find any maple syrup?”

12

Mike:

“We’re poetry experts now. Thanks to you
and Nicolle.”

Chris:

“Nicolle?”

Jason:

“Yeah, she helped us a lot. When she wasn’t
reading that poetry book about Custard to
Cassie, she was helping us.”

Chris:

“Oh, really? I thought she looked tired in
math class today.”

13

Jason:

“We’re poetry experts now. Thanks to you
and Nicolle.”

Chris:

“Nicolle?”

Jason:

“Yeah, she helped us a lot. When she wasn’t
reading that poetry book about Custard to
Cassie, she was helping us.”

Chris:

“Oh, really? I thought she looked tired in
math class today.”

Grades 1–2
Guided Reading Levels E–M

13

12

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Lucky the Firehouse Dog
Moving Forward
Poetry? Yuck!
Many Helping Hands
Money Counts
Webs of Beauty
A Garden in the City
Amazing Animals

Theme

English Item
TEX10020

Spanish Item
TEX11008

TEX10303

TEX11658

$48.99

TEX10308
TEX10307
TEX10304
TEX10305
TEX10306
TEX10309
TEX10310

TEX11659
TEX11660
TEX11661
TEX11662
TEX11663
TEX11664
TEX11665

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99

Community
Heroes
Immigration
Kindness
Family & Friends
Counting Money
Patterns
Environment
Animals

Price
$479.99

Karen:

“One firefighter is chosen to be the safety
officer. He or she must make sure that all
the other firefighters are dressed correctly.
No buttons can be left undone.”

Lucky:

“The next most important rule for
firefighters is to never work alone. They
must have a partner with them at all times.”

Pumpkin:

“Can just one person hold the fire hose?”

Lucky:

“No way! Two hundred pounds of pressure
come out of a fire hose.”

Pumpkin:

“Why is Karen’s helmet white? The others
have black helmets.”

Lucky:

“The deputy chief always wears a white hat.
That lets others know that she’s in charge.”

Matt:

Eee-yow, eee-yow! Clang! Clang!

Spanish
Available

Song: Riding to the Fire

Act 2
Matt:

Eeee-yow, eee-yow, eee-yow!

Narrator 1:

The fire siren fills the air.

Pumpkin:

“Hiss! My poor ears! What is that?”

Karen:

“It’s time to rock-and-roll, Lucky! Hop on
the truck while I get on the radio. We’ve
got a fire to put out.”

Narrator 1:

Lucky, Pumpkin, and all the volunteer
firefighters jump onto the trucks.

Narrator 2:

Then, they pull out of the station.
11
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Grades 3–4
Guided Reading Levels K–Q

Title
Theme
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Two Flat Friends Travel
World Cultures
the World
Storytelling
Grandfather’s Storytelling
A Teacher and a Friend
Friendship
Teaming with Mr. Cool!
Teamwork
The Mathematical Journey
Math Journeys
of a Lifetime
Counting Money
Wigz Will Be Wigz
From the Sun to Beyond Pluto Solar System
The Inventor: Benjamin Franklin Inventors

English Item
TEX10021

Spanish Item
TEX11009

Price
$479.99

TEX10312

TEX11666

$48.99

TEX10314
TEX10311
TEX10313

TEX11667
TEX11668
TEX11669

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99

TEX10315

TEX11670

$48.99

TEX10316
TEX10317
TEX10318

TEX11671
TEX11672
TEX11673

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99

Theme

IItem
TEX10022

Price
$479.99

Responsibility
Journeys and Quests
Heritage
Express Yourself
Cooperation & Competition
Problem Solving
Nature
Small Things

TEX10370
TEX10367
TEX10366
TEX10369
TEX10371
TEX10373
TEX10368
TEX10372

$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99
$48.99

Grandfather:

I will tell you the story, dear one, but you must
listen very carefully to me for this may be the
last time I tell it.

Boy:

How will I remember it, Grandfather? How
will I remember all of the stories you’ve told
me? I need you to tell them to me over and
over again.

Grandfather:

Do you feel this rope, Boy? For each story I
tell you, I will tie a knot in this rope. Each knot
will represent a different story of your life. One
day, I will no longer be with you. Then, you
will hold this rope and feel the knots. As you
do this, you will remember and be able to tell
the stories yourself.

Boy:

But how will I know which knot will remind
me of which story? There are so many stories
about my life that you have told me.

Grandfather:

The first knot will remind you of the story of
the night you were born. When you touch
the second knot, you will think of the next
story. Don’t worry, my grandson, I know you’ll
remember.

Aunt:

You will one day tell your grandchildren these
stories, and they will tell them to their children.

Uncle:

Yes, you will be surrounded with love from all
of us as you remember your life through
Grandfather’s stories.

Boy:

Grandfather, will you please tell me all of the
stories again?

Grandfather:

I will, my grandson. I will tell you each of the
stories about your life one last time.

Spanish
Available

Song: We All Have Stories





Grades 5–6
Guided Reading Levels R–W

Title
Complete Kit
6-Packs with Lesson Plans and Audio
Independence Trunk
From Independence to Oregon
Lillian’s Family Tree
Remember Who You Are
Anglezandria and the Golden Tri-Scarab
How Puzzling!
Touchdown of the Wrong Kind
Little Things Matter

Lucy:
Aunt Jean:

What did you pack, Aunt Jean?

Lucy:

Mom, what will we drink?

The same things the emigrants packed—
flour, bacon, beans, rice . . . Would you
like to read the rest of my list?

Jimmy:

You packed soda . . .

Lucy:

And juice, right?

Pots, pans, utensils, cups, plates . . .

Uncle Mike:

No, we’ll boil water from the rivers we
pass, just as the emigrants did.

Lucy:
Jimmy:

Dutch oven, vinegar, a kettle, candles . . .

Lucy:

Bedding, tent, and baking powder.

Dad:

Okay, the van is loaded. It’s packed as full
as the wagons once were.

Mom:

Oh wait, we still need a tub for washing
our clothes.

Aunt Jean:

Jimmy:

Mom is going to wash our clothes by
hand—every day? I bet she’s thrilled

Dad:

No, all of us are going to wash our own
clothes, including you.

Mom:

And we’re going to use lye soap, the kind
the emigrants used. I made some myself.

about that!

10

But we’ll treat the water after we boil it
just to be safe.

Uncle Mike:

We don’t want to get cholera or dysentery
like many people did on the trail so
long ago.

Dad:

Jimmy and Lucy, get your things in the
van. Westward Ho!

Song:
West on the
Oregon Trail

11
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Reader’s TheaterLITERACY

Grades 1–6

Reading Concepts and Skills

Focused Reading Booster
Levels K–8

Packs

Give reading skills a boost!
Provide structured, meaningful reading practice. Engaging books and hours of
student-friendly activities cover a range of fascinating topics to captivate student interest.
➤➤ Students engage with texts independently or with partners to build fluency,
comprehension, and vocabulary.
➤➤ Teachers can quickly and easily integrate the books and activities into
classroom instruction.

Each Booster Pack includes:

Spanish
Available

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—6 titles, 6 copies each
Overview Cards for the teacher—one copy per title
Booster Cards with student activities—6 copies per title
Management Guide
Digital resources including student pages, booster cards, and rubrics.
Audio of each book

Each Booster Pack includes:
Animal Lifespans

Lifespans and Habitats

chipmunk 2

➤

gerbil 4
hedgehog 7

Different mammals can live for different lengths of
time. This graph shows the number of years each kind of
animal normally lives. Most members of the species die by
the age given. A few live longer.

beaver 12
fennec fox 14
deer 15
sea otter 15
giraffe 20
koala 20 ➤
bat 25
giant panda 30

Mammals live in habitats all over the world. Because
they are warm-blooded, their bodies stay the right
temperature no matter where they live. Some mammals
live in deserts while others live in a snowy wilderness.
|How can this be? Each mammal has body features
suited to where it lives.

polar bear 33
gorilla 40

blue whale 100
20

40

60

80

100

No Water?

The fennec fox and the camel live in the
desert. Both can live for days without drinking
water. The fennec fox’s large ears let extra
heat leave its body to keep it from getting
too hot.

How can some animals go days
without drinking water? Fennec
foxes can get water from the food
they eat. Camels can store large
amounts of water in their bodies—
but not in their humps, as many
people believe.

➤

The musk ox and the Arctic hare live
where it gets very cold in the winter. It never
gets hot there, even in the summer. They have
heavy fur to protect them from the cold.

➤
sea cow 60

0

Musk Ox

➤

Fennec Fox

18

19

Books
Capture students’ attention with high-interest fiction and
nonfiction texts that feature a variety of text structures and
develop content-area literacy.

Booster Cards
➤➤ Engage students with hours of independent/
small-group activities using the accompanying
Booster Cards.
➤➤ Guide students to independent reading
success while integrating listening, speaking,
reading, writing, and art activities.

You Can Cou

nt on Me!

You Can Count on Me!

Reading Respon
se Checklist

Activities
Read It D

Read You Can Count on Me! You can read the book aloud with
a friend. Take turns reading each page. You can listen to the
audio recording as you read. You can read all by yourself.

Write It D

Create It D

Zoom In B

Map It B

Use the letters in PATRIOTIC to write
a poem about how to be a good
citizen. The first line should start
with P. The second line should start
with A. Continue with T-R-I-O-T-I-C.
Read the song on page 29.
“Auld acquaintance” means “old
friends”. What does “emblem”
mean? What does “’neath” mean?
Use clues from the song.

Create a poster that will convince your
classmates to vote for you for class
president. Show that you are a good
citizen and would be a good leader.

makes me prou

d.

Make a chart like the one below.
Compare things that good
citizens do when they are kids
and when they are adults.

You Can Count on Me!

Kid Citizens

Adult Citizens

Activities

Both

LITERACY

❑ I read the entir
e book.
❑ I asked questions
and wondered
about the topic
❑ I stopped to summ
.
arize and reme
mber what I learn
❑ My response
ed.
shows my ideas
.
❑ My response
uses words and
ideas from the
❑ My response
book
.
is neat.
❑ My response

Read It D

Get Social B

Students will use their
metacognitive comprehension
skills to develop and deepen
comprehension of increasingly
complex texts.

Work with a group to create the rules
for being a good citizen in your class.

Read You Can Count on Me! You can read the book aloud with
Some kids get to vote for class
a friend. Take turns reading each page. You can listen to the
president or for new school rules.
audio
recording as you read. You can read all by yourself.
Should kids get to vote for
the leaders
You Decide B

in their cities or states? Record
yourself explaining what you think.

Write It D

Create It D

Zoom In B

Map It B

Use the letters in PATRIOTIC to write
a poem about how toi20148
be a good
citizen. The first line should start
with P. The second line should start
with A. Continue with T-R-I-O-T-I-C.
Read the song on page 29.
“Auld acquaintance” means “old
friends”. What does “emblem”
mean? What does “’neath” mean?
Use clues from the song.

Create a poster that will convince your
classmates to vote for you for class
president. Show that you are a good
citizen and would be a good leader.

Make a chart like the one below.
Compare things that good
citizens do when they are kids
and when they are adults.
Kid Citizens

Adult Citizens
Both
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Get Social B

Work with a group to create the rules
for being a good citizen in your class.

You Decide B

Some kids get to vote for class
president or for new school rules.
Should kids get to vote for the leaders
in their cities or states? Record
yourself explaining what you think.

See pages 104–105 for Focused Reading
Intervention and learn how to bridge the gap
between struggling and proficient readers.

Level 3

s

Book Summar
y

Abigail Adams
was a
not afraid to speak First Lady of the United States
. She was
up for what was
fairness for all
right. She wrote
people.
about

Objectives

• Use information gained from illustrations and the words
in a text to demonstrate understanding of the text.
• Identify real-life connections between words and
their use.
• Use details from the text to explain what the text says
explicitly and to support inferences.

Reading Levels
Lexile®: 640L
Guided Reading: N

Reading Levels
Lexile®: 460L
Guided Readi
ng: K

Academic Voca
bulary

colonies
colonists
diplomat

Academic Vocabulary
primates
rodents
vertebrates

document
government
independence

Amazi
ng Americ
ans:

inspiration
politics
published

Abigai
l Adams

(Mathematics) Have students use the chart on page 22 to
mentally calculate the differences in life spans of the various
animals. Ask them to choose six different animals to compare,
and ask them to record their findings. Discuss students’ data.
(Science) Have students look up different kinds of mammals,
using the text and other resource materials, and list them on
charts. Then as a class, create a group chart to sort the animals
into three groups: herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores. Use
the descriptions and details from the text to help students
classify each mammal.

4 = Great

Read Amazing Americans: Abigail Adams.
You can read alone or with a friend. You can also
listen to the audio recording as you read.

Create It D

Draw a picture of Abigail
Adams with her family.
Use the book to help you.
Label the picture with
each person’s name.

Zoom In B

Map It B

Get Social B

You Decide B

2

4

3

2

4

3

4

2 = Okay

1 = Needs Impr
ovement

Response Rub
ric

Circle One

Your work demo
nstrates
comprehension
of the book.
Your work includ
es words
and ideas from
the book.

Amazingi20084
Americans:

Abigail Adams
Activities
Read It D

Pretend you are Abigail
Adams. Write a letter to
Thomas Jefferson. Think
about what Abigail would
have said to him.

4

3

Student: ____
____________
____________
___ Date: ____
Book Title: ____
____________
____________
__
____________
Activity: ________
__________

nse Check

Write It D

1
1

Comments

3

2

3 = Good

Management Guide

g Respo

2

1

Your work is comp
leted
neatly.

❑ I read
list
the book.
❑ I learned
somethi
ng new.
❑ I stopped
to rememb
learned
er what
.
I
❑ I showed
my ideas.
❑ I used
ideas
from the
❑ I did
book.
my best.
❑ I am
proud
of my
work.

Cross-Content
Con nections

1

Your work shows
appropriate
effort.

Readin

(Art) Have studen
ts
the 1700s on pages look at the clothing that peopl
e wore in
of the time. Have 5–10. Explain that this was the
clothing
students design
side-by-side on
two articles of
clothing
sheets of paper.
One
clothing, and the
other will be clothin will present today’s
g from the 1700s.
(Social Studie
s) Have studen
ts use the text
resource mater
and
other
ials to find inform
ation about the
colonies. Have
original 13
them list the facts
notes. As a class,
that they find
on sticky
create a group
chart listing inform
about the variou
s colonies.
ation

Cross-Content Connections

Management Guide

• Identify the main
topic and the focus
paragraphs within
of specific
the text.
• Describe the
connection betwe
en a series of events
concepts in a text.
or
• Explain how
specific image
s contribute to
text.
and clarify a

Objectives

Circle One

Your work demo
nstrates
comprehension
of the book.
Your work includ
es words
and ideas from
the book.

Focused Reading Booster Pack

Abigail Adam

Mammal Mania
Discover the wild world of mammals. Mammals live under the
sea and in the deserts, the forests, and jungles. Mammals are
in your own living room, too! From the desert rat to the mighty
elephant, you will come face-to-face with these interesting
creatures.

offspring
omnivores
predators
prey

ric
Student: ____
____________
____________
___ Date: ____
Book Title: ____
____________
____________
__
____________
Activity: ________
__________

ericans:

Book Summary

carnivores
habitats
herbivores
hibernating

Response Rub

Level 3

Amazing Am

1

Your work is comp
leted
neatly.

Reread page 4. The first
What did you learn about
sentence says “Abigail
Abigail Adams? Use this
Adams was a brave woman.” time line to tell about the
Find proof in the book that
events in her life.
shows Abigail was brave.

Abigail Adams was amazing. Reread page 32. Some
She helped people. Do you people want to be like
know someone amazing?
Abigail Adams. She is an
Create a poster about an
inspiration. Who is your
amazing friend. Tell how
inspiration? Write a speech.
your friend helps others.

1

Your work shows
appropriate
effort.

4 = Great
© Teacher Created
Materials

TCM 29942 (i20138

)

2

1

1

3 = Good

4

3

2
2

Comments

3

2

4

3

4

3

2 = Okay

4

1 = Needs Impr
ovement

29923—Focused

Reading: Booster

Pack Management
Guide

TCM 29951 (i20147)

Overview Cards

Management Guide

Quickly access at-a-glance summaries, instructional objectives,
vocabulary, and cross-content connections with Overview Cards
for teachers.

Reference the Management Guide for suggestions on
differentiating instruction, instructional best practices,
assessments, rubrics, and more.

Complete Booster Packs • $349.99 each

Response Rubric

Level
Level K
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

Student: _______________________________ Date: __________________
Book Title: ____________________________Activity: __________________
Circle One

Comments

Your work demonstrates
comprehension of the book.

1

2

3

4

Your work includes words
and ideas from the book.

1

2

3

4

Your work is completed
neatly.

1

2

3

4

Your work shows appropriate
effort.

1

2

3

4

4 = Great

3 = Good

2 = Okay

35

1 = Needs Improvement

English Item
TEX29911
TEX29912
TEX29913
TEX29914
TEX29915
TEX29916
TEX29917
TEX29918
TEX29919

Spanish Item
TEX100286
TEX100287
TEX100288
TEX100289
TEX100290
TEX100291

Response Rubric
Student: _______________________________ Date: __________________
Book Title: ____________________________Activity: __________________

Digital Resources

Circle One

Comments

Your work demonstrates
comprehension of the book.

1

2

3

4

Your work is completed
neatly.

1

2

3

4

Your work shows appropriate
effort.

1

2

3

Utilize integrated digital resources including student pages,
Your work includes words
1
2
3
4
and ideas from the book.
booster cards, rubrics,
and audio
of
each
book.

4 = Great
© Teacher Created Materials

3 = Good

2 = Okay

4

1 = Needs Improvement

29923—Focused Reading: Booster Pack Management Guide
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Reading Concepts and SkillsLITERACY

{}
Through dynamic books and
simple, fun activities, the
Focused Reading: Booster Pack
series will entice students to
practice reading and responding
skills again and again. Students
will become stronger, more
independent readers.

Write TIME For Kids

®

Writing

Levels K–8

Help students master and enjoy writing.
This extensive writing program uses diverse texts and purposeful practice to guide
students toward effective independent writing.
➤➤ Provide explicit instruction for each stage of the writing process.
➤➤ Learn a sequential and practical way to teach critical writing skills.
➤➤ Integrate content-area instruction and prepare students for today’s writing assessments.

This series includes:
32 Mentor Text Cards

4 Teacher’s Guides

(eight from each genre) to support
close reading and effective writing
models.

(one for each genre) with lessons,
rubrics, extension activities, and more.

Opinion/
Argument
Opinion/
Argument

Opinion/Argument

KIDS Student

24035—Write TIME F

© Teacher

8

Name

Directions:

Created Materials

__________________________

____ Date
Expressing
_____________
Essay an Opinion
Write an
Draft
essay

Name

__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
24035—Write

TIME FOR

Opinion/Argument

from research opinion
your opinion
to support
use of
editing

Date

Handbook

© Teacher Created Materials

8

Evidence from
Research

Opinion

Directions:

____________

____________

____________

_______________ _______________

____________
© Teacher

Lesson

_____________

_______________ an
ing
Frame
Express
Essay

_______________

essay.
your
_____________
_
to write
opinion)
frame
with
_______________
Use this
sentence
_______________ .
Conclusion
(introduction
_______________
_______________ _______________
opinion
______
In my
_______________ _______________
_ © Teacher Created Materials
of it)
_______________
OR KIDS Student Handbook
24035—Write TIME F
_______________
54 _______________
and explanation
_______________ .
reason
_______________
supporting
_______________
(first
_______________ _______________
_______________
______
First,
_______________ _______________
.
_______________
_______________ _______________
_______________
of it)
_______________
____
_______________
and explanation
_______________
_
_______________
reason
_______________
Next,
supporting
_______________
(second
_______________ .
_______________
of it)
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
and explanation
Finally,
reason
_________
_______________
_______________
supporting
_
(third
_______________
sentence)
_______________ _______________
_______________ .
(concluding
_______________
_______________ is clear
_______________ _______________
My opinion
_______________ _______________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

__________________________________ ____________
KIDS Student

Evidence from
Research

Evidence from
Research

that includes:
 1. A clearly
 2. Three stated opinion
supports
 3. Evidence
for the

 4. Correct

__________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________

56

53

Student Handbook

Handbook

Lesson

__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________

_______________

55

Created Materials

IDS Student

Handbook

FOR K

TIME
24035—Write

© Teacher

Created

Materials

For detailed support on how
to integrate the Write TIME
FOR KIDS Technology Platform,
please reference pages 58–59
of the
Best Practices Guide and the
User Guide
found on the USB Device. Be
sure to
look for the technology integration
icon throughout the lesson.

24002—Write TIME FOR KIDS Opinion/Argument

67

Teacher’s Guide—Level 3

©TIME For Kids

©TIME FOR KIDS

Informative/
Explanatory

A Rooftop Cla ssroom
A City Farm

The farm at P.S. 333 is built for
a city. Rainwater is collected
and stored in a tank. The water
is used for the plants, but not
in the usual way. Instead of
using soil, plants are grown
using only water and special
nutrients.
In another part of the
greenhouse, fish help, too. They
provide the nutrients for plants.
The plants float on top of the
water in the tank. Fish

All About Bats

are looking for ways
to stop the spread of the
disease. Or at least they want
to slow it down.

FROM TOP: NICOLE BENGIVENO—THE NEW YORK TIMES/REDUX; ARI BURLING

Bats are NOCTURNAL. They
are active
at night. They fold up their
wings and
sleep during the day.
Bats have a special sense
called
ECHOLOCATION. It allows
them to use
sound to “see” in the dark.
FROM TOP: AL HICKS—NEW
YORK STATE DEPARTMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION/AP;
OF
JOSH EDELSON—ZUMAPRESS.COM

_____ Date

read. Without knowing
new words when we
an article or story.
Sometimes we encounter
it can be hard to understand
a word’s meaning,
a dictionary,
of words by using
different meanings
context clues in the
We can determine
meanings based on
in the
but we can also determine sentence and the other sentences
read the
sentences. We can
find clues.
same paragraph to

____________

Lesson

3

Questions to Ask
Which word is confusing?
in the
What clues do you find
sentence?
that follows,
If I read the sentence
are there any more clues?
word
What do you think the
means?
the word,
If I use a synonym for
does it make sense?

Example

Researchers are testing
fungus.
drugs to fight the

what the
“Hmm… I’m not sure
If I
word researchers means.
sentence, I
read the rest of the
drugs.
find out that they test to
They will use the drugs
that is
get rid of the disease that a
bet
killing bats. So, I’ll
researcher is like a scientist.”

© Teacher

Created Materials
24035—Write

Lesson

3

Name

TIME FOR

KIDS Student

graphic

organizer

answer questions about information.

Lesson

3

to determine

Meaning: ________________________________________________3)
and ears. (see paragraph
on a bat’s nose, wings,
2. The fungus grows
Meaning: ________________________________________________
to save the bats.
say more money is needed
3. Conservationists
(see paragraph 4)
Meaning: ________________________________________________
Lesson
babies drink milk.

3

their
They have hair and
____________
4. Bats are mammals.
Date
(see chart)
__________

___________________________
_
Fact

Speaking and Listening:
Ask and

Practice
Part 1: Let’s
© Teacher Created Materials

Handbook
“Bats on the Brink”
OR KIDS Student
sentence(s) and use
Directions: Read the
underlined word.
the meaning of each
(see chart)
They are active at night.
1. Bats are nocturnal.

24035—Write TIME F

72

71

to

plan your
___________________________
article.
Fact

Date ____________

Context Clues

Handbook

_________________________

Use this

Fact

Name

meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases. (context
clues)

Materials

Name ______________________________

_____ Date
Let’s Go
____________
Batty!
Graphic
Article
Organizer

Directions:

Main Topic:

Language: Determine or clarify
the

Date ____________

Context Clues

3

_________________________

definitions, and details.

between a series of historical
events,
scientific ideas or concepts,
or steps in
technical procedures in a text,
using
language that pertains to time,
sequence,
and cause and effect.

________________________________________________
Batty!
GoMeaning:
(see chart)
Let’s
1,200 species of bats.
Frame
There are more than
5.
article.
Article
write your

____________________

Use this

Directions:

Meaning: ________________________________________________

frame to

Part 2: Let’s Apply

bats.
using
___________________
bat and write a sentence
topic about
picture of a hibernating
the specific
Directions: Draw a
_____________________
it.
___________________
context clues to describe
_____________________ _____________________ ___________________

Introduce

_____________________ _____________________
evidence.
_____________________ and include
___________________
fact
your first
_____________________ ___________________
Write about
Evidence

_________________________________________________________

Evidence

_____________________ _____________________ ___________________

Handbook
OR KIDS Student
_________________________________________________________
24035—Write TIME F

_____________________ _____________________ ___________________
_____________________ _____________________
evidence.
_____________________fact and include
___________________
your third
Write about
_____________________ ___________________

24035—Write

_____________________ _____________________ ___________________

TIME FOR

KIDS Student

_____________________ _____________________

Handbook
© Teacher

73

_____________________ _____________________
© Teacher Created Materials
evidence.
include
_____________________
___________________
fact and
your second
_____________________ ___________________
Write about

Evidence

New Words

74

_____________________

Created Materials

75

• Informative/Explanatory
Card 3, “Bats on
the Brink”

24035—Write

© Teacher

• Student Handbook activity
sheets
(pages 71–76)

© Teacher Created Materials

TIME FOR

KIDS Student

Handbook

Materials

For detailed support on how
to integrate the Write TIME
For Kids Technology Platform,
please reference pages XX–XX
of the
Best Practices Guide. Be sure
to look
for the technology integration
icon
throughout the lesson.

• paper, pens, and highlighters
• Write TIME For Kids Technology
Platform
• technology for writing digitally
and a
printer (optional)

24003—Write TIME FOR KIDS Informative/Explanatory

©Teacher Created Materials,
Inc.

Created

27

Teacher’s Guide—Level 3

©TIME For KIds

TCM 23801

©TIME FOR KIDS

©Teacher Created Materials, Inc.

Narrative
Nonfiction

S

haron Hills Elementary
School is in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. The school's
playground wasn't much fun.
It had monkey bars and a
small basketball court. There
was something to climb on,
but only the youngest kids
could use it.
Then, KaBOOM! came
along. That's a group that
builds play spaces for kids.
KaBOOM! helped transform
the Sharon Hills playground.
Now, it has swings, slides, a
climbing wall, and three new
basketball courts. There's

A student in California
designs a playground.

even a garden with tables.
The tables have built‑in
checkerboards. "There's
something for every child,"
says teacher Renee Lee.
Students helped design
their dream playground. They
worked with volunteers to
build it on a Saturday. The
playground will serve 4,500
children from the school and
nearby neighborhoods.

Go Ahead and Play!
Darell Hammond started

Volunteers put together
a slide at Sharon Hills
Elementary School.

Narrative
Nonfiction

Across the United States,
KaBOOM! volunteers are
building areas where kids can
be active.

Card ➊

Lesson

1

Card ➎

®

First Lady Michelle Obama with
Darell Hammond

KaBOOM! in 1996. So far, the
group has helped build more
than 2,000 play spaces across
the country. "It gives me a lot
of pride," he says.
Still, Hammond says there
is more work to do. "The
next thing is not just to build
more playgrounds," he says.
"We also want to build better
playgrounds that will get kids
to play longer, play harder, and
want to play more often."
ÐBy Jaime Joyce

WRITING NARRATIVE NONFICTIO

W

N

v 10/9/03

riting a good story doesn’t always
mean making the story up. Narrative
nonfiction is writing that tells
a true story.
There are many ways to do
this. The story
can be about one person or
many people. It
can be about something that
happened long
ago or just a few minutes ago.
In this
kind of writing, you can even
include
your own experiences and ideas.
You can also just tell the facts
and
keep yourself out of it. Narrative
means the writer is the narrator,
or storyteller. But the key word
is nonfiction. That means what
you’re writing is true.

©ISTOCK.COM/GRAEMES

Narrative
Nonfiction

TCM 23806

This is Jefris
from Kenya in
Africa.

Flow

than one that is made up

of events—events of the story
are written as they actually
happened and are in the
correct order so they make sense
Sequencing or transitional
words—words that connect

happened first, next, after,

the events, telling what
of the story or the present time

then leading up to the end

Descriptive details—details
that use describing

the story

Set up areas of your classroom

words, helping the reader to

to reinforce the concept of narrative

1. Add the words and phrases above

visualize

nonfiction writing.

to a word wall and review them
each day.
words (first, then, after, next,
finally, in the meantime) on
wall and assign small groups
the
of students to gather in groups
where they tell stories using
many of the words as possible.
as

2. Post sequencing and transitional
3. Set up a center with a stack of

photos with people and scenery.
Have students describe what
they see in the photos using
descriptive phrases and adjectives.
As a followup activity, have one student
describe
a photo while others in the group
listen
with their eyes closed. When
students
open their eyes to see the photo,
have
them discuss whether or not
they
visualized similar images.

To
read
a great
example
of narrative
nonfiction
writing,
turn the page!

©Teacher Created Materials,
Inc.

Narrative Nonfiction: Vocabular
y and Activity
To assist students in understanding
the genre of narrative nonfiction,
genre-specific vocabulary to
address the following
increase their understanding
of the upcoming lessons.

Narrative—a telling of events

Nonfiction—a true story, rather

The front of Card 1
introduces Narrative
Nonfiction writing to
students.

10

24004—Write TIME FOR KIDS Narrative

Nonfiction Teacher's Guide—Level

3
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©TIME For KIds
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What is the best way to
introduce characters in
narrative fiction?

Use the lesson plan on pages
27–34. As a class, you will
study Card 3, “It’s a Dog’s Life,”
and determine how the
illustrations contribute to what
is conveyed in the text. Students
will then
craft a narrative fiction story,
focusing on introducing the
characters. A spelling patterns
language activity is provided
to support students’ writing.

Standards

Lesson

3

Writing: Establish a situation
and

a text’s illustrations contribute
to what is
conveyed by the words in a
story.

Name

Name ______________________________

Spelling

or -ed to each word.

5. race: ____________________________________________________
6. think: __________________________________________________
7. let: _____________________________________________________
8. bat: ____________________________________________________

Part 2: LetÕs Apply

and
words in the Word Bank
or -ed to three of the
words.
Directions: Add -ing
Date ____________
all the newly changed
write a paragraph using
Name ______________________________

Story
play
pick
Characters!
What
smile Organizer
run Graphic
and
help plan your characters

Lesson

3

Fiction

jump
toss

Directions: Use this
your story.

graphic organizer to

How will the
story begin?

1

Name

_____________________________________________________________________________

Handbook

Name

_____________________________________________________________________________
Description
_____________________________________________________________________________

ed

play

24035—Write TIME F

© Teacher Created Materials

will happen
What
177
in the middle?

KIDS Student Handbook

What
____________
Characters!
Story
Frame

Character 2

_____ Date

Directions:
Use this
frame to
write your
story.
Describe
your characters.
_________________________

Name

Lesson

3

Name

Names

that
character
do
of each
story
characters
the
the
with
descriptions
what
goes
that

a story

and

________

patterns
drawing
r 1. Events describing
one
r 2. At least use of spelling
__________________ ________
r 3. Correct
__________________ __________________
________
r 4.
K Student Handbook
24035—Write TIME F

178

OR

__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________

___________
_________________________ _________________________

_________________________ ___________
___________
Created Materials

Handbook

179

__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
Materials
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________
Created

__________________ __________________ __________________

a Dog’s Life”

© Teacher Created Materials

IDS

__________________ __________________ __________________ ________

__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________
__________________ __________________ __________________ __________________ ________

_________________________ ___________
What do
the characters
___________
do at
_________________________ the end of the
story?
_________________________ _________________________

KIDS Student

Write
Directions:

___________
_________________________ _________________________

TIME FOR

____________

______________ ters!
Charac
Draft character.
What
of each
Draw a picture
Story
includes:

______________

3

___________
_________________________ _________________________

24035—Write

What happens
at the end?

Description

__ Date

_________________________ _________________________
_________________________ ___________
Lesson
What do
your characters
___________
do
_________________________at the beginning?

___________
_________________________ _________________________
_________________________ ___________
What do
your characters
___________
do
_________________________next?
_________________________ _________________________

© Teacher

OR

ing
© Teacher

Created Materials
_________________________

_________________________ _________________________

© Teacher

__________________ __________________Handbook
__________________

TIME

FOR K

IDS

Student

24035—Write

180

• Student Handbook activity
sheets
(pages 175–180)

• paper, pens, and highlighters
• Write TIME For Kids Technology
Platform
• technology for writing digitally
and a
printer (optional)

3

3. pull: ____________________________________________________

Character
_____________________________________________________________________________

KIDS Student

___________
_________________________ _________________________

Materials

Lesson

rules.

2. eat: ____________________________________________________

4. like: ____________________________________________________

play

ing
TIME FOR

generalizations in writing words.

effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions.

Be sure to follow the

1. smile: ___________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

24035—Write

Language: Use spelling patterns
and

© Teacher Created Materials

Directions: Add -ing

play

ed

walk

Speaking and Listening: Engage

• Narrative Fiction Card 3,
“It’s

Part 1: LetÕs Practice

Patterns

Examples
The word
play is a
long-vowel
that ends
word
(y), so we in a single consonant
just add
the ending.
The word
smile is
a long-vowel
word that
we drop ends in silent e,
the e before
so
ending.
adding the
(smiled,
smiling)

walk
walk

176

Date ____________

Spelling Patterns

_________________________

_____ Date
____________
Some words
have the
his face
endings
or
-ing or -ed. the dog is licking -ing and -ed.
the endings. For other words, his face. For We can say
some words, the dog licked
we have
Fortunately,
do.
there are to make changes we just add
rules that
help us before adding
know what
to

Rules
Short-vowel
word:
-if it ends
consonant,in a single
consonant double the
and add
-ed or -ing.
-if it ends
consonant,in a double
just add
-ing.
-ed or
Long-vowel
word:
-if it ends
consonant,in a single
just add
-ing.
-ed or
-if it ends
e and add in silent e, drop
the
-ed or -ing.

introduce a narrator and/or
characters;
organize an event sequence
that unfolds
naturally.

Reading: Explain how specific
aspects of

Fiction

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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3

Overview

Narrative

©Teacher Created Materials,
Inc.

Lesson

Essential Question

Narrative Fiction

TCM 23816

Introducing the Character
s
Objective
To demonstrate the ability to
introduce characters in a
narrative fiction piece by crafting
their own story.

Narrative

Card ➌

It’s a Dog’s Life

Introducing Characters

“C

'mon Butch, get the ball."
17
Sandy was shocked. He was
Sandy threw the ball and Butch
sure Butch
raced
loved to chase things.
across the yard. The dog caught
the ball in his 18 "Let's
go for a walk, Butch." Sandy
mouth, ran back to Sandy, and
put a
dropped it at his leash on
Butch.
feet. Ten minutes later, Sandy
said, "I know you
love this game, but it's time
Hearing Things
to stop." Butch pulled 19
At the park, Sandy unhooked
Doesn't
the leash and let
back his mouth, and
he ever
Butch play with other dogs.
Sandy is okay for
it looked like the dog
get tired
a human, Sandy heard Butch
tell one of the
was smiling.
of this
other pooches.
game?
3 "I wish I knew
20 Later, at lunch, Sandy
put out a bowl of dog
what you're thinking,
food. "It's your favorite treat."
Butch," said Sandy. 21
Same old stuff, day after day.
I want
The next morning, human
food.
Sandy felt something 22
Sandy and his family were eating
at the
wet. It was Butch
kitchen table. He heard Butch.
Yum, steak. My
licking his face.
favorite.
4
Suddenly, Sandy 23 A second
later, Butch was sitting next
heard, I have to go
to
Sandy, staring at the steaks.
out. Wake up!
24 "No, Butch!" yelled Sandy's
mother. "Down!"
5 Sandy looked
They won't even give me a
taste? We'll see
around, but only
about that. Butch jumped up
on the table
Butch was in the room. and
grabbed a steak in his mouth.
He ran out,
6 Sandy is so lazy.
gobbling down the food.
Sandy sat up in bed. 25
Sandy found Butch, curled up
7 "Who said that?"
in his favorite
spot and stopped to hear his
8
I'll try licking him again.
dog's thoughts.
26 I play with them, walk
9
As Butch began to lick Sandy,
with
Sandy jumped them, let them
back. Sandy thought, I'm hearing
pet me,
things
guard their house.
head, but there's no one aroundÉexcept in my
I WANT
Butch. And then, they
10
If I don't go outside, there's
HUMAN FOOD!
going to be an
get upset over
accident inside.
a piece of meat.
11
Sandy was hearing Butch's thoughts!
It's not easy
"Can you understand me?" Sandy
said out
being a dog.
loud.
27
The
next
12
Does he think I can talk? Sandy
heard
morning, Sandy
Butch think.
tried to listen
13
Sandy's mind raced. Who could
he tell
to his dog's
about this? People would think
he was nuts.
thoughts. But
"So, uh, Butch, you want to
go outside?" asked
the power was
Sandy.
gone! Now, what?
14
I thought you'd never ask, thought
Butch.
Sandy thought.
15
Outside, Sandy picked up a
stick and tossed 28 Butch
sat up.
it. "Fetch it, Butch!"
Did I just hear my
16
Doesn't he ever get tired of
this game?
human's thoughts? Whoa!
I know I do.

Narrative Fiction

Narrative
Fiction

1
2

Fiction

©Teacher Created Materials, Inc.

Narrative
Fiction

TCM 23810

Narrative

Narrative
Nonfiction

Name ______________________________

Lesson

Name

Writing: Develop the topic with
facts,
Reading: Describe the relationship

tory

There are more than 1,200
SPECIES
of bats. They make up about
one-fifth
of all mammals.
The biggest bats, the FLYING
FOXES
(one is shown at right), can
weigh
three and a half pounds. Their
wingspan is more than six
feet.

Narrative
Nonfiction

Narrative
Fiction

Standards

wings, and ears. It damages
wing tissues. It may also bother
the bats. That causes them to
end their hibernation early.
When they do, they burn up
fat stored in their bodies. Bats
need it to survive the winter.
Unfortunately, there are not
enough insects to eat in winter.
With nothing to eat, many of
the bats starve and die.
Researchers are testing
drugs to fight the fungus. But
conservationists told TFK that
more money is needed. The
money would be used to study
the disease and find a cure.
"It's important to save bats,"
says scientist Mollie Matteson.
"They are fascinating animals.
We can learn a lot from them."
Bats are also helpful. They
eat mosquitoes and other insects
that carry disease and harm
crops. "Bats are our friends,"
says bat expert Tom Kunz.
"They help people and the
environment they live in," he
says.
-By Elizabeth Winchester

Informative/Explana

Bats are MAMMALS. Like
all
mammals, bats have hair and
drink
milk from their mothers. Unlike
most
mammals, they have wings
and light
bones, which means they
can fly.

TCM 23800

These bats in a cave in
upstate New York show
signs of disease.

Saving the Species

Some bats hibernate. During
the winter, they stay in a
state that's like a deep sleep.
Only hibernating bats seem
to get white-nose syndrome.
Scientists believe the disease
is caused by a fungus. The
fungus grows on a bat's nose,

How can writers use facts in
informative writing?

Use the lesson plan on pages
27–34. As a class, you
will study Card 3, “Bats on
the Brink,” and describe the
relationship between ideas and
concepts in the text. Students
will then craft
an article with facts and evidence
which includes definitions and
details. A context clues
language activity is provided
to support students’ writing.

A mysterious disease is
killing bats.
People are working to save
them.

W

hen Halloween rolls
around, we see lots of images
A P.S. 333 student
of
bats and all things spooky. But
counts the plants.
in fact, the number of creatures
eat the plant roots. Fish waste that fly by night is dwindling.
A mysterious disease is
helps the plants grow.
killing bats. It has killed more
Schoeman says the students
benefit by having a working than a million bats in parts of
farm inside their school. She Canada and the eastern and
hopes the project will spread southern United States. Now, it
is spreading west. The disease
to other New York City schools.
is called white-nose syndrome.
She also hopes it will spread to
other parts of the country. It first appeared in 2006, in
upstate New York. Scientists
ÐBy Katherine Watkins

P.S. 333’s
greenhouse
classroom
sits on the roof.

Essential Question

Overview

Informative/
Explanatory

Informative/
Explanatory

and also at local restaurants.
"It allows the kids to connect
science to social studies while
they grow their very own fresh
and delicious food," Sidsel
Robards told TFK. She helped
start the Greenhouse Project.

3

Making the Most of Facts

P

.S. 333 is a public school
in New York City. There's
a classroom on top of the
school, but it's not your normal
classroom. Cucumber, tomato,
and lettuce plants line the
walls. Next to the desks, fish
swim in a pool. Ladybugs fly
around the whiteboard.
This special greenhouse
classroom is part of New
York Sun Works' Greenhouse
Project. Its goal is to teach
kids about city farming and
the environment. "You get to
think with your hands," Laurie
Schoeman told TFK. She is the
director of Sun Works.
Students label the plants.
Then, they watch them grow
during the year. The food is
served in the school cafeteria

Lesson

Objective
To effectively use facts and
evidence which includes
definitions and details while
crafting an article.

Should schools grow crops on their
roofs? “Yes!” says one group.

Places
to Play

Spanish
Mentor Text
Cards Also
Available

Making the Most of Facts

Card ➌

Card ➍

Informative/Explanatory

Informative/
Explanatory

Informative/Explanatory

©Teacher Created Materials, Inc.

Informative/Explanatory

Informative/Explanatory

TCM 23793

Informative/Explanatory

LITERACY

TIME FOR

Support

Support

OR KIDS

Materials

KIDS

8

Opinion
Expressing an
Organizer
Essay Graphic

Opinion

© Teacher Created Materials

• Opinion/Argument Card 8,
“Watch
Your Step”

©Teacher Created Materials,
Inc.

Lesson

the errors.

all your freinds,
something that includes
when you want to play
soccer team has
to go? Sure, an offishul
soccer is a greet way
with as few or as many
can play a fun game
eleven players, but you
Date _____________
Name ______________________________
Lesson
best of all, every
something to do. Finally,
kids as are looking for
block, and it’s the best
to run and kick and
essay.
help plan your opinion
one has fun! Its great
graphic organizer to
Directions: Use this
stopping the other
score a goal! Actually,
feeling they’re is to

8

• Student Handbook activity
sheets
(pages 49–56)
• paper, pens, highlighters,
and index cards
• Write TIME FOR KIDS Technology
Platform
• technology for writing digitally
and a
printer (optional)

To read
a great
example
of opinion/
argument
writing,
turn the page!

(4); BONE: ISTOCKPHOTO.COM/LARRYRAINS

72

When there
not sure,
they need
(correct
“they’re”
to stop.
and add
end punctuation)

sport there is.
soccer is the greatest
Support

of
the conventions of standard
English
capitalization, punctuation,
and spelling
when writing. (editing)

ILLUSTRATIONS BY KELLY KENNEDY

This resource
aligns with
Strands 5 and
6 and supports
students with
the reading and writing
connection using rich
mentor texts, analysis of
author’s purpose and craft,
and engaging opportunities
to engage fully with the
writing process.

and correct
paragraph. Then, mark

is why. It
sport around, and hear
Soccor is the greatist
All
play, and it is fun!
money everyone can
doesn”t cost alot of
if you have nets,
is a feild and a ball.
you need to play soccer
them to play. Also,
do not half to have
that is great, but you

are good reasons Why
fun, two. All of these
teams goal is pretty

24035—Write

effectively in a range of collaborative
discussions.

Introduction the Genre

TEX101219
TEX101220
TEX101221
TEX101222
TEX101223

Apply
LetÕs Practice and
Directions: Read the

52

Speaking and Listening:
Engage

Do United States kids have
too much homework?

TIMOTHY BARNES FOR TIME FOR

TCM 23790

point of
or text.

Language: Demonstrate command

Date _____________

Editing

___________________________

Editing

Reading: Distinguish their own
view from that of the author

Name

___ Date
Whenever
_____________
for correct writing a piece
idea to get grammar and for anyone but
spelling.
oneself,
plenty of
it
To help
practice
build youris important to
correcting
edit
skills, it
text.
Examples
is a good
For many
kids, the
Internet
is always
Back than,
(correct
, people
“there”) their.
didn’t
(use “then”
instead of have smart phones.
“than”)
Alot of things
can go wrong
(“a lot” is
online.
two words)

Too keep
him safe,
parent’s
keep trackhis
his web
of
use.
(correct
“to” and
delete apostrophe)

Opinion/Argument

Opinion/
Argument

Opinion/
Argument

Liv Wilson, 9, Kalispell, Montana
I think that dodgeball should be banned because
it teaches the wrong lesson. Our school has an
anti-bullying program. It teaches us to be kind to each
other. If we threw a ball at someone at recess, we would
be bullying. So why is it okay to hit someone in gym during
dodgeball? Also, I have been hurt many times in dodgeball.

8

on topics
or texts, supporting a point
of view with
reasons.

writing.

Name ______________________________

Lesson

Writing: Write opinion pieces

ent

YES!

Standards

Opinion/Argum

Opinion/
Argument

Is dodgeball good, clean fun
or a mean-spirited sport?

Emerson Pereira, 8, Prairie Village, Kansas
Kids should have the right to play not just soccer or
basketball at school. They should be able to play
dodgeball, too. Most kids love dodgeball. It teaches
important skills, like concentration and quick
decision-making. At most schools, teachers watch the kids
play. Therefore, if someone gets bullied or hurt, they will
know. Also, most schools use very soft balls to keep kids
safe. Sometimes, my school even uses yarn balls!

CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT: CHRISTOPHER CHUNG—SANTA ROSA PRESS DEMOCRAT/
ZUMAPRESS.COM; TOBY JORRIN—PRNEWSFOTO/KaBOOM!/AP; KaBOOM!

TEX101218

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

Essential Question
How do writers craft
a well-researched and
supported opinion essay?

Use the lesson on pages 67–76.
As a class, you will study
Card 8, “Watch Your Step,”
and determine your own point
of view from that of the author
of the text. Students
will then write an essay that
is researched and comprehensive
with a clear
opinion and strong supports.
An editing activity is provided
to support students'

v 10/9/03

Culminating Writing Piece:

WRITING OPINIONS
AND ARGUMEN TS

n opinion is a personal
belief or judgment, not a fact.
You probably have opinions
about things like music, sports,
and food. You also have opinions
about what’s right or wrong
or how things should be done.
When you have an opinion
about
something really important,
you need
to understand the reasons for
it. Those
reasons make up your argument.
In
this case, the word argument
doesn’t
mean you’re angry. It’s how
you
convince others that your
opinion makes sense. In
writing, building
a strong
argument is a
powerful skill.
People will pay
attention, even
if they disagree with you. You
might even change their minds!

NO!

Level

Level K

®

A

Spanish
Item
Mentor Text Card Set
$199.99 each
32 Spanish Mentor Text Cards
(eight from each genre) to
support close reading and
effective writing models.

8

supported opinion essay.

Opinion/Argument

*Each kit includes 25 copies;
additional copies can be ordered.

hen it comes to
dodgeball, which side are
you on? School districts in
Texas, Maine, and other
states have banned the game.
They believe it is too violent
and can lead to bullying.
Also, a child who is hit by a
ball early in the game spends
too much time on the bench.
But others believe dodgeball
should still be played. They
say the game is a fun way
to teach skills. Kids learn
concentration and hand-eye
coordination. What do you
think? Is dodgeball a great
game or a bad idea? Here,
two students share their
views.

Lesson

Objective
Overview

HENRY A. BARRIOS—THE BAKERSFIELD CALIFORNIAN/ZUMAPRESS.COM

Level
Item
Complete Kits • $939.99 each
Level K
TEX18328
Level 1
TEX18329
Level 2
TEX18330
Level 3
TEX18331
Level 4
TEX18332
Level 5
TEX18333
Level 6
TEX18334
Level 7
TEX18335
Level 8
TEX18336
Student Handbooks*
1–9 Copies: $14.99 each
10+ Copies: $9.99 each
Level K
TEX24032
Level 1
TEX24033
Level 2
TEX24034
Level 3
TEX24035
Level 4
TEX24036
Level 5
TEX24037
Level 6
TEX24038
Level 7
TEX24039
Level 8
TEX24040

W

Expressing an Opinion
To write a well-researched and

Expressing an Opinion

English

Card ➊

Card ➍

Should Dodgeball Be
Banned in School?

For detailed support on how
to integrate the Write TIME
For Kids Technology Platform,
please reference pages XX–XX
of the
Best Practices Guide. Be sure
to look
for the technology integration
icon
throughout the lesson.

24005—Write TIME FOR KIDS Narrative

Fiction Teacher’s Guide—Level

3

27

Best Practi
ces
10

24006—Write

walk
walk

176
TIME FOR KIDS Best

Spelling Pa
tterns

Rules
Short-vowel wor
d:
-if it ends in a
single
consonant, dou
ble the
consonant and
add -ed or -ing
.
-if it ends in a
dou
consonant, just ble
add -ed or
-ing.
Long-vowel wor
d:
-if it ends in a
single
consonant, just
add -ed or
-ing.
-if it ends in silen
t e, drop the
e and add -ed
or -ing.

Narrative Fict
ion

Strategy
to Practice
Support stude
nts as they engag
e in
this is a proce
ss that spans time. all five stages of the writin
g process. Be
For example, stude
drafting or revisi
aware that
ng. Also, provi
nts may need
de time for stude
more than one
fun. Not every
day for
nts to write storie
piece of writin
g needs to be
s and articles
taken through
just for
the entire writin
g process.

Name ________
____________
__________ Dat
e ____________
Some words hav
his face or the e the endings -ing and -ed.
-ing or -ed. Fordog is licking his face. For We can say the dog lick
ed
some words,
other words,
the endings.
Fortunately, therwe have to make changes we just add
do.
before
e are rules that
help us know adding
what to

3

walk

Practices Guide

—Level 3
© Teacher Created

24035—Write

Examples
The word play
is a
that ends in a long-vowel word
single consonan
(y), so we just
add the ending. t
The word smil
e is a long-vow
el
word that ends
we drop the e in silent e, so
before adding
the
ending. (smiled,
smiling)

play
ed
ing
TIME For Kids Studen

t Handbook

play

ed

play

ing
© Teacher Create

d Materials

Materials

Best Practices Guide

Student Handbooks

This thorough guide for teachers provides modeled lessons,
research, and practical strategies to apply during every step of
the writing process.

Each handbook is organized by genre and is an essential tool to
help students gain reading and writing skills through personal
practice. Copies of mentor text cards, graphic organizers,
language practice, and additional tools
are included.

Audio

Annotation
Tools

Use audio of Mentor
Text Cards to build
fluency.

Facilitate close reading
and connect reading to
writing with a range of
annotation tools.

Graphic
Organizers

Writing Tasks
Prepare students
for today’s testing
environments with
the standards-based
writing tasks.

Support all learners
with the Differentiated
Graphic Organizers.

Technology Platform
The Technology Platform allows students to interact with the skill-building digital
components of the program and helps prepare students for today’s assessments and
testing environments.

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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WritingLITERACY

Lesson

The Writing Pr
ocess

The writing proce
ss is a framework
writing. It involv
to help writers
develop, write
es five stages—pr
, and prepare
writing process
ewriting, drafti
a final piece of
ng, revising, editin
helps students
understand that
g, and publishing
writing and comp
writing is not
. The
leting a writte
a one-time event
n piece in one
that—a proce
that involves
sitting. Rathe
ss. It begins with
r, the writing
thinking and plann
involves the more
process is just
ing, moves into
intense work of
the
evaluating the
work for sharin
actual writing,
work, improving
g. The emphasis
and then
upon it, and ready
is on the proce
become profic
ss rather than
ient writers overa
ing the
the final produ
ll, as opposed
Writing Process,
ct, helping stude
to being the autho
a publication
nts
r of one good
of Capella Unive
nonlinear proce
piece. The
rsity (2015), descr
ss that “helps
ibes the writin
writers produce
connections and
g process as a
stronger, more
allows for move
focused work
ment between…t
because it highl
he phases of writin
ights
Numerous studie
g“ (3).
s over several
decades highlight
during instruction
the effectivene
. A study by Dona
ss of using the
of third-, fourth
ld Bruno (1983
writing process
-, and fifth-grade
) indicated that
the writing achie
rs instructed with
achievement of
vement
their peers, who
the writing proce
were taught with
ss far exceeded
students to write
the
traditional meth
but
ods where teach
(2002) noted impro offer minimal guidance throu
ers ask
gh the process.
ved writing qualit
A study by Ronal
negative emoti
y, increased self-r
ons about writin
d Honeycutt
egulation strate
g
when
Ho (2006) found
gies, and decre
students were
ased
that the writin
engaged in the
g process, used
writing process.
writing achieveme
with students
Likewise,
nt and improved
in Hong Kong
students’ attitu
schools, increa
des toward writin
sed
The only critic
g.
ism found in the
literature relate
as some teach
s to the imple
ers do not spend
ment
the
ation of the writin
process.
time needed in
g process,
the prewriting
stage, a key piece
of the
Research
to Practice
The lessons in
Write TIME FOR
KIDS emphasize
teacher engag
all stages of the
ement in each
writing process,
phase, so stude
writing before
incorporating
nts can think
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Building Vocabulary

2nd
Edition

Foundations & Word Roots

Authors: Timothy Rasinski, Nancy Padak, Rick M. Newton,
and Evangeline Newton

Levels K–11
Unlock the magic and meaning of words
Set students up for academic success in as little as 20 minutes a day with this simple,
research-based systematic approach to teaching academic vocabulary. Building
Vocabulary, 2nd Edition will empower students with the tools and strategies they need
to decode words independently. Watch your students cultivate a lifelong appreciation
for words.

New
Edition

Each kit includes:
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________________________
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______
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100898—Building Vocabulary: Student

Guided Practice Book
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Lesson 6: Negative Prefix in– = “not”

1. Choose one
word. Draw a
picture of it.
2. Choose two
words and use
them in the same
sentence.
3. How is the
meaning of visible
different from
the meaning
of invisible?
4. How is the
meaning of edible
different from
the meaning
of inedible?

Directions: Use context clues to choose the best word for each blank. Each
41
word will be used once.
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100898—Building

inaccurate
incomplete

Student Guided Practice Book
➤➤ Help students unlock the magic and meaning of academic
vocabulary with the daily lessons provided in the full-color
Student Guided Practice Book, available in print and
digital formats.
➤➤ Make the content relevant and engaging with real-world
examples and practical application.

incredible
indistinct

Vocabulary: Student

Guided Practice

inexpensive
insensitive

Book

intolerant
invisible

I admit I have mixed feelings about cheese. I have tasted some
delicious cheeses that were ___________________. There are some that
I have tasted with flavors that are ___________________ from other
cheeses. Some cheeses have flavors that are very hard to identify. It’s
almost like they have an ___________________ secret ingredient. You
always seem to identify it wrong, no matter how hard you try.
___________________, or less pricey, cheeses can be very tasty. It
is ___________________ to say that I am ___________________
of expensive cheeses. I just think that any refrigerator is
___________________ without cheaper cheese options. I don’t want
to be a snob and say that I think people who don’t like cheese have
___________________ taste buds that can’t the taste the difference from
one cheese to the next. I just love good cheese!

UNIT 2
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write
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to be made based
be read prior to
teaching, as many
on the informa
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instructional choices
100898—Building Vocabulary: Student Guided Practice Book
may

| Teacher Created

Materials

Program Guide

Teacher’s Guide

➤➤ Dive into the research that drives the use of roots and
linguistic patterns to teach English vocabulary and see
how students grow across the levels of instruction.
➤➤ Use the quick overview to learn about the Digital Games,
pacing options, and tips for implementation.

➤➤ Reduce prep time by utilizing the short, daily lessons,
embedded PD, and additional tools provided for effective
vocabulary instruction.
➤➤ Build teacher capacity with targeted instruction on common
spelling issues, differentiation strategies, and support for
bilingual students.

Develop and sustain academic
vocabulary with systematic study of
roots, affixes, and word families.
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Average Vocabulary Growth

24

8 months
more growth

12
7 months
more growth

6
0

Receptive (listening) Vocabulary
Control Group

Expressive (speaking) Vocabulary
Building Vocabulary Group

After just four weeks of instruction, students utilizing Building
Vocabulary, 2nd Edition saw an average receptive (listening)
vocabulary growth of 9 months and an average expressive (speaking)
vocabulary growth of 1 year, 8 months. To view the research study
online, visit us at www.tcmpub.com/research.

Latin Base mov, mot, mobil

MEET THE
ROOT SLIDE 19

Follow the directions to figure out the meaning of these bases.
1. Move your hand on top of your other hand.
2. Remove the top hand.
3. Motion “yes” with your head.
4. Pretend to drive an automobile.
What do the bases mov, mot, and mobil mean?

©
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108959—Building Vocabulary: Meet the Root Slides

Digital Resources
➤➤ Utilize additional teaching and practice resources
with slides, assessments, reproducibles, bonus
student pages, and a comprehensive Word Families
and Word Roots list.

➤➤ Provide fun, interactive, and meaningful
practice and application with the
accompanying digital games.

Try our digital
games today!

Building Vocabulary, 2nd Edition
Title
Item
Price
Complete Kits NEW All kits, Levels K–5
Level K
TEX27591
$329.99
Level 1
TEX27592
$329.99
Level 2
TEX27593
$329.99
Level 3
TEX27594
$329.99
Level 4
TEX27595
$329.99
Level 5
TEX27596
$329.99
Student Guided Practice Book NEW Each complete
kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be
ordered in quantities of 10 or more.
Level K
TEX100895
$9.99
Level 1
TEX100896
$9.99
Level 2
TEX100897
$9.99
Level 3
TEX100898
$9.99
Level 4
TEX100899
$9.99
Level 5
TEX100900
$9.99

Building Vocabulary, 1st Edition
Assessments
Refine instruction and target students’ needs with the formal and
informal assessments provided.
➤➤ The Diagnostic Pretest and Posttest serve as a tool for
planning instruction and monitoring students’ growth.
➤➤ Formal and informal assessments and cloze texts for each
unit provide additional information about the students’
vocabulary strengths and weaknesses.

Title
Item
Price
Complete Kits All kits, Levels 6–11
Level 6
TEX22652
$299.99
Level 7
TEX22655
$299.99
Level 8
TEX22658
$299.99
Level 9
TEX12739
$299.99
Level 10
TEX12740
$299.99
Level 11
TEX12741
$299.99
Student Guided Practice Book Each complete kit
includes a single copy; additional copies can be
ordered in quantities of 10 or more.
Level 6
TEX22654
$9.99
Level 7
TEX22657
$9.99
Level 8
TEX22660
$9.99
Level 9
TEX50591
$9.99
Level 10
TEX50592
$9.99
Level 11
TEX50593
$9.99
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Solution
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Guided Reading
Lexile® Level: 670L
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Level: K
Guided Reading
Lexile® Level: 140L
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i15498—Your Guide

Level K

erheroe
Your Guide to Sup

Level P

Level M

A wide selection of fiction and nonfiction readers (6 copies each), packaged by Guided Reading
level to support small-group, differentiated instruction and cover multiple content areas.

Summary: These
any
superheroes can fix
a
problem. Each has
as
special power such
super strength, huge
l
lungs, and a powerfu
big
nose. No task is too
for these heroes!
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Books!

Grades K–2 Bookroom

Grades 3–5 Bookroom

Grades K–5 Bookroom

Guided Reading Levels A–M

Guided Reading Levels N–V

Guided Reading Levels A–V
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Spanish
Available

Instant access to hundreds of engaging titles.
Give teachers and students everything they need for small-group,
differentiated reading instruction. Each collection is ready-to-go with
pre-labeled bins packed with books and lesson plans, making
implementation quick, easy, and efficient.
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*Titles have been officially leveled
using the Fountas & Pinnell Text Level
GradientTM Leveling System.

Individual Guided Reading level
sets also available
www.tcmpub.com/bookroom
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See pages 78–80 for Bookroom
information and pricing.
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to Superheroes Lesson
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Professional Development Mini Library

Simple, focused Guided Reading lesson plans for each title are
specifically designed to support small-group literacy instruction.

Three copies each of two professional resources offer
support for instruction.

Level L

Lessons

Name __________
__________

____________

Date __________

You r Guide to Sup
erheroes

__

1 This story is mostly
___________.

A
B
C
D

about

the history of
superheroes
how to be a superh
ero
a group of strang
e
superheroes
where to go to
find
superheroes

3 Talia can’t find her

Which superhero keys.
might she
ask for help?

A Ms. Vera Alert
B Duke Digit
C Sam Snell
D Super Ray
5 Which job would be
Dr. Bear?

A actor
B bus driver
C teacher
D mover
192

27598—Comprehension

2 People would most

—Irene C. Founta

s & Gay Su Pinnell

bly win

___________.

A
B
C
D
good for
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for teaching languag
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e and literacy in
the primar y grades.
way of thinking about
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the range of reading
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ting instructional
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math, literature,
content of
science, and other
areas.

likely
___________ these
superheroes.

A laugh at
B be afraid of
C dislike
D be angry with

4 Mr. Puff would proba

a weightlifting
contest
an underwater
swimming
race
an art competition
a memory game

6 If you wanted to learn

how
to be a superh
ero, who
would you call?

A Sir Smart
B Ms. Vera Alert
C Dr. Hart Beat
D Duke Digit

© Teacher Created Materials

(1996, 21)

Since the term balance
d literacy was coined
Department of Educat
over twenty years
ago by the Califor
ion, educators have
nia
comprehensive
been working to
approach to langua
implement this
ge arts instruction.
and writing brings
Effective instruc
together skill-ba
tion in reading
sed approaches
well as meaning-based
in phonics and word
approaches, incorpo
study as
this knowledge,
rating authentic
teachers employ
tasks in language.
ing the balanced
With
significant growth
literacy framework
in student achieve
have
seen
ment (Frey et al.
framework consist
2005). The balanc
s of the following
ed literacy
key elements:
• Phonics/Word
Study
• Shared Writing
• Read Aloud/Modele
d Reading
• Interactive Writing
• Shared Readin
g
• Writing Worksh
op
• Guided Readin
g
• Independent Writing
• Independent Readin
g

Checkout Card

In her book Strateg
ies for Effective Balanc
ed Literacy (2016),
educators researc
Mary Jo Fresch
h-based strategies
offers
to support their
literacy program.
implementation
Classroom vignett
of a balanced
es, background
appropriate mini-le
information, and
ssons are provid
grade-level
ed in the areas of
writing. This resourc
word study, reading
e is included with
, and
the
educators are encour
Teacher Created
Materials Bookro
aged to reference
om, and
it for support in
literacy framework.
implementing the
balanced
© Teacher Created

Assessment Guide

Research

Supporting a Balanc
Literacy Framewo ed
rk

Directions: Read
each question
carefully. Choo
answer. Fill in the
se the best
bubble for the
answer you have
chosen.

Materials
25986—Management

Guide

5

Assessment and Management Guides

Management System

➤➤ Assessment Guides include oral reading records and comprehension assessments
for each title to monitor student progress.
➤➤ The Management Guide provides the research base, best practices, management
tips, correlations, and more to build pedagogical knowledge and confidence.

Manual and digital options for managing
bookroom resources are available.
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Title: Animal Architects
y
Author: Timothy J. Bradle
Q
Guided Reading Level:
Item Number: 80001
ISBN: 978-1-8000-8000-1
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Bookroom

Grades K–2 Collection
Guided Reading Levels A–M
Lexile® BR–660L

Teachers and students will access engaging
print and digital titles across all content areas
in one location—with all the resources teachers
need to support differentiated, small-group
instruction and guided reading.

A
Gu

Spanish
Available

D

ided Reading

Gu

i16715

Summary: These
any
superheroes can fix
a
problem. Each has
as
special power such
super strength, huge
l
lungs, and a powerfu
big
nose. No task is too
for these heroes!

Gu

ided Reading

Gu

ided Reading

i16724

1,080

ided Reading

Books!

i16727

Price

Grades K–2 English

TEX25983

$9,999.99 each

Grades K–2 Spanish

TEX100641

$9,999.99 each

For a complete list of books, visit www.tcmpub.com/bookroom.

Standards-based lesson plans include vocabulary and language
support, text-dependent questions, and writing activities.

Through the Text

Comprehension (Summ
arizing

Solution
roes,
Themes: superhe
fantasy
problem solving,

Gu

M

Title
Item
Complete Collection (Includes 6 copies each of 180 titles)

)
Students will summa
rize the text as they
read.
Explain that pausing
to summarize importa
the text. Read page
nt information helps
4 aloud. Close the
book, and use a think-a good readers remember
summarizing. (This
page is written like
loud strategy to model
an advertisement
said they can fix any
for a superhero agency.
problem!) Read page
They
to a partner about
6 aloud. Have student
the important informa
s close the book and
tion that they rememb
extremely heavy things.)
talk
er. (Dr. Bear can carry
they read the remaini Write students’ contributions on chart
ng text with partner
paper. Guide student
summary on a sticky
s. Have them pause
s as
occasionally to write
note.
a short
them share their summa After reading, go through the book
with students, and
have
information to generat ries. Record their summaries on the
chart paper, then
e a summary of the
use this
entire book.

Genre: Literature
Focus:
Comprehension
Summarizing
Text Structure: Problem

J

ided Reading

i16721

i16717

Level M

s

Gu

C

➤➤ Books—6 copies of each reader and
corresponding lesson plan in
a handy pouch
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ Assessment Guides
➤➤ Management System
➤➤ Professional Development
Mini-Library

erheroe
Your Guide to Sup

G

ided Reading

i16718

Each Bookroom includes:

Level M

Bookroom and Text Collections

Teacher
Created
Materials

Language Support

Level: M
Guided Reading
Lexile® Level: 670L

Help students underst
and the wordplay
used with some names.
strong as a bear (Dr.
Bear); having X-ray
Discuss the nuance
vision (Super Ray);
Smart). Have student
s: being
and being super smart
s search the text for
(Sir
other examples of
wordplay.
Text-D

Word Count: 691

ependent Questions

Have students reread
specific portions of
following questio
ns. To maximize their the text as noted below and respond
to the
learning, have student
with each other before
pairs share their respons
discussing them as
a group.
es
1. Reread page 12.
Why would Duke
Digit be a good helper
all of his hands at
in the kitchen? (He
once to prepare and
could use
cook food.)
2. Reread page 18.
What can Super Ray
do that could be benefic
missing things. His
power would help
ial to you? (He can
me when I’m cleanin
find
my shoes.)
g my room or looking
for
3. Reread page 20.
What details does
the author include
an expert at making
about Ms. Vera Alert?
hot
(She is
dreamy bedtime stories chocolate and tucking children into
bed. She tells long
but doesn’t sleep.)
and
4. After rereadin
g the book, which
Superhero would
vary.)
you call for help?
(Answers will

Into the Text

r they
them to explain whethe
the title aloud. Ask
the book’s cover. Read an informational text.
• Show students
or
a piece of literature
think the book is
g in the background.
the cover, includin
e what they see on
• Have them describ

Introduction

Word Study

ation.
and practice syllabic
have more than one
Students will review
“Words sometimes
expert
on the board. Say,
consonants. The word
Write the word expert
by splitting it at the
it between the
can break a word
parts by breaking
syllable. Often, we
word into its two
/tic), exhausted (ex/
We can separate the
with fantastic (fan/tas
has two syllables.
practice
s
p.” Have student
consonants x and
one).
(trom/b
ne
haus/ted), and trombo
s. Discuss
the table of content
Vocabulary
as chapter titles in
each
names that are used
might be special about
Read the character
names, and what
Sir Smart?”Writing About
parts used in the
character named
Reading
be special about a
the words and word
Have students create
splitting the word
do you think would
is actually made by
their own superhe
character. Ask, “What
name
er?” same
“This
charact
Say,
ro to add to the book.
this
structure of the book
the board.
be special about
Students should follow
Write Audi Tory on
by explaining their
hearing. What might
fame. Have student
with
the
do
to
has
s illustrate their superhe superhero’s power and his or her
auditor y, which
claim to
ro.

Beyond the Text

Extension Activity

Have students act
out a call to 555-HE
RO (page 28). One
and present a problem
student should make
. The other student
the call
superpower.
should solve the problem
using a made-up

So, why not call a superhero?
It’s so easy to do.

i15498—Your Guide
to Superheroes Lesson
Plan
© Teacher Created
Materials

26

Materials
© Teacher Created

27

Name ________________________________

Level L

Appendix A

Teacher Created Materials
Bookroom Titles

Directions: Read each question carefully. Choose the best
answer. Fill in the bubble for the answer you have chosen.

BR

24

BR

22

Colors

30L

21

Good for Me: Love

BR

27

Marvelous Me: My Hands

BR

35

My H Words

BR

36

My M Words

BR

36

My Short E Words

BR

36

My Short I Words

BR

36

My Short U Words

BR

36

My W Words

BR

37

Shapes

60L

21

Solid or Liquid?

BR

34

✓
✓
✓
✓

es

body, hands, health
alphabet, letter, Mm
alphabet, vowels, short i

BR

45

✓
✓

country, geography, family

31

Map It!

N/A

21

Marvelous Me: My Face

BR

34

My Bl Words

BR

34

My Cr Words

BR

35

My Fl Words

BR

35

My Gr Words

BR

34

© Teacher Created Materials

health, food, body

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

125

Duke Digit
Sam Snell
Super Ray

Dr. Bear?

matters, living, nonliving

A
B
C
D

maps, geography, community
body, health, face
phonics, blends, bl words
phonics, blends, cr words
phonics, blends, fl words
phonics, blends, gr words

25986—Management Guide

Ms. Vera Alert

33

192

actor
bus driver
teacher
mover

E

9

Are you tired of carrying heavy books? Do you

16

need help with homework? Or pesky younger

20

brothers? Hire a superhero!

30

From head to toe, our team is the best! There’s

39

no problem these heroes can’t fix. So take a

48

look at all their tricks and make your pick.

54

Call 888-555-HERO to book yours today!

62

Never be weighed down by your backpack again.

a weightlifting contest

69

Strong shoulders means Dr. Bear can carry

an underwater swimming
race

76

just about anything. Trains? Planes? Cars? You

86

name it! She will even carry pets that are too

96

tired to walk. Dr. Bear once carried a pet rhino

103

home from school. The rhino was exhausted

111

after Show and Tell. Of course, everyone has

119

their limits. Dr. Bear would rather forget about

125

dropping the rhino in the pool!

dislike
be angry with

an art competition
a memory game

to be a superhero, who
would you call?

A
B
C
D

M = meaning

be afraid of

___________.

C
D

SC = self-corrections

Text

laugh at

4 Mr. Puff would probably win

A
B

Assessor _______________________

Codes
E = errors

Word
Count

5 Which job would be good for 6 If you wanted to learn how

self, esteem, health

The Management Guide includes
standards correlations, research,
and more.

78

A
B
C
D

alphabet, letter, Ww

✓ shapes, description, real-world
✓ matter, solids, liquids
✓ matter, solids, compare
dog, play, pets

BR

Total Word Count

where to go to find
superheroes

Which superhero might she
ask for help?

alphabet, vowels, short u

✓

Living!

a group of strange
superheroes

3 Talia can’t find her keys.

alphabet, letter, vowels

30

28

how to be a superhero

Date ___________

Your Guide to Superheroes

alphabet, letter, Hh

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

23

31

D

love, feelings, family

BR

BR

A
B
C
D

em

colors, description, objects

190L

BR

A

size, description, measurement

Tell Me About It

Good for Me: Healthy Food

___________ these superheroes.

the history of
superheroes

Name _______________________________

2 People would most likely

___________.

B
C

family, camping, decodable

✓

Wag!
Level B
Across the Sea
I Can

1 This story is mostly about

Th

e®
xil

Level A
A Nap

Fic

W
or

Le

Tit
le

LITERACY

d
Co
u
tio nt
No n
nf
ic
tio
n

The following list includes all titles in the Teacher Created Materials K–5 Bookroom.
The K–2 Bookroom includes levels A–M. The 3–5 Bookroom includes levels N–V.

Big and Little

Date ____________

Your Guide to Superheroes

Level M

Plan
to Superheroes Lesson
i15498—Your Guide

Sir Smart
Ms. Vera Alert
Dr. Hart Beat

Error
Rate:

Duke Digit

27598—Comprehension Assessment Guide

© Teacher Created Materials

Comprehension assessments help
gauge student learning and provide
standardized-test practice.
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Self-Correction
Rate:

27597—Oral Reading Record Assessment Guide

Accuracy
Percentage:

S = structure

V = visual

Cues Used

SC

E
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M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V
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S

V

M
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V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M
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V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

M

S

V

Time:
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Oral reading records are included for
each title with detailed instructions for
teachers.

Teacher
Created
Materials

Bookroom
Bookroom and Text Collections 

Grades 3–5 Collection
Guided Reading Levels N–V
Lexile® 450L–1000L

Quickly build your bookroom collection with
engaging fiction and nonfiction titles perfect for
guided reading and differentiated, small-group
reading instruction.

O
Gu

Spanish
Available

Q

ided Reading

Gu

i16729

Gu

Level P

Gu

i16734

Level P

780

Books!

i16736

TEX25984
TEX100642

Price
$8,999.99 each
$8,999.99 each

For a complete list of books, visit www.tcmpub.com/bookroom.

Standards-based lesson plans provide direction for instruction
and practice before, during, and after reading.

Through the Text

Comprehension (Conne
cting

ge Support

Write some of the
sentences from the
book on large sentenc
the book. Ask student
e strips. Cover the
s to find the photogr
sentences in
aph in the book that
matches the sentenc
e.
ons
Have students reread
the specific portion
s of text and respond
To maximize student
to the following questio
learning, have student
before discussing
pairs
ns.
share
their responses with
them as a group.
each other
1. Reread page 6.
What clues help define
the word predato
2. What is the purpose
rs? (safe, dangerous,
protect)
of including the “Wild
show the different
Weavers” section
types of webs and
on
pages
18 and 19? (to
how they’re used to
catch the spider’s
3. Revisit pages 30
prey)
and 31. How are animal
and human homes
different? (They are
similar? How are
similar because they
they
both
can be in unexpected
places. They are differen provide protection and shelter, and
windows, and furnitur
t because human
homes have doors,
e whereas animal
homes don’t.)
4. Read the last sentenc
e on page 40. How
do the
perception of animal
homes? (We are impress tone and word choice affect your
us something about
ed and amazed that
building homes.)
animals can teach

Text-Dependent Questi

Lexile® Level: 740L
Word Count: 1,433

Into the Text

r they
them to explain whethe
the title aloud. Ask
the book’s cover. Read an informational text.
• Show students
or
a piece of literature
g in the background.
think the book is
the cover, includin
e what they see on
• Have students describ

Introduction

Word Study

Beyond the Text

i15530—Animal Architects

Funnel Weavers

Wild Weavers
Spiders have been spinning webs
for 140 million years. Different types
of spiders spin different kinds of
webs. There are orb weavers, funnel
weavers, sheet weavers, and more.

ones.
s.
identifying homoph
meanings and spelling Point
Students will practice
but have different
meaning.
ones sound the same
Discuss each word’s
Discuss how homoph
g of
with rose and rows.
one list beginning
list. Discuss the meanin the
Create a homoph
38. Add them to the
e. As students read
and there on page
Writing About Readin
each word in a sentenc
out the words their
use
s
g
add to the list.
there. Have student
Have students choose
their, they’re, and
al homophones to
addition
for
look
to
two animal homes
from the text. Then,
paragraphs, one to
text, encourage them
compare the homes
have students write
tions,
and the second to
two
contrast them.
their meanings: adapta to pair Extension
Vocabulary
Activity
aloud and discuss
words
words
two
ary
choose
s
g vocabul
rs. Have student
rs. Have students choose
Read the followin
, architect, and predato a burrow to keep away from predato
an animal architec
instinct
colony,
,
in
t from the text and
structure that it builds.
burrow
can hide
context clues to figure
write an advertisement
Encourage student
as Small animals
. Have students use
using
s
for the
in a sentence, such
to
context
persuad
descrip
in
e
tive
words
others to buy this
details and academ
out the
animal’s home by
ic vocabulary.
During reading, point
synonyms.
brainstorm possible
out meanings and

Funnel weavers spin webs in the shape of funnels. The
web is spun over animal burrows. When prey is caught in
the web, it is pulled into the funnel of the web and eaten.

Orb Weavers

Sheet Weavers

Orb weavers spin spiral-shaped webs. These types
of webs are commonly found in gardens, forests, and
fields. When prey is caught in the web, it is quickly
bitten and wrapped in silk.

Lesson Plan
© Teacher Created
Materials

Materials
© Teacher Created
Lesson Plan
i15530—Animal Architects

Spiders hide under a sheet of silk, waiting for prey to
fall. When it does, the spider bites the prey through the
web and pulls it under. Later, the spider will patch up
that part of the web.

18

Colors

30L

21

Good for Me: Love

BR

27

Marvelous Me: My Hands

BR

35

My H Words

BR

36

My M Words

BR

36

My Short E Words

BR

36

My Short I Words

BR

36

My Short U Words

BR

36

My W Words

BR

37

Shapes

60L

21

Solid or Liquid?

BR

34

✓
✓
✓
✓

es
em

alphabet, letter, vowels
alphabet, vowels, short i
alphabet, vowels, short u
alphabet, letter, Ww

✓ shapes, description, real-world
✓ matter, solids, liquids
✓ matter, solids, compare

30
23

✓

dog, play, pets

BR

45

✓
✓

country, geography, family

Living!

BR

31

Map It!

N/A

21

Marvelous Me: My Face

BR

34

My Bl Words

BR

34

My Cr Words

BR

35

My Fl Words

BR

35

My Gr Words

BR

34

✓
✓
✓
✓

4. Some animals live in
________________ that they make
by digging or tunneling.

A burrows
B tundra
C concrete
D pollen

from many different materials.

5. Gorillas’ nests are probably
________________ most birds’ nests.

health, food, body

✓
✓
✓
✓

SC = self-corrections

M = meaning

Text

E

5

Humans build everything from spectacular

12

skyscrapers to tiny tents. Around the world,

19

people build shelters to protect them from

26

weather and danger. The best buildings make

31

people feel safe and secure.

39

Animals are builders, too. Some, such as snails,

48

use their bodies to build a shelter. Others use

54

the scraps they find around them.

63

For those who know where to look, the homes

72

built in nature are as amazing as human cities.

79

Travel underground to explore an ant city.

86

Step inside to investigate a busy beehive.

A not as useful as
B smaller than
C the same size as
D bigger than

self, esteem, health
matters, living, nonliving
maps, geography, community
body, health, face
phonics, blends, bl words
phonics, blends, cr words

6. Many animals ________________
their homes so that predators will
not see them.

93

And discover the secret dams beavers build

102

wherever they go. Even in the wild, there’s no

A pollinate
B spinneret
C camouflage
D census

105

place like home.

phonics, blends, fl words

Error
Rate:

phonics, blends, gr words

25986—Management Guide

The Management Guide includes
standards correlations, research,
and more.

33

© Teacher Created Materials

Measure and track student
progress with comprehension
assessments.

27600—Comprehension Assessment Guide

61

Self-Correction
Rate:
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Accuracy
Percentage:

S = structure

V = visual
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Time:

27599—Oral Reading Record Assessment Guide

Oral reading records are included to
track students’ fluency growth.
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49

LITERACY

28
31

A The chambered nautilus adds
to its shell.
B Animals are fun to play with.
C Over 70 percent of Earth is
water.
D Animals construct their homes

alphabet, letter, Mm

BR

BR

3. Which of these is the main idea of
this book?

body, hands, health

190L

BR

Assessor _______________________

Codes
E = errors

Word
Count

A They do not have predators.
B They do not like to use snail
shells for homes.
C Their homes are some of the
largest in the sea.
D They use other animals’ shells.

love, feelings, family

Tell Me About It

Good for Me: Healthy Food

Date ___________

Animal Architects
Total Word Count

2. Which of these is true about hermit
crabs?

colors, description, objects

alphabet, letter, Hh

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Name _______________________________

size, description, measurement

Wag!
Level B
Across the Sea
I Can

A chambered nautilus
B elephant
C beaver
D gorilla

family, camping, decodable

✓

_________________

105

1. Which animal builds dams to protect
its lodge from predators?
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W
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24

BR

Date

Animal Architects

Level P

BR

Big and Little

________________________________

Directions: Read each question carefully. Choose the best answer. Fill in the bubble for the
answer you have chosen.

The following list includes all titles in the Teacher Created Materials K–5 Bookroom.
The K–2 Bookroom includes levels A–M. The 3–5 Bookroom includes levels N–V.

Level A
A Nap

19

Level P

Name

Appendix A

Teacher Created Materials
Bookroom Titles
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ided Reading

i16728

ided Reading

Title
Item
Complete Collection (Includes 6 copies each of 130 titles)

Images with Writte
Students will connec
n Text)
t graphics with corresp
onding words as they
Explain that in informa
read the text.
tional text, images
comprehend the words.
are very often provide
d to help readers
Preview pages 4 and
4 and the caption
5 with student
on page 5. Guide
students as they read s. Point out the sidebar on page
each page or section
the text aloud with
of text, have student
partners. After
s discuss which graphic
the text and which
graphics add new
s repeat information
details. Have student
graphic that they
from
s
find the most useful
use a sticky note to
mark the
or most interesting.
Langua

Genre: Informational
Focus:
Comprehension
with
Connecting Images
Written Text
tion
Text Structure: Descrip
, habitats,
Themes: animals
homes
Level: P
Guided Reading

Gu

V

ided Reading

Grades 3–5 English
Grades 3–5 Spanish

N

ided Reading

i16732

T

➤➤ Books—6 copies of each reader and
corresponding lesson plan in
a handy pouch
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ Assessment Guides
➤➤ Management System
➤➤ Professional Development
Mini-Library

pers
Summary: Skyscra
made from mud.
.
Underground tunnels
the
River dams. Enter
cts,
world of Animal Archite
s
where tiny termite
towers,
construct massive
deep
dig
moles
and
underground to build
food.
storerooms for their

Gu

i16731

Each Bookroom includes:

Animal Architects

R

ided Reading

Bookroom

Grades K–5
Collection
Guided Reading Levels A–V
Lexile® BR–1000L

A
Gu

Each Bookroom includes:

Level K

➤➤ Books—6 copies of each reader and
corresponding lesson plan in
a handy pouch
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ Assessment Guides
➤➤ Management System
➤➤ Professional Development
Mini-Library
rld
Kids Around the Wo
in
Summary: Kids live
many different places
all over the world.
and
Their clothes, food,
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This comprehensive collection provides
everything schools need to effectively
build a large library of fiction and
nonfiction readers to support guided
reading and differentiated small-group
instruction. Students will be excited to
read these compelling books that cover
a wide range of content areas.
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Title
Item
Complete Collection (Includes 6 copies each of 310 titles)
Grades K–5 English
Grades K–5 Spanish

ided Reading

1,860

V
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Price

TEX25985
TEX100643

$17,499.99 each
$17,499.99 each

For a complete list of books, visit www.tcmpub.com/bookroom.

Standards-based lesson plans include vocabulary and language
support, text-dependent questions, and writing activities.
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My name is Rosa. I
live in Bolivia. My family
keeps goats, and I take
care of them.

the World Lesson Plan
© Teacher Created
Materials

Materials
© Teacher Created
the World Lesson Plan

Appendix A

Teacher Created Materials
Bookroom Titles

Name ________________________________
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✓
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Turn the page to meet some kids from around

snow

29

the world.

nectar

39

My name is Charlie. I live in Nunavut. It is

50

very cold and snowy here. I go to school in a

51

snowmobile.

62

My family has lived here for many years. I think I

66

will always live here.

76

My name is Rosa. I live in Bolivia. My family

84

keeps goats, and I take care of them.

94

My home is very pretty. It is near tall, tall

95

mountains.

4 Both Bolivia and
zebras
sand

phonics, blends, bl words
phonics, blends, cr words
phonics, blends, fl words

Error
Rate:

phonics, blends, gr words

25986—Management Guide

The Management Guide includes
standards correlations, research,
and more.
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Count
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China
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Tell Me About It

Good for Me: Healthy Food

to have paper was
___________.
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Wag!
Level B
Across the Sea
I Can

1 The first country

family, camping, decodable

✓

Name _______________________________

Directions: Read each question carefully. Choose the best
answer. Fill in the bubble for the answer you have chosen.
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The following list includes all titles in the Teacher Created Materials K–5 Bookroom.
The K–2 Bookroom includes levels A–M. The 3–5 Bookroom includes levels N–V.

Big and Little

9

Level K

8

Level K
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My home is very pretty.
It is near tall, tall mountains.

33

154

27598—Comprehension Assessment Guide

© Teacher Created Materials

Comprehension assessments help
gauge student learning and provide
standardized-test practice.

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Self-Correction
Rate:

27597—Oral Reading Record Assessment Guide

Accuracy
Percentage:

Time:

© Teacher Created Materials

Oral reading records are included for
each title with detailed instructions for
teachers.

Teacher
Created
Materials

Bookroom Grade-Level Collections

Lexile® BR–1000L • GR A–V

Add grade-appropriate titles to
your bookroom or classroom with
Teacher Created Materials Bookroom
Grade-Level Collections. With high-interest
texts and concise, easy-to-use lessons
and assessments, teachers will have
everything needed for effective
small-group instruction.

Now, think about this. The stars we can

The universe is much bigger than what

see are just one small part of all the stars

we can see. There are more stars in the

in the universe.

universe than a person can count in his or
her whole life!

Each collection includes:
Books—15 titles, 6 copies each
Lesson plans
Management and Assessment Guide
Management System
Professional Development Resource—
Creating Strategic Readers

The Universe
What is the universe? It is
everything everywhere. The
universe is made of all stars,
planets, and everything in space.

10

11

High-interest, appropriately leveled books include increasingly complex
vocabulary in a range of genres and themes.

Level S

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Fearless! Stunt People
Summary: When stunt
performers go to work,
they make dangerous
feats look fun and easy,
but there is a lot of risk
behind this profession.
Explore what stunt
people do to prepare
and keep themselves
safe for a truly unique
profession.

Genre: Informational

Comprehension Focus:
Making Inferences

Text Structure: Cause and
Effect
Themes: film, stunts,
professions

Guided Reading Level: S
Lexile® Level: 850L

Word Count: 1,977

Into the Text
Introduction
• Show students the book’s cover. Read the title aloud. Ask them to explain whether they
think the book is a piece of literature or an informational text.
• Have students describe what they see on the cover, including in the background.

Word Study
Students will use commas before coordinating conjunctions in compound sentences.
Write the following sentence on the board: Some of these things are natural, while others
were made by humans. Explain that this sentence is made up of two independent clauses
that could stand alone as their own sentences. (Some of these things are natural. Others
were made by humans.) Say, “Notice the word while. This word is called a coordinating
conjunction. It joins the two clauses. There are other coordinating conjunctions, such
as but, or, for, so, yet. What punctuation do you notice accompanies a coordinating
conjunction?” (comma) Read page 5 aloud, and have students look and listen for compound
sentences.

Bookroom and Text Collections 

Grade-Level
Collections

Vocabulary
Create a map of the United States. Beginning with the words, erupt, desert, volcanoes,
erosion, and mesas, instruct students to label locations on the map where these landforms
and natural occurrences are likely to be found. For an added challenge, have students use
their background knowledge to label other types of landforms or natural occurrences.

ixxxxx—Fearless! Stunt People Lesson Plan

Collections include 6 copies of
each book with a lesson plan.

© Teacher Created Materials

Standards-based lesson plans provide
direction for instruction and practice
before, during, and after reading.

Check-in/check-out system simplifies
the day-to-day management of a
bookroom.

The Management and
Assessment Guide helps inform
instruction.

Professional Development book
offers support for instruction.

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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LITERACY

See pages 82–83 for
individual Grade-Level
Collection information.

Bookroom and Text Collections

Teacher
Created
Materials

Bookroom Grade-Level Collections

Grade K
Guided Reading Levels A–D
Lexile® BR–AD140L

Designed specifically for early learners’
unique needs, abilities, and interests,
these original fiction and nonfiction books
explore early literacy concepts in a variety
of text types.
Collections include 6 copies of each book
with a lesson plan along with assessments,
management tips, and a professional resource.
Title
Item
Grade K Collection
TEX29880
Grade K Add-on Pack
TEX29886
(1 of each book, 15 books total)

Price
$499.99
$79.99

This is my dog.

This is my cat.

10

11

Picture-text matching helps build
comprehension.

Grade 1
Guided Reading Levels E–J
Lexile® 130L–190L

No one else is just like me.
I am special, you can see.

Build literacy skills by engaging students
with high-interest, appropriately leveled
fiction and nonfiction books. Features
include increasingly complex vocabulary
in a range of genres and themes.
Collections include 6 copies of each book
with a lesson plan along with assessments,
management tips, and a professional resource.
Title
Grade 1 Collection
Grade 1 Add-on Pack
(1 of each book, 15 books total)

Item
TEX29881
TEX29887

Price
$549.99
$79.99





Books include key high-frequency
words and content-area vocabulary.

Grade 2

All About Eagles

Guided Reading Levels L–M
Lexile® 420L–660L

Each eagle is unique, but
eagles have much in common, too.

LITERACY

These high-interest leveled books feature
familiar themes with engaging fiction and
authentic nonfiction texts.
Collections include 6 copies of each book
with a lesson plan along with assessments,
management tips, and a professional resource.
Title
Grade 2 Collection
Grade 2 Add-on Pack
(1 of each book, 15 books total)

82

Item
TEX29882
TEX29888

When you think of an eagle,
you may think of the American
bald eagle. But that is only one
kind of eagle. There are 59 kinds
in all. They live all over the world.

Price
$649.99
$104.99

Like all birds, an
eagle’s bones are
hollow. This makes
them light so they
can fly easily.

8

Books include more challenging
content-area vocabulary and
high-frequency words.

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Teacher
Created
Materials

Bookroom Grade-Level Collections
The universe is much bigger than what

Now, think about this. The stars we can

Guided Reading Levels N–P
Lexile® 450L–640L

Bookroom and Text Collections 

Grade 3

see are just one small part of all the stars

we can see. There are more stars in the

in the universe.

universe than a person can count in his or
her whole life!

Books in this collection feature vivid
imagery and exciting content to appeal to
all readers.
Collections include 6 copies of each book
with a lesson plan along with assessments,
management tips, and a professional resource.
Title
Grade 3 Collection
Grade 3 Add-on Pack
(1 of each book, 15 books total)

Item
TEX29883
TEX29889

The Universe

Price
$749.99
$119.99

What is the universe? It is
everything everywhere. The
universe is made of all stars,
planets, and everything in space.

10

11

Books include increasingly specialized
vocabulary and complex language and
sentence structures.

Grade 4
Guided Reading Levels Q–S
Lexile® 740L–930L

Plan It and Pay for It!
Being inside a maze can be intimidating. The walls hide
the exit, and escape is uncertain. But, fly high above to get a
bird’s-eye view, and mazes look much simpler. The way out is
clear. This is how designers visualize mazes before they are
built.

Students will stay engaged and build
comprehension skills with these original
nonfiction books. Easily incorporate these
books into the classroom with topics in
mathematics, science, and social studies.

Every maze starts as a sketch on paper. Builders work
out where to place the edges of mazes. Each line is a wall or
dead end that forces people to make a decision. Left or right?
Forward or backward?
Designers use their
imaginations to create places that
interest visitors. After planning
the size and shape of a maze,
materials are chosen. There are
living mazes made of corn, hay, or
other plants. Wood, cardboard,
and stone have all been used
to build mazes. There are also
mazes of mirrors, which make
escape really hard!

Collections include 6 copies of each book
with a lesson plan along with assessments,
management tips, and a professional resource.
Title
Grade 4 Collection
Grade 4 Add-on Pack
(1 of each book, 15 books total)

Item
TEX29884
TEX29890

Price
$799.99
$129.99

7

Professions to Help the Sick

Trades That Make Us Beautiful

Local dentists treat everything from toothaches to
bad breath. They may drill holes in your jaw to relieve
pain. Other times, they drive away evil in your mouth by
chanting spells. Since your teeth are really healthy, you
don’t need a dentist for much.

Barbers are also a big deal. It’s hot and lice are a
problem, so men and women have barbers shave their
heads. The latest fad is for boys to wear their hair very
short with long locks of hair on the sides, but they only do
this until they turn 12. Barbers work in the streets to fix
ponytails and braids for girls.

If you or other wealthy individuals get sick, you rely
on doctors. (The poor people don’t have enough money for
this!) Doctors use either medicine or magic to cure you.
Sometimes, they are reluctant to treat you because if you,
the king, die during treatment, they will be blamed.

Pharmacists know how to fill 700 prescriptions!
Many of your people suffer from indigestion, so the
pharmacist prescribes sugar cakes with crushed hog’s tooth.
You have a headache? Don’t worry. A pharmacist will
prescribe sandalwood.

Collections include 6 copies of each book
with a lesson plan along with assessments,
management tips, and a professional resource.

The profession of sandal maker is a job only for men.
Made from the papyrus plant, sandals can be customized
with colors and gold trim. You own about 93 pairs of them!
Some of the soles have pictures of your enemies so you can
trample them as you walk.

Because of the shaved heads, wigmakers have booming
businesses. On special occasions, the wigs
come out. Otherwise, people are
happy to go bald. Men, women, and
children wear the wigs made from
plant fibers and sheep wool.
Rich people can afford human
hair wigs, while poor people
settle for extensions.

about Egypti
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Information
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d
the Ebers Papyru time in Egypt studie
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doctors during
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Cosmetics for Sale
a Doctor
Training to Be an medicine

Price
$799.99
$129.99

30 feet

Books include activities to prompt
critical thinking.

Develop passionate readers and prompt
critical thinking with interesting topics in
science, mathematics and social studies.

Grade 5 Add-on Pack
(1 of each book, 15 books total)

?

1. What is the width of
the maze?
2. What is the perimeter
of the maze?

6

Guided Reading Levels T–V
Lexile® 740L–1000L

Item
TEX29885
TEX29891

Many people rent inflatable mazes
for parties. The maze shown is a
rectangle with a length of 30 feet.
Its area is 1,080 square feet.

Designers use materials in
creative ways. They form some mazes in interesting shapes.
They make others look like they are made out of desserts,
such as cake and ice cream. The materials are not real, so the
pieces do not melt. But the effect is still totally sweet!

Grade 5

Title
Grade 5 Collection

maze building materials

Pharmacists also made
cosmetics like eye kohl, a dark
eyeliner worn by both men
and women. This not only
made them look attractive, it
also protected their eyes from
the glaring sun.

this scroll.

23

With diverse illustrations, graphics, and
text features, students won’t want to put
these books down!

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Bookroom and Text Collections

Classroom Library Collections
Grades Pre·K–5
GR Levels A–X • Lexile® NP–900L

Provide hours of reading for your
students with these appropriately leveled
Classroom Library Collections.
Each carefully curated grade-level
collection includes titles that are filled
with engaging content from
TIME For Kids®. Each level covers
multiple content areas, further
supplementing your existing
classroom instruction.

Spanish
Available

Pre·K Collection
Students will develop the skills necessary to unlock
words and concepts and build comprehension with
developmentally appropriate texts across a variety
of content areas and genres.

Title
Pre•K English
Pre•K Spanish

Item
TEX29755
TEX29756

Price
$849.99
$849.99

English Includes one copy each of 167 titles
Spanish Includes one copy each of 168 titles

Spanish
Available

Grade K Collection
GR Levels A–E • Lexile® NP–160L

Engage your youngest readers with the
texts necessary to grow as readers and
develop a greater love for reading.
Title
Grade K English

Item
TEX101432

Price
$199.99

Includes one copy each of 38 titles

LITERACY

Grade 1 Collection
GR Levels A–J • Lexile® BR–490L

Provide your first grade students with
readers filled with colorful photos and
high-interest content that will motivate
them to want to read.
Title
Grade 1 English

Item
TEX101434

Price
$209.99

Includes one copy each of 38 titles

84

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Classroom Library Collections
Bookroom and Text Collections 

Grade 2 Collection
GR Levels I–Q • Lexile® 390L–780L

Second grade students will love the
engaging content and dynamic photos
that connect directly to relevant contentarea themes.
Title
Grade 2 English
Grade 2 Spanish

Item
TEX101436
TEX101447

Price
$264.99
$264.99

Includes one copy each of 38 titles

Spanish
Available

Grade 3 Collection
GR Levels M–W • Lexile® 580L–930L

Third graders will dive deeper
into science, social studies, and
mathematics concepts and themes with
these chapter-format readers that feature
more complex language and sentence
structures.
Title
Grade 3 English
Grade 3 Spanish

Item
TEX101438
TEX101449

Price
$319.99
$319.99

Includes one copy each of 38 titles

Spanish
Available

Grade 4 Collection
GR Levels Q–U • Lexile® 620L–800L

Provide your fourth grade students
with the more challenging vocabulary,
engaging graphic features, and
age-appropriate content and images that
cross multiple content areas.
Title
Grade 4 English

Item
TEX101440

Price
$334.99

Includes one copy each of 38 titles

Grade 5 Collection
GR Levels T–X • Lexile® 690L–900L

Title
Grade 5 English

Item
TEX101442

LITERACY

Fifth grade students will transition into
longer texts through purposeful reading of
dynamic text, infographics and interactive
critical-thinking elements in each reader.
Price
$369.99

Includes one copy each of 38 titles

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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The Sky Is No

/ Shuttersto

Joao Virissimo

Sekulic;

Kristian

Access Hundreds of purposefully selected passages, right at your fingertips.
Take students from skills practice to mastery with carefully curated collections of
flexible-use, digital text passages from TCM’s vault of award-winning resources.
➤➤ Quickly and easily find the precise text needed for a specific instructional
setting, saving precious time.
➤➤ Customize lessons and easily assess student progress.
➤➤ Guide students to develop the comprehension and critical-thinking skills they
need to succeed.
➤➤ No subscription needed.
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on the list of things
“being
Neil deGrasse
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that got you respect.”
Tyson earned
wanted to interview someone about the fate
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joined the wrestling from Harvard University.
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Tyson earned a B.A. in physics from Harvard University. In college heHis
was a advice
member of the
to crew
students
team and also joined the wrestling team. He later earned a Ph.D. incareer
astrophysics from Columbia
in science? “What who want to pursue a
University.
you need, above

Science

When Tyson was 13, he went to an astronomy
camp in the Mojave Desert in Arizona. There, far
from the city lights that make stargazing difficult,
Tyson got his first look at the billions of stars in the Milky
Way. By then he had already decided he wanted to be an
astronomer, even though in his neighborhood, “being
smart was not on the list of things that got you respect.”

Science for the People

Ted Thai

Neil deGrasse Tyson

One of Tyson’s goals has always been
to make science popular. He wants to help
nonscientists understand how modern science
is affecting the world. He also spends a lot of
time encouraging an interest in science among
young people.
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Tyson continues to jump over hurdles,
whether on television, at the planetarium, or
in his books. The title of his memoir, The Sky
Is Not the Limit, sums up his attitude toward
science and toward life.

His advice to students who want to pursue a
career in science? “What you need, above

all else, is a love
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hurdles are put whatever it
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you’ve got the
energy to overcomefront of you,
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life.
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Science

Science for

on the roof of his apartment building in the
Bronx. Like many city kids, his first clear
view of the stars came during a visit to the
Hayden Planetarium at the age of nine. He
never dreamed he would grow up to be its
director.
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A Painted Home

This home is painted in bright
colors. It has a green door and
green window frames. Some
homes are only one color. This one
is many
colors.
Pablo and Bella woke up early. Mom
was still
getting
Ovidiu

1

Los dos niños gatearon hasta la sala. Sacaron una gran
caja de detrás del sillón. Sacaron una caja dorada y un lazo
rojo brillante.

The Surprise
© Teach
er Creat
ed Mate
rials

dressed. The kids had to hurry. They wanted to ﬁnish before
Mom was ready.

The two kids crept to the living room. They pulled a large
A Dry Home
box from behind the couch. They took out a gold box and
shiny red ribbon.
These homes are in a warm, rainy

“Le encantará esto, ¿no crees?”, preguntó Bella.

place. Each roof is made of leaves.
Rain slides off the leaves and drops
to the ground. The people stay snug
Pablo smiled. “This will help her in the garden.”
inside their houses.

Pichugin Dmitry / Shutterstock
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Pablo y Bella se despertaron temprano. Mamá aún se
estaba vistiendo. Los niños tenían que apurarse. Querían
terminar antes de que su mamá estuviera lista.

“She will love this, don’t you think?” asked Bella.

Pablo sonrió. “Esto le ayudará en el jardín”.

Petrenko Andriy / Shutterstock,
Inc.

Los niños pegaron el lazo rojo en
la parte superior. Luego escucharon
ruidos por el pasillo. Dieron un
salto y corrieron hacia su
mamá.
“Niños”, dijo
mamá. “¿Qué están
tramando?”.

Digital Texts

The kids taped the red ribbon on
top. Then they heard some noises
down the hall. They hopped up
and ran toward their mom.
“Kids,” Mom said.
“What are you up to?”

“¡Sorpresa!”,
gritaron. “¡Feliz Día
de las Madres!”.

A Tall Home
This home is in an apartment

Save time searching for additional practice texts by utilizing hundreds
of short
andmany homes
building.
There are
inside. Many families live here.
engaging passages across reading levels, genres,
and
“Surprise!”
they content areas

Any Keen / Shutterstock

Spanish
Available

All over the world, people live in different kinds of homes. Some
are large, and some are small. What kind of home do you live in?

Petrenko Andriy / Shutterstock
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The Pacific
cross the stormy
It took the sailors 38 days to
the sailors came upon
channel. On the other side,
calm, so Magellan
a huge ocean. The sea was
“Pacific” means
called it the Pacific Ocean.
took is now called the
peaceful. The channel they
Strait of Magellan.
one of Magellan’s
Five years after they started,
it back to Spain. They
ships and 18 crewmen made
circled the globe.
had crossed the Pacific and
Spain. He died in the
Magellan did not get back to
once from the
Indies, having sailed there twice,
West and once from the East.
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and Synthesize

Ferdinand Magellan
reached
In 1498, an explorer from Portugal
da Gama. He got
India. His name was Vasco
of Good Hope at
there by sailing around the Cape
Gama’s trip made it
the southern tip of Africa. Da
an important trade
possible for Portugal to control
route to Asia.
part of the
Other nations in Europe wanted
they sent explorers
valuable trade in spices. So
France, England,
west, looking for another route.
a way. It was
and Spain all sent ships to find
the way.
Ferdinand Magellan who found
Asia (or the
Magellan had already been to
He had traveled the
Indies as they were called).
is now Malaysia.
eastward route as far as what
go again. The king of
Now Magellan was ready to
explorer five ships.
Spain gave the adventurous
route to the
The king told him to find a westward
Indies.
set sail. The ships
In September 1519, Magellan
America, looking
sailed down the coast of South
was lost. The crew
for a passage west. One ship
Finally, they
of another turned back for Spain.
It was dangerous,
channel.
twisty
narrow,
a
found
but Magellan sailed on.
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Words to Remember
Strait of Magellan
Pacific Ocean

Vasco da Gama
Ferdinand Magellan
the Indies

Alice / Shutterstock, Inc.
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Components (cont.)
Model Lessons and Templates
TCM Leveled Texts includes model lessons that can be used to teach
or practice the key comprehension skills listed below. The lessons are
organized by grade level band: K–2, 3–5, and 6–8. Each lesson includes
an introduction to the comprehension skill, teacher model and prompts,
and skill‑specific language frames to support students in using the
language of the skill.
How

Multi

© Teacher Created Materials

to Use This Produ

ct

Use the corresponding lesson templates to customize the model lesson to ple Instructional Forma
ts
TCM Leveled Texts
selected TCM Leveled Texts and selected students.
brings engaging,
complex texts to
the most flexible
the classroom in
way possible. The
Comprehension Skills
texts can be projecte
to devices, or printed
d, distributed
helping teachers
provide a rich variety
reading experien
• establish purpose for reading
ces.
of
• generate questions
• make/confirm predictions
• create mental images
• make connections
• make inferences
Shared Readin
g
• evaluate details
Project a text on
a screen with
• synthesize information
a small group of
students.
Read Aloud
• monitor comprehension
Project a text for
whole‑group
instruction.

© Teacher Created Materials

Compreh

Objective
•

•

ension Skill:

s

Establish

Purpose

Establish
a purpose
for reading.
Look for
supporting
information
.

Introduce

for Reading

(Grades 3–5
)

Suggested

the

Model Lesson

Passages

for Instruction
Use the following Comprehension
• Bothersome
Skill
details to
Benjamin
comprehens
• The
introduce
ion skill.
Supersize
and describe
U.S.?
• The
• Global
the
author’s
Health: We
purpose
reader to
Can Help
• Tornadoes
get from tells what the author
+ Hurricanes
the text.
purpose
Often authors wants the
and a secondary
have a main
Use text
purpose.
features
and key
One purpose
words to
help determine
for reading
Another
is to make
a purpose
purpose
an informed
for reading.
for reading
You can
decision.
is to learn
also just
Look for
about
read
opinion

•

•

•

•

something.
to have fun.
words, evidence,
Look for
Look for
the Compreh
describing
or a call
dramatic
to action.
words,
words, humor,
ension
Choose a
Skill
or suspense. facts, or charts.
passage.
• Read
the first
half of the
• Think
passage
aloud to
aloud, modeling
model how
• Use
to use the
fluent reading.
one of the
features
language
• Finish
mentioned
reading passage. frames below
above to
to model
determine
stating the
the main
Practice
purpose
purpose
the Compreh
for reading.
for reading.
• Choose
ension
a second
Skill
passage.
• Have
students
read the
• Have
selection.
students
determine
• Encourage
a main purpose
students
for reading.
• Discuss
to use the
language
in small
frames below.
groups to
reach consensus
Reflect
using evidence
Come together
from the
text.
as a group.
when they
Discuss
should
how identifying use this skill
and
a purpose
changes
Language
for
the way
Frames
they read. reading
for Establishin

Model
•

103558—Mode

l Lesson:

Grades

3–5

My purpose
g Purpose
for reading
for Reading
is _________
One thing
I learned
_______
is _________
.
After reading
_________
this, I believe
_.
_________
______
.
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Materials

Supplemental
Instruction
Customize a model
lesson
on a teacher device.

TCM Leveled Texts—Quick Start Guide

LITERACY

Test Prep
Distribute a text
to student
devices and print
the
accompanying assessm
ent.
2

86

TCM Leveled Texts—Q

uick Start Guide

Digital Index

Quick Start Guide

Teachers can quickly and easily search the digital
index for passages by Guided Reading or Lexile®
levels, content area, genre and topic.

A quick and easy “how-to” guide provides technical
and instructional support.

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

See pages 88–89 for individual
school site license information
and pricing.

Model Lesson Template
Comprehension Skill: Generate Questions (Grades 3-5)
Objectives
•

Lessons

•

Model Lesson

Comprehension
Skill: Generate Questions (Grades 3-5)
Learn to generate questions before,
during, and after
Suggested Passages for Instruction
reading text.
Objectives
• Don’t
Go in the House
•
Learn
to
generate
questions
before,
during,
and after
Use text and text features to clarify meaning and
Passages
Instruction
reading text.
• The World News:Suggested
Math, Metal,
andforBubbles
ask questions.
•
Use text and text features to clarify meaning and

•
• They Were Here FirstA New Game
Lessons designed around the new TEKS target
ask questions.
• Alexander the Great
• Thailand Sightseeing
Guide
• Earth
and Space: Erosion
each of the nine student expectations for
reading
Introduce the Comprehension Skill
• Multiplying Two- and Three-Digit Numbers
the Comprehension Skill
comprehension and include an introduction
to thedetails to introduce Introduce
Use the following
and
describe
the
Use the following details to introduce and describe the
comprehension skill, teacher model and
prompts,
comprehension skill.
comprehension
skill.
• Readers generate questions to make sense of texts. Questions help readers focus, find deeper meaning, and
and skill-specific language frames to support
• Readers generate questions to make sense of texts. Questions help readers focus, find deeper meaning, and
clarify information.
clarify information.
• Ask questions to wonder. Be curious about the topic. Guess what will happen.
students in using the skill.
•
Ask
questions
clarify:Guess
Ask about
unfamiliar
words. Ask about confusing details.
about
the totopic.
what
will happen.
➤➤ Explicit instruction ➤➤ Feedback• Ask questions to engage. Be curious
• Ask questions to be skeptical: Question details that are hard to believe.
• Ask questions to clarify. Ask about unfamiliar words. Ask about confusing details.
• Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.
➤➤ Modeling
➤➤ Language
• Ask questions to challenge. Question details that are hard to believe.
Model the Comprehension Skill
scaffolding
➤➤ Practice
• Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.
•
•

Choose a passage.
Read the first half of the passage aloud, modeling fluent reading.

• Think aloud before, during, and after asking questions that make you wonder, to clarify, or be skeptical.
Model the Comprehension Skill

•
Comprehension Skill: Generate Questions (Grades 3-5)

Use sentence frames below to help generate questions and discussion.
Read the first half of the passage •aloud,
modeling fluent reading.
Practice
thequestions
Comprehension
Skill you engage, clarify, or challenge.
Think aloud before, during, and after
asking
that make

Model Lesson Template
•

•

Objectives
•
•

Learn to generate questions before, during, and after
reading text.
Use text and text features to clarify meaning and
ask questions.

•
Suggested Passages for Instruction
•
•
•

Introduce the Comprehension Skill
Use the following details to introduce and describe the
comprehension skill.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Use sentence frames below to help•

Don’t Go in the House
The World News: Math, Metal, and Bubbles
They Were Here First
Thailand Sightseeing Guide

•

Have students read the passage. Reflect
Come together as a group. Have students discuss
Have students record questions they
before,
during,
and need
afterto reading.
______________________
whenhave
this skill
is used and
why readers
Language
Frames for starting discussions
Encourage students to use language frames below. _______________________________________
I wonder (if, when, how, why) ______________. (Wonder)
What does the author mean by ______________? (Clarify)
Discuss in small groups which questions were asked and answered or remained
unanswered.

•
•
•

•

Read the first half of the passage aloud, modeling fluent reading.
Think aloud before, during, and after asking questions that make you engage, clarify, or challenge.

•

Use sentence frames below to help generate questions and discussion. __________________________

Practice the Comprehension Skill
•
•
•
•

•

Practice the Comprehension Skill

Readers generate questions to make sense of texts. Questions help readers focus, find deeper meaning, and
clarify information.
Ask questions to engage. Be curious about the topic. Guess what will happen.
Ask questions to clarify. Ask about unfamiliar words. Ask about confusing details.
Ask questions to challenge. Question details that are hard to believe.
Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.

Model the Comprehension Skill
•

•

Choose a second passage.
Have students read the passage.
Have students record questions they have before, during, and after reading.
generate
questions and discussion. __________________________
Encourage students to use language frames below.
Discuss in small groups which questions were asked and answered or remained unanswered.

How can it be true that _______________? (Be skeptical)

Reflect
Come together as a group. Have students
© Teacher Created Materials
Customizable Lesson Templates
discuss when this skill is used and
Language Frames for Establishing Purpose for Reading
why readers need
to ask questions
Blank
lesson templates can be customized to use
throughout reading.
I wonder (if, when,
how, why) ____________ . (Engage)
with any text, providing additional
flexibility.

Have students read the passage.
Have students record questions they have before, during, and after reading. ______________________
Encourage students to use language frames below. _______________________________________
Discuss in small groups which questions were asked and answered or remained unanswered.

Reflect
Come together as a group. Have students
discuss when this skill is used and
why readers need to ask questions
throughout reading.

Language Frames for Establishing Purpose for Reading
I wonder (if, when, how, why) ____________ . (Engage)

What does the author mean by ___________ ? (Clarify)

What does the author mean by ___________ ? (Clarify)
How can it be true that ________________ ? (Challenge)

How can it be true that ________________ ? (Challenge)
000000—Model Lesson Template: Grades 6–8

© Teacher Created Materials

STAAR Spotlight Assessments 000000—Model Lesson Template: Grades 6–8
Comprehension and vocabulary questions written
by Texas educators and designed to mirror the style
and format of STAAR question stems are included for
each grade level.

© Teacher Created Materials
STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment
Name: ________________________________________

Directions: Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then, fill in the
answer on your answer document.
1.

Students will recognize and analyze
genre-specific characteristics across
diverse texts. Teachers can incorporate
a range of TEKS and practice explicit
instructions on metacognative
comprehension skills.

Date: ________________

Roving Robots on Mars

2.

3.

The author most likely begins the selection with the descriptions in paragraph 1 to —
A

tell the history of robots

B

explain how the solar system works

C

describe Mars

D

make the reader wonder about these strange explorers

Details in the selection support the idea that —
A

the robots are human beings

B

there is life on Mars

C

the robots are complicated but important

D

people will be traveling to Mars soon

The purpose of the words legs, neck, eyes, and brain in paragraph 3 is to —
A

compare the robots to people

B

teach the reader body parts

C

tell about the computer

D

explain why the robots are there

4. Which part of| the
article helps the reader understand what keeps
the robot running?
Teacher Created Materials
www.tcmpub.com
| 800-858-7339
A

Paragraph 1

B

Paragraph 4

C

Paragraph 6

D

Paragraph 2
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Leveled Texts can be used in a variety of
instructional settings and applications:
➤➤ Small-group, whole-group, tutorial, and
before/after school sessions
➤➤ Comprehension and literacy skills practice
➤➤ Fluency practice
➤➤ Assessment and test preparation

for
Practice and Mastery
Leveled Texts Passages

Grades K–2

Homes

Motivate and inspire your youngest readers and build their
foundational literacy skills with these age-appropriate passages.

Spanish
Available

This home is painted in bright
colors. It has a green door and
green window frames. Some
homes are only one color. This one
is many colors.

Planilla de
una planta
6 Science

Ask Questions / Activate and Connect

Este es un diagrama de una planta.
Muestra las partes principales.

A Dry Home
These homes are in a warm, rainy
place. Each roof is made of leaves.
Rain slides off the leaves and drops

tallo

Title
English School Site License 554 passages
Spanish School Site License 377 passages

Item
TEX101206
TEX101213

This is a diagram
ofground.
a plant.
shows stay snug
to the
TheIt people
inside their houses.
the main parts.

hoja

Price
$6,000.00
$5,000.00

A Tall Home
This home is instem
an apartment
building. There are many homes
inside. Many families live here.

leaf
raíz

Dear Mr. Witherspoon,
ked it a lot, but at the
I read my first chapter book and I li about seemed so real
end I felt sad. The guy the book was
nd.
e
to me it was like I was losing a fri
Your friend,
Tyrone Byrd

Tim Bradley

6
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Grades 3–5

root

8

La encuesta de los
pasteles de los niños

Existen muchos tipos de gráficas de
pastel, pero ésta es una gráfica de pastel
real. Hicimos una encuesta entre alumnos
de tercer grado en todos los Estados Unidos
para averiguar qué clase de pastel les
gustaba más. Los resultados se muestran
en esta gráfica.
Para ser justos con todos los tipos de
pastel, incluimos pasteles de carne en la
encuesta. Como puedes ver, no les fue muy

10809 (i2409) Exploring Nonfiction • Second Edition Spanish—Level 3

Peach
12%
Pecan
12%
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Mathematics

There are lots of pie graphs, but this
is a real pie graph. That is because it
is all about pie. We took a survey of
third graders across the United States
to find out what kind of pie they liked
best. The results are here in this graph.
To be fair to all kinds of pie, we
included meat pies in the survey. As
you can see, they did not do very well
against the dessert pies. The number of

8

students who liked meat pies best was
tiny. (Are you surprised?)
Among the dessert pies, apple was
the favorite. Cherry pie was second.
If your favorite pie does not appear
here, don’t feel bad. It may not Shutterstoc
have k, Inc.
made the survey, but we are sure it is
delicious.

Using
Pi
BoBcat
on the R
oof
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here was a bobcat on the roof again today. He
Between 1990 and 2003, Arizona’s population
jumped up there right around sunset, like he
increased 53%, making it the second-fastestusually does. Carolyn and I looked up from the
growing state in the nation. Unfortunately, so many
porch. “Hi, Bob!” she said to the cat. She thinks
people
love the
desert that wethat
may bethe
killing it. And
ancient
Greeks
discovered
that’s a great joke. I think it was funny The
the first
hunwith so little rain, it can take
dred times.
circumference of
a circle
diameter formed
centuries
for theand
land its
to recover.
The bobcat didn’t seem to notice. He’s gotten
Asπ,
people
in, they
use uppronounced
the scarce
a
ratio
they
called
the move
Greek
letter
used to us, just like we’ve gotten used to him. If
water. Housing developments destroy natural habPido,(π)
constant, which means
you’re going to live in the desert, pi.
like we
youis a universal
itats. If too many houses go up, desert plants and
have to accept things like a bobcatthat
on the
roof.ratio ofanimals
the
circumference
begin to die off.to
Onediameter
of the most is the
You also have to get used to the rattlesnakes.
problems
same
for
circlesserious
of any
size.comes from cats. Pet cats that are
It seems like there’s one on the porch
every
other
let out have been killing a rare kind of pygmy owl.
day. Again, we hardly notice them anymore. We just
We are doing our best to preserve the desert we
π =thecircumference
make sure our pet terrier, Stella, is inside
house.
love. Our garden only has native plants that use very
Then we either wait for the snake to slither away
diameter
little water. Last year, we voted for a plan to preor I get a stick and nudge it back into the yard. Of
serve open space in Pima. The bill passed, so now
CCMVIII
courseVolume
our guests
aren’t always so calm.Pi
I try
tell anlawmakers
istoalso
irrational
number.
This
means
can spend
$174 million
in the
county to
them that running around screaming
neces- places
buy upgo
andon
preserve
open land. Ifand
we’rethey
careful,do
the
its isn’t
decimal
infinitely,
sary or even a smart thing to do, but they listen to
desert will still be
generations
to come.
notbobcat
repeat.
tohere
its for
first
eight decimal
me about as much as the roof-sitting
we’ve Pi calculated
It makes me happy to think that folks in the future
named Bob.
places is 3.14159265.
For
most
purposes,
will be able
to look
up and
see a bobcat we
on the roof.
Like Atlantic
a lot of Ocean
people, we moved to the desert
the first two decimal places, so pi is
because we love the clean air anduse
warmonly
climate.
3.14.
We found a nice little place near approximately
Pima, Arizona,
surrounded by cacti and scrub. We’re not alone.

September 2007

Shutterstock, Inc.

Teddy Roosevelt’s Ditch

The canal was built by the United States and
was completed in 1914. Before it could be built,
President Theodore Roosevelt and the United
States supported a revolution. This revolution
created the country of Panama from a piece of
Colombia, Panama’s neighboring nation.

TOM BEAN/CORBIS

circumference = π × diameter

The canal connects the Atlantic Ocean to
or
the Pacific Ocean with a series of man-made Cactus ferruginous
lakes and channels. The 50-mile-long (80.5 km) pygmy owl (since diameter is equal to the radius doubled)
waterway was the most expensive and ambitious This 21⁄2 -ounce bird
nests in
Sidewinder
circumference
= 2 × radius × π
construction project of its time. It took 10 years saguaro cacti. It is a mighty
rattlesnake
Couch’s
and
to complete. Tens of thousands of workers had hunter, sometimes
This reptile moves across dunes
spadefoot toad
to battle blistering heat, accidents, and tropical eating bigger birds. Its

diameter =
circumference
diseases. They dynamited their way through habitat is being destroyed
has less contact with the hot sand. This amphibian avoids the
by development.
heat by spending most of
π
rainforest-covered mountains.
its life underground. When it
To allow ships to navigate the channel,
rains, theSo,
toad if
comes
up to
Remember, pi is an irrational number.
you
engineers also built a series of huge concrete
lay its eggs in puddles.
holding tanks called locks. The locks raise or
use 3.14 as a value for pi, your results will be
lower the ships as they move from one part of
approximate.
the canal to another.
in an S-shape motion. That way, it

A New Canal

Before the original canal was built, a boat
traveling from New York to California had to go
all the way around the tip of South America. The
canal cut three weeks and 9,000 miles (14,484
km) off the journey.
The canal was owned by the United States,
but this changed in 1999. Today, it is owned
and operated by the government of Panama.
However, the locks were built when ocean-going
ships were much smaller. Many of today’s new
ships do not fit in them. The expansion will
allow more ships to use the canal. The tolls they
pay are expected to earn billions of dollars for
the Panamanian government.

© Teacher Created Materials
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Price
$3,000.00

Pi is a ratio of circumference to diameter. If

we know the value of one of those dimensions,
Desert Animals
we can use pi to find the other:

The extreme conditions in the desert aren’t for everyone.
These animals have adapted to living in a dry, hot place.
This map shows the location of the country of Panama.

TOM VEZO/VIREO

PANAMA CITY, PANAMA—An explosion blasted
away part of a hillside not far from here. It
was accompanied by cheers and the release of
hundreds of balloons. The blast signaled the
start of an ambitious plan to enlarge the Panama
Canal.
Politicians from several countries,
including former U.S. President Jimmy Carter,
were there to celebrate the ground-breaking
ceremony. “We are witnesses to an exceptional
and unique act,” said Panama’s president, Martín
Torrijos, just after the ceremonial blast.
Panamanian voters approved the $5.25
billion project last year. The plan is to add a
deeper and wider third lane to the waterway so
that today’s super-freighters and tankers can fit.
The engineers will also widen the two existing
lanes. The expansion should be finished by
August 2014. This is the 100th anniversary of
the canal. It is hoped that the new canal will
bring the government of Panama an additional
$4 billion a year in toll fees.

Digital Wisdom/Mountain High Maps

Panama
Pacific Ocean

Hundreds of balloons are released at the start of
ceremonies to celebrate the enlargement of the Panama Canal.

JOHN CANCALOSI/PETER ARNOLD, INC.

AP / Arnulfo Franco

Upgrade for Panama’s Canal
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Each school site license includes:

Apple
34%

bien en comparación a los pasteles dulces.
El número de estudiantes que prefirió los
All Meat
pasteles de carne fue muy pequeño,
(¿te
Pies
sorprende?)
Key Lime
Entre los pasteles dulces, el de1%
manzana
7%
fue el ganador obvio. El de cereza se llevó
el segundo puesto. Si tu pastel favorito no
Chocolate
aparece aquí, no te sientas mal. Tal vez no
entró en la encuesta, pero estamos seguros
Meringue
que es delicioso.
9%

n

Keep students engaged and provide additional practice with
these high-interest text passages. Even the most reluctant
readers will find themselves motivated to read and respond
to these age-appropriate texts.

Title
School Site License 226 passages

Nuez
12%

Illustration by Shari Warren

Merengue
de chocolate
9%

Digital Texts—Hundreds of digital passages
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Quick Start Guide
Digital Index
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Yet my heart is still in the story,
and the hero is my friend.
Oh, I hope someday to come back this way
and read this book again.

Illustration by Shari Warren

Price
$6,000.00
$5,000.00
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Manzana
34%

Todos los
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Item
TEX101207
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Digital Index
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BOOK ENDS

I have lived each page of this book,
it made me laugh and cry,
but now I’ve come to the end
and it’s time to say good-bye.
© TIME For Kids

Tim Bradley

6

Provide students in grades 3-5 with multiple practice
opportunities to build mastery and fluency with these
purposefully selected passages.

Title
English School Site License 500 passages
Spanish School Site License 394 passages

LITERACY

A Painted Home

Haciendo preguntas/Activando y conectando

Pichugin Dmitry / Shutterstock

6 Ciencia

Any Keen / Shutterstock

Digital Texts—hundreds of digital passages
Lessons
STAAR Spotlight Assessments
Quick Start Guide
Digital Index
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All over the world, people live in different kinds of homes. Some
are large, and some are small. What kind of home do you live in?
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Barrington Irving Jr., 23, flew a plane around the world solo.
He did this in his plane Inspiration in 2007. He used pi to
figure out his route, as well as the amount of fuel he would
use on the long trip.

Pi is also used to find the area of a
circle. The formula for the area of a
circle is:
area = π × radius × radius
or
A = πr 2
To find the area of a circle with a
radius of 10 feet:
A = 102 × π
A ≈ 102 × 3.14
A ≈ 100 × 3.14
A ≈ 314 ft.2

No one knows exactly who came up
with the idea of pi. It has been used
for thousands of years.
The Granger Collection
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La vista

LECCIÓN 4

Vladimir Wrangel / Shutterstock

Quickly and easily bring engaging, complex text passages to
every elementary classroom. (Combines K–2 and 3–5 school
site license components).

Each school site license includes:

Item
TEX101208
TEX101215

Sight

LESSON 4

Long ago, manual stopwatches were used to time races.
But they could only measure down to 0.50 of a second. Today,
digital timers are used to time races. Races are timed down to
0.01 of a second.
The 1932 Olympics were special. Automatic stopwatches
were used for the first time. But they could only measure down
to 0.10 of a second. In 1932, the winner of the men’s 100-meter
race finished in 10.30 seconds. The athlete who ran third
finished in 10.40 seconds. One tenth (0.10) of a second is a
long time in such a fast race! These days, a starter gun sets off a
digital timer. This is much more exact.

El ojo es una estructura sorprendente. La parte blanca del ojo se llama esclerótica. Éste es
un revestimiento que cubre la mayor parte del globo del ojo. La córnea es parte de la esclerótica.
Esta parte es clara y cubre la parte de color del ojo. La córnea es como una ventana que permite el
ingreso de la luz en el globo del ojo. El iris y la pupila se encuentran detrás de la córnea. El iris es
la parte que tiene color. La pupila es el círculo negro que ves en el centro del iris. El iris controla la
cantidad de luz que atraviesa la pupila. Cuando está oscuro, el iris hace que la pupila se dilate para
permitir el ingreso de más luz. Cuando hay luz brillante, el iris hace que la pupila se reduzca para
que entre menos luz.

Price
$12,000.00
$10,000.00

La luz que ingresa en el ojo llega entonces al cristalino. El cristalino enfoca en la parte
posterior del globo del ojo, llamada la retina. La retina envía un mensaje al cerebro y el cerebro te
dice qué estás viendo.
30

#12264—Targeted Reading Intervention, Nivel 4

Ulrich Mueller / Shutterstock

La vista te ayuda a ver cosas en el mundo que te rodea. Tus ojos envían mensajes a tu cerebro
y tu cerebro te dice lo que estás viendo. La vista es uno de los medios más importantes para que la
gente conviva en el mundo. ¿Alguna vez te has puesto una venda en los ojos? Si lo hiciste, sabes qué
tan difícil puede ser la vida sin la vista.

It is important to know who wins a race. Athletes can earn
money if they win races. They can earn even more if they break
a world record!

A manual stopwatch

Today’s timers can measure down to 0.001 (one thousandth)
of a second! The starting blocks have speakers. Runners hear
the starter gun through the speakers. They all hear it at the same
time. Runners take off when they hear this sound. A runner
may take off before the sound. This is called a false start. All
runners are given a warning after a false start. The next runner
who makes a false start is disqualified from the race. This means
the runner is taken out of the race.

© Teacher Created Materials
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A digital timer

Rick Nease

The finish line at the 2004 Olympics had a laser beam
across it. Runners “broke” the beam when they crossed the line,
races.

Sight helps you see things in the world
around you.
Your eyesThis
send is
messages
your brain,way to time
stopping
the timer.
a verytoaccurate
and your brain tells you what you are seeing. Eyesight is one of the most important ways people
get along in the world. Have you ever worn a blindfold? If so, then you know how challenging life
#11174 (i3183)—Targeted Reading Intervention, Level 4
without sight can be.

1
LESSON 1

Make a Terrarium
Steps 1–2

plants
water mister or spray bottle

Directions:
1.

#11176 (i3199)—Targeted Reading Intervention, Level 6

Illustrations by Tim Bradley

Grades K–8

Steps 3–4

Steps 5–6
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•
•
•
•

Other nations in Europe wanted part of the
valuable trade in spices. So they sent explorers
west, looking for another route. France, England,
and Spain all sent ships to find a way. It was
Ferdinand Magellan who found the way.

•

Read the first half of the passage aloud, modeling fluent reading.
Think aloud before, during, and after asking questions that make you engage, clarify, or challenge.

•

Use sentence frames below to help generate questions and discussion. __________________________

Practice the Comprehension Skill
•
•
•
•

It took the sailors 38 days to cross the stormy
channel. On the other side, the sailors came upon
a huge ocean. The sea was calm, so Magellan
called it the Pacific Ocean. “Pacific” means
peaceful. The channel they took is now called the
Strait of Magellan.

Have students read the passage.
Have students record questions they have before, during, and after reading. ______________________
Encourage students to use language frames below. _______________________________________
Discuss in small groups which questions were asked and answered or remained unanswered.

Reflect
Come together as a group. Have students
discuss when this skill is used and
why readers need to ask questions
throughout reading.

Language Frames for Establishing Purpose for Reading
I wonder (if, when, how, why) ____________ . (Engage)
What does the author mean by ___________ ? (Clarify)
How can it be true that ________________ ? (Challenge)

Social Studies

000000—Model Lesson Template: Grades 6–8

Happy Trails Mix

1
■

They Were Here First
Thailand Sightseeing Guide

Readers generate questions to make sense of texts. Questions help readers focus, find deeper meaning, and
clarify information.
Ask questions to engage. Be curious about the topic. Guess what will happen.
Ask questions to clarify. Ask about unfamiliar words. Ask about confusing details.
Ask questions to challenge. Question details that are hard to believe.
Encourage students to ask questions before, during, and after reading.

The Pacific

10774 (i1977) Exploring Nonfiction • Second Edition—Level 4

© Teacher Created Materials

People snack on trail mix when they go on hikes or long bike rides. But
lots of people snack on trail mix at home. This mix has ingredients that
give you energy. Before you make it, and before you eat it, be sure to
wash your hands. Ask a grown-up to help you measure. You can mix the
ingredients yourself.

© Teacher
CreatedFor
Materials
© TIME
Kids
STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment

Name: ________________________________________

Date: ________________

Roving Robots on Mars
Directions: Read the selection and choose the best answer 10
to eachSocial
question.Studies
Then, fill in the
answer on your answer document.

Digital Texts—Hundreds of digital passages
Lessons
STAAR Spotlight Assessments
Quick Start Guide
Digital Index
Item
TEX101982

The World News: Math, Metal, and Bubbles

•

•

In September 1519, Magellan set sail. The ships
sailed down the coast of South America, looking
for a passage west. One ship was lost. The crew
of another turned back for Spain. Finally, they
found a narrow, twisty channel. It was dangerous,
but Magellan sailed on.

Each school site license includes:

Title
School Site License 1,380 passages

Don’t Go in the House

•
•

Model the Comprehension Skill

Magellan had already been to Asia (or the
Indies as they were called). He had traveled the
eastward route as far as what is now Malaysia.
Now Magellan was ready to go again. The king of
Spain gave the adventurous explorer five ships.
The king told him to find a westward route to the
Indies.

With a wide variety of digital text passages, your K–8
school will have everything they need to help students
Five years after they started, one of Magellan’s
develop the comprehension and critical thinking skills
ships and 18 crewmen made it back to Spain. They
had crossed the Pacific and circled the globe.
Magellan did not get back to Spain. He died in the
they need to move from practice to skill mastery. Indies, having sailed there twice, once from the
West and once from the East.
(Combines K–2, 3–5, and 6–8 school site license
components).

1.

2.

3.

Price
$15,000.00

4.

Monitor Comprehension / Activate and Connect

Happy Trails Mix

SIGNS

The author most likely begins the selection with the descriptions in paragraph 1 to —
A

tell the history of robots

B

explain how the solar system works

C

describe Mars

D

make the reader wonder about these strange explorers

A

the robots are human beings

B

there is life on Mars

C

the robots are complicated but important

D

people will be traveling to Mars soon

will need:
in Our You
Community
six ingredients

¼ cup of any

Details in the selection support the idea that —

The purpose of the words legs, neck, eyes, and brain in paragraph 3 is to —
A

compare the robots to people

B

teach the reader body parts

C

tell about the computer

D

explain why the robots are there

this list us. A sign
Signs are allin around
s
• sunflower seed
gives you information.
What
• unsalted nuts such as
does this sign
tell you? Think
peanuts, almonds, or
about signs that
ns see where
pecayou
as
• pieces of dried fruit, such
you live.
erries,
banana chips, cranb
cherries, apple rings
• shredded coconut
• raisins

Which part of the article helps the reader understand what keeps the robot running?
A

Paragraph 1

B

Paragraph 4

C

Paragraph 6

D

Paragraph 2

If you want to put nuts
103639—STAAR Spotlight Comprehension Assessment: Grade 3
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• mini pretzels
res
• rice or wheat cereal squa
• granola
chips
olate
choc
mini
•
Directions:
Put all the ingredients you
plastic
want in your mix into a
e it
bag. Seal the bag. Shak
trail
the
on
mix
your
Eat
up.
Yum!
.
or while reading a book

in the mix, make sure your

parents say it is safe.

1

Expository 10
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Ladybug

I

And an acorn top
Is her water jug.
—Karen McGuigan Brothers

10

It Has Legs!

Yesterday, way out in the woods,
the air so fresh and clean,
it was there I saw the most beautiful sight
my eyes have ever seen.

by Veronica Page

A golden eagle that soared with a power
mere words could never convey.
It carved giant circles in the sky
and slowly flew away.

10770 (i1929) Exploring Nonfiction • Second Edition—Level K

© TIME
For
Kids
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Materials

Then all night long in my sleeping bag,
I dreamed of that beautiful sight,
but early this morning, when I opened my eyes,
my leg wasn’t feeling quite right.
NASA

© Teacher Created Materials

n January 2004,
two brave
explorers landed on
the planet Mars.
They are strange
little travelers, about
22 inches tall but
weighing more than
400 pounds.
Though they are far
apart from each
other and millions
of miles from home,
they never get
lonely. That’s
because these
explorers are robots. Above: A robot explores the surface of the
Red Planet.
Their names are
Spirit and Opportunity. They are the Mars
Exploration Rovers. They were sent to the
Red Planet to explore and gather
information. How do they do this?

Mark Jensen / Istockphoto

For a ladybug,

10

A leaf is a rug

Expository

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
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Model Lesson Template

Use the following details to introduce and describe the
comprehension skill.

Mary Evans Picture Library / Alamy

soil made up of humus, leaf mold, and potting soil

© Teacher Created Materials

Suggested Passages for Instruction

Introduce the Comprehension Skill

JupiterMedia / Alamy

coarse gravel
small plastic screen or charcoal chips

Spread a layer of coarse gravel at the bottom of the
container. This will keep water from settling in the soil.
2. Place a plastic screen or charcoal chips on top of the
gravel. This will separate the soil from the gravel.
Charcoal chips will help to keep the soil clean.
3. Add a thick layer of soil on top of the plastic screen
or charcoal chips. Decide where you want the plants.
Place them in the soil with a small clump of their own
soil. Do not put them too close together. Plants need
space to grow.
4. Spray water on the plant leaves with a mister. The soil
should be moist but not soggy.
5. Put on the cover and watch the terrarium for a few
days to adjust the moisture. If it seems too dry, add
some mist. If water drops form on the container, it is
too moist. If this happens, wipe off the glass and leave
the cover off for a while to dry it out.
6. Place your terrarium where it will get the right amount
of light, and don’t let it get too hot.
Soon your terrarium should be able to thrive on its
own, and you can enjoy your miniature ecosystem.

reading text.

•
#11174 (i3183)—Targeted
Reading Intervention,
© Teacher Created Materials
Strait
of Magellan
• Level
Use 4text and text features to clarify
meaning
and Created Materials
© Teacher
•
ask questions.
Pacific Ocean

In 1498, an explorer from Portugal reached
India. His name was Vasco da Gama. He got
there by sailing around the Cape of Good Hope at
the southern tip of Africa. Da Gama’s trip made it
possible for Portugal to control an important trade
route to Asia.

Determine Importance / Summarize and Synthesize

a cover for the container (such as plastic wrap or glass)

the eyeball, called the retina.
Words to Remember
you are seeing.

Vasco da Gama
Ferdinand Magellan
the Indies

Ferdinand Magellan

Materials Needed:
a glass container (such as a fishbowl or a large jar)

Objectives
Light that enters the eye then reaches
the lens. The lens focuses the image onto the back of
The retina sends
a message
to questions
the brain,before,
and the
brain
tells
you what
• Learn
to generate
during,
and
after

Lesson 3
Circling the Globe

You can make a miniature ecosystem by creating
a terrarium. Within the terrarium, all conditions are
controlled and stay the same. These include humidity,
temperature, and soil nutrients. The glass or plastic
container becomes the ecosystem for the plants inside it.
Choose plants that have the same kinds of requirements.
This way, they can grow well together inside your terrarium.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The eye is an amazing structure. The white part of the eye is called the sclera. This is a
coating that covers most of the eyeball. The cornea is part of the sclera. This part is clear and
covers the colored part of the eye. The cornea is like a window that lets light into the eyeball. The
iris and pupil are behind the cornea. The iris is the part that has color. The pupil is the black circle
you see in the center of the iris. The iris controls the amount of light that comes through the pupil.
When it is dark, the iris makes the pupil bigger
to let in moreSkill:
light. Generate
When thereQuestions
is bright light,
the 3-5)
Comprehension
(Grades
iris makes the pupil smaller to let in less light.

Chapter 4
Exploring a New World

That’s when I saw it, there on my foot,
right there with the toe-cheese and crud—
a big… fat… bulging… tick…
all bloated up with blood.
There’s a lesson here, I said to myself,
it’s one of life’s little tricks—
if you want to walk where eagles fly,
you must learn to live with the ticks.

Then scientists send radio signals to wake

up the robots when it’s time to explore. The
Teacher Created
Materials
www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
rovers can travel
more than 100 feet a|day.

Each robot has “legs”—a set of six small
wheels that carry it around. They each have
a robot “arm” with a tool at the end of it.
The tool is for scraping at rocks. They have
“heads” at the end of long “necks.” The
necks are metal masts. Their heads carry
cameras that act as the robots’ “eyes.” Of
course, they each have computers for
“brains.”
The rovers use solar power to make
electricity. To save power, scientists back on

They have three different types of cameras,
plus other instruments.
So far, the rovers have lasted longer and
done much better than anyone expected.
Their biggest find has been clues that water
once ran on the surface of Mars. Does that
mean there was once life on the planet? No
one is certain yet. However, we do know one
thing for sure: There are two travelers roving

© Teacher Created Materials
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Grades K–5

Texas
Edition

Professional Resources
Get the Picture: Visual Literacy in Content-Area Instruction
By Marva Cappello and Nancy T. Walker
Foreword by Diane Lapp
Grades K–3

New

With concrete tools and techniques and a wide range of suggested visual texts to use in the classroom,
this resource helps teachers:
➤➤ Closely read visual texts.
➤➤ Interpret underlying meaning.
➤➤ Analyze visual sources.
➤➤ Engage in meaningful discussion.
➤➤ Understand both explicit and implicit
Authors Available to Keynote
messages.

Marva Cappello, Ph.D. and
Nancy T. Walker, Ph.D.

224 pp. • TEX51770 • $45.99

See page 173 for details.

Strategies for Effective
Balanced Literacy

Author Available to Keynote

Mary Jo Fresch, Ph.D.

By Mary Jo Fresch
Foreword by Michael Opitz
Grades K–8

See page 173 for details.

Incorporate elements of a rigorous and comprehensive balanced literacy framework with flexible,
effective strategies, model lessons, and teacher support.
344 pp. • TEX51519 • $45.99

Dive into Close Reading

By Diane Lapp, Barbara Moss, Kelly Johnson,
and Maria Grant
Foreword by Lori Oczkus
Grades K–5
Provides teachers with a practical guide to understanding and implementing close reading
with any rich, complex text:
➤➤ A step-by-step process for analyzing and selecting a text.
➤➤ A set of grade-specific sample lessons, giving teacher
all the ready-to-implement materials they need.
➤➤ Differentiation options to address all students and types of text.
272–280 pp. • $45.99 each
Level
Item
Levels K–2
TEX51540

Level
Levels 3–5

Item
TEX51557

Information Literacy: Separating Fact from Fiction
By Sara Armstrong and Pamela Brunskill
Grades 3–8

This timely resource helps teachers in guiding students to:
➤➤ Locate information sources.
➤➤ Apply their thinking to make informed
decisions.
➤➤ Critically think about the content.
216 pp. • TEX51756 • $31.99

LITERACY

Connect to Text

Strategies for Close Reading and Writing
By Jessica Hathaway
All Grades
This standards-based resource supports teachers as they help students analyze text and effectively
use close reading strategies, improving reading comprehension and writing skills.
208 pp. • Digital Resources • TEX51505 • $45.99
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of View
COMPLEXITY
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Leveled Text-Dependent Question Stems

Strategies for Building

Text-Dependent Questions

for the Content Areas

by Jessica Hathaway
All Grades

All Grades
➤➤ Prompt students to analyze details within the text, including word choice and
sentence structure, as well as broader concepts, such as text structure, point
of view, and author’s purpose.
➤➤ This resource features leveled question stems at four different grade bands
to meet students’ individual instructional needs.

➤➤ Support teachers as they build their
own text-dependent questions using the
sample questions and stems.
➤➤ Help students use evidence from the text
to support their ideas and conclusions.

160 pp. • $19.99 each
Title
Language Arts
Mathematics Problem Solving

272 pp. • TEX51449 • $45.99

Item
TEX51475
TEX51644

Title
Science
Social Studies

Item
TEX51645
TEX51646

Leveled Texts: Grade-Level Series
Grades K–5

➤➤ Students will feel confident and secure about the texts they receive as all content appears the
same and only the text varies for each reading level.
➤➤ Students will be engaged by images and diagrams that support the comprehension of the
content-area topics introduced in the text.
144 pp. • $39.99
Title
Kindergarten
First Grade

Item
TEX51627
TEX51628

Title
Second Grade
Third Grade

Item
TEX51629
TEX51630

Title
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade

Item
TEX51631
TEX51632

Strategies for Interactive Notetaking
By Judith Goodman
Foreword by Lin Kuzmach
Grades K–8

Use interactive notetaking strategies to engage students and support deep learning. This resource
provides students with creative ways to learn and retain content.
360 pp. • TEX51068 • $99.99

Texas-based Author Available to Keynote

Judith Goodman, M.A.Ed.

Interactive Notetaking for
Content-Area Literacy

See page 173 for details.

By Judith Goodman
All Grades

168 pp. • $29.99 each
Level
Levels K–2

Item
TEX51732

Level
Levels 3–5

Item
TEX51733

Level
Secondary

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339

LITERACY

These helpful resources provide students with creative ways to remember the content they are
learning and focus on comprehension skills. Each includes lessons and student activities across all
content areas.
Item
TEX51734

A Division of Teacher Created Materials
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Greek & Latin Roots

Keys to Building Vocabulary
By Timothy Rasinski, Nancy Padak,
Rick M. Newton, and Evangeline Newton
Foreword by Karen Bromley
All Grades
This engaging, teacher-friendly guide provides the latest research on strategies, ideas,
and resources for using Greek and Latin roots to teach vocabulary.
208 pp. • TEX50472 • $29.99

Author Available to Keynote

Timothy Rasinski, Ph.D.
See page 173 for details.

Fluency Through Practice & Performance
By Timothy Rasinski and Lorraine Griffith
Foreword by Lori Oczkus
Grades K–6

Incorporate fluency instruction into your daily reading routines.
➤➤ Master the step-by-step process of teaching fluency.
➤➤ Support the use of scripts, poems, and supplemental materials
in an integrated plan for instruction.
152 pp. • TEX50262 • $29.99

Strategies for Building Academic Vocabulary
By Christine Dugan
Grades 1–8

Give students’ academic vocabularies a boost with effective and easy-to-implement
strategies. Each notebook includes the following:
➤➤ 25 research-based strategies with differentiation suggestions.
➤➤ Assessment strategies.
➤➤ Sample word lists that include both specialized content
and general academic words.
280 pp. • $99.99 each
Content Area
Language Arts
Mathematics

Item
TEX51028
TEX51027

Content Area
Science
Social Studies

Item
TEX51029
TEX51030

Vocabulary Instruction for Academic Success

LITERACY

By Hallie Kay Yopp, Ruth Helen Yopp, and Ashley Bishop
All Grades

This user-friendly resource includes an explanation of how students acquire and develop
their vocabularies, the academic necessity of a wide vocabulary, and best practices to
help students build vocabulary.
216 pp.• TEX50266 • $29.99
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The Write Thing

Kwame Alexander Engages Students in Writing Workshop
(And You Can Too!)
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Annotated List of Poetry Forms

acrostic: poetry in which certain letters, usually the first in each line, form a word or message
when read in a sequence

ballad: a poem that tells a story similar to a folktale or legend that often has a repeated refrain
bio: a poem written about one’s life, personality traits, and ambitions

blank verse: a poem written in unrhymed iambic pentameter; The iambic pentameter form
often resembles the rhythms of speech.
burlesque: poetry that treats a serious subject as humor

canzone: Medieval Italian lyric style poetry with five or six stanzas and a shorter ending stanza
carpe diem: Latin expression that means “seize the day;” Carpe diem poems have a theme of
living for today.
cinquain: a short poem of five, usually unrhymed lines containing, respectively, two, four, six,
eight, and two syllables; Line 1 has one word (the title). Line 2 has two words that describe
the title. Line 3 has three words that tell the action. Line 4 has four words that express the
feeling. Line 5 has one word that recalls the title.
classicism: poetry that holds the principles and ideals of beauty that are characteristic of
Greek and Roman art, architecture, and literature

By Kwame Alexander
Foreword by Kylene Beers
All Grades

clerihew: a four-line verse—and the namesake of Edmund Clerihew Bentley, who was born in
1875 and crafted the first Clerihew comprising:
• rhyming couplets of AA, BB
• a person’s name as its first line
• something to say about that person
• and it should make you smile

concrete: poetry written in the shape or form of an object; also known as a shape poem
couplet: rhyming stanzas made up of two lines

diamond or diamante: a diamond-shaped poem with seven lines that describes a particular
topic by using one noun on the first and seventh lines, two adjectives on the second and sixth
lines, three action verbs in the third and fifth lines, and four nouns in the fourth line; It can
also be used to describe two contrasting subjects.

137

Shake up the “traditional” writing workshop and make writing fun again using practical
and inspirational teaching from Newbery Medal-winning author, Kwame Alexander.
➤➤ Uniquely meet the needs of reluctant writers and motivate students to write,
publish, and present their work.
➤➤ Bring Alexander into the classroom with KwameTime videos for teachers and
students.
➤➤ Easily implement ideas with Kwame’s QuickTips and hear success stories from
educators who have used his proven techniques.
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My View, My Voice

21 Strategies for Powerful, Persuasive Writing
By Rebekah Coleman and Carolyn Greenberg
Grades K–8

This series allows teachers to dive deeply into essential persuasive writing strategies
to help students learn how to research topics, form and support opinions and arguments,
and present their ideas with expertise and confidence.
168 pp. • $39.99 each
Level
Levels K–2

Item
TEX51697

Level
Levels 3–5

Item
SNvL51698

Level
Levels 6–8

Item
TEX51699

Prove It! Using Textual Evidence

By Melissa Cheesman Smith and Terri Schilling
Grades 3–8
Provides easy-to-use strategies to teach students how to cite textual evidence when writing.
➤➤ Includes lessons on how to annotate, find and use credible sources,
and avoid plagiarism.
➤➤ Helps students learn how to paraphrase and use direct quotations as supportive
evidence in their writing.
136 pp. • $17.99 each
Level
Levels 3–5

Item
TEX51700

Level
Levels 6–8

Item
TEX51701

Strategies for Implementing Writer’s Workshop
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By Richard Gentry, Jan McNeel, and Vickie Wallace-Nesler
Grades K–12
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for Implementin

g Writer’s Workshop
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93

LITERACY

Teach effective strategies to enhance student writing using the Writer’s Workshop model.
➤➤ Includes classroom-tested techniques and strategies to organize and manage Writer’s
Workshop.
➤➤ Provides sample lessons and activities in three grade-level spans: K–2, 3–5, and 6–8.

REMATCH!

Exploring Reading
Grades K–6

GR Levels C–W • Lexile® 20L–880L
Reading Levels 0.6–6.8 • Interest Grade Levels Pre•K–8
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Guide all students to become strong, independent, and excited readers!
This year-long intervention program motivates students to master
foundational reading skills, empowering them to approach a variety of
texts with confidence.
➤➤ Students will learn and integrate essential reading strategies to
successfully comprehend complex fiction and nonfiction text.
➤➤ Gives students the opportunity to build reading dexterity across a
variety of text types, lengths, and genres, a skill they will utilize the
rest of their lives.
➤➤ Flexible implementation and pacing allow teachers to easily integrate
the program into their core language arts curriculum.
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See pages 96–102 for individual kit
information and pricing.
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Variety of High-Interest Texts
➤➤ Nonfiction leveled readers with
content from TIME For Kids® provide
exciting, multi-page texts to introduce
the big idea and the comprehension
strategy.

➤➤ Text Cards feature content from
TIME For Kids® and provide short,
rich passages across content areas
and genres to stimulate testing
environments.

➤➤ Literature guides and accompanying
books prompt students to build
stamina and read more complex
literature.
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• Third Read: Remem aloud to build fluency and notice meaning.
text structure.
ber important
(Levels 3-8)
details and prepare
for
discussi
on.
• First Read: Apply
the comprehension
• Second Read:
strategy to make
Annota
meaning.
and deeper meanin te the text to focus on languag
e, author’s craft,
• Third Read: Analyze gs.
text structure
and prepare for
discussion.

27098—Exploring

Reading: Best Practices

Guide—Level 3

© Teacher Created

Materials

Digital Resources

Best Practices

Purposeful technology through Interactiv-eBooks and interactiv-eCards
supports whole-group and independent work.
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks include audio support, videos, vocabulary pop-ups,
annotation samples, and activities.
➤➤ Interactiv-eCards include guided annotations and audio support.

The Best Practices Guide provides professional
development support from industry experts.
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This resource supports Strand 2
and helps students with explicit
instruction in building key
metacognitive comprehension skills
with a range of complex texts.

{}
“I observed my students transferring the
skills and strategies from the program
into other texts.”
—Third Grade Teacher
Monte Vista Elementary School

Use Evidence

7A
TEXT
CARD

Day 2: Second Rea

d

35 40 45
Poster
5 Strate
10 gy15

1. Present the
evaluate evidenc
e section of the
Use Evidence
20
25 poster.
30
2. Discuss the
usefulness of
evaluating
evidence. Say,
“Evaluating evidenc
35
45
e can
help you40
decide whethe
r the author’s
and opinions
ideas
are valid. It can
also help you
see if the evidenc
e used is real.
Evaluating
evidence lets you
form your own
opinion
about the text.”
EL 3, SEL: Point
out that the author
initially introdu
ces
story using their the people in the
full names (Roald
Amundsen and
Robert Falcon
Scott).
After this opening
introduction, she
shortens their
names to only
their
names because
the reader already last
knows to whom
she is referring.
Explain that this
is
practice in informaa customary
tional writing.

15

Word

Part of
speech

disapprove

verb

equation

noun

fact
evidence
support for my thinking

Definition/
Sentence

Notes

to believe that
someone or
something is
bad or wrong
;
Some people
disapproved
of the mayor’s
decision.
a complicated
situation or
issue; Eating
vegetables is
one part of the
equation
for good health
.

Name _________________________________ Date

7A

2. Use the prompt
s on the followin
g page
to help student
s mark their text
and think
deeply about
how specific words
and
phrases bring
meaning to the
text. Start with
prompt A, then
move to prompt
B, and so
forth. Prompt
D can be used
to informally
check student
s’ abilities to mark
the text and
reflect on the
content.

psychology

Technology: You
can model
annotations by
projecting Digital
Text Card 7C to
the
completing items group. After
A–C above,
you may choose
to have student
independently
s
comple
by accessing annotat te item D
individual devices ion tools on
.

Evaluate Evide
nce

noun

156

specific

27100—Student

adjective

Guided Practice

the science of
the mind
and behavior;
Jack is
interested in how
the mind
works, so he is
reading a
book about psych
ology.
special or partic
ular;
had specific foods Mary
she
wanted for dinner
.

Directions: Review the key words from the “Should Everyone Get a Prize?”
article. Add drawings in the Notes column. Use the last two rows to record
challenging words you or your teacher find.
Part of
speech

Word

verb

to believe that someone or
something is bad or wrong;
Some people disapproved
of the mayor’s decision.

equation

noun

a complicated situation or
issue; Eating vegetables is
one part of the equation
for good health.

psychology

noun

the science of the mind
and behavior; Jack is
interested in how the mind
works, so he is reading a
book about psychology.

specific

adjective

special or particular; Mary
had specific foods she
wanted for dinner.

Materials

3
© Teacher Created

Definition/
Sentence

disapprove

© Teacher Created
27099—Teacher
Guide—Level

______________

Words to Know

Book

Materials

Should Everyone Get a Prize?

250

10

20 Read
25 with
30 a Pencil

1. Guide student
s as they annotat
e the text on
Student Guided
Practice Book
35 40
page 167.
45
Creating a symbol
key may help
students
keep track of
different types
of thinking.
Have students
write
annotation marks the following
in the bottom
margin of
the text.

____________________
___ Date ____________
__

Words to Know

Use Evidence

5

5 Read
10 the15Way You Speak

Name __________

Directions: Review
the key words
article. Add drawin
from the “Shou
ld Everyone Get
gs in the Notes
challenging words
a
column. Use
the last two rows Prize?”
you or your teache
to record
r find.

a Prize?

Race to the Sout
h Pole

Work with student
s to choose
section
the text on Student a dynamic
20 of 25
30
Guided Practice
Book page XX
to read aloud
with appropriate
expression and
pacing.

Should Everyone
Get

Use Evidence

7C

Notes

Teacher’s Guide

Student Guided Practice Books

➤➤ Key reading comprehension strategies
and big ideas are explored across
multiple texts.
➤➤ Embedded strategies support culturally
and linguistically diverse students and
English learners.

Students practice reading comprehension, vocabulary practice,
and writing prompts with a variety of activities in full color.
156

Retell

ve
Learn
Narraitoin
Something New Fict

Monitor Com
prehension

r Comprehension

parsley 1 hour
blueberries 2 hours
broccoli 3 hours
Brussels sprout
s 4 hours
hamburger more
than 5 hours

© Teacher Created Materials

Summarize
Monitor
si
Comprehen on

Unit 1: Monito
Digestion in Dept
h

No one can deny
that humans love
foods, and we
to eat. We eat
each have our
many different
favorites. But when
kinds of
are certain things
it comes to digesti
every human has
on, there
seconds to chew
in common. It
takes us betwe
a bite of food.
en 5 and 30
It takes about
the food reache
10 seconds to
s our stomachs,
swallow. When
it can slosh around
Food travels throug
for three to four
h the small intestin
hours.
intestine to dry
e for three hours.
out. It could be
Then, it visits the
in there up to
large
two days!
Food breaks down
differently in our
and others are
bodies. Some
easier, depending
foods are hard
to digest,
on the nutrien
easier to digest
ts in the food.
pass through the
Foods that are
body
can spend time
rotting in the intestin quickly. Foods that are harder
to digest
feces.
e. It can take days
before they becom
e
No matter what
you eat, there
are
some easy ways
to help your digesti
Drink lots of water.
on.
That will help
keep
the digestive system
moving. Exercis
also helps speed
e
up digestion. Runnin
is a great way
to keep your intestin g
es
healthy. But somet
imes, we also need
to slow down.
Eating quickly
can cause
gas and bloatin
g. Try to eat slowly.
You
may even want
to count the numbe
times you chew
r of
each bite—20
is a good
number!

27100—Student Guided Practice Book

Identify

Main Ideamarize
and DS
etuaim
ls

Self Check
Ask for
l
Synth
Specific
Retel ve
Graphesiize
t
a
Help cs NaFricrtioin
i19137

22

27101—Exploring

Reading: Assessmen

t Guide—Level

3

© Teacher Created

Materials

Assessments

i19137

Identify

Colorful comprehension posters reinforce the reading strategies.

Main Idea
and Details

The Assessment Guide supports data-driven
instruction with a diagnostic test, summative test, and
pre-/post- unit tests.

Synthesize

Graphics
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Year - Long InterventionINTERVENTION

Research pilot study of Exploring Reading is
available online at www.tcmpub.com/research.

INTERVENTION

Level K
GR Levels C–E • Lexile® 20L–160L
Reading Levels 0.6–0.9 • Interest Grade Levels Pre•K–2

Spanish
Available

This Is Your
Body

1B

Each kit includes:

This Is Your Bo
dy

The human body
has many parts.
Look at the
diagram.

Brain

Your brain contro
ls
movement. It
controls
feelings too.

Your heart pumps
blood around
your body.

Stomach

SION

NONFI CTION

Heart

MONIT OR COMP
REHEN

Bones
Your stomach
digests the
food you eat.

1B

I have ten
fingers.

®

?
How about you

Your bones
hold up
your body.

Muscles

original fully vector
logo, restored
(Old embedded
2/2015
letter “S” that we
7, we decided
created as ver
was NG. This is
now version 8)

Year - Long Intervention

Exploring Reading

i19116

Your muscles
help
you move.
© Teacher Created
Materials, Inc.

IL LUS T R AT

I O N BY JIM
KO PP FO R
T IME FO R K
ID S

© TIME For Kids

11

10

➤➤ Nonfiction Leveled Readers—8 titles, 6 copies each,
12 pages per book, print and digital formats
➤➤ 24 Text Cards—6 copies each, in print and digital formats
➤➤ Literature selections—2 titles, 6 copies each
➤➤ Digital Resources
➤➤ Best Practices Guide
➤➤ Student Guided Practice Books—6 copies each
(additional copies can be ordered)
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ 8 Comprehension Strategy Posters

6-packs with lesson plans • $29.99 each

Counting: Your Body
English TEX28694
Spanish TEX29190

Outside the Box: Teams
English TEX28695
Spanish TEX29191

Make It: Pattern Art
English TEX28696
Spanish TEX29192

Life in Numbers: Our Favorites
English TEX28697
Spanish TEX29193

Communicate! Animal Talk
English TEX28698
Spanish TEX29194

Showdown: Real or Pretend
English TEX28699
Spanish TEX29195

The Best You: Win or Lose
English TEX28700
Spanish TEX29196

Fantastic Kids: Care for Animals
English TEX28701
Spanish TEX29197

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 8 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

English Item
TEX27077

Spanish Item
TEX28663

TEX28685

TEX29254

See item numbers above.

Student Guided Practice Books
Each kit includes 6 copies; additional can be ordered
1–9 copies
TEX27088
TEX29154
10+ copies
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Price
$1,599.99
$34.99
$29.99 ea

$14.99 ea
$9.99 ea

Exploring Reading
GR Levels E–M • Lexile® 170L–490L
Reading Levels 1.2–1.8 • Interest Grade Levels K–3

Spanish
Available

Each kit includes:

Name ______________

__________________
Date _____________

Quick Check

1

Read the quest
ions. Pick the
1. Who is like
best answer.
a school family
?

A team

Monitor Comp
rehension

Directions:

B class

2. What is
a group of
friends called
?

tall

Word Bank
small

hot

3. A family
can be big
or
© Teacher Created

.

Materials
27092—Student

Guided Practice

Book

5

4

a Family

three
Winter brings
.
months of cold
an.
Build a snowm
.
Ride a sled

Outside the Box:
Like

A

community
B family
Directions:
Pick the best
answer. Write
the line.
the word on

7

➤➤ Nonfiction Leveled Readers—8 titles, 6 copies each,
16–24 pages per book, print and digital formats
➤➤ 24 Text Cards—6 copies each, in print and digital formats
➤➤ Literature selections—2 titles, 6 copies each
➤➤ Digital Resources
➤➤ Best Practices Guide
➤➤ Student Guided Practice Books—6 copies each
(additional copies can be ordered)
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ 8 Comprehension Strategy Posters

6-packs with lesson plans • $36.99 each

Outside the Box: Like a Family
English TEX28702
Spanish TEX29198

Showdown: Animal Groups
English TEX28703
Spanish TEX29199

Counting: The Seasons
English TEX28704
Spanish TEX29200

Life in Numbers: Smart Shoppers
English TEX28705
Spanish TEX29201

Communicate! How You Say It
English TEX28706
Spanish TEX29202

Make It: Unusual Art
English TEX28707
Spanish TEX29203

The Best You: Calm Down
English TEX28708
Spanish TEX29204

Fantastic Kids: Theater Kids
English TEX28709
Spanish TEX29205

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 8 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

English Item
TEX27078

Spanish Item
TEX28664

TEX28686

TEX29255

See item numbers above.

Student Guided Practice Books
Each kit includes 6 copies; additional can be ordered
1–9 copies
TEX27092
TEX29155
10+ copies

Price
$1,599.99
$44.99
$36.99 ea

$14.99 ea
$9.99 ea

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Year - Long InterventionINTERVENTION

Level 1

INTERVENTION

Level 2
GR M–Q • Lexile® 520L–590L
Reading Levels 2.2–2.8 • Interest Grade Levels 1–4

Spanish
Available

Each kit includes:

In the summe
r, millions of kids
across the United
have come up
States play soccer.
with suggestions
Jackie Chamid
for safer play.
es is one of them.
Both groups say
She under 10
is in the third
kids
grade
should never hit
a ball with
New York. “Soccer in Island Park,
their head.
is
“Plus, I get exercis fun,” she says.
e.”
Soccer is the world’s
Having a Ball
most popular
sport. It is an
In Denmark, coach
action-packed
Majken Gilmar
game.
Sometimes, athlete
has another game
tin
s get
plan. She made
Jackie is her team’s hurt.
a ball from softer
goalkeeper.
materials. It is
She wears gloves
called the Eir
and shin guards
(air) ball. “It is
The equipment
.
lighter
and smaller than
helps protect her
a full-size ball,”
hands and legs.
she says.
For players, parents
Gilmartin thinks
, and coaches,
the Eir ball can
head injuries
preven
t head injuries
are a
. Dr. Robert
is why U.S. Youth big worry. That
Cantu is an expert
Soccer and the
on brain injuries
American Youth
“If it is lighter
.
Soccer Organi
and less hard,”
zation “it could
be a slightly safer he says,
ball.”

original fully vector
logo, restored
(Old embedded
2/2015
letter “S” that we
7, we decided
created as ver
was NG. This is
now version 8)

®

7B

USe e viden
ce

infor m Ation

Al te x t

A Safer Spor
t

7B

GETTY IMAGES

Year - Long Intervention

Exploring Reading

TCM 27124

© Teacher Created
Materials, Inc.

There are
about 4 million
youth soccer
players in the
United States.
© TIME For Kids

➤➤ Nonfiction Leveled Readers—8 titles, 6 copies each,
28 pages per book, print and digital formats
➤➤ 24 Text Cards—6 copies each, in print and digital formats
➤➤ Literature selections—2 titles, 6 copies each
➤➤ Digital Resources
➤➤ Best Practices Guide
➤➤ Student Guided Practice Books—6 copies each
(additional copies can be ordered)
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ 8 Comprehension Strategy Posters

6-packs with lesson plans • $43.99 each

Fantastic Kids:
George Washington Carver
English TEX28710
Spanish TEX29206

Make It: Henna Designs
English TEX28711
Spanish TEX29207

Life in Numbers: Write Haiku
English TEX28712
Spanish TEX29208

The Best You:
Making Things Right
English TEX28713
Spanish TEX29209

Communicate! Tongue Twisters
English TEX28714
Spanish TEX29210

Outside the Box: New Ideas!
English TEX28715
Spanish TEX29211

Showdown: Players Around
the World
English TEX28716
Spanish TEX29212

Counting: Earth’s Biomes
English TEX28717
Spanish TEX29213

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 8 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

English Item
TEX27079

Spanish Item
TEX28665

TEX28687

TEX29256

See item numbers above.

Student Guided Practice Books
Each kit includes 6 copies; additional can be ordered
1–9 copies
TEX27096
TEX29156
10+ copies
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Price
$1,599.99
$54.99
$43.99 ea

$14.99 ea
$9.99 ea

Exploring Reading
GR O–W • Lexile® 550L–680L
Reading Levels 3.0–3.9 • Interest Grade Levels 2–5

Spanish
Available

2B

Each kit includes:

Name ______________

Name ______________

___________________
Date ______________

Quick Check
➤➤ Nonfiction
Leveled Readers—8 titles, 6 copies each,
32 pages per book, print and digital formats
➤➤ 24 Text Cards—6 copies each, in print and digital formats
➤➤ Literature selections—2 titles, 6 copies each
➤➤ Digital Resources
➤➤ ______________
Best Practices
Guide
_________________________________
2B
Quick Check
➤➤ Student Guided Practice Books—6 copies each
(additional copies can be ordered)
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ 8 Comprehension Strategy Posters
Directions: Choose
the best answer
to help you.
for each questio
n.

Examples:
Regular plural
nouns are formed
by adding s or
Irregular plural
es to the end
nouns don't
of the follow
word.
the rule. They
are different
from the singular
• cat è cats
form.
• ox è oxen
• school è schools
• child è children
• box è boxes

You may use
the text
best
A Elizabeth Cady states the main idea of the text?
Stanton
B The American governm and Susan B. Anthony were importa
nt women.
ent used to discrimi
C The suffragists
nate against
worked hard
women.
for the right
D Women can do
to vote.
anything they
set out to do.
2. After the Ninetee
nth Amendm
ent was ratified
A became a law
, it
.
B went back to Congre
ss
C was put up for
debate
D went to the Preside
nt
1. Which of these

• tooth è teeth
Directions: Draw
a line to match
regular or irregula
the singular and
plural nouns.
r.
Then circle

Gorilla
Growing Up
on their
gorillas depend

1. right

n
As babies, mountai
to their mothers.
always stay close
mothers. They
travel with their
eat, sleep, and
’ backs until
Baby gorillas
ride on their mothers
mothers. Some
three years old.
they are two or
a choice.
they have to make
up,
As gorillas grow
Or should they
with their troops?
natal
Should they stay
to stay with their
choose
males
of their
leave? Some
the alpha males
might replace
troops. They
time comes.
troops when the

men

2. man

women

27100—Student

Examples:

Regular plural nouns are formed
by adding s or es to the end of the
word.

Irregular plural nouns don't
follow the rule. They are different
from the singular form.

• cat è cats

• ox è oxen

• school è schools

• child è children

• box è boxes

• tooth è teeth

men

regular
regular

Name

means

irregular

2. man

marches

irregular

3. law

women

regular

irregular

4. march

rights

regular

irregular

5. woman

laws

regular

irregular

.

A a person who suffers
B the right to vote
C

a group of women
D the right to work fighting for a cause
at an election
4. Susan B. Anthon
y helped the
women’s rights
movement by
A forming a women
’s rights group
B trying to voteDate
in a presidential
election and
C working with Elizabet
getting arrested
h Cady Stanton
D all the above

irregular

irregular

5. What details
from the text
could be used
hard in order
to prove

Guided Practice

Book

________________
________________
________________
________________
____
________________
________________
________________
________________
____
________

1. Which of© Teacher
these
best states the main
idea
of the text?
________
Created
________

A
B
C
D

Materials

________________
© Teacher Created
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan
B. Anthony
were important
women.
Materials
________________
________
27100—Student

The American government used to discriminate against women.

A
B
C
D

.

became a law

went back to Congress
was put up for debate
went to the President

.

a person who suffers
the right to vote

A
B
C
D

a group of women fighting for a cause
the right to work at an election
.

forming a women’s rights group

trying to vote in a presidential election and getting arrested
working with Elizabeth Cady Stanton
all the above

____________________________________________________________________________________

5. What details from the text could be used to prove that women worked
hard in order to win the right to vote? Provide at least two examples.

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

© Teacher Created Materials

© Teacher Created Materials

27100—Student Guided Practice Book

The Fight to Vote

The Fight to Vote

45

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Directions: Choose one of the plural nouns from above. Use it in a sentence.

27100—Student Guided Practice Book

____

Book

Women can do anything they set out to do.

3. The word suffrage means

A
B
C
D

Guided Practice

The suffragists worked hard for the right to vote.

4. Susan B. Anthony helped the women’s rights movement by

44

.

to win the right
that women worked
to vote?
Directions: Choose the best answer for each question.
You may
use
theattext
Provide
least two exampl
________________
es.
________________
to help you.
________________

2. After the Nineteenth Amendment was ratified, it

Directions: Draw a line to match the singular and plural nouns. Then circle
regular or irregular.
1. right

regular

nouns from above.

3. The word suffrage

The Fight to Vote

move
troops,
stay in their natal
close to their mothers.

regular

laws
one of the plural

irregular

irregular

________________
Use it in a sentenc
________________
e.
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
____
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
____
________________
________________
________________
____

Alpha Females
like other
Bonobos aren’t
Plural
leadnouns are nouns that show more than one person, place, or
apes. Alpha females
Young females
44
their troops.
thing.
Plural nouns can be regular and irregular.
Males
to new groups.
9

8

5. woman

______________
Directions: Choose

How Words Work

rights

irregular

regular
regular

Summarize

Summarize

Name _________________________________ Date

The Fight to Vote

4. march

2B

regular

marches

3. law

2B

Summarize

Summarize

___________________
Date ______________

How Words Wor
k

Plural nouns
are nouns that
show more than
thing. Plural nouns
one person, place,
can be regular
or
and irregular.

45

Life in Numbers: Managing Time
English TEX28718
Spanish TEX29214

You Can Too!
Civil Rights Champions
English TEX28719
Spanish TEX29215

Tech World: 20th
Century Inventions
English TEX28720
Spanish TEX29216

Fantastic Kids: Helping Others
English TEX28721
Spanish TEX29217

Communicate! Pop Song Lyrics
English TEX28722
Spanish TEX29218

Technology For All:
Wi-Fi Around the World
English TEX28723
Spanish TEX29219

Just Right Words: Fighting Fair
English TEX28724
Spanish TEX29220

Showdown: Alpha Animals
English TEX28725
Spanish TEX29221

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 8 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

English Item
TEX27080

Spanish Item
TEX28666

TEX28688

TEX29257

See item numbers above.

Student Guided Practice Books
Each kit includes 6 copies; additional can be ordered
1–9 copies
TEX27100
TEX29157
10+ copies

Price
$1,599.99
$69.99
$54.99 ea

$14.99 ea
$9.99 ea
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Year - Long InterventionINTERVENTION

Level 3

GR R–U • Lexile® 620L–770L
Reading Levels 4.2–4.8 • Interest Grade Levels 3–6
Journey to the North
Pole
The teens pose
in
front of their
tent,
on their way
to
the North Pole.

TCM 27126

© Teacher Created
Materials, Inc.

The four teens
have been busy
trek. In 2016,
since their
they
climate conferenc gave a speech at a major
e, in Paris, France.
are the future,”
“We kids
Johannes says.
“We need to have
a say in how we’re
going to fix the

problem.”
—ByHeatherPrice
-Wright
Thinning Sea
Ice at the North
Pole
Scientists say Arctic
sea ice has thinned
The graph shows
over time.
the
the North Pole duringaverage thickness of the ice at
three different time
13
periods.
12
12.4 feet
11
Ice

How far would
you go to spread
climate change?
the
For four Norwegia word about
the answer was:
n teens,
all the way to
the
They are Elias
Damli, 14; Johanne North Pole!
Erika Gjelsvik,
14; and Johannes Jerijervi, 14;
They made the
Breivik, 13.
journey on skis.
see the effects
They
of warming temperat wanted to
Arctic wilderne
ures on the
ss. Their trip
was the subject
of a TV show that
aired in Norway.
The kids did a
lot to prepare
They dragged
for the trip.
heavy sleds, learned
and got used to
first aid,
frigid temperat
joined a team
ures. They even
of climate scientists
boat to learn about
on a
the Arctic environmresearch
ent.
A Close-Up View
The group set
out
days. The journeyin April 2016 and skied for six
one day I wanted was far from easy. “There was
to give up,” Johannes
“But because of
told TFK.
help from the other
kids, I made it.”
Polar explorer
the kids. He first Børge Ousland traveled with
visited the North
ago. Ousland helped
Pole
the teens understan20 years
much the region
d how
has changed. “He
the first time
told us that
he went to the
North Pole, the
was much thicker
ice
than it is now,”
Erika says.

Thickness of Sea

use te x t
fe Ature s

Kyle
l student
y
High schoo a regular poetr
Taylor hosts school.
his
slam at

3A

a teen
This photo shows
an audience
performing for
at a poetry slam.
do you
› What emotions
is feeling?
think the poet
the photo
› What clues in
of how
give you an idea
feel?
the poet might
think the
› What do you
about?
poem could be

for kids
started a program
In 2008, the group ½ Pint Poetics. Kids are
is called
ages 8 to 14. It
“class, race, gender,
and write about
teams take
taught to think
says Bullie. School
and global impact,” each year. The slam ends
slam
part in a poetry
concert.
with a hip-hop

®

go

LIHNKS) is
(KOOM-buh
Kuumba Lynx
Chicago. It was
youth group in
AN-duh
an urban arts
a Villegas (juh-KW
founded by Jaquand Jacinda Bullie (hah-SIHNand
group
vee-YEY-guhs)
years ago. The
more than 20
can express
duh BUL-ee)
place where teens connect with
provides a safe
teens
group,
the
. In
Villegas says,
their thoughts
the use of hip-hop.
the
poetry through
slam poet has
the
hip-hop,
in
“Like the MC
the crowd!”
power to move

original fully vector
logo, restored
(Old embedded
2/2015
letter “S” that we
7, we decided
created as ver
was NG. This is
now version 8)

Poets in Chica
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Each kit includes:
➤➤ Nonfiction Leveled Readers—8 titles, 6 copies each,
32 pages per book, print and digital formats
➤➤ 24 Text Cards—6 copies each, in print and digital formats
➤➤ Literature selections—2 titles, 6 copies each
➤➤ Digital Resources
➤➤ Best Practices Guide
➤➤ Student Guided Practice Books—6 copies each
(additional copies can be ordered)
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ 8 Comprehension Strategy Posters

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Tech World: Cell Phone Pros
and Cons
English TEX28726

You Can Too! Change the World
English TEX28727

Parks for All: U.S. National Parks
English TEX28728

Communicate! Characters
with Courage
English TEX28729

Just Right Words: Slam Poetry
English TEX28730

Fantastic Kids: Young Artists
English TEX28731

Showdown: Animal Defenses
English TEX28732

Life in Numbers: Stressed Out!
English TEX28733

Lawless Land

Title
Item
Complete Kit
TEX27081
Add-on Pack
TEX28689
(1 of each book; 8 titles total)
See item numbers above.
6-Packs with lesson plans
Student Guided Practice Books
Each kit includes 6 copies; additional can be ordered.
1–9 copies
TEX27104
10+ copies

Yellowstone became a national park at a time
when most public land was being sold off. But in
the beginning, no one thought about its upkeep or
about protecting its wildlife. There was nothing
to prevent vandals from harming the land. People
stayed in the park. They hunted wildlife and cut
down trees.

Price
$1,599.99

One man oversaw Yellowstone. But he was
unpaid and had another job that kept him busy.
He stepped inside the park only twice in five years!
The men who held the job after him were not any
more effective. Congress refused to give money
to protect the park. So 14 years after Yellowstone
became a national park, the U.S. Army took charge.
Soldiers stood guard and patrolled the parks, but
the only way for them to punish lawbreakers was
to evict them.

$69.99
$54.99 ea

$14.99 ea
$9.99 ea

Save the Bison

In 1902, few bison were
left in
Yellowstone due to illegal
hunting.
When a report spread about
a poacher
in the park, the public took
note.
They pushed Congress to
give the army
a way to enforce rules.
Today, there
are over 5,000 bison in
Yellowstone.

› Who benefits from the
hot spring pool in
Yellowstone National
Park, Wyoming

establishment of national
parks? Who is harmed by it?

› Why do we need laws to protect
natural spaces?

› Can parks be preserved and still
be open to people?

8

9

Parks for All: U.S. National Parks
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Exploring Reading
GR U–X • Lexile® 720L–880L
Reading Levels 5.3–5.8 • Interest Grade Levels 4–7

Each kit includes:

Social Media Age

reAli stic

LinkedIn

Deter mine

to be on:

Twitter®
Facebook®
Instagram
Pinterest
Google+®
Tumblr
Reddit®
Snapchat

WhatsApp®
Path®

YouTube, WeChat®,
Foursquare®, Flickr®

or 13 with
parent permission

Emily yanked
my hand.
ÒCome on,Ó she
said.
We climbed the
stairs to the
stage and hopped
on imaginary
bikes. I pretended
the monkey
was trying to
grab my hat. The
room filled with
laughter.
CONTINUED

Restrictions

13 14
16
18
18

In the dining
hall, I filled my
When I sat down,
plate at the salad
everyoneÕs eyes
bar.
ÒSomeone should
were on my food.
tell her,Ó I heard
Jocelyn whisper.
Emily put her
hand on my shoulder.
egg salad,Ó she
ÒNo one eats the
explained, Òbut
IÕm sure itÕs fine.Ó
I felt my face
heat up. I wanted
shrugged. ÒThanks
to cry, but instead
for the tip,Ó I
I
said, biting into
But then things
a roll.
improved. Our
announced that
counselor
weÕd be going
to ÒA.C.,Ó and
cheered. ÒActing
everyone
class,Ó Emily
whispered.
A.C., it turns
out, is worth
cheering about.
took turns acting
We
out different
scenarios . ÒYouÕre
the beach when
it starts pouring,
at
your beach bag,Ó
and you canÕt
find
the teacher said.
Jocelyn and a
girl from another
to frantically
dig for the missing cabin pretended
soaked,Ó Jocelyn
bag. ÒIÕm getting
said, giggling.
ÒTimeÕs up,Ó said
YouÕre riding bikes, the teacher. ÒNext:
and you see a
monkey
in a tree.Ó

Radio Days
It took 38 years for the radio
to reach 50 million users.
More people than that were
using Facebook just three
years after its launch.

5A

must
be

media (though
can join social
Just about anyone restrictions). All someone
have age
computer or
most websites
connection, a
n.
needs is an Internet
parent permissio
smartphone, and

You know how
I begged my parents
drama camp?
to send me to
Well, IÕm here.
ItÕs true what
lot can happen
they say: A
in a day.
There are 11 girls
in my cabin, and
whoÕs new. This
IÕm the only one
morning, I was
the first one here.
on the edge of
my bed observing
I sat
each girlÕs arrival
the hugging and
high-pitched screeching
and
One by one, they
that ensued.
introduced themselves
Julia,Ó I heard
. ÒIÕm
myself say, in
a voice that sounded
smaller than my
own.
After we unpacked,
our
counselor said
to go to lunch.
it was time
We were about
to leave the cabin
a girl named Jocelyn
when
stopped in her
weÕre forgetting
tracks.
ÒYou guys,
something,Ó she
said, a smile spreading
across her face.
ÒBracelets!Ó
Within moments,
everyone
was wearing a
string of blue and
yellow beads around
wristðeveryone
her
except me. On
the way to the
dining hall, we
ran into a teenager
same bracelet.
wearing the
ÒMimi!Ó the girls
shouted as
they ran to hug
the curly-haire
d teen,
almost knocking
her to the
ÒShe was our counselorground.
last
summer,Ó a girl
named Emily
explained.
Then she paused.
ÒDonÕt worry,Ó
she said.
ÒYouÕll get to know
everyone.Ó

meAn ing

They watch the
study social media.
Many people
in language tend
people. Changes
they did in the
effects it has on
faster today than
people all
to happen much
social media connects
past. That is because new word or phrase can spread
A
Often,
around the world.
start a new trend.
One person can
words.
very quickly.
starts these new
who
know
people do not

fictio n

A Warm Welco
me?

5A

Truth
vs. The

spread
that lies
Lies
le think
the old
Many peop the truth. As l halfway
faster than “A lie can trave truth is
goes,
while the
saying
the world .”
around
on its shoes
putting

TCM 27127
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Materials, Inc.
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➤➤ Nonfiction Leveled Readers—8 titles, 6 copies each,
48 pages per book, print and digital formats
➤➤ 24 Text Cards—6 copies each, in print and digital formats
➤➤ Literature selections—2 titles, 6 copies each
➤➤ Digital Resources
➤➤ Best Practices Guide
➤➤ Student Guided Practice Books—6 copies each
(additional copies can be ordered)
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ 8 Comprehension Strategy Posters

6-packs with lesson plans • $59.99 each

Life in Numbers:
Choose Your Career
English TEX28734

Communicate! Documentaries
English TEX28735

Sports for All: The Impact
of Title IX
English TEX28736

Fantastic Kids: Malala Yousafzai
English TEX28737

Tech World: The Language
of Social Media
English TEX28738

You Can Too!
Success After Failure
English TEX28739

Showdown: The Fight for Space
English TEX28740

Just Right Words:
Revising the Constitution
English TEX28741
Title

Changing Language

Title
Item
Complete Kit
TEX27082
Add-on Pack
TEX28690
(1 of each book; 8 titles total)
See item numbers above.
6-Packs with lesson plans
Student Guided Practice Books
Each kit includes 6 copies; additional can be ordered.
1–9 copies
TEX27108
10+ copies

This shift in language is not unique to social media.
The words we use are always changing and evolving.
Sometimes change happens so slowly that it’s hard to
notice; at other times, it seems to happen overnight!
But why does language have to change? One reason
is that it must meet the needs of the people who use it,
and since people change over time, so does language.

Price
$1,599.99

Scientists have studied how those changes happen.
One way is that inventions and technology often
require new words. Social media is simply a new
experience that comes with a new set of vocabulary.

$69.99
$59.99 ea

5000 b.c.

4300 b.c.
hieroglyphics

3000 b.c.
Date

2650 b.c.
Chinese alphabet

Date

900

Date

cuneiform

730
Greek

Google It!

so popular
engine is
le™ search
its name
ed using
The Goog
le have start
g. Have
that peop
le somethin
—to Goog
“I don’t
as a verb
eone say,
was
heard som
The term
you ever
Google it”?
just
,
know
that it was
used so often dictionar y.
the
added to
not welcome
was
That
Google (the
news for
), since they
company
le never
ask that peop way!
that
use it in

$14.99 ea
$9.99 ea
8

Latin

1900
binary

1600
cursive

2000

present day
social media

Language
Making Sense of that language is

the idea
One way to test
writings
is to look at old
always changing
the
and them. Read
and try to underst
if it makes sense
text below and see
be
the words might
to you. Some of
meanings are tricky.
the
but
,
familiar

9

Tech World: The Language of Social Media
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Year - Long InterventionINTERVENTION

Level 5

INTERVENTION

Level 6
GR S–W • Lexile® 780L–880L
Reading Levels 6.2–6.8 • Interest Grade Levels 5–8

Each kit includes:

Thinking of

Buying a Bronco

Bracelet?

2A

The Bronco Bracelet
650TS is one
ridiculous things
of the most
ever invented,
when I raised
be wondering
so you might
my hand to answer
why I
a question.
ÒNeigh!Ó
Allow me to explain. gave it five out of five stars.
My bracelet started
I first spotted
whinnying like
the Bronco Bracelet
The tiny speakers
a horse.
summer. The
online last
on
company that
so everyone heard, the bracelet are powerful,
makes it proclaimed
ÒEveryone will
and everyone
,
be sporting this
the teacher, of
laughedÑexcept
bracelet! DonÕt
out! Get yours
course. Fortunatel
miss
today!Ó
y, it stopped after
a few seconds.
IÕm a smart 12-year-old
Between classes,
I tried
bracelet off. But
, and I donÕt normally
fall for advertising
without the instructionto get the
like that. But
idea how to unlock
s, I had no
my family had
just moved, and
it.
I was about to
At lunchtime,
start at a new
middle school.
I
I was nervous
tray and scanned put a turkey sandwich on
about
kid and wanted
my
the cafeteria.
to fit in. So I spent being the new
anyone, but I
I didnÕt know
lawn-mow ing
$49.99 of my
saw an empty
money on the
seat
six kids, so I took
at a table with
bracelet.
The silver bracelet
a deep breath
and headed over
to them.
arrived just in
my first day of
time for
school. Without
Just then, my
bothering to read
the instruction
Bronco Bracelet
s, I snapped it
buckingÑyes,
on and headed
to school.
actually bucking started
off
lunch tray shot
like a bronco.
Once there, I
My
up in the air,
didnÕt see any
and the sandwich
landed on a girlÕs
other kids with
Bronco Bracelet.
head. Mustard
a
I forgot about
her hair, and
dripped down
it until English
she glared at
class,
me as she attempted
to wipe it off.

Not Real People

g
popular keyboardin
of a longtime,
is the creator
charity that supportseven
Mavis Beacon
the helm of a
speeches. She
name is also at
asked to make
program. Her
face on the
Beacon is often
is not real. The
job-skill training.
But Mavis Beacon
her image is created
has a Twitter account. was simply a model. Now,
voice
ng was first the
first product packaging used in her programmi
Beacon is
The voice
l voice actors.
by computer.
of professiona
worker and later
red to sell a product.
of a company
was manufactu
and face that
simply the name

Mavis Beacon

2004

1986

1953

Betty Crocker

ran an ad for Gold
rosby Company
of the thousands
In 1921, the Washburn-C
a puzzle. Many
also contained
questions. The
Medal Flour. It
sent in cooking
their letters,
the puzzle also
who completed
but they all signed
was the
the questions,
up. Betty Crocker created
staff answered
name they made
Lindeberg
“Betty Crocker”—a chef. Secretary Florence
Husted played
Marjorie Child
company’s imaginary
first to
Home economist
Hawley was the
Betty’s signature.
of
Adelaide
program.
placed on a variety
Betty on a radio
Betty’s name was Over the years, Betty's
mixes.
play her on television.
popular dessert
white and has
products, including But she always wears red and
look has changed.
short, dark hair.

SUMM ARIZE

1936

FICTIO N

CONTINUED

but that does not
popular brands,
Sometimes, a
associated with
Many names are
behind the name. well-known
is a real person
Here are three
mean that there
just to sell a product.are not real people at all.
name is created
that
popular products
names behind

2A

Year - Long Intervention

Exploring Reading

1960
of the books.
Keene is the author
know that Carolyn simply a name created by the
Nancy Drew fans
She is
Nancy Drew
such person.
people have written
Only, there is no
series, such as
Syndicate. Many
Stratemeyer Literary Carolyn Keene. Other popularSorry, fans!
name
way.
books under the
written in this
23
have also been
The Hardy Boys,

Carolyn Keene

i19122
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➤➤ Nonfiction Leveled Readers—8 titles, 6 copies each, 48 pages
per book, print and digital formats
➤➤ 24 Text Cards—6 copies each, in print and digital formats
➤➤ Literature selections—2 titles, 6 copies each
➤➤ Digital Resources
➤➤ Best Practices Guide
➤➤ Student Guided Practice Books—6 copies each
(additional copies can be ordered)
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
➤➤ Assessment Guide
➤➤ 8 Comprehension Strategy Posters

6-packs with lesson plans • $59.99 each

Unsung Heroeas: Animal Welfare
English TEX28742

Deception: Real or Fake News?
English TEX28743

Legacy: The Names
Behind the Brands
English TEX28744

Fantastic Lives: College Bound
English TEX28745

Life in Numbers: What Is Average?
English TEX28746

Communicate!: World
Leaders Speak
English TEX28747

Showdown: Olympic Spirit
English TEX28748

Failure: Disasters in History
English TEX28749

Title
Item
Complete Kit
TEX27083
Add-on Pack
TEX28691
(1 of each book; 8 titles total)
See item numbers above.
6-Packs with lesson plans
Student Guided Practice Books
Each kit includes 6 copies; additional can be ordered.
1–9 copies
TEX27112
10+ copies

Price
$1,599.99
$69.99
$59.99 ea

$14.99 ea
$9.99 ea

Failure: Disasters in History
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¡Yo Aprendo!
Get English language learners ready for kindergarten
and first grade!
Perfect for summer school, after school, and other
instructional programs!
This bilingual program offers engaging thematic
units to help prepare English language learners for
kindergarten and first grade. The books and activities
focus on developing oral language and literacy skills
through instruction within the content areas.

Developed to support 120 hours of summer
instruction for English Language Learners.
Nombre:

_________

_________

_________

Conoce

Each kit includes:

________

tu s pa

Fecha: ___
______

___

labras
Instrucci
ones: Pie
nsa en el
Complet
a cada ora
libro Fig
uras. Mir
ción con
triángulo
a
la palab
o rectán
ra círculo cada dibujo.
gulo.
, cuadrado
,
1.

➤➤ 32 TIME For Kids® Nonfiction Readers—
8 English titles, 2 copies each and 8 Spanish titles,
2 copies each (K–1)
➤➤ Teacher's Guide with lessons for each content
area in English and Spanish
➤➤ 8 Wordless Photo Books—4 titles, 2 copies each
➤➤ 16 Concept Books—4 English titles, 2 copies each
and 4 Spanish titles, 2 copies each
➤➤ 8 Vocabulary Concept Card Sets—
4 English, 4 Spanish (Levels Pre·K–1)
➤➤ Audio recordings of texts
➤➤ Digital Resources, including ebooks, assessments,
video clips, and interactive whiteboard activities
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Integrate technology into instruction with interactive
whiteboard activities, ebooks, and exciting video clips.



Title
PreK–K Kit Complete Kit
K–1 Kit Complete Kit

Item
TEX82404
TEX82405



Price
$674.99
$549.99
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English Language LearnersINTERVENTION

Levels Pre·K–1

Focused Intervention

Texas
Edition

Name: ___________
______________________
________________

Date: ___________
_____

Word Work

Lesson

18

Part 1:

Verbs
Directions: Read
the verbs below.
present-tense
Color the past-tens
verbs orange,
e verbs green,
and future-tense
verbs yellow.
laughed
talk
cooked
will enjoy
laugh
will talk
will laugh
jog
enjoy
talked
jogged
enjoyed
will jog
cook
will cook
Part 2: Langua
ge

and Vocabulary
Directions: Read
the words below.
have in common
Sort each word
.
by the root
autograph
predict

Spanish
Available

Challenge: Write

dictate

photograph

dic: to speak

one word from

________________

________________

each column.

________________

________________

© Teacher Created
Materials

they

graphite

verdict

or draw

a sentence using

________________

paragraph

contradict

graph: to write

____________

________________

21177—Focused

____________

Reading—Student

Guided Practice
Book

109

Levels K–8
Reach every student with research-based and proven intervention.
This complete kit contains everything needed to bridge the gap between struggling
and proficient readers. Research has proven that student reading skills have
increased as a result of instruction with this series—up to 56 percent from pretest to
posttest in a recent study.
➤➤ Instruction reinforces reading comprehension skills needed for literature and
informational texts, text evidence, complex texts, fluency, academic vocabulary,
and writing.
➤➤ Lessons include differentiation tips and language support for English language
learners and can be adapted to all RTI levels.

Each kit includes:
Lessons/Teacher’s Guide
30 standards-based lessons are included in the
Teacher’s Guide.
➤➤ Lessons focus on strategies for strengthening student
comprehension of literature and informational text.
➤➤ Teachers choose which lessons make sense for the
needs of their students.
➤➤ Lessons emphasize foundational and key reading
skills, along with academic vocabulary, to help readers
become more proficient.

Assessments

INTERVENTION

➤➤ Formative and summative assessments and
progress‑monitoring opportunities for each lesson
are included.
➤➤ Digital assessments and reporting tools track
progress and help students and teachers adapt to
new digital testing formats.

Digital Resources
➤➤ Digital resources include student reproducibles and
electronic assessment options.
➤➤ Professional audio recordings can be used for
prereading, reinforcement, or independent practice.

Targeted lessons support key
TEKS with a range of texts perfect
for intervention.

104
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See pages 70–71 for Focused Reading
Booster Packs for additional structured,
meaningful reading practice.

Name: _________________________________________________

Date: ________________

Lesson

18

Word Work
Part 1: Verbs
Directions: Read the verbs below. Color the past-tense verbs green,
present-tense verbs orange, and future-tense verbs yellow.

Student Guided Practice Books

laughed

talk

cooked

will enjoy

will talk

will laugh

jog

enjoy

talked

jogged

enjoyed

will jog

cook

will cook

laugh

Part 2: Language and Vocabulary
Directions: Read the words below. Sort each word by the root they
have in common.

➤➤ Full-color, high-interest text passages
and activities extend key skills
and provide progress monitoring
opportunities.
➤➤ Writing activities prompt students to
use text evidence to recall key details.
➤➤ Increasingly complex texts provide
challenge practice to build fluency
and mastery.

autograph

dictate

paragraph

graphite

predict

contradict

verdict

photograph

graph: to write or draw

dic: to speak

Challenge: Write a sentence using one word from each column.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
© Teacher Created Materials

21177—Focused Reading—Student Guided Practice Book
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Games
Literacy games in print and digital formats
support collaborative learning and provide
purposeful, repeated practice.

Complete Kits • $549.99 each
Level
Level K
Level 1
Level 2

English Item
TEX85201
TEX85202
TEX85203

Spanish Item
TEX85237
TEX85238
TEX85239

Level
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

English Item
TEX85204
TEX85205
TEX85206

Spanish Item
TEX85240
TEX85241
TEX85242

Level
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

English Item
TEX85207
TEX85208
TEX85209

Level
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

English Item
TEX21180
TEX21181
TEX21182

Student Guided Practice Books
1–9 copies: $14.99 each • 10+ copies: $9.99 each
Complete kit includes a single copy
Level
Level K
Level 1
Level 2

English Item
TEX21174
TEX21175
TEX21176

Spanish Item
TEX25848
TEX21421
TEX21426

Level
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

English Item
TEX21177
TEX21178
TEX21179

Spanish Item
TEX21431
TEX23200
TEX23210
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Focused InterventionINTERVENTION

Research pilot study of Focused Reading Intervention
available online at www.tcmpub.com/research.

Focused Intervention

Texas
Edition

Name: ____________
________________________
_________________

Date: ____________
______

Getting Rea
dy

Directions: Use

the number line

1 Jose woke at 7:00

to solve each word

Lesson

4

problem.

a.m. He took
30
. Now he is ready minutes to shower and 30 minutes
for school! What
time is it?

to eat breakfast

Solution:

2 Carlos just finished

recess. It is 10:00
recess, Carlos
a.m. Recess lasted
had reading for
30 minutes. Before
1 hour. Before
for 30 minutes.
reading, he went
What time did
to an assembly
the assembly start?

Solution:

Spanish
Available

Explain how

you solved Question

________________

2.

________________

________________

________________

______________

________________

________________

________________

______________

________________

________________

______________

© Teacher Created
Materials
21204—Focused

Mathematics—

Student Guided
Practice Book

27
B

Levels K–8
Increase math skills with proven intervention.
Reinforce key mathematical concepts and build mathematical fluency with this
engaging, standards-based, easy-to-use intervention program. Research has proven
that math skills increase using this kit—up to 49 percent from pretest to posttest in a
recent study.
➤➤ Build conceptual understanding and procedural knowledge for struggling
math learners.
➤➤ Teachers can customize their instruction through Refocus Mini Lessons that
include independent practice and activities.

Each kit includes:

Lessons/Teacher’s Guide
30 standards-driven intervention lessons are included in
the Teacher’s Guide.
➤➤ Students will learn how to be active math learners
through explicit instruction of mathematical
strategies.
➤➤ Each lesson focuses on key mathematical
concepts and procedures from guided practice to
independent application.

Lesso n

Lesson

Solve

Directions: Solve

Directions: Choose

teachers ordered

Equation

bought apple slices.

They bought 6 packs

Directions: Solve

of

2 The teachers also had 5 slices. Each student ate 3 slices. Ifslices?
apples. Each pack
students got apple
there were no leftovers,

their blocks. Mason
They put the blocks
had 56 and Jack had
together in a pile.
28.
Then they built a
the blocks. How
fort using 67 of
many blocks were
left?

Solution: ____________________________________

Solution

_____________________

Choose Question

how you
1 or 2. Explain

Explain how you solved

solved.

_____________________________
____________________________________

__________________________

Question

solved

2.

_____________
_____________

_____________

Guided

© Teacher

Created

21204—Focused Mathematics—Student

Materials
© Teacher Created

__________
_____________

_____________

92

__________________________
____________________________________

__________
_____________

_____________
_____________

_____________________________

____________________________________

__________
_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

Question 3. ___________________________________

____________________________________

__________________________
____________________________________

Solution

the word problem.

3 Mason and Jack counted

then how many
Equation

Picture

Equation

jugs.
boxes.
them into

Picture

how you

problem.

8 days. Each
day she ran 4 laps.
Luis
fewer laps than Sydney. ran 6
How
many laps did Luis
run?

A (8 x 4) + 6 = _____
B (8 + 4) – 6 = _____
C (8 ÷ 4) + 6 = _____
D (8 x 4) – 6 = _____

_____

22
collects put
Maria
they
Then,
food drive.
fill?
at the
water
jugs together.did they
all the
jugs of
boxes
collect
They put How many
28 jugs.
5 jugs.

holds
2 Maria Caden collects
Each box

Explain

matches the word

2 Sydney ran laps for

A (19 – 17) x 4 =
_____
B (19 + 17) ÷ 4 =
_____
C (19 + 17) x 4 =
_____
D (19 + 17) – 4 =

Equation

Picture

and Caden

the equation that

train cars.
Carlos has 17 toy
train cars.
They want to make
trains with 4
cars each. How many
trains can
they make?

10 large sub

were left?

Date:_________________
Date:
__________________

Solution

Keaton
each bag. together?
they bring

Solution

Check

1 Bobby has 19 toy

the word problems.

many pieces
ate 45 pieces. How

Picture

problems.
drive.
for a food 7 cans in
goods
with
canned has 6 bags,
cans did
donate
She
How many
in bags.
cans.

the word

and Keaton

24 more
1 Faith brings her cans
brings
Faith

Quick

13

party, the
1 For a third-grade sub was split into 6 pieces. The students
sandwiches. Each

Drive

Food

Directions:

Name: _____________________________________________________
Name:
_________________________________________________

13

Lesson

Party Time

__________________

Date:_________________
Date:

_____________
_______________
__________________
___________________
___________________
__________________
Name:
Name:

13

Guided Practice Book

21204—Focused Mathematics—Student

Guided Practice Book

© Teacher Created
Materials
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Materials

Book

Practice

Mathematics—Student
21204—Focused

90

Lesson
__________________
_________________

__________________
Date:_________________
Date:

___
__
_______________________________________________
Name:
Name:__________________________________________________

Directions:

__________________
Date:_________________
Date:

Refocu

found 39

13

13

the
Math in
Real World
dog treats
to know how many 3 meaty
store. She wants
butter treats and
Sheryl has a pet
She sold 5 peanut
days this
she sold this week.
amount for all 7
She sold this same
treats every day.
did she sell?
total dog treats
week. How many

nt Practice

Mina
to earn money.
money
did extra chores
They put their
game
her brother
earned $8.00.
share. The
Her brother
that they will
earned $12.00. they bought a game
have left?
together. Then, much money do they
How
Equation
was $15.00.

1 Mina and

s

word problems.

Solve the

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________
Make a Plan

____________________________________________________________

Solution

my mom

garden.
from our
family
green beansFor dinner, my
picked 48
over?
are left
green beans.

2

beans
57 more
2 Yesterday,
many green
she picked
How
Today,
beans.
ate 60 green

Reflection
____________________________________________________________

2 What is a question that you still have about solving word problems?

of 10.

Picture

Solution

__________________
Date:_________________
Date:

Name:
_________________________________________________
Name:_____________________________________________________

1 Was it helpful to draw a picture to show the problem? Why or why not?

Problem
Unpack the

Picture

51 shells.
Pablo found sort them
the beach. they want to
shells at
Now,
they make?
a basket.

1 Rosarioput their shells in many groups can
How
They
Equation
into groups

Lesson

__________________
Date:_________________
Date:

Store
SherylÕs Pet

________________________________
Name:
Name:___________________________________

Lesson

13
Independe
13 Directions: Solve the word problems.

Lesson
_____
_____
________________________
______________________

______________________
Name:
Name:________________________

____________________________________________________________

8 points
The class earned
at
they are good. get 2 extra minutes
to
points when
class earns
up 12 points
Mr. Winter’s days. Then, they used
have left?
6
does the class
every day for
many points
Equation
recess. How

____________________________________________________________

Solution

Picture

Equation

Picture
Look Back

Solution

Solution

Explain

how you

solved

Question

__

2.

_______________

_______________
_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

_______________
Created

21204—Focused

__
94

_______________
_______________
_______________

Materials
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__

_______________

_______________
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Guided Practice
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Book
Guided Practice

21204—Focused

Materials
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Mathematics—Student

Guided Practice Book
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21204—Focused Mathematics—Student Guided Practice Book

struggle to make
Students may
between word
explicit connections ons . Using a
equati
problems and
word problems
model for solving
ts read to
in which studen
ish
problem, establ
understand the
ine what
determ
what they know,
out, and create
they need to find
a plan for solving
and implement
ence
ts experi
can help studen
onally, use of a
success . Additi
strategy, such
problem-solving
or drawing
as making a model
students
a picture can help ning
happe
is
what
relate
to
in the problem
operations .
mathematical

8 pencils

21195—Focused

her’s Guide
tion Level 3—Teac
Mathematics Interven

157
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Posttest

factor
9. Choose the missing
related equations.

_____________________

Posttest

(cont.)

1. Students on a field trip
to the
museum were divided into
4
equal groups . If each group
has 6 students, what is the
total
number of students on
the field
trip?

then which
11. If 1 × 13 × 5 = 65,
65?
of the following also equals

and

A 4 × 14 × 1
B 5 × 13 × 1
C 15 × 5 × 1
D 13 × 65 × 1

72
8
8 = 72
72 ÷ 8 = 8

A8×

A 4 + 6 = 10
1 student

C6–4=2

6 = 72
72 ÷ 8 = 6

2 students

C8×

= 49

2. Which is an equal group
of
3 × 2?

12. 3 × 2 × 3
Which is not equivalent?

A

A3×6
B6×3
C6×6
D 18

INTERVENTION

×7=7
1 tomato

●●
●●●

B

●● ●
●●
●●
●●

D

●● ● ● ● ●

4. Ted has some boxes
to fill
with basketballs . He has
45
basketballs . If each box
holds
5 basketballs, how many
boxes
can he fill?

A 40 boxes
B 50 boxes
C 9 boxes
D 8 boxes

= 49

42 tomatoes

D 49 – 7 =

42 tomatoes

© Teacher Created Materials

Builds mathematical fluency, improves
problem-solving skills, and applies
mathematical process standards.

106

●● ●

C

7 tomatoes

➤➤ Digital resources include student reproducibles,
electronic assessment options, and 30 digital
Refocus Mini Lessons.
➤➤ Fun-to-play digital games reinforce key math
fluency skills.

___

24 students

s and
10. Jerry picked 49 tomatoe
There
put them into 7 baskets.
each
was an equal number in
could
equation
What
basket.
you use to find how many
basket?
tomatoes were in each
What is the solution?

C7+

__ Date:________________

3. Mr . Thomas has 36
pencils .
He wants to share the pencils
equally among 4 students
 . If
he gives away all of the
pencils,
how many pencils does
each
student get?

D 4 × 6 = 24

9 = 72
72 ÷ 8 = 9

D8×

B

159

A 32 pencils
B 8 pencils
C 9 pencils
D 40 pencils

10 students

B4÷4=1

7 = 72
72 ÷ 8 = 7

B8×

A7×

21195—Focused Mathematics
Intervention Level 3—Teacher’s
Guide

Name:______________

___

__ Date:________________

_____________________

Digital Resources

57 pencils

8 pencils

8 pencils

93

Book

8 pencils
8 pencils
8 pencils

4 . Say, “Now, let’s use our
picture to write an equation .
We need to find out how
pencils are left . But, how
many
can we find how many pencils
nine rectangles you drew .
we started with?” Circle
Students should identify
the
that we need to determine
pencils are in nine boxes
how many
of eight .

Mathematics—Student

Name:______________

➤➤ Formative and summative assessments and
progress‑monitoring opportunities for each lesson
are provided.
➤➤ Digital assessments and reporting tools track
progress and help students and teachers adapt to
new electronic testing formats.

8 pencils
8 pencils
8 pencils

Materials

Materials
© Teacher Created

Assessments

1 . Say, “Today, we will solve
word problems .” Write
the following problem on
Read the problem as you
the board .
write: The math team bought
9 boxes of pencils. Each
pencils. During the school
box had 8
year, they used 57 pencils.
How many pencils are left?
2 . Say, “First, let’s unpack
the problem and determine
what we know . What does
problem tell us?” Circle
the
key phrases as students
share . They should indicate
were nine boxes, with eight
that there
pencils in each box . Then,
57 pencils were used . Ask,
“What do we need to find
out?” When students successful
know how many pencils
ly indicate that we need
are left, underline this portion
to
of the problem .
3 . Say, “Now, let’s make
a plan to solve . First, we
can draw a picture to visualize
problem . Then, we will
the
write an equation .” Draw
a picture to model the problem,
example:
for

Student
s
Misconception

ng of
d Practi
The Student Guide ally assess student understandi
inform
to formally and
the concepts .
__________________
Date:_________________
Date:

I Do

• index cards

ring
Progress Monito
below can be used
ce Book pages

13

1 . The following lesson
will address this focus question:
How can you use different
strategies to solve word
problems?
2 . You may wish to write
the focus question on the
board and read it aloud
Explain that you will revisit
to students .
the focus question at the
end of the lesson .

• chart paper
• markers

solving them .
tatively .
ctly and quanti
• Reason abstra
mathematics .
• Model with
ically .
riate tools strateg
• Use approp

Lesson
(cont.)

min.

Focus

d Practice
• Student Guide
)
Book (pages 90–96
cy Game Sets
• Math Fluen
• Digital Math
s
Game
Fluency

Algeb
Operations and
ms using the
ep word proble
• Solve two-st
four operations .
Processes
Practices and
Mathematical
persevere in
and
of problems
• Make sense

Lesson

Whole-Group Lesson

Mater ials

ectives
Learni ng Objraic
Thinking

_________________________________________________
Name:
Name:_____________________________________________________

Two-Step Word Problems

13

rd Problems
Two-Step Wo

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

t Guide

—Assessmen
22201—Focused Mathematics

Go On

33
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22201—Focused Mathematics
—Assessmen

t Guide

Go On

31

See pages 124–125 for Focused
Mathematics Booster Packs for additional
structured, meaningful math practice.

Name: _____________________________________________________

Date: __________________

Lesson

8

Independent Practice
Directions: Write a multiplication equation to match the picture.

2
●●●●●●●●
●●●●●●●●
●●●●●●●●
●●●●●●●●

●●
●●●
●●

●●
●●●
●●
●●
●●●
●●

Equation

●●
●●●
●●

Name: ____________________________________
_________________

●●
●●●
●●

Equation

Directions: Plot the fractions

Student Guided Practice Books

22

on the number line.

4

3 At the toy store, there are robots. A shelf has 6 robots on it.

0

Each robot costs $8.00. How much does it cost for all 6 robots?

Picture

Lesson

1 1

Directions: Solve. Draw a picture and write an equation.

➤➤ Extend key skills and monitor progress
with the full-color Student Guided
Practice Book.
➤➤ Support vocabulary acquisition and
language development, and reinforce
key reading skills with student
activities.
➤➤ Enrich students’ reading/writing
connection with the written
response activity.
➤➤ Monitor students’ progress with the
Quick Check.

Date: __________________

Number Lines
and Fractions

1

Equation

2 2
6

Name: _____________________________________________________

Date: __________________

Number Lines
and Fractions

Solution

Lesson
0

22

1

Explain how you plotted the

fractions.

________________________

________________________

Directions: Plot the fractions on the number line.

______________

________________________

________________________

1 1

______________

________________________

4

________________________

© Teacher Created Materials

21204—Focused Mathematics—Student Guided Practice Book

0

1

2 2

________________________

© Teacher Created Materials

______________

21204—Focused Mathematics—
Student Guided Practice Book

6
0

______________

59
________
________________

153
B

1

Explain how you plotted the fractions.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Games
Math fluency games in print and digital
formats engage students, reinforcing key
concepts and skills.

© Teacher Created Materials

21204—Focused Mathematics—Student Guided Practice Book

153
B

Complete Kits • $549.99 each
Level
Level K
Level 1
Level 2

English Item
TEX85210
TEX85211
TEX85212

Spanish Item
TEX85246
TEX85247
TEX85248

Level
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

English Item
TEX85213
TEX85214
TEX85215

Spanish Item
TEX85249
TEX852450
TEX85251

Level
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

English Item
TEX85216
TEX85217
TEX85218

Level
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

English Item
TEX21207
TEX21208
TEX21209

Student Guided Practice Books
1–9 copies: $14.99 each • 10+ copies: $9.99 each
Complete kit includes a single copy.
Level
Level K
Level 1
Level 2

English Item
TEX21201
TEX21202
TEX21203

Spanish Item
TEX21436
TEX21440
TEX21444

Level
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

English Item
TEX21204
TEX21205
TEX21206

Spanish Item
TEX21448
TEX23238
TEX23246
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1

Focused InterventionINTERVENTION

Research pilot study of Focused Mathematics Intervention
available online at www.tcmpub.com/research.

Language Power

Eagles Up Clo

se

Objectives
Language Object
ive: Use conten
t-related vocabu
discussions and
lary in
reading.
Content Object
ive: Know that
living organisms
structures and
have
body systems that
serve specific functiodistinct
growth, surviva
l, and reproduction.
ns in

Vocabulary
• aeries
• hatch
• soar

Word Bank

• eagle
• hollow
• talon

• eaglet
• prey

Extension Word
s
• reproduce
• survive

Before Read
ing
Building Backgr

ound Knowledge

1.

and Vocabulary:

Share with studen
ts
Introduce vocabu that they are going to learn and
lary words to the
use new vocabu
the vocabulary
lary to talk about
students. Show
words.
examples from
eagles.
the text to clarify
2. Talk Time:
and support
Ask students to
predict how each
word is related
I think that the
to eagles.
word _______
is related to eagles
3. Talk Time:
because ______
Show students
_.
the cover of the
book. Discuss
Describe what
what students
you see on the
see.
cover. I see ______
_.
What do you notice
about the eagle’s
body? I notice
What do you think
that eagle bodies
those parts help
have _______.
eagle _______.
the eagle do? I
think the ______
_ helps the
4. Talk Time:
Talk about the
parts of an eagle
that may be include
What other parts
d in this book.
of
know are ______ an eagle do you know about?
Other parts of
_. Other parts
an eagle that I
include ______
_.

Lessons and Student
Guided Practice help
students develop
listening, speaking,
reading, and
writing skills.

34
#16395—Languag
e Power Red Level

B —Teacher’s Guide

© Teacher Created

Materials

Grades K–8

child develops
sation with your
Meaningful conver
tips anytime and
skills. Use these
strong language
time!
talk-time a fun
anywhere to make

r chil
Ask you if he or she...
would do a lost puppy?
d
• foun
power?
a super
dollars?
• had
a million
where?
• won
ld live any r own fun
• cou
to ask you
Feel free
ns.
stio
que

Join In

e
Activities outsid
as
of school such
are
sports or clubs
tunities
natural oppor
to
for your child
ge
langua
e
practic
skills.

Haga predicciones
Play these fun games with your
Las predicciones ayudan al
child anytime.
lector a centrarse e involucrarse
• Rhyme Time: I am thinking of
más en la historia. Ayude a
a word that rhymes with star…
su hijo a hacer predicciones
El leer
aprender,
cada
vez que su hijo abre un libro,
word
Findythe
Word!:
thees
• Find
mientras lee. Por ejemplo, ¿qué
m-i-l-k...Usen estos consejos para animar
is spelled
that
aprende
algo nuevo.
crees que pasará si el personaje
a su hijo a ver la lectura como una actividad placentera.
hace esto? ¿Por qué?
¡Disfruten la lectura!

ssage

ne
Me
Take ar child practice pho
ne
ulario común
pho
Vocab

preste
Have you ing a pretend e a
a su hijo para que
hav
can leav Anime
importantes
skills by
ber
ily mem
atención a las palabras
ation. You
una vez en un
convers for another fam
aparecen más de
e
do
deliver. que
messag
sobre el significa
r child can
libro. Converse
that you
Anime a su hijo a
de cada palabra.
se utiliza la palabra Created Materials
explicar por qué
que
© Teacher
posible, pídale
en el libro. De ser
en los
Set
busque otros libros
o
a
C—Card
Level
compart
y que
Power Purple
utilice la palabra
#16385—Language
que también se
compare su uso.

Relaciónelo a su

Concédale tiempo e de
hijo para que coment
libro se
qué manera un
libro
relaciona con otro
Anímelo
que haya leído.
de
a encontrar puntos
que
conexión siempre
sea posible.

Level A
Beginner
Language Proficiency Levels

➤➤ Text complexity to build high-level
vocabulary and language skills
➤➤ Supports advanced listening
and speaking skills
➤➤ Strong models for developing
grade‑appropriate writing skills

Resuma

Rete a su hijo a
volver
a contar la historia
en
tres oraciones.
Deberá
contar el comien
zo, el
desarrollo y el
final de
la historia.

Rincón de libro
s

Reading is learning, and every time your child opens a
book, he or she learns something new. Use these tips to
encourage your child to view reading as a fun activity.
Enjoy what you read!

Rela

Conve cione
rse sob
que se
re
relacio la manera
con la
en
nan los
vida de
libros
ejemp
su hijo
lo,
libro pue un person . Por
aje
o desafíode tener pro de un
su hijo s parecidos blemas
.
a los de

Busque un lugar
cómodo para
destinarlo a la
lectura. Llénelo
de
libros, almohadas
e
incluso puede
agregar un
refrigerio. ¡Convie
rta la
lectura en algo
especial!

Elementos DE UN
CUENTO

Estimule a su hijo para que
identifique a los personajes
(¿sobre quién se trata el
cuento?), el lugar (¿dónde
Ficción y
desarrolla?),
el problema
ficción
Anime a su se no
hijo leer
cuento.
textosdel
de ficción y la aresolución
tanto
como de no
ficción.
Anímelo a
leer
parecido en sobre un tema
ambo
s tipos
Language
de libros#16397—
Power Red Level
.
B—Card

Looking Back have
reading a book,

After
and
your child look back
favorite part
choose his or her
why that
of the story and tell
e.
was his or her favorit

Connect It

Have your child
describe the characters
in a story to you.
Do the characters
remind you of anyone
you know?

Set
© Teacher Created

Lea las
noticias

Materials

Pídale a su hijo que busque
una sección del periódico que
le interese. Podría tratarse de
la sección de tiras cómicas,
de deportes, de cocina o de
entretenimiento.
Anímelo a leer esa
sección todos
los días.

16421—Language Power Blue Level C—Card Set

uencing

Seq
r into three
Divide a pape
your
sections. Have
draw what
child write and
,
the beginning
happened in
.
end of the story
middle, and

© Teacher Created Materials

Parent Tip Cards empower families to support language development
(written in English and Spanish).

Students will acquire and use a
wide range of vocabulary and
language structures for listening,
speaking, reading, and writing.

#16391—Language Power Red Level A—Card Set

108

➤➤ Wider variety of text
organization and more
complex language structures
➤➤ Content-related vocabulary
to encourage discussion
➤➤ Uses expanded vocabulary
and descriptive words

El leer es aprende
r, y cada vez que
su hijo abre un libro,
aprende algo nuevo.
Usen estos consejo
s para animar
a su hijo a ver la
lectura como una
actividad placent
¡Disfruten la lectura!
era.

Words on the Go!

?

You Do
Wouldt he or she
What
d wha

Level B
Intermediate

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Each kit includes:
➤➤ 30-piece themed and leveled Text Set featuring a variety
of genres, subjects, and high-interest topics in print and
digital formats.
➤➤ Student Guided Practice Book
Each kit includes a single copy; additional copies can
be ordered.
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide with lesson plans.
➤➤ Parent Tip Cards in English and Spanish.
➤➤ Digital resources, including all text set items, audio
recordings of texts, Student Guided Practice Book pages,
and assessment resources.

➤➤ High-interest texts
➤➤ Strong visual support and
text-to-picture match
➤➤ Simple vocabulary and
language structures for
student practice

Level C
Advanced

KIT FEATURES

Build English language proficiency.
Building English language proficiency has never been simpler
with this highly differentiated resource to empower all levels
of students. Each kit provides rigorous instruction in the four
language domains.

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Tell Me

Encourage your
child to act out or
retell stories in his
or her own words.

Charades

After reading,
have your
make a list
child
of
or she foun the words he
d important
or
interesting
in the boo
k. Take
turns acting
out and gue
the words.
ssing

Language Power
After one year of implementation, test results
showed that students who participated in the
Language Power program made significant
gains in language proficiency levels.
To view the entire research study,
visit www.tcmpub.com/research.
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fable jealous
moral
shrugged
vulture
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Writer
Writers want
to share a
readers.
message
Think about
with
Did you
get the idea stories you have
to "say something
that the writer read.
wanted
?"
is clear.
The writer Sometimes the message
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states it in
message
is not clear. words. Other
read carefully.
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Then you
message.
will get the
writer's
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is a fable.
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King of
the Hill

DAVID DEES

Stone Soup
they
They all ate it. It was the best soup
had ever tasted! They asked the poor
peddler to stay in the village and make
he
stone soup every day. He did, and
lived happily ever after.
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Set

Complete Kits • $499.99 each
Grade
Grades K–2

Level

Item

Grade

Level A

TEX16370

Grades 3–5

Level

Item

Level A

TEX16388

Grades 6–8

Grade

Level

Item

Level A

TEX16406

Grades K–2

Level B

TEX16376

Grades 3–5

Level B

TEX16394

Grades 6–8

Level B

TEX16412

Grades K–2

Level C

TEX16382

Grades 3–5

Level C

TEX16400

Grades 6–8

Level C

TEX16418

Student Guided Practice Books • 1–9 copies: $14.99 each • 10+ copies: $9.99 each
Each complete kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered.
Grade
Grades K–2

Level

Item

Level A

TEX16374

Grade
Grades 3–5

Level

Item

Level A

TEX16392

Grades 6–8

Grade

Level

Item

Level A

TEX16410

Grades K–2

Level B

TEX16380

Grades 3–5

Level B

TEX16398

Grades 6–8

Level B

TEX16416

Grades K–2

Level C

TEX16386

Grades 3–5

Level C

TEX16404

Grades 6–8

Level C

TEX16422

Add-On Packs of Text Sets • $219.99
Each complete kit includes one Text Set; additional sets can be ordered.
Grade
Grades K–2

Level

Item

Level A

TEX17627

Grade
Grades 3–5

Level

Item

Level A

TEX17631

Grades 6–8

Grade

Level

Item

Level A

TEX17634

Grades K–2

Level B

TEX17628

Grades 3–5

Level B

TEX17632

Grades 6–8

Level B

TEX17635

Grades K–2

Level C

TEX17630

Grades 3–5

Level C

TEX17633

Grades 6–8

Level C

TEX17636

Complete Sets • $1,299.99
Grade K–2 Complete Set

TEX18008

Grade 3–5 Complete Set

TEX18012

Grade 6–8 Complete Set

TEX18016

Visit us online for complete information on the contents of each Language Power Text Set.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Be the Writ
er
Think about
to know more a period in history
about. It
you’d like
grandpar
could
ents were
Wright brothers
children be when your
or when
the
three questions lived, for instance.
you would
Write
about life
like answers
in
might want that time. For
example, to
you
the clothes details about food
the answers.they wore. Then people ate or
research
to find

The Loc
al Group
of Galaxi
Information
es

Background

mechanics

trolley

From the
Writer

brothers

Professional Resources
Integrated English Language Development
Supporting English Learners Across the Curriculum
By Eugenia Mora-Flores
All Grades

Enable teachers to support English learners in accessing, interpreting, using, and producing language across
all content areas. Teachers will reflect on current teaching pedagogy and utilize specific strategies to teach
academic language, differentiation, and comprehensible output and input.
176 pp. • TEX100742 • $31.99

Connecting Content and Language for English Language Learners
By Eugenia Mora-Flores
Foreword by Lindsey Guccione
Grades K–8

Put research into practice and instruct English language learners with strategies that meet their needs in
language development and literacy.
168 pp. • TEX50800 • $31.99

Author Available to Keynote

Strategies for Connecting Content and
Language for English Language Learners

Eugenia Mora-Flores, Ed.D.
See page 173 for details.

INTERVENTION / ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

By Eugenia Mora-Flores and Angelica Machado
All Grades

➤➤ These practical guides help teachers look at language from a holistic perspective—listening, speaking,
reading, and writing—and provide research-based instructional strategies to ensure comprehensible input
and promotes students’ oral language development in all the content areas.
320–336 pp. • Digital Resources • $99.99 each
Content Area
Item
Language Arts
TEX51202
Mathematics
TEX51203

Content Area
Science
Social Studies

The Reading Intervention Toolkit
by Laura Robb
Foreword by Mary Howard
Grades 4–8

Item
TEX51204
TEX51205

Author Available to Keynote

Laura Robb, M.S.Ed.
See page 173 for details.

This resource helps teachers utilize practical strategies for 5–, 15–, and 30–minute interventions
for struggling readers.
➤➤ Provides interventions that focus on a variety of different text genres
➤➤ Utilizes reading techniques that support students at every stage, from analyzing texts to drawing
logical conclusions
➤➤ Includes tips and suggestions for assessment, management, and implementation of high-quality
interventions to meet the needs of all students
272 pp. • TEX51513 • $45.99

The Reading Makeover
by Danny Brassell and Mike McQueen
All Grades

➤➤ Provides techniques to ignite a passion for readers of all levels, bringing the joy of reading with tips and
strategies that build confidence for struggling readers
➤➤ Allows students working with literary and informational text to strengthen their vocabulary; build discussion
strategies; and become motivated, life-long readers
208 pp. • TEX51476 • $31.99
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Professional Resources

Go Figure! Exploring Figurative Language
By Timothy Rasinski, Jerry Zutell, and Melissa Cheesman Smith
Grades 2–8

Give students the tools they need to understand figurative language and its context in sentences.
➤➤ Provides teachers with engaging literacy activities to enhance student understanding of idioms,
proverbs, and other figures of speech
➤➤ Encourages students to explore figures of speech and increase their skills in writing, word study,
and using context clues
136 pp. • $15.99 each
Title
Grades 2–4
Grades 5–8

Item
TEX51625
TEX51626

Helping English Language Learners Succeed
2nd Edition
By Carmen Zuñiga Dunlap • Foreword by Sonja Bloetner
All Grades

Provide best practices and research-based strategies that support listening and speaking, vocabulary
development, reading comprehension development, and writing development. This book includes tips
and suggestions for integrating strategies into classroom instruction.
256 pp. • TEX51188 • $29.99

INTERVENTION / ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Building Academic Language through Content-Area Text
Strategies to Support English Language Learners
By Erica Bowers and Laura Keisler
Grades 1–8

This must-have resource integrates academic language strategies that are designed specifically for English
language learners to support content-area reading of informational text. Each strategy features examples
for different grade levels and content areas.
200 pp. • Digital Resources • TEX50631 • $31.99

Science for English Language Learners
Developing Academic Language Through Inquiry-Based Instruction
By Dolores Beltran, Eugenia Mora-Flores, and Lilia Sarmiento • Foreword By Alan J. McCormack
All Grades

Cultivate students’ language abilities in science while developing their content knowledge and employing
the 5E instructional model.
352 pp. • TEX50859 • $29.99

Activities for English Language Learners Across the Curriculum
By Stephen A. White
Grades K–5

Featuring activities to help students improve their English skills, this resource includes lessons that can be
modified based on the students’ levels of language proficiency.
136 pp. • Digital Resources • TEX50203 • $24.99

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339
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Grades Pre·K–8

Featuring
Prevent summer learning loss and prepare
students for the year ahead!
Each Texas Take-Home Backpack includes:
➤➤ Texas Kids Learn! book featuring reading,
writing, and mathematics activities
(Grades Pre·K–8)
➤➤ High-interest fiction and Time For Kids® nonfiction books
➤➤ Parent Guide for Your Child’s Success
➤➤ Tip Card to help families engage with their child while using
the materials
➤➤ Writing Journal to help students to become stronger, more
confident writers

Our English Backpacks contain books in English for
students with parental support materials in Spanish.

Spanish
Available

Backpack
Preschool

Title
Preschool English

Item
TEX29796

Preschool Spanish

TEX29807

e
Texas Take-Hom

Backpack

Backpack

Grades K–1

29797 (i21918)

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

e
Texas Take-Hom

29796 (i21917)

Spanish
Available

e
Texas Take-Hom

Pre-K–K

29798 (i21919)

Title
Grade PreK–K English

Item
TEX29797

Grade PreK–K Spanish

TEX29808

Spanish
Available

Item
TEX29798
TEX29809

e
Texas Take-Hom

Backpack

Backpack

Grades 2–3

29799 (i21920)

Title
Grade 1–2 English
Grade 1–2 Spanish

Title
Grade K–1 English
Grade K–1 Spanish

Spanish
Available

e
Texas Take-Hom

Grades 1–2

112

Spanish
Available

29800 (i21921)

Item
TEX29799
TEX29810

Title
Grade 2–3 English
Grade 2–3 Spanish
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Spanish
Available

Spanish
Available

e
Texas Take-Hom

Backpack

e
Texas Take-Hom

Backpack
Grades 4–5

Grades 3–4

29802 (i21923)
29801 (i21922)

Title
Grade 3–4 English
Grade 3–4 Spanish

Item
TEX29801
TEX29812

Title
Grade 4–5 English
Grade 4–5 Spanish

Item
TEX29802
TEX29813

¡Lean
Jot! D
Write
juntos
raw

Grados
6–7

• Anime a su hijo a que organice un
club de lectura con sus amigos.
Provea un espacio para que el club
se reuna para analizar el libro.
• Recomiéndale un libro a su hijo y
pídale que le recomiende uno a
usted. Cuando ambos hayan terminado
de leer, hablen sobre sus
opiniones.
• Sugiérale un libro del que haya una
versión cinematográfica.
Después de leerlo, miren la película
juntos. Luego comparen y
contrasten el libro y la película.
• Anime a su hijo a que pida prestada
de la biblioteca una serie
en lugar de un libro sin precuela o secuela.
Los personajes y el
argumento engancharán a su hijo.

Compose Sket
Doodle ch

Resume el texto desde el punto de vista del personaje
principal. Luego explica de qué manera sería distinto
el
resumen si fuera desde el punto de vista de otro
personaje.

Crea una línea de tiempo que describe cómo en
el texto se
presenta, se describe y se explica un personaje
clave, un
acontecimiento o una idea.

Dibuja una historieta cómica que ilustra el desenlace
de la
trama y cómo los personajes reaccionan o cambian
a lo
largo del libro.
Lee sobre la misma persona o el mismo acontecimiento
29900
en distintos géneros, por ejemplo, una biografía
y una
autobiografía.
Escucha un audiolibro. Compara y contrasta lo que
“ves”
y “oyes” mientras lees con lo que percibes mientras
escuchas.

Spanish
Available

e
Texas Take-Hom

e
Texas Take-Hom

Backpack

Siempre elogie los esfuerzos de su hijo
en la lectura; ¡así fortalecerá
su confianza e inspirará en él un amor
por el aprendizaje!

Backpack

Grades 5–6

Grades 6–7

29803 (i21924)

29804 (i21925)

Title
Grade 5–6 English
Grade 5–6 Spanish

Item
TEX29803
TEX29814

Title
Grade 6–7 English

Item
TEX29804

¡Lean
juntos!

Grados
8–9

• Anime a su
hijo a organizar
un club de lectura
Provea un espacio
con sus amigos.
para que el club
se reuna para
• Recomiéndale
analizar el libro.
un libro a su
hijo y pídale que
usted. Cuando
le recomiende
ambos hayan
uno a
terminado de
opiniones.
leer, hablen sobre
sus
• Sugiérale un
libro del que haya
una versión cinematog
Después de leerlo,
miren la película
ráfica.
contrasten el
juntos. Luego
libro y la película.
comparen y
• Anime a su
hijo a que pida
prestada de la
en lugar de un
biblioteca
libro
una serie
argumento engancharsin precuela o secuela. Los
personajes y el
án a su hijo.

Write Jot Draw

Escribe un boletín
de noticias que resume
importante que se
encuentra en el texto. información
Elige una canción
que representa el
tema general del
Agrega más canciones
libro.
representan el punto a la lista al escoger canciones que
de vista o la personalida
personaje.
d de cada

Sketch

Compose Doodle

29902

Siempre elogie

e
Texas Take-Hom

e
Texas Take-Hom

Backpack

los esfuerzos de
su hijo en la lectura;
su confianza e
¡así fortalecerá
inspirará en él
un amor por el
aprendizaje!

Backpack

Grades 7–8

Grades 8–9

29805 (i21926)
29806 (i21927)

Title
Grade 7–8 English

Title
Grade 8–9 English

Item
TEX29805

Item
TEX29806

Texas Take-Home Backpacks
$50.00 each
For a complete list of book titles for each backpack, visit
us online at www.tcmpub.com/texas.
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FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

Crea una nueva
versión en novela
gráfica del libro.
de hacer hincapié
Asegúrate
en ciertas
texto que sean importante partes del diálogo o en sucesos
del
s para la trama o
para el personaje.
Reescribe tus escenas
cambian los problemas favoritas en otra época. ¿Cómo
y los puntos de vista
de los personajes
?
Haz una lista de
evidencia textual
que apoya una idea
lista de lo que dedujiste
y una
del
texto.
Explica cómo estas
te ayudaron a formar
listas
tu propia opinión.

Texas Kids Learn!
Grades Pre·K–8

{}

Bridge the away-from-school gap in instruction*
Texas Kids Learn! helps the family to reinforce what their student is learning at
school. Designed to bridge the away-from-school gap in instruction, this resource
includes standards-based activities in reading, writing and math.
➤➤ The full-color activities both reinforce information learned during the school
year and prepare students for the upcoming grade level.
➤➤ Suggestions offer quick and fun family activities that will provide a rich
knowledge base for students to draw upon in the coming school year.
➤➤ The second language support version has parent/caregiver instructions
provided in both English and Spanish.
Language Arts Activity
Week
1
Semana

“It really helps us parents—plus, it
keeps the kids busy and learning.”

—Elementary School Parent

Mathematics Activity

Writing Activity

Long or Short?

What Makes a Good Friend?

Week
4
Semana

Week
2
Semana

Directions: Write your opinion about what makes a
good friend.

Directions: Compare each pair of numbers. Choose
the correct sign.

Instrucciones: Decide si el sonido de la vocal es corto
o largo. Rellena el círculo correcto.

Instrucciones: Escribe tu opinión sobre lo que es un
buen amigo.

Instrucciones: Compara cada par de números.
Escoge el símbolo correcto.

1.

_________________________________________________________

4.

7.

º

short

2.

º

long

º

short

5.

º

long

º

short

8.

º

long

_________________________________________________________

short

3.

º

long

º

short

6.

º

long

º

short

9.

º

long

_________________________________________________________

short

º

long

º

short

º

long

º

_________________________________________________________

short

long

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

What is another word with a long vowel sound?

3. 19

14

4. 39

78

5. 72

72

6. 91

55

7. 23

57

8. 72

20
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		 C <
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		 B >
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How do you know which number is greater in each set?

¿Cuál es otra palabra con un sonido de vocal larga?

#80019—Texas Kids Learn! Getting Ready for 2nd Grade
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		 A =
		 B >
		 C <

_______________________________________

º

2. 34

		 A =
		 B >
		 C <

_________________________________________________________

º

78

		 A =
		 B >
		 C <

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

º

1. 87

		 A =
		 B >
		 C <

_________________________________________________________

20

Comparing Numbers

Directions: Decide whether the vowel sound is short
or long. Fill in the correct bubble.

¿Cómo sabes cuál número es más grande en cada grupo?

© Teacher Created Materials
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Texas Kids Learn!

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

$9.99 each

FEATURES
TEST
PREPARATION

Grade
Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

Bilingual Item
TEX80017
TEX80018
TEX80019
TEX80020
TEX80021
TEX80022
TEX80023
TEX80024
TEX80025

TEX81477
TEX81478
TEX81479

Texas Kids Learn! is designed for each student to
receive a personal copy of the appropriate level.

Activities and test preparation
engage students and reinforce
key skills in reading and math.

Bilingual
and Spanish
Available

*For a summary of pertinent research on learning loss experienced during breaks from school, visit www.tcmpub.com/research.

114

Spanish Item
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Parent Guides


Grades Pre·K–8
Strengthen the connection between school and home.
Get parents and teachers working together to increase student achievement with these
helpful guides. Parents can provide reinforcement for what the teacher is doing in the
classroom and turn everyday actions into learning opportunities, encouraging their
children to practice important life skills and continue learning at home.
➤➤ Perfect for fulfilling the parental involvement requirement of Title I and other
funding sources.
Grade PreK–K

Book
Picks

Here are some books your child might enjoy.

Thousands of picture books are published each year. Ask your librarian
for lists of award-winning books, such as those that have won the
Caldecott Medal for outstanding illustrations.

• The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle

Spanish
Available

• Olivia by Ian Falconer
• Singing-Time by Rose Fyleman
• Celebration by Alonzo Lopez

Grade 3

• Alphabatics by Sue MacDonald
• Goldilocks and the Three Bears by James
Marshall

Science

• Chicka Chicka Boom Boom by Bill Martin Jr.

Fun!

• The Kindergarten Diary by Antoinette Portis
• No, David! by David Shannon

Third graders will be explor
ing more about Earth and
the life-forms that
inhabit it. They will also learn
about the water cycle. That
is what third grade
is all about—understandin
g how things react, combi
ne, reform, and change.

• Knuffle Bunny Too: A Case of Mistaken
Identity by Mo Willems

These activities will help

explore and think more

One last thought...
Read aloud a variety of books
to your child. Read with humor
and expression!

20

your child to
critically.

Animal Habitats

Have your third grader
build a habitat. Fill an
aquarium with
one inch of mud. Collec
t pond water and let it sit
in direct
sunlight for a few days.
Next, slowly add the pond
water to the
aquarium through a strain
er. Once the aquarium
is set up, add
tadpoles or other insect
s.

21

Grade 5

Talk

What surprised
you most about
the day?

It Out!

Your child still has plenty to say—even if it seems like he or she may
not want to talk with you. The challenge is to talk with your child, not
at your child.

What did you
like most
about it?

30

Grade 7

Try some of these ideas to get

things rolling.

• Sneak in conversations while doing physical
activities, such as going for a walk, tossing a ball, or
playing basketball.

Talking
It Out

• Have a regular time for watching or reading the
news together. Talk about what’s happening.

One of the mysteries of middle
school is that your child may
want to
talk for hours on the phone
with friends—and have nothin
g to say
to you. You may need to think
of yourself as a stealth comm
unicator,
someone who sneaks in a
conversation with a teen.

• Have a family meeting time. Finish the meeting by
doing something fun together. For example, the
meeting could be on a Friday night, followed by a
family game.

Practicing spelling words or memorizing
math facts while kicking a soccer ball is a
great way to find out what your child is
learning at school, while having fun.

8

Current Events

Choose a time of day to
re
newspaper with your child

Family Meetings

9

If you haven’t already, esta
meeting. Give each family

Parent Guide for Your Child‘s Success
Title
Grade Pre·K
Grade K
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

English Item
TEX15781
TEX16267
TEX15764
TEX16268
TEX15773

$9.99 each

Spanish Item
TEX16299
TEX16300
TEX16309
TEX16310
TEX16321

Title
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

English Item
TEX16269
TEX16270
TEX15790
TEX16271
TEX16272

Sharing Conversati

Share a bit about your da
naturally.

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT

One last thought...

These ideas mig

Spanish Item
TEX16322
TEX16323
TEX16334
TEX16335
TEX16336

8
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One la

If your child b
and you are u
get in touch w
teacher. Ther
school that is

2nd
Edition

Grades K–6

Spanish
Available

GR Levels A–X • Lexile® BR–970L
Reading Levels 0.2–6.9

Integrate mathematical concepts into reading instruction.
This series combines problem solving and real-world connections
to help students explore mathematical practices in meaningful
ways. Leveled books and purposeful instruction promote
mathematical discourse and support multiple learning styles.

New
Level

See pages 117–123 for individual kit
information and pricing.
Each kit includes:
The Grand Canyon

The sun sets on the
colorful canyon.

Imagine staring into a 6,000-foot (1,800-meter) canyon. It is
a long way to the bottom. Luckily, those who want to explore
Grand Canyon National Park are not limited to staring. There
are many trails that wind from the top to the bottom. Some
people make the trek on foot. Others go by mule. Either way,
the long trip to the bottom offers many chances to learn.
And many people want to make that trip! Millions of people
visit the Grand Canyon each year. They travel from around the
world to see the stunning views. The rocks of the canyon are a
mosaic of colors. There are shades of red, orange, and brown.
And with just one look, people wonder many things. How did
this form? What is it made of? And, of course, how long does it
take to get to the bottom and back to the top?

Tough Mudder athletes try to reach
the bell without falling into the water.

Grand Canyon Visitors per Year
5,600,000
5,400,000
5,200,000

Visitors

Content - Area Literacy

Mathematics
Readers

5,000,000
4,800,000
4,600,000
4,400,000
4,200,000
2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

4,000,000

Outrageous
Obstacle Courses

Year
Toroweap Point offers a
majestic view of the Grand
Canyon and Colorado River.

Ready, set, groan! The toughest athletes
know how to push through the pain. When
they are tired, they keep moving. When
they fall, they get back up. Great athletes
thrive in crazy conditions.

4

The Tough Mudder is a perfect example.
This obstacle course has many different
parts. Each obstacle has a silly name.
There is the Funky Monkey® 2.0, the Cage
Crawl®, and the Block Ness Monster. But
trying these events is anything but funny.
One obstacle has athletes run through a
field filled with hanging live wires! Raise
your hand if getting zapped by 10,000 volts
sounds like a good time? Anyone?

1. How many parts make up
the whole obstacle course?
2. What do you notice about
the size of each part of the
obstacle course?

Hopscotch

3. What fraction of the
obstacle course is being used
for hopscotch?

Stair
run

Scooter race

19

Name: _________
__________________
__________________
__________

Finding the Fini

each question.
Directions: Read
chosen.
answer you have
on makes the
1. What conditi
a brutal race?
Badwater 135
A extreme cold
B heavy rain
C intense heat
D light winds

1

Date: ______________________

Finding the Finish Line

his friends completed three relays. Four kids were in the first
the equal parts
of each
relay, two in the second, and
eight
inrelay?
the third. Mark the number lines to show the
____________
equal parts
of the______
relay______
that______
each______
kid completed. Then, use fractions to label each
____________
______
__
____________
point’s
distance
0.
______from
______

____________

____________

____________

____________
0

____________

____________

____________

__

____________

____________

__

Materials
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Relay
2

Readers

© Teacher Created

15

0

B
C
D

A

Materials

© Teacher Created

Materials

B

1

Teacher's Guide

0

3. If the wholes are the same size, which parts are larger: thirds or sixths?
Explain your reasoning.

1

Assessments

1. How did you know where to mark the equal parts of each relay?

➤➤ Research- and standards-based lessons address mathematics,
reading, and writing.
➤➤ Literacy activities are woven throughout the lesson.
➤➤ Rich tasks and real-world connections promote problem
solving and mathematical reasoning.

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

A variety of assessments guide and inform instruction.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

2. Which relay would you want to compete in? Why?

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

© Teacher Created Materials
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XT

C
Relay
3

TE

MATHEMATICS

1

____________

B m
C �

A

A S
B m
C �

________

te in? Why?

1

S

the
3100 mean in
4. What does
ence 3100 Race?
Self-Transcend
racers every
There are 3,100

M

____________

you
Relay
want to compe

____________

Date: __________________
____

ts: World’s Tou
ghest Races
Mathematics Quiz

each problem
to show what you
1. Which fraction
know.
is closest to M ?
A

Spectacular Sports: World’s Toughest Races
Mathematics Quiz

1

____________

2. Which relay
would

Directions: Solve

year.
to finish
2. Which numbe
It takes 3,100 days
r line shows fourths
miles long.
?
The race is 3,100
A
3,100 city
Racers go around
blocks.
on
B
raphs
photog
the
How do
better
caption 5.
14–15 help a reader
ation does the
pages
2. What inform
nian
Patago
C
to the reader?
understand the
on page 17 give
co
Expedition Race?
Name: _______________________________________________________ Date: ______________________
A The San Francisn is long.
racers
A They show that
Ultramaratho
lves.
3. If the wholes
Francisco
compete by themse recent
are the
B Part of the Sann is run
most
Explain your reason same size, which parts are larger:
B They picture the
ing.
Ultramaratho
thirds or sixths?
winners.
overnight.
______
route
exact
____________
racers from the
____________
C They display the
C People watch
____________
____________
of the course.
____________
sidewalk.
________
biking and
____________
a lot of steep
____________
D They show thatplace during
D The course has
____________
____________
____________
kayaking take
hills.
__
______
Directions:
Solve
each
problem
to
show
what
you
know.
______
______
race.
the
____________
____________
in
________
many athletes
1. Which fraction is closest to ?
6. Even though
feel pain and
ica Marathon
these tough races
ons,
3. The Antarct
conditi
ging
rd
“a standa
fatigue in challen
is described as
does this mean?
_____.
What
they
on.”
marath
little over 26
A quit
A The course is a ters) long.
B endure
miles (42 kilome
g cold
C run
B It is run in freezin
biting winds.
D work together
temperatures and
bring a crew
C Racers have tothem.
2. Readers
Which number
line shows
fourths?
20
19
27021—Mathematics
help
to
along
Readers
27021—Mathematics
obstacles.
D The course has

0

0

Spectacular Spor

answer. Fill
Choose the best

Relay
2

1. How did
you know where
Directions:
Tajto and
mark

Name: _________
__________________
__________________
__________

____
Date: __________________

ghest Races
ts: World’s Tou
Spectacular Spor
Reading Quiz
the
in the bubble for

1

Relay
3

21st-century digital literacy skills are enhanced with
Interactiv-eBooks which also accommodate tactile,
auditory, and visual learners.
__________
__________________
__________________
Name: _________

Date: __________________
____

sh Line

Directions: Taj
and his friends
completed three
relay, two in the
relays. Four kids
second, and eight
were in the first
equal parts of
the relay that each in the third. Mark the numbe
r lines to show
kid completed.
point’s distanc
the
e from 0.
Then, use fraction
s to label each
Relay
1
0

Name: _______________________________________________________

Digital Resources

FP
O

“Let’s Explore Math” sidebars
foster students’ conceptual
understanding of mathematics
with models and visual
representations.

Books feature informational text that uses
problem solving and real-world connections
to promote mathematical reasoning.

XT

Books

TE

18

© Teacher Created

5

15
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Connect essential mathematical
concepts with high-interest, real-world
contexts to enable students to explore
math in a meaningful way. Lessons align
to the TEKS and address mathematical
process standards.
20
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Mathematics Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Levels LB–H • Lexile® BR30L–270L • Reading Levels 0.1–0.9

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

New
Spanish
Available

Books—20 titles, 6 copies each, 20 pages per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessments and a culminating problem-based activity
Audio of books
Interactiv-eBooks

The History of Ice Cream
Addition
English TEX27294
Spanish TEX29387

Your World: Shoes
Classifying
English TEX27290
Spanish TEX29383

Fun and Games:
Musical Chairs
Subtraction
English TEX27295
Spanish TEX29388

Fun and Games: Bubbles
Addition and Subtraction
English TEX27296
Spanish TEX29389

STEM: Paper Airplanes
Composing
Numbers 1–10
English TEX27297
Spanish TEX29390

Spectacular Sports:
Bowling
Decomposing Numbers
1–10
English TEX27298
Spanish TEX29391

Engineering Marvels:
Gingerbread House
Composing
Numbers 11–19
English TEX27299
Spanish TEX29392

Travel Adventures:
The Serengeti
Counting
English TEX27285
Spanish TEX29378

Spectacular Sports:
Hockey
Counting
English TEX27286
Spanish TEX29379

Amazing Animals: Bugs
Skip Counting
English TEX27287
Spanish TEX29386

Art and Culture:
Dancing Around
the World
Comparing Groups
English TEX27288
Spanish TEX29381

On the Job: Vet
Comparing Groups
English TEX27289
Spanish TEX29382

Your World: Hats
Classifying
English TEX27291
Spanish TEX29384

Money Matters:
Find the Money
Financial Literacy
English TEX27292
Spanish TEX29385

Amazing Animals: Tails
Measurement
English TEX27293
Spanish TEX29380

There are 5 chairs.

Your World: Buses
Decomposing Numbers
11–19
English TEX27300
Spanish TEX29393

There are 6 kids.

4

5

Fun and Games: Musical Chairs
Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 20 books total)

Geometry

Measurement & Data

Counting & Cardinality

Operations & Algebraic Reasoning

6-packs with lesson plans • $43.99 each

English Item
TEX27261
TEX27325

Spanish Item
NEW
TEX28659
TEX29290

See item numbers above.
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
TEX27284
TEX29542
Includes 20 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
Travel Adventures:
Camping
2-D Shapes
English TEX27301
Spanish TEX29394

Your World: Picnics
3-D Shapes
English TEX27302
Spanish TEX29395

Engineering Marvels:
Birdhouses
Shapes
English TEX27304
Spanish TEX29397

Price
$969.99
$139.99
$43.99 ea
$3,200.00

Art and Culture:
Big Ben
Shapes
English TEX27303
Spanish TEX29396

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Grade K

GR Levels J–O • Lexile® 410L–530L • Reading Levels 1.0–1.9

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

New
Spanish
Available

Books—20 titles, 6 copies each, 24 pages per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessments and a culminating problem-based activity
Audio of books
Interactiv-eBooks

Amazing Animals:
Narwhals
Addition
English TEX27354
Spanish TEX29402

Your World:
Exploring Aquariums
Subtraction
English TEX27355
Spanish TEX29403

Spectacular Sports:
Flag Football
Subtraction
English TEX27356
Spanish TEX29404

Art and Culture: Diwali
Addition and Subtraction
English TEX27357
Spanish TEX29405

Fun and Games: Recess
Problem Solving
English TEX27358
Spanish TEX29406

Your World: Germs
Addition and Subtraction
English TEX27359
Spanish TEX29407

Travel Adventures:
Tulum National Park
Addition
English TEX27360
Spanish TEX29408

Measurement & Data

Art and Culture:
Hanukkah
Addition
English TEX27353
Spanish TEX29401

On the Job: Dog Walkers
Data
English TEX27361
Spanish TEX29409

The History of Mail
Data
English TEX27362
Spanish TEX29410

Fun and Games:
Day at the Parade
Length
English TEX27363
Spanish TEX29411

Fun and Games:
Food Shapes
2-D Shapes
English TEX27366
Spanish TEX29414

Engineering Marvels:
Toys
Partitioning Shapes
English TEX27369
Spanish TEXz29417

Art and Culture:
King’s Cross
Partitioning Shapes
English TEX27368
Spanish TEX29416

STEM: Robots
3-D Shapes
English TEX27367
Spanish TEX29415

Money Matters:
Counting Coins
Financial Literacy
English TEX27364
Spanish TEX29412

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 20 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License

On the Job: Teachers
Time
English TEX27365
Spanish TEX29413

English
TEX27326
TEX27390

Travel Adventures:
The Great Barrier Reef
Place Value
English TEX27351
Spanish TEX29399

Amazing Animals:
Spider Monkeys
Place Value
English TEX27352
Spanish TEX29400
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Spanish Item
NEW
TEX28660
TEX29291

See item numbers above.
TEX27349

Includes 20 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
Spectacular Sports:
Rodeo
Counting
English TEX27350
Spanish TEX29398
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Geometry

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99 each

Place Value

MATHEMATICS

2nd
Edition

Grade 1

Operations & Algebraic Reasoning

Content - Area Literacy

Mathematics Readers

TEX29543

Price
$969.99
$149.99
$48.99 ea
$3,200.00

Mathematics Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Levels N–R • Lexile® 500L–640L • Reading Levels 2.0–2.9

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Spanish
Available

Books—20 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessments and a culminating problem-based activity
Audio of books
Interactiv-eBooks

Your World: Bubblegum
Addition and Subtraction
English TEX27420
Spanish TEX29423

Travel Adventures:
The Everglades
Addition within 100
English TEX27421
Spanish TEX29424

Art and Culture:
Mardi Gras
Subtraction
English TEX27422
Spanish TEX29425

Travel Adventures:
Kruger National Park
Repeated Addition
English TEX27425
Spanish TEX29428

Engineering Marvels:
The London Eye
Odd and Even Numbers
English TEX27424
Spanish TEX29427

Engineering Marvels:
World Landmarks
Addition and Subtraction
English TEX27423
Spanish TEX29426

Measurement & Data

Place Value

Operations & Algebraic Reasoning

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

On the Job:
Photographer
Place Value
English TEX27415
Spanish TEX29418

Amazing Animals:
Honeybees
Place Value
English TEX27416
Spanish TEX29419

Amazing Animals:
Sharks
Skip Counting
English TEX27417
Spanish TEX29420

Amazing Animals:
Prehistoric Creatures
Numbers to 1,000
English TEX27418
Spanish TEX29421

Spectacular Sports:
Martial Arts
Comparing Numbers
English TEX27419
Spanish TEX29422

Fun and Games:
Field Day
Understanding Length
English TEX27426
Spanish TEX29429

STEM: Lasers
Measuring Length
English TEX27427
Spanish TEX29430

Fun and Games:
Blast Off to Camp
Time
English TEX27428
Spanish TEX29431

Money Matters:
The Lemonade Stand
Financial Literacy
English TEX27429
Spanish TEX29432

The History of U.S.
Immigration
Data
English TEX27430
Spanish TEX29433

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack

English Item
TEX27391
TEX27455

Spanish Item
TEX28661
TEX29292

Geometry

(1 of each title; 20 books total)
See item numbers above.
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
TEX27414
TEX29544

Price
$1,119.99
$169.99
$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Includes 20 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
Art and Culture:
The British Museum
Classify, Sort, and Draw
Shapes
English TEX27431
Spanish TEX29434

STEM: Building
Tiny Houses
Compose and
Decompose Shapes
English TEX27432
Spanish TEX29435

Art and Culture:
Patterns of the Past
Partitioning Shapes
English TEX27433
Spanish 29436

Fun and Games:
Fields, Rinks,
and Courts
Partitioning Shapes
English TEX27434
Spanish TEX29437
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Grade 2

GR Levels Q–T • Lexile® 530L–760L • Reading Levels 3.0–3.9

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Spanish
Available

Books—20 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessments and a culminating problem-based activity
Audio of books
Interactiv-eBooks

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Money Matters:
What’s It Worth?
Financial Literacy
English TEX27036
Spanish TEX29450

Your World: Investigating
Measurement
Volume and Mass
English TEX27037
Spanish TEX29451

Travel Adventures:
The Grand Canyon
Data
English TEX27038
Spanish TEX29452

On the Job:
Landscape Architects
Perimeter
English TEX27039
Spanish TEX29453

The History of Number
Systems
Place Value
English TEX27024
Spanish TEX29438

Amazing Animals: Wild
Whales
Addition and Subtraction
English TEX27025
Spanish TEX29439

Your World:
Shopping Secrets
Multiplication
English TEX27026
Spanish TEX29440

STEM: The Science
of Travel
Multiplication
English TEX27027
Spanish TEX29441

Travel Adventures:
Carlsbad Caverns
Identifying
Arithmetic Patterns
English TEX27028
Spanish TEX29442

Fun and Games:
Planning a Perfect Party
Division
English TEX27029
Spanish TEX29443

Amazing Animals:
Critter Camp
Division
English TEX27030
Spanish TEX29444

STEM: Mission to Mars
Problem Solving
English TEX27031
Spanish TEX29445

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 20 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License

The History of Victorian
Innovations:
Equivalent Fractions
English TEX27033
Spanish TEX29447

Art and Culture: Desserts
Around the World
Comparing Fractions
English TEX27034
Spanish TEX29448
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On the Job: Contractors
Perimeter and Area
English TEX27041
Spanish TEX29455

Art and Culture: The
Stories of Constellations
Shapes
English TEX27042
Spanish TEX29456

Art and Culture:
Exploring the Louvre
Shapes
English TEX27043
Spanish TEX29457

English Item
TEX27000
TEX27065

Spanish Item
TEX28662
TEX29293

See item numbers above.
TEX27023

Includes 20 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
Spectacular Sports:
World’s Toughest Races
Understanding Fractions
English TEX27032
Spanish TEX29446
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Engineering Marvels:
Stand-Out Skyscrapers
Area
English TEX27040
Spanish TEX29454

Geometry

Fun and Games:
Clockwork Carnival
Measuring Time
English TEX27035
Spanish TEX29449

Fractions

MATHEMATICS

2nd
Edition

Grade 3

Operations & Algebraic Reasoning

Measurement & Data

Content - Area Literacy

Mathematics Readers

TEX29545

Price
$1,119.99
$169.99
$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Mathematics Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Levels Q–W • Lexile® 640L–800L • Reading Levels 4.0–4.9

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—20 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessments and a culminating problem-based activity
Audio of books
Interactiv-eBooks

Money Matters:
Young Entrepreneurs
Addition and Subtraction
English TEX27221

Amazing Animals:
Alligators
Multiplication
English TEX27222

On the Job: Podcast
Producer
Multiplication
English TEX27223

Spectacular Sports:
Racing through Alaska
Division
English TEX27224

Art and Culture:
Día de los Muertos
Factors and Multiples
English TEX27225

The Hidden World of
Edible Insects
Comparing Fractions
English TEX27227

STEM: 3-D Printing
Adding and Subtracting
Fractions
English TEX27228

Amazing Animals:
Strange Animal
Partnerships
Multiplying Fractions
English TEX27229

The History of
Telephones
Fractions
English TEX27230

Amazing Animals:
Venomous Snakes
Fractions and Decimals
English TEX27231

Fun and Games:
World Records
Time
English TEX27232

Engineering Marvels:
The Eiffel Tower
Measurement
English TEX27233

Travel Adventures:
Yosemite
Perimeter and Area
English TEX27234

Fun and Games: Mazes
Perimeter and Area
English TEX27235

Fun and Games:
Extreme Parks
Angles
English TEX27236

Spectacular Sports:
Playing Like a Girl
Problem Solving
English TEX27226

Measurement

Fractions & Decimals

The Hidden World of
Garbage
Multi-Digit Numbers
English TEX27220

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 20 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans

Geometry

Operations & Algebraic Reasoning

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Item
TEX27196

Price
$1,119.99

TEX27260

$169.99

See item numbers above.

School Site License
TEX27219
Includes 20 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
Travel Adventures:
Wonders of the World
Symmetry
English TEX27239

Art and Culture:
American Indian
Artifacts
2-D Shapes
English TEX27238

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Art and Culture:
Abstract Art
Lines, Rays, and Angles
English TEX27237

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Content - Area LiteracyMATHEMATICS

Grade 4

Mathematics Readers
Grade 5

Content - Area Literacy

GR Levels Q–X • Lexile® 690L–860L • Reading Levels 5.0–5.9

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—20 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessments and a culminating problem-based activity
Audio of books
Interactiv-eBooks

Engineering Marvels:
Bridges Around the
World
Understanding Fractions
English TEX27486

Amazing Animals:
World Record Wildlife
Adding and Subtracting
Fractions
English TEX27487

On the Job: Filmmakers
Adding and Subtracting
Mixed Numbers
English TEX27488

STEM: The Science of
Fitness
Multiplying Fractions
English TEX27489

The Hidden World of
Bacteria
Multiplying Mixed
Numbers
English TEX27490

Travel Adventures:
The Galápagos Islands
Understanding Decimals
English TEX27492

Engineering Marvels:
Roller Coasters
Dividing Fractions
English TEX27491

Money Matters:
A Classroom Economy
Adding and Subtracting
Decimals
English TEX27494

The History of the First
Moon Landing
Dividing Decimals
English TEX27496

Fun and Games:
Building Miniature
Models
Multiplying Decimals
English TEX27495

Travel Adventures:
Yellowstone
Volume
English TEX27483

The Hidden World of
Toilets
Volume
English TEX27484

Art and Culture:
Exploring Mexican
Artifacts
Measurement
English TEX27485

Operations & Algebraic Reasoning

Measurement

Fractions & Decimals

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Fun and Games:
Fireworks
Multiplication
English TEX27480

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 20 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans

Geometry

MATHEMATICS

2nd
Edition

Fun and Games:
Comic Conventions
Division
English TEX27481
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Travel Adventures:
Easter Island
Plotting Number Patterns
English TEX27499

Spectacular Sports:
Quidditch
Coordinate Planes
English TEX27498

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Art and Culture:
Hawaiian Paniolo
Expressions
English TEX27482

Item
TEX27456

Price
$1,119.99

TEX27520

$169.99

See item numbers above.

School Site License
TEX27479
Includes 20 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
STEM: The Battle
between 2-D and 3-D
Shapes
English TEX27497

Amazing Animals:
Extreme Dinosaurs
Comparing and Rounding
Decimals
English TEX27493

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Mathematics Readers

2nd
Edition

GR Levels T–X • Lexile® 780L–920L • Reading Levels 6.0–6.9

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

New

Books—20 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessments and a culminating problem-based activity
Audio of books
Interactiv-eBooks

Fractions & Decimals

On the Job: First
Responders
Expressions, Equations,
and Inequalities
English TEX27560

STEM: The Remarkable
Ringed Planets
Problem Solving with
Variables
English TEX27561

Engineering Marvels:
Muscle Cars
Graphs, Tables, and
Equations
English TEX27562

Travel Adventures:
Komodo National Park
Operations with Whole
Numbers
English TEX27550

Art and Culture: Origami The Hidden World of
Dividing Fractions
Urban Farming
English TEX27551
Operations with Decimals
English TEX27552

Geometry

The Hidden World of
Hackers
Expressions
English TEX27559

Travel Adventures: Banff
National Park
Area
English TEX27563

Fun and Games:
Escape Rooms
Polygons
English TEX27564

Amazing Animals:
Terrarium Pets
Volume
English TEX27565

Spectacular Sports:
Baseball
Statistical Questions
and Measures
English TEX27567

The History of Listening
to Music
Displaying Data
English TEX27568

Amazing Animals:
Working Dogs
Summarizing Data
English TEX27569

STEM: Living with
Type 1 Diabetes
Understanding Ratios
English TEX27553

Money Matters: School
Fundraisers
Problem Solving with
Ratios
English TEX27554

Measurement

Operations & Algebraic Reasoning

Equations & Expressions

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Title
Item
Complete Kit NEW
TEX27526
Add-on Pack
TEX27590
(1 of each title; 16 books total)
See item numbers above.
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
TEX27549
Includes 20 Interactiv-eBooks for school-wide use
Spectacular Sports:
Motocross
Rational Numbers
English TEX27556

Fun and Games:
Disc Golf
Rational Numbers
English TEX27557

Engineering Marvels:
Buildings Around the
World
Nets and Surface Area
English TEX27566

Fun and Games: The
Wild World of Birding
Using Ratios
English TEX27555

Price
$1,119.99
$169.99
$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

On the Job: Underwater
Investigators
Plotting Rational
Numbers
English TEX27558

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Grade 6

Booster Packs

Levels K–8

Give Math Learning a Boost
Maximize mathematics practice with Focused Mathematics Booster Packs. Engaging books
and hours of student-friendly activities cover a range of fascinating topics to captivate
student interest.
➤➤ Activities aligned to mathematical practices and processes build conceptual
understanding and procedural knowledge.
➤➤ Students can engage independently or with partners to build real-world mathematics
connections.

Each Booster Pack includes:

Spanish
Available

➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—6 titles, 6 copies each
Overview Cards for the teacher—one copy per title
Booster Cards with student activities—6 copies per title
Management Guide
Digital resources including student pages, booster cards, and rubrics.
Audio of each book

Each Booster Pack includes:
At Risk!
Many animals and plants are in danger. More disappear
each year. This is because some of the places where they live
have changed. And some animals are hunted or over-fished.

Extinct!
Extinct (ex-TINKT) animals no longer live on Earth. This means
that there is no more of that animal species (SPEE-sees) in the
world today.

Animal Groups That Lost Species in 2004
Number of Species Lost

Mathematical Concepts and Skills

Focused Mathematics

Tigers are at risk.

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

mammals

birds

reptiles

amphibians

fishes

insects

Animal Group

Use the bar graph above to answer the questions.
a. Which animal group lost the most species in 2004?
b. Which animal group lost the least?
c. Which group had 60 species become extinct in 2004?





Books
Capture students’ attention with high-interest fiction and
nonfiction texts that feature a variety of text structures and
develop content-area literacy.

MATHEMATICS

Booster Cards
➤➤ Engage students with hours of
activities using the accompanying
Booster Cards.
➤➤ Activities promote real-world
connections, mathematical discourse,
problem solving, and mathematical
reasoning.

Fun and Ga

Shapes in Art
Read It F

Activities

Believe it or not, art is a true science. Artists use math and
science to create beautiful mosaics, sculptures, structures, paintings,
and more. Read this book to find out how math makes artwork special.

Ask It A

Model It B

Talk about It A

Estimate It A

Look at the picture of the stained
glass window on page 11 of the book.
What math questions can you ask
about the shapes in the window?

The picture on page 14 of the book
Look at the painting, Broadway Boogie
shows one line of symmetry on a
Woogie, on page 7 of the book.
rectangle. Talk about it with a partner. Estimate the number of squares in the
Which quadrilaterals do and do not
painting. Explain how you estimated.
have lines of symmetry? Which have
the most and fewest lines of symmetry?

Explore It F

Complete the Let’s Explore Math
sidebars from the book (pages 6, 15,
and 27).

Students will solve real-life
mathematical problems,
analyze mathematical
relationships, and
communicate
mathematical ideas.

124

Look at page 12 of the book. Where
in the real world might you see
tessellations? Draw a tessellation that
you have seen in nature, art, or around
you. What makes it a tessellation?

Solve It B

Complete the Problem-Solving Activity
from the book (pages 28–29).

Prove It A

Look at the Problem-Solving Activity in the book (pages 28–29). Using all 25
straws, how many different arrangements can you make so that Soula has more
triangles than squares?

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

mes:
Comic Conven
tions
Read It F

Activities

Follow Zach as
he takes you throu
learn all about
gh a comic conv
comic books and
ention where
you will
the fans that adore
off your strate
gies for division
superheroes.
as Zach divides
the exhibits, even
his attention amon Show
ts, and people
g
who bring comi
c books to life.
Ask It A
Look at pages
Model It B
18 and
What division ques 19 of the book.
Write a division
tions can you ask?
story that goes
with
1,008 ÷ _______
= 42.
Solve the prob
Talk about It
lem.
A
Look at the Math
Esti mate It A
Talk questions
on
the inside back
If comic books
cover of the book
cost $5 each, abou
about one ques
. Talk many
t how
could you buy
tion with a partn
with $321? What
er.
strategy did you
Explore It F
use to estimate?
Complete the
Solve It B
Let’s
sidebars on page Explore Math
Complete the
s 13, 21, and 27
Problem Solving
of the book.
activity
on pages 28 and
29 of the book
.
Prov

Shapes in Art
e It A

Tyler thinks that
whenever some
one divides two
is always less than
numbers, the
the dividend.
quotient
When might this
not be true?

Read It F

Activities

Believe it or not, art is a true science. Artists use math and
science to create beautiful mosaics, sculptures, structures, paintings,
and more. Read this book to find out how math makes artwork special.

Ask It A

Model It B

Talk about It A

Estimate It A

Explore It F

Solve It B

Look at the picture of the stained
glass window on page 11 of the book.
What math questions can you ask
about the shapes in the window?

The picture on page 14 of the book
shows one line of symmetry on a
rectangle. Talk about it with a partner.
Which quadrilaterals do and do not
have lines of symmetry? Which have
the most and fewest lines of symmetry?
Complete the Let’s Explore Math
sidebars from the book (pages 6, 15,
and 27).

Prove It A

Look at page 12 of the book. Where
in the real world might you see
tessellations? Draw a tessellation that
you have seen in nature, art, or around
you. What makes it a tessellation?
Look at the painting, Broadway Boogie
Woogie, on page 7 of the book.
Estimate the number of squares in the
painting. Explain how you estimated.

Complete the Problem-Solving Activity
from the book (pages 28–29).

Look at the Problem-Solving Activity in the book (pages 28–29). Using all 25
straws, how many different arrangements can you make so that Soula has more
triangles than squares?

See pages 106–107 for Focused Mathematics
Intervention and learn how you
can build mathematical fluency for
your students struggling in math.

Level 3

Perimeter

Measurement
and Data

TCM 27016

670L

Architects

How would
you like
outdoors
to
even better? make the great
landscape
That is what
architects
patios, fences,
do. From
and walkways planning
the perfect
to planting
flower and
landscape
vegetable
architects
gardens,
spaces of
design the
your
natural
Take a stroll dreams.
outside to
see how
perimeter
can help
bring these
plans—and
plants—to
life!

Perimeter

s

Measurement
and Data

TCM 27016

Conklin

Activities

670L

Read On the Job:
Landscape Architects.
friend. Take turns
reading each page. You can read the book aloud
you read. You
with
You can listen
can read all by
to the audio recordinga
yourself.
as
Ask It
Look at the picture
Model It
of the patio on
page 14 of the
How many ways
book. What math
can you design
problems can
a rectangular or
you ask about
square garden
this
picture? What
with a perimeter
perimeter questions
of
can you ask about
models to justify 12 units? Draw
the picture?
your answer.
27016_9781480758094_LandscapeArchitects.indd

1-3

Wendy Conklin

Mathematics Vocabulary
• width

Talk about It

You know the
perimeter
rectangular backyard. of a
You also know
the length of one
side. Explain the
strategy you would
use to find the
measures of the
other three sides

Cross-Content Connections

Explore It

Complete the
Let’s Explore
Math sidebars
from the book
(pages 7, 9, 13,
15, and 17) on
a separate sheet
of paper.

(Social Studies) Landscaping is more than gardening;
it’s architecture. Research the history of landscape
architecture. Which culture was the first to create carefully
planned gardens? Is landscape architecture different in
Europe than it is in North America?

1/30/17

2:33 PM

Estimate It

Look at the picture
of the patio on
page 14 of the
book. What information
do you need to
find
Can you estimate the perimeter?
what it might
be? Explain how
you estimated.

Solve It

Complete the
Problem Solving
activity from pages
book on a separate 28–29 of the
sheet of paper.

Prove It

dimensions

perimeter

Cross-Content
Connect

Landscape

Read It

Mathematics
Vocabulary
area

ions
(Engineering)
Sometimes, archite
buildings. Other
cts
times, they impro build brand new
students brains
ve existing buildin
torm, plan, and
gs. Have
build models to
they would impro
show how
ve the layout of
architects.
the classroom
if they were
(Social Studie
s) The design and
function of shelte
the environmen
t. Have studen
rs
depen
d on
ts draw detaile
homes and assess
d pictures
how their home
environment.
s offer them shelte of their
r in their

On the Job:

Perimeter

On the

Job:
Landscape Architect

Solve problems involving perimeter.

Reading Levels
Lexile®: 690L
Guided Readi
ng: O

1/30/17 2:33 PM

Which rectangular
flower bed might
narrow flower
have a greater
bed or a short
perimeter: a long
and wide flower
and
bed? Justify your
answer.

On the Job:

Management Guide

Reading Levels
Lexile®: 670L
Guided Reading: R

Objectives

• perimeter

Apply the area
and perimeter
formulas for rectan
real-world and
mathematical
gles in
problems.

Wendy Conklin

27016_9781480758094_LandscapeArchitects.indd 1-3

• length

Objective

Conklin

How would you like to make the great outdoors even
better? That is what landscape architects do. From
planning patios, fences, and walkways to planting
the perfect flower and vegetable gardens, landscape
architects design the natural spaces of your dreams. Take
a stroll outside to see how perimeter can help bring these
plans—and plants—to life!

Site

Book Summar
y

Imagine a skyscr
aper, a bridge,
or even your own
you know how
it was built? There
house. Do
involved. Worke
are many people
rs draw bluepr
and steps
ints, drive bulldo
concrete, and paint
zers, pour
walls. Check out
where an idea
this construction
becomes a house
and a house becom site—
es a home!

Landscape Architects
Book Summary

Construction

Focused Mathematics Booster Pack

How would you like to make the great
outdoors even better? That is what
landscape architects do. From planning
patios, fences, and walkways to planting
the perfect flower and vegetable gardens,
landscape architects design the natural
spaces of your dreams.
Take a stroll outside to
see how perimeter can help
bring these plans—and
plants—to life!

On the Job:

____________

You persevered.
You constructed

Management Guide
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2
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1
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Conklin

670L

____________
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1

2
2

____________

____________
Job: Landscape

Measurement
and Data

strategies.

2

3
3

4

You used precis
e mathematica
l language.
You used mode
ls to organize,
record, and
communicate
mathematical
ideas.
You communicat
ed your ideas
clearly.
Total

On the

How would
you like
outdoors
to
even better? make the great
landscape
That is what
architects
patios, fences,
do. From
and walkways planning
the perfect
to planting
flower and
landscape
vegetable
architects
gardens,
spaces of
design the
your
natural
Take a stroll dreams.
outside to
see how
perimeter
can help
bring these
plans—and
plants—to
life!

3

4
4

Comments

ects

❑

4

of the problems.

viable arguments.

You justified your

n Checklist

to organize, record,
and
mathematical
Perimeter
ideas.
I communicated
my ideas clearly.
communicate

__

Book:

Mathematicia

❑ I read the entire
book.
❑ I made sense of
the problems.
❑ I persevered.
❑ I constructed viable
arguments.
❑ I justified my strategies.
❑ I used precise
mathematical
language.
❑ I used models

____________

Che

You read the book.
You made sense

Landscape Archit

(Science) Landscape architects must carefully consider the
interactions of the plants they use. They must make sure
that one plant is not invasive to another. Plan an outside
space that is like a mini-ecosystem. Which plants will you
include? How are they interdependent?

_____ Date: ____

Mathematician

cklist Rubric
Directions: Score
each item on a
need to be asses
scale of 1 to 4.
sed through conv
Some of the items
ersation and obser
may
vation.
4 = Great
3 = Good
2 = Okay
1 = Needs Impr
ovement

Big Digs:

On the Job: Landscape Architects

Perimeter

Name: ________
________

Level 3

____________

Mathematics: Booster

__

Pack

TCM XXXXX (ixxxxx)
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Overview Cards

Management Guide

Provide at-a-glance summaries, instructional objectives,
vocabulary, and cross-content connections with Overview Cards
for teachers.

Utilize the Management Guide for suggestions on differentiating
instruction, instructional best practices, assessments, rubrics,
and more.

Name: _________________________________ Date: __________________

Complete Booster Packs • $349.99 each

Mathematician Checklist Rubric
Directions: Score each item on a scale of 1 to 4. Some of the items may
need to be assessed through conversation and observation.
4 = Great

3 = Good

2 = Okay

Level
Level K
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

1 = Needs Improvement

Book:
You read the book.

4

3

2

1

You made sense of the problems.

4

3

2

1

You persevered.

4

3

2

1

You constructed viable arguments.

4

3

2

1

You justified your strategies.

4

3

2

1

You used precise mathematical language.

4

3

2

1

You used models to organize, record, and
communicate mathematical ideas.

4

3

2

1

You communicated your ideas clearly.

4

3

2

1

English Item
TEX29983
TEX29984
TEX29985
TEX29986
TEX29987
TEX29988
TEX29989
TEX29990
TEX29991

Spanish Item
TEX100292
TEX100293
TEX100294
TEX100295
TEX100296
TEX100297

Total

Comments
Digital Resources
______________________________________________________________
Integrate accompanying
digital resources that include student
pages, booster______________________________________________________________
cards, rubrics, and audio of each book.
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Mathematical Concepts and SkillsMATHEMATICS

{}
The activities in this resource prompt students to
think and speak like mathematicians as they reason,
justify, and solve problems within real-world contexts.
With practice, students will grow in conceptual
understanding and fluency.

Guided Math

New
Edition

Grades K–8
See pages 128–129 for all
Guided Math professional
resources and pricing.

Deepen your students’ math learning!
Teacher Created Materials is uniquely positioned to help you implement the
Guided Math Framework for your mathematics instruction with effective resources
and top-notch professional development. The resources below are organized by the
seven instructional components that create the foundation of Guided Math. When
used together, they provide a practical, effective, research-based approach
to mathematics instruction.

Environment of
Numeracy

Warm-Ups

Conferences

Whole-Class
Instruction

Environment of Numeracy

Warm-Ups

Conferences

Whole-Class Instruction

Help students recognize how
numbers and problem solving
affect their everyday lives,
making mathematics more
meaningful to them.

Help students make a
mental shift to the world of
mathematical thinking with
warm-ups.

Assess understanding,
address misconceptions,
extend learning, promote
mathematical discourse,
and build relationships.

Use whole-class instruction
to activate prior knowledge,
read mathematics-related
literature, review, prepare
students for small-group
work, conduct Math Huddles,
or give assessments.

Suggested Supporting
Resources:
Early Childhood Themes:
Numbers
see page 19

What’s Your Math Problem!?!
see page 131

Suggested Supporting
Resources:
Daily Math Stretches
see page 129

180 Days of Problem
Solving

Suggested Supporting
Resources:
Guided Math
Conferences
see page 128

see page 171

180 Days of Math

MATHEMATICS

see page 171
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Suggested Supporting
Resources:
Strategies for Implementing
Guided Math
see page 128

Guided Math 2nd Edition
This newly-updated, comprehensive
guide is filled with suggestions on how
teachers can successfully implement
the Guided Math Framework.
See page 128

Small-Group
Lessons

Math
Workshop

Assessment

Small-Group Lessons

Math Workshop

Assessment

Group students based on skill level to
provide initial content instruction, monitor
comprehension of newly learned skills, deliver
intensive intervention, or challenge students to
extend a concept.

Provides opportunities for students
to practice previously mastered skills,
improve computational fluency, employ
mathematical practices and processes,
and engage in mathematical discourse.

Monitor student progress
and tailor instruction to meet
specific learning needs.

Suggested Supporting Resources:
Focused Mathematics Intervention

Suggested Supporting Resources:
Focused Mathematics Booster Packs

see pages 106–107

see pages 124–125

Mathematics Readers

Guided Math Workshop

Building Mathematical Comprehension

Guided Math Workstations

see pages 116–123
see page 129

see page 129

Suggested Supporting
Resources:
Leveled Text-Dependent
Question Stems
see page 91

Practicing for Success:
STAAR Mathematics
see page 168

see page 129

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339
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Guided MathMATHEMATICS

Must-Have Resource for All Components of
Guided Math

Guided Math

Professional Resources
Guided Math, 2nd Edition

instruction, a student’s
level of proficien
concept to concept.
cy can vary drasticall
y from
and thinking skills This makes assessing mathem
atical knowledge
more challenging
where periodic
than assessing reading
running records
ability,
and
strong indicatio
n of reading level. comprehension questions provide
a
Teaching Guided
a textbook chapter Math is a more complex process
by chapter and
than following
all students in the
assigning the same
class. With instructi
problems for
important not
onal
time
to waste time teaching
so valuable, it is
It is also importan
what the students
t
already know.
students are strugglinto refrain from moving ahead
page by page, if
the
needs of their studentsg. But again, how do teachers
determine the
?
A balanced system
of assessment gives
of each child’s
teachers a complete
understanding,
picture
not just a single
Formative and
glimpse from a
summative assessme
test.
students’ work,
nts, including observati
discussions with
students, and assessme ons of
finished products
, all
nt of their
needs. In addition give valuable perspectives on
their capabilities
,
and
must be involved to maximize student learning,
students themselv
in
es
or exemplars. To assessing their own work based
on criteria, rubrics,
truly “leave no
child behind,”
more than just
assessment should
giving grades on
tests and on report
be
eight examines
an overview of
cards. Chapter
both individual
that allow teachers
and class
to
needs of each student. refine and extend their instructi assessments
on to meet the

New

A Framework for Mathematics Instruction

Figure 1.1: Guided

Instruction

By Laney Sammons • Foreword by Donna Boucher
Grades K–12
➤➤ Uses a practical approach to teaching mathematics while integrating proven
literacy strategies
➤➤ Increases both rigor and relevance in mathematics by applying a
research-based, classroom-tested model for delivering instruction

In Practice

Edition

Math Menu of

Daily: Classroom
Environment of
community where
Numeracy—A
classroom should
students are surrounde
be a
life math tasks,
d by mathemat
data analysis, math
mathematical communic
word walls, instrumenics. This includes realts of measurem
ation, class-creat
calendars, and
ent,
ed math charts,
evidence of problem
graphic organizers
solving.
,
Daily: Calendar
Math and Morning
palate for the “Your
Work—This daily
the day, data work, Choice” entrées below with calendar appetizer prepares the
incredible equations,
activities, problems
previews of skills
review of skills
of
to come.
to be maintaine
d, and
Your Choice: Whole-Cl
ass
Instructio
strategies to use
n—The following
when
are excellent teaching
introducing lessons students are working at the
same level of achieveme
with a mini lesson
and think-alou
nt:
or an activating
ds, read-alouds
strategy, teacher
of math-related
Huddle, reviewing
modeling
literature, organizing
previously mastered
a Math
Workshop, and
skills,
setting
using written assessment
the stage for Math
s.
Your Choice: Small-Gro
up Instruction—Studen
with changing
composition based
ts are instructed
in small groups
on their needs.
for these groups
The individual
offers tantalizing
ized preparatio
opportunities to
practice new skills,
n
introduce new
work
concepts,
instruction to struggling with manipulatives, provide
intensive and targeted
learners, introduce
Math Workshop
activities that will
, conduct informal
later become part
needs.
assessments, and
of
reteach based on
student
Your Choice: Math
Workshop—Student
to complete individual
s are provided with
ly, in pairs, or in
follow-up from
cooperative groups. independent work
whole-class or small-grou
The
mastered skills,
p instruction, practice work may be
investigations,
of previously
math games, Math
work.
Journals, or interdiscip
linary
Daily: Conferen
cing—To enhance
students, informally
learning, teachers
confer individual
assess their understan
one-on-one mathemat
ly with
dings, provide
opportunities for
individual students, ical communications, and determine
as well as for the
teaching points
class.
for
Daily: Assessmen
t—Be sure to include
learning to inform
a generous helping
instruction, with
of
assessment
each unit.
a dollop of assessment
for
of learning to top
off

How does Guided
see? Chapter nine Math look in a real classroom
? What would
provides an overview
one
this approach come
of how the compon
together and are
ents of
implemented by
a single classroom applied. Guided Math can be
teachers makes
the process easier. teacher, but collaboration among
among the various
Teachers may want
components of
Instruction (Figure
Guided Math using to choose
few of the compon 1.1). It is often easier for teachers the Menu of
ents and gradually
to begin with a
add more.
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Figure 2.1 Creating
a Mathematics

Professional

Establish ing

Building
Teams
Creating a Professio
nal
Communi ty

Encourag ing

Implementing Guided Math

Community

Trust

Tools for Educational Leaders

Empower ing
Communi ty
Members

By Laney Sammons • Foreword by Mary Esther Reynosa
Grades K–8

Collabora tion

Establishing Trust

Imperat ive in
the establish ment
is nurturing
of professional
trust among
commun ity membercommun ities in schools
administrative
staff and teachers
s—not only
too long, math
between
,
teachers worked but also between teachers.
For much
classroom s of
others, planning on their own—never venturin
independently,
g into the
teach their young
and yet doing
learners in their
their best to
been territorial
about their classroomown ways. Some teachers
have even
to observe, reluctan
s—reluctant to
t to share their
have
These teachers
successes or struggle others come in
may engage in
s with their peers.
friendly chitchat
breaks or after
school,
with
professional discussio but are unwilling to engage other teachers during
in
rich and construc
ns. In that climate,
on mathem atics
tive
professional
education initiativ
es fail to thrive. commun ities focused

➤➤ Guides teachers through inquiry, learning, goal setting, collaborative planning,
interaction with instructional coaches, and reflection
264 pp. • TEX51512 • $31.99
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Strategies
for
Math Warm-U
ps

We Are All
Parts of the
Whole Samp
le Chart
Examine this

We Are All Parts
of the Whole
Chart
picture

of 24 student
a part of this
group (for exampl s. Write a fraction that
represe
wearing shorts)
e, girls, smiling
on
students, student nts
chart. Make your a sticky note, add your initials,
s
fractional group
and post it on
different from
the
any already posted.

Insert class photo

here.

LS

11
13 are boys

8
24 have striped

AK

shirts
TM

19
5 are smiling

13
24 are girls

CJ

LN
124
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Strategies for Implementing Guided Math
By Laney Sammons • Foreword by Barbara Blanke
Grades K–8

4
24 wears glasses

for Implement

ing Guided Math
© Shell Education

➤➤ Provides specific strategies for implementing the seven elements of the Guided
Math Framework, including whole-class instruction, small-group instruction, Math
Workshop, and assessment
➤➤ Sample lessons, activities, and classroom snapshots of strategy implementation
are provided at three grade-level spans: K–2, 3–5, and 6–8
344 pp. • TEX50531 • $99.99

Whole-Class
Instruction

MATHEMATICS

Guided Math Conferences
By Laney Sammons • Foreword by Deborah Allen Wirth
Grades K–8

Conferring wit
Mathematiciansh Young
Just as students
come in all shapes
quirks, senses of
and sizes, with
humor,
distinctive personal
with unique backgro and sensitivities, they also
ities,
come
und knowledge
manage to adapt
and instructional into our classroom s
our instruction
our classroom
each year as these needs. Somehow we
s—not
enriches the learning only adapt, but to truly delight young learners enter
environ ment we
in the
so carefully construc diversity that
t.
Realistically, however
,
the
vast
and skills of students
differences in
foundational knowled
profession of teaching pose challenges—cha llenges
ge
that
. How do we
students, discover
gain insights into are intrinsic to the
what they know,
the thinking of
they have, what
what they can
our
struggles they
do, what misconc
face, and what
intimate nature
eptions
concerns they
of
harbor?
relationships with small classes allows astute
teachers to establish The
their students
in
measure of their
close
students’ learning which they acquire somethi ng
and discussions.
of a true
strengths and needs
Building on that
f lows naturally
measure, differen through observat ion
.
tiation of instructi
on
With larger class
and unique individu sizes, the task of accurate
ly assessing the
al learning needs
Opportunities
complex
of our students
to closely observe
is more difficult
student-teacher
their
.
conversations during work are limited, as are
lessons. In some
in-depth
ways, a classroom lessons, especial ly during whole-c
orchestra. When
full
lass
of students is
25
analogous to
the blended sound or 30 students are each
an
playing their
of the whole
own scores,
orchestra makes
it almost impossib
le to
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Conferences

128

11

➤➤ Helps teachers navigate a crucial piece of the Guided Math framework—
conferring with students
✔✔ Provides strategies, tips, management, and implementation methods for
effectively conferencing with students within the Guided Math framework
✔✔ Includes “snapshots” of dialogues at multiple grade levels that offer
realistic scenarios
232 pp. • TEX51187 • $31.99
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Chapter 1

Guided Math Workshop
By Laney Sammons and Donna Boucher • Foreword by Kimberly Rimbey
Grades K–8

tations with Stude

nt Choice

tions with Student

Name: ______
______

____________

Choice

__________ Date:
___________

Math Worksta
tion

➤➤ Helps teachers successfully plan, organize, implement, and manage
Guided Math Workshop
➤➤ Provides practical strategies for structure and implementation to allow time
for teachers to conduct small-group lessons and math conferences to
target student needs

s Checklist

Directions:
Complete at
least five works
the week. Draw
tations during
an X by the
workstation
completed the
when you have
task.

£
£
£
£
£
£

Workstation
1: Math Litera
ture
Workstation
2: Computatio
nal Fluency
Workstation
3: Problem Solvin
g
Workstation
4: Place Value
Workstation
5: Measureme
nt Practice
Workstation
6: Math Vocab
ulary

With this model,
workstations
may either be
makes the manage
named or given
ment boards
a number. Numbe
simpler because
changed without
ring stations
the materials
having to change
or content of
the workstation
which student
the stations can
s are engaged
label. Worksta
be
in number sense
tion 1 may include
may focus on
activities one
tasks in
geometry.
week, but the
next week the
If you decide
tasks
to offer student
s
opportu
guidelines regardi
nities to choose
ng how the worksh
where they will
participate in
work, provide
op structure operate
each workstation
clear
s. Establish how
at one time and
station is full.
many student
devise a way of
s can
letting student
s know when
the

232 pp. • TEX51654 • $45.99
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Math Workshop

Math
Workshop
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Author Available to Keynote

Donna Boucher

See page 173 for details.

Guided Math Workstations
By Donna Boucher and Laney Sammons
Grades K–8
➤➤ Helps students practice, review, and maintain mathematical concepts and skills
with effective and easy-to-implement workstation tasks
➤➤ Provides teacher instructions to help guide planning and student directions to
support independence
136–144 pp. • $19.99 each
Grade
Grades K–2

Item
TEX51728

Grade
Grades 3–5

Item
TEX51729

Grade
Grades 6–8

Item
TEX51730

Math
Workshop

Daily Math Stretches
Building Conceptual Understanding
By Laney Sammons
Co-authored by Michelle Windham and Pamela Dase
Grades K–8
➤➤ Provides daily warm-up activities that get students thinking about mathematics
and ready for instruction
192 pp. • $29.99 each
Level
Levels K–2

Item
TEX50636

Level
Levels 3–5

Item
TEX50786

Level
Levels 6–8

Item
TEX50787

Warm-Ups

Building Mathematical Comprehension
Using Literacy Strategies to Make Meaning
By Laney Sammons • Foreword by Ruth Harbin Miles
All Grades
➤➤ Provides familiar reading comprehension strategies to help students ask good
questions, visualize mathematics, and synthesize their understanding
➤➤ Demonstrates how to facilitate student learning to build schema and make
connections among concepts
Small-Group
Lessons

304 pp. • TEX50789 • $31.99

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339

A Division of Teacher Created Materials
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Guided MathMATHEMATICS

Multiple Works

Another Math
Workshop model
often used by
which student
teachers is offering
s can choose
to work each
multiple worksta
clearly indicate
day. It is very
tions from
s where student
important that
s can work. Valuabl
the management
confused and
e instructional
need to be directed
chart
time may be lost
.
if students are
According to
Diller (2011), choice
plays an importa
and this model
offers an effectiv
nt role in the
success of math
e way of providin
many choices
workstations,
g choice. She
may overwhelm
cautions, howeve
students. Teacher
the beginning
r,
that
s should offer
of the year. Sometim
too
controlled choice,
es the choice
workstation tasks
especially at
is limited because
to be completed
the
each week. If
teacher require
complete particul
you choose this
s certain
ar workstation
model and require
tasks, help student
work by providin
students to
s develop respons
g checklists to
show what they
ibility for monito
have completed
ring their
and what still
Figure 1.7 Sample
needs to be done.
Checklist for Multiple
Worksta

Professional Resources
Mathematical Discourse

Chapter 3
Teacher Moves
That
Promote Effe
ctiv
Student Discou e
rse
Building a Comm
unity

Let the Kids Talk!
By Barbara Blanke • Foreword by Steve Leinwand
All Grades

of Learners

A teacher’s knowled
ge of students
the facilitation
’ social and academ
of mathematical
ic needs supports
discourse in the
planning, and
specifically chosen
classroom. The
decisions,
teacher’s level
teacher moves
of familiarity
are all based
with students
on a
and learning
’ mathematical
styles. So, just
knowledge
how do teachers
of the social and
acquire deep
academic needs
knowledge
teachers have
of students? First
to choose to
and foremost,
spend time at
building relations
the beginning
hips with students
of the year
each one while
in the classroo
working toward
m, getting to
know
effective discours
engage students
e communities.
in productive
mathematics
to establish a
To
discussions, it
learning environm
is imperati
ent that welcom
and includes
expectations
es student involvem ve
for all students
community.
ent
to contribute
to the discours
e
Establishing classroo
m community
beginning of
norms and agreeme
the school year
nts at the
will support learning
everyone in the
classroom—inclu
opportunities
for
ding the teacher—
Teachers can
begin this process
is
by sharing persona paramount.
experiences that
the teacher believes
l stories
comfortable to
will assist students past learning
also share their
in
feeling
stories.
process, it is importa
Through this
agreement-makin
nt to explore
mathematical
g
learning via conversastudents’ feelings about their
past
tions and journalin
g, always looking
for

Support equitable learning environments by encouraging active listening,
clear communication, justification of strategies, and acknowledgement of
student experiences.
➤➤ Creates opportunities for students to think constructively, communicate
effectively, and ultimately increase mathematics proficiency

5

184 pp. • TEX51768 • $31.99

Introduction

A Universal Exam
1
2

1
3

ple

1
4

Clothesline Math

Objective: Accurate
ly place

and space three
unit fractions on
an open number
Teacher: Good
line .
day, class. Today,
I am introducing
This number line
you to the clothesli
will help us better
ne.
studying. Today,
understand the
math we are
though, we will
start with a topic
know in order
to show you how
we already
the Clothesline
works.
First, we call it
the Clothesline
because it is literally
with clothespi
ns that we will
a clothesline
use to show that
equal.
certain values
are
I will give you
numbers written
on folded cards
tents. This shape
that look like
makes it really
easy to hang our
clothesline.
numbers on the
The teacher shows
students the folded
cards, as shown
in Figure I.1.
Figure I.1 Folded

Chris Shore, M.A.Ed.
See page 173 for details.

The Master Number Sense Maker
By Chris Shore • Foreword by Andrew Stadel
Grades K–12

Clothesline Cards

Equip teachers with the theoretical groundwork for intentionally teaching number sense
in both elementary and secondary classrooms.
➤➤ Includes tips and strategies for facilitating the mathematical discourse that
naturally ensues among students when implemented

You will notice
there are no “benchm
and tick marks
arks”—those numbers
you usually see
on a number line.
this is an open
That’s because
number line, so
you get to choose
When it is your
how to label it.
turn to
benchmarks printed place numbers on the number
line, I have
and ready for you
the room.
on the table at
the front of
The teacher gestures
to the pile of benchma
shown in Figure
rk cards at the
I.2.
front of the room,
as
© Shell Education
100444—Clothesline

Author Available to Keynote

Math

9

336 pp. • TEX100444 • $45.99

Teaching Mathematics Today, 2nd Edition

4. Students need
to keep track of
hits with red Xs
red Os when their
and misses with
partner guesses,
own guesses of
and green Xs and
hits and misses.
Os for their
If students get
go again. If not,
a “hit,” they may
it is their partners
’ turn.

5. The winner
is

the first person

who sinks all five

By Erin Lehmann • Forewords by Sharon Rendon and Diana Wilson
All Grades

ships.

y
l

6
5
4
3
l
2
l
1
l
–6 –5 –4 –3
–2 –1 0
l
1 2 3 4
5 6
–1
l
–2
l
–3 l l l
l
l
–4
l
–5
l–6
l

l

l

This up-to-date guide builds a thorough understanding of current math standards and
promotes the development of students’ critical-thinking skills. Best-practice instruction
strategies are provided to implement in today’s classroom.

x

Mathematics
Classroom Proced

ures
Every successfu
celebrations, and l classroom needs establish
ed norms, procedu
consequences.
effectively set
Every teacher
res,
these up in the
has
classroom. Classroo a different way to
understa nding
of what is expected
m norms are
be established
a shared
from the class.
early
to see, in addition in the school year and clearly These norms should
posted for everyon
following, them. to celebrations and consequ
e
ences of followin
g, or not

240 pp. • TEX51207 • $29.99
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Strategies for

Teaching Procedur

es

Alternative Alg
orithm for Mul

Teacher Resource

s

tiplication

Standard

MATHEMATICS

• uses basic
and advance
d procedures
performing
while
the processe
s of computa
tion

Grades 3–5 Lesso

n

Materials
• paper
• Multiplication
Grids (page

144; page144

.pdf)

Procedure

Strategies Used
in This Lesson
• Modeling
• Visual Aids

• Acronyms
1. Tell students
that they will
be learning
method, students
how to use the
break one of
grid method
the number
for multiplication.
2. Distribute
s into tens and
a piece of paper
In this
ones and then
to each student.
equal sections
multiply.
Instruct students
.
to fold their
3. Review multipli
papers into
four
cation by having
by 10.
students use
mental math
to
multiply
4. Write the
single-digit
problem 24
numbers
× 7 on the board
below. Have
or overhead.
students set
Below it, draw
up the problem
a grid like the
in the top left
one shown
box on their
papers.
24
×
7

5. Have students
identify the
single-digit
the grid method
number and
of multiplication,
the two-digi
t number. Tell
the single-d
6. Next, have
igit number
them that in
students break
belongs on the
the two-digi
that if you add
left side of the
t number into
the two pieces
grid.
tens and ones.
together, the
represent the
(20 and 4) Tell
sum is still 24;
number 24.
students
Place the addition
20 + 4 is simply
students do
the same on
a different way
sentence above
their papers.
to
the grid as shown
below. Have
24
×
7
20
+
4
7

142

SEP 50249 (i3423)—
Strategies for

Teaching Mathema

tics
© Shell Education

Strategies for Teaching Mathematics
By Deborah V. Mink • Foreword by Earlene J. Hall
Grades K–8
Choose from a wide range of easy-to-implement strategies and model lessons that
enhance mathematics instruction, including:
✔✔ Using manipulatives
✔✔ Developing problem-solving
abilities
✔✔ Developing mathematical
vocabulary
✔✔ Using games
✔✔ Teaching procedures
✔✔ Assessing mathematical thinking
300 pp. • TEX50249 • $99.99
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MATHEMATICS

Think It, Show It Mathematics

s
Student Resource
Appendix C

____

____________
________ Date

____________

____________

Name ______

Strategies for Explaining Thinking

Directions:

Step

1

By Gregory A. Denman • Foreword by Linda Dacey
Grades 3–8

Elaborating
Thinking and
.
-solving process

problem
r to explain your
graphic organize
Complete the

is my data?
know? • What
? • What do I
find out?
ng in the problem
asking me to
is the problem
What is happeni
I know? • What
• What don’t
me?

r Facts
Date: Numbe

you will
Tell WHAT steps
.
to solve the problem

Provide step-by-step strategies for developing students’ clear,
concise writing and discussion skills about math problems,
supported by student activity sheets, rubrics, and exemplar
writing samples.

need to do

:
Transition Words
Why Words:

192 pp. • TEX51051 • $45.99

answer tell
What will my

Step

2

need to do these
Tell WHY you
the problem.
steps to solve

then, next, after
To start with,
thirds, finally
that, first, second,
, therefore I know
Since, because

177

tics
It, Show It Mathema
#51051—Think
© Shell Education

What’s Your Math Problem!?!
Getting to the Heart of Teaching Problem Solving

3

CHAPTER

By Linda Gojak • Foreword by Laney Sammons
All Grades

Getting Started

Strategies

when
es intuitively
many strategi
familiarity
“Students use
s. However, gaining
they solve problem of strategies by seeing them
n
with a collectio trying to apply them, provides
s
then
modeled, and
tackling problem
useful tools for
abilities.”
students with
their problem-solving
and broadens

Dig into rich problem solving and learn to incorporate effective math teaching
practices. Meaningful instructional tools and methods are provided in this resource
to help teachers understand each problem-solving strategy and how to use it with
their students.

Burns 2007

a problem. The
how to approach
of settings and
struggle with
used in a variety
Many people
chapter can be
strategies in this g:
include the followin
in Your Own Words
• Restate the Problem
ion
and Needed informat
Given,
• Identify Wanted,
• Identify a Subgoal
iate Notation
• Select Appropr
problems as well
to solve both routine introduced in the
s can help you
These strategie
the ones that were strategies is that
problems like
t about these
as non-routine
approaching
What is importan
comfortable with
previous chapter.
become more
or help you to
they can help anyonethem will help you get started are often used
of
k. They
a problem. Each
you hit a roadbloc in the next chapters.
if
problem
examine
reexamine the
strategies we will
together with the on your problem-solving journey!
the problem
Time to get started
helpful to restate situation.
a problem, it is
problem
reading
the
nd
understa
After initially
to
to be sure you
will help you
in your own words and given information
.
solve the problem
Identifying wanted al information needed to
addition
determine any

240 pp. • TEX50788 • $24.99
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Linda Gojak, M.A.Ed.
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Leveled Texts for Mathematics
Grades 3–12
Use leveled texts to differentiate instruction while ensuring that all students have
access to the same content. Each book includes 15 leveled passages written at four
different reading levels.
144 pp. • $39.99 each

Look at the design

a
Anna bought
Wanda, Jim, and
ed
balls. They combin
bag of bouncy
to buy
They had enough
their money.
to
want each person
54 balls. They
How
amount of balls.
Are
have the same
each person get?
many balls does
over?
left
any
there

a
If a triangle has
measures 90°.
A right angle
triangle. A triangle
is called a right
right angle, it
angle. There is
than one right
cannot have more angle is a right angle. We put
if an
a way to know
the right angle.
the corner of
a little box in

is 8 tens
Problems
The number 83
Solving Division value. See the problem below. are
as you
working with

s you
digit’s place
and the number
Think of each
will help you underst
is
and 3 ones. This
If the divisor
.
the dividend.
solve the problem
the first digit of
to the next digit.
e the divisor with
larger, move on
Step 1: Compar
divide. If it is
smaller, you must
7<8
7 | 83
, and compare.
t. Multiply, subtract
digit of the quotien
Write the first
Step 2: Divide.
(divide)
ten
1
8 tens ÷ 7 =
1
y)
1 × 7 = 7 (multipl
t)
7 | 83
= 1 ten (subtrac
than 7,
8 tens – 7 tens
–7
7 (If 1 were greater
Compare: 1 <
1
to redo this step.)
we would have

e

Acute Triangl
are
angles. These
s have three acute
Some triangle
is less than 90°.
s. Each angle
called acute triangle
e
Obtuse Triangl

85
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tics: Number and

Texts for Mathema

Steps for Meas
uring the Area
of Irregular Shap
1. Divide the
irregular shape
es
into
regular

Operations

angle. These
s have one obtuse
Some triangle
angle is greater
triangles. One
than one
are called obtuse
cannot have more
than 90°. A triangle
obtuse angle.

2. Look for any
missing
measurements
on the new shape.
Use the measure
ments provided
on the shape to
figure
the missing measure out what
ments are.

shapes.

5 cm
3 cm
4 cm
10 cm

5 cm

4 cm

3 cm

4 cm

triangles
that we can
We can name
to know this so
sides. We need
be named by their
different.

Right Triangle

3 cm
5 cm

not a right
triangle

right triangle

10 cm

3. Find the area
of the
shapes you created. regular

25 cm2

not an acute
triangle

10 cm

5 cm

25 cm2

#50717—Leveled

not an obtuse
triangle

31

4 cm

4 cm

You.know.the.word.fraction...Do.you.know.
where.it.comes.from?..It.has.the.root.fract-...
That.means.“break.”..The.suffix.-tion means.“the.
result.of.”..The.word.fraction.means.“the.result.
of.breaking.”..That.makes.sense...A.fraction.is.a.
part.of.a.whole.

Basic Facts
A.fraction.is.a.number...It.compares.a.part.with.a.whole...It.compares.the.number.
of.equal.parts.with.the.number.in.a.whole...It.can.also.be.used.to.compare.groups...
A.fraction.can.compare.the.number.of.equal.groups.with.the.total.number.of.equal.
groups.
See.the.circle.(right)...It.is.split.into.two.equal.parts..
One.out.of.the.two.parts.is.shaded.
We.write.“ 12 ”.to.show.the.number.of.shaded.pieces..
We.say.“one-half.”
These.circles.are.split.into.two.equal.groups.
One.out.of.the.two.groups.is.shaded.
We.write.“ 12 ”.to.show.the.number.of.shaded.groups.
We.say.“one-half.”
A.fraction.has.two.numbers...One.is.a.numerator...The.other.is.a.denominator...
The.numerator.tells.you.the.number.of.equal.parts...The.denominator.tells.you.the.
number.parts.in.the.whole...Look.at.the.fraction. 12 ...The.1.is.the.numerator...The.2.
is.the.denominator.

3 cm

5 cm

Not.one-half

One-half

16 cm2 4 cm

4 cm

16 cm2 + 50 cm2
= 66

5 cm

Some.numbers.are.made.of.a.whole.number.and.a.fraction...Those.are.mixed
numbers...Below,.two.whole.rectangles.are.shaded...One-half.of.another.rectangle.is.
shaded...That.means.2 12 .rectangles.are.shaded..

cm2

4 cm × 4 cm =
16 cm2
2(5 cm × 5 cm)
= 50 cm2
© Shell Education
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Texts

4 cm

4. Add the areas
of the regular
shapes together
. This will
give you the total
area of the
irregular shape.

3 cm

3 cm
obtuse triangle

5 cm

4 cm

5 cm

acute
triangle

What Is a Fraction?
5 in.

5 in.
Area is the number
of square units
only measures
needed to cover
two-dimensiona
the space inside
l surfaces. Finding
This is because
regular shapes
the area of regular a figure. Area
have straight sides.
equal. There
shapes is easy.
are equations
And all the sides
you can use to
and angles are
But finding the
help you find
area of irregula
the area of regular
r shapes takes
sides and angles
shapes.
a bit more work.
that are not all
Irregular shapes
equal.
have

can
Triangles
their angles. They
are
How to Name in two ways. They can be named by know
how triangles

divisor

2 in.
3 in.
7 in.

Basic Facts

for
line segments
. It has three
It is two-dimensional at three points. These points
closed shape.
A triangle is a
. The sides meet
sides. The word
a three-sided polygon an angle with two of the
can add up the
its sides. It is
Each vertex forms measure the three angles. You
are called vertices.
You can
L
up to 180°.
“three angles.”
triangle means
They always add
of those angles.
∆.
measurements
this:
like
s. It looks
used for triangle
these, too.
There is a symbol
You need to use
by each vertex.
∆LMN,
There are letters
ways. They are:
M
be identified six
N
This triangle can
or ∆NLM.
∆MNL, ∆NML,
∆LNM, ∆MLN,

can
in reverse. We
multiplication
made
Division is like
balls. The friends
multiplication.
of the bouncy
more
You know about
groups. Think
there were no
went on until
group into smaller
. The
break up a big
each pile. They
the same amount
put one ball in
Each person got
three piles. They
kept them out.
were extras, they
balls. If there
ers.
the number
remaind
The divisor is
leftovers are the
the dividend.
go in evenly. The
One number is
can
it
divisor.
times
the
how many
One number is
Division shows
that is left over.
the dividend.
er is any number
that goes into
. The remaind
quotient
answer is the quotient
dividend
quotient
dividend
12 ÷ 5 = 2 R2
12 ÷ 3 = 4
remainder
divisor

2 in.

The area of this
irregular shape
How can you
is 29 inches2.
prove that this
is true?

below. How many

Basic Facts

Basic Facts

Item
TEX50717
TEX50754
TEX50715

Measuring the
Are
of Irregular Sha a
pes

Triangles
Understanding triangles do you see?

Division
Understanding

n
© Shell Educatio

Level
Geometry
Measurement
Number and Operations

4 cm

Item
TEX50716
TEX50755
TEX50785

4 cm

Level
Algebra and Algebraic Thinking
Data Analysis and Probability
Fractions, Decimals, and Percents

Geometry
for Mathematics:

Texts for Mathemat

2

ics: Measurem

ent

1
2

.is.a.mixed.number.

21

n

© Shell Educatio

© Shell Education
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Fina l

1

Chal leng e

2

STEAM

Research and Brainstorm

Where
What questions do you have?
and
can you find answers? Brainstorm
research ideas for a solution.

Content - Area Literacy

Define the Problem

or in your community.
Identify a problem at your school one device for your
Gather ideas for solutions. Choose
project.
limits?
Constraints: What are your
How much time, space, and materials
do you have?

3

do?
Criteria: What must your design
Are there any parts it must have?

4

Design and Build

will
Sketch your design. What purpose
will
each part serve? What materials
work best? Build your team design.

Test and Improve

What
How will you test your design?
your
data will you record? Now, test
can you
design. Ask for feedback. How
modify
improve your design? Then,
your design and try again.

Reflect and Share

about
Plan and make a presentation
your device. Present to an audience.
What did you learn?

Smithsonian
STEAM Readers
Grades K–5
GR Levels LB–W • Lexile® NP–860L
Reading Levels 0.0–5.9 • Interest Grade Levels PK–7
Inspire curiosity, perseverance, and wonder about the world!
Created in partnership with the Smithsonian Institution, Smithsonian STEAM Readers
empower students to become independent learners and problem solvers while fostering
creativity and innovation.
➤➤ Students will immerse themselves in all aspects of STEAM and will engage in the
engineering design process to solve problems.
➤➤ Students will experience examples of failure and persistence that lead to successful
designs and innovation.
➤➤ Students will develop an appreciation of the power of perseverance, helping them
see how they can change the world around them.

New

Levels

Each kit includes:
Waterways are important, so we want to take care of
them. What does a natural creek look like? A natural
creek bed does not follow a straight path. Instead,
it has lots of twists and turns with deep and shallow
pools. It has clear water and shady trees along the sides
of the creek, or banks. A creek is home to many living
things. You might see moss growing on rocks and
plants growing along the bank. You might see frogs,
fish, and flying insects. You might also spot birds and
other animals at a creek.

See pages 133–138 for individual
kit information and pricing.

mossy rocks
along a creek

An area with natural creeks and streams is also better
prepared for floods. During heavy rain, water in a
shallow creek will flow over the banks of the creek.
This water soaks into the flat ground nearby. The
nearby ground is called a floodplain. A creek needs a
floodplain in order to stay in balance.

Ducks rely on creeks for
food and water.

Most of Earth’s surface—almost
three-quarters of it—is covered
in water. But only a small
amount is usable by humans.

8

9

Studying mummies is not always simple. You cannot just
find a mummy and look at it. Care must be taken to keep
the mummy whole. It took the right conditions to preserve
the mummy in the first place. The conditions must be kept
up. If not, the mummy will not last. There may be nothing
left to study.

Books
Engage students with high-interest
content at multiple reading levels.
➤➤ Learn how people use the engineering
design process to solve real-world
problems.
➤➤ Connect to STEAM careers with advice
from Smithsonian professionals.

Digital Resources

Air is a big threat to mummies. Scientists once opened a
mummy to study it. The mummy was coated in a substance
like tar. When air touched the substance, it began to
smolder, or burn slowly. Then, it flamed and turned the
mummy to ash. Now we know that an exposed mummy
does not last. Mummies must be studied without being
exposed to air.

computer model of
a pharaoh’s tomb

Engineering
Airtight
For mummies to last, coffins and tombs had
to be airtight. All measurements had to be
precise so that there were no gaps between
Engineering
stones.
The mummies were completely sealed.
Airtight
Lack of air meant lack of bacteria. Often, the
For mummies to last, coffins and tombs had
stone
doorways
to tombs were cemented over
to be airtight.
All measurements
had to be
precise so that there were no gaps between
as well. This added an extra seal.
stones. The mummies were completely sealed.
Lack of air meant lack of bacteria. Often, the
stone doorways to tombs were cemented over
as well. This added an extra seal.

Scientists send robots with
cameras to look into tombs.

20

21

Each reader highlights all the
components of STEAM and helps
students draw real-world connections.

Weave technology into literacy
instruction with a variety of digital
resources, including:
➤➤ Interactiv-eBooks
➤➤ Audio of each book
➤➤ Student reproducibles
ric
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STEAM
28937—Smithsonian

image
caption

sentence with the word
sentence before the word

Directions: Find each word in the book. Mark the locations and
ofafter the word
❏ types
sentence
context clues that helped you make meaning. Then, write the meaning of
❏ image
theFungus
word.
Chytrid
•

le
g
Cultivate a knowledgeab
an ever-changin
population in world.
technological

sentence after the word

Locations

Context Clues

•

3.

sentence before the word

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Materials

Materials

Readers

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

sentence with the word

Types

❏

comparison
11

Readers:
sentence before the word
❏STEAMdefinition
29000—Smithsonian

sentence after the word
image
caption

❏
❏
❏
❏

caption

comparison
definition
description

STEAM

➤➤ Integrate STEAM education into
literacy instruction with support from
the Management Guide.
➤➤ w research, differentiation tips, pacing
plans, standards correlations, and
additional support for the engineering
design process.
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Lessons
Locations

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

sentence with the word
sentence before the word
sentence after the word

synonym

caption

definition

29010—Smithsonian Readers: STEAM

1

2

1

2

Final STEAM Challenge Rubric

Categories

Scores

Reflect and Share

Content
Plan
and make a presentation about
Words
andPresent
pictures
all parts of the
your
device.
to explain
an audience.
engineering
design process.
What
did you learn?

4

3

2

1

Appearance
Poster is neat and easy to understand.

4

3

2

1

Teamwork
All team members helped prepare and
present work.

4

3

2

1

Presentation
Team members spoke in loud, clear voices.

4

3

2

1

description
example
synonym
antonym

Meaning of Word: ____________________________________________________

10

29010—Smithsonian Readers: STEAM

© Teacher Created Materials

description
example
synonym
antonym

comparison

Culminating Activity
Challenge students to apply what they’ve
learned in a Culminating Activity to solve
real-world problems.

definition
description
example

synonym
antonym

Meaning of Word: ____________________________________________________

10

and
rs helped prepare
All team membe
Constraints: What are your limits?
3 Test and Improve
present work.

1

2

comparison

Types

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

3

antonym

➤➤ Strengthen content-area literacy skills
with standards-based lesson plans
for every title.
➤➤ Facilitate STEAM challenges that
inspire students to be makers as
they design, build, test, and improve
solutions.
image

3

Sketch your design. What purpose will
each part serve? What materials will
work best? Build your team
4 design. 3

Identify a problem at your school or in your community.
Gather ideas for solutions. Choose one device for your
Teamwork
project.

4

example

Meaning of Word: ____________________________________________________

Management Guide

understand.
and easy to
2 Design and Build

4

How will you test your design? What
1
2
data will you record? Now,4test your 3
design.
Ask
for feedback.
How
canhas
you been evaluated on a scale of 1 to 4.
voices.
Directions:
Each
item
Presentation
clear
Criteria: What must your design do?
spoke in loud,
improve your design? Then, modify
Are there any parts it must have? Team members
your design
and
try again.
4=
Great
3 = Good 2 = Okay 1 = Needs Improvement

Types

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Poster is neat

research ideas for a solution.

How much time, space, and materials
do you have?

Types

Date: _________________

•

look at the
Help students
issues
world and current scientific,
through a critical,ing lens.
and problem-solv

Challenge
Appearance

Meaning of Word: ____________________________________________________

Habitat Loss

2.

sentence with the word

4

and Brainstorm
Content
parts of the
1 all Research
explain
Words and pictures process. What questions do you have? Where
can you find answers? Brainstorm and
engineering design

STEAM

Define the Problem

Directions: Find each word in the book. Mark the locations and types of
context clues that helped you make meaning. Then, write the meaning of
the word.

to frogs. Write

Locations

through
comprehen
It is only
Guiding students
of actual learning.
arts teachers. However,
and in the context
of English or language
across the curricula strategies successfully.
they are employed
tly use reading
students can independen

Date: _________________

Context Clues

in Danger

threats
the text about
information from
category.
Directions: Find
your find for each
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Research

Name: _______________________________________________________
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4.
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item has been
ment
Directions: Each
Needs Improve
= Okay 1 =
= Good 2
4 = Great 3
Scores
Categories
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Students integrate a variety
of skills and content areas
with a focus on inquiry in
order to develop and enrich
their abilities to understand
reoccurring themes, the world around
them, literacy, and the design process.

Smithsonian STEAM Readers
Think of a problem at your
home. Or
think of a problem in your
classroom.
How will you solve it?

Goals
•
•
•
•
•

What does your design need
to do?
What parts must it have?
How much time do you have?
How much space do you have?
What materials do you need?

1 Research and Brainstorm
What questions do you have?
Do
some research. Think of ideas.

GR Levels LB–F • Lexile® NP–380L
Reading Levels 0.0–0.9 • Interest Grade Levels PK–2

2 Design and Build
• Draw a plan.
• What materials will work
best?
• Build your design.

3 Test and Improve

• How will you test your design?
• Test your design.
• Did it meet your goals?
• Try to make it better.
• Test it again.

Each kit includes:

4 Reflect and Share

Present your designs to an
audience. What did you learn?

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lessons that strengthen content-area literacy skills and provide
activities that support inquiry-based learning
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ A Culminating Activity that challenges students to apply what
they’ve learned about the engineering design process
➤➤ Digital Resources including Interactiv-eBooks, audio of each book,
and student reproducibles

They pour the wax into

New

molds.

It dries there.

6

7

6-packs with lesson plans • $43.99 each

Making More Doughnuts
TEX28965

Playing with Wind
TEX28966

What Toys Can Do
TEX28961

Learning About Sharks
TEX28955

A Den for Bei Bei
TEX28954

Making Shade
TEX28967

Making Crayons
TEX28960

Staying Afloat
TEX28959

Taking Food To Go
TEX28957

Pulling Taffy
TEX28964

Finding the Right Container
TEX28963

Planning Garden Life
TEX28968

Title
Complete Kit NEW
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 15 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
Folding Paper
TEX28962

Lighting the Night
TEX28958

Item
TEX28840

Price
$949.99

TEX29134

$104.99

See item numbers above.
TEX28948

$43.99 ea
$3,200.00

Building a Beaver Lodge
TEX28956

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Content - Area LiteracySTEAM

Grade K

Final

STEAM

Chall enge
Define the Problem

Content - Area Literacy

Smithsonian STEAM Readers
Final

STEAM

1

Think of a problem at your
home or in
your classroom. How will
you solve it?

2

Design and Build

GR Levels I–M • Lexile® 420L–530L
Reading Levels 1.0–1.9 • Interest Grade Levels K–3

Draw a plan. What materials
will
work best? Build your design.

Goals
What must your design do?
Are there
any parts it must have? How
much time
do you have? How much
space do you
have? What materials do
you have?

Grade 1

Research and Brainstorm
What questions do you have?
Where can you find answers?
Do some research and think
of ideas.

Chall enge
Define the Problem

3

Test and Improve

How will you test your design?
What data will you record?
Now, test your design. Ask
for
feedback. Try to make your
design better. Test it again.

4

Each kit includes:

Reflect and Share

Present your designs to an
audience. What did you learn?

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lessons that strengthen content-area literacy skills and provide
activities that support inquiry-based learning
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ A Culminating Activity that challenges students to apply what
they’ve learned about the engineering design process
➤➤ Digital Resources including Interactiv-eBooks, audio of each book,
and student reproducibles

Helping Hands
Karl is not the only one to
get help. Prosthetic parts
are made for many animals.
The new parts may not work
the same as those made by
nature. But they help.

New

This runner’s prosthetic leg is
based on a cheetah’s leg.

Science

Helping People

Karl with his prosthetic beak
10

Prosthetic parts are made
for people too. They can
replace missing or hurt body
parts. They help people
move and live in new ways.

11

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99 each

Seeing More Stars
TEX28983

Studying Snowflakes
TEX28982

Making Water Safe
TEX28979

Being Like Butterflies
TEX28977

Making Music
TEX28972

Helping Animals Learn
TEX28970

Solving Problems at the Zoo
TEX28980

Building Sandcastles
TEX28976

The Art of Shadow Puppets
TEX28975

Staying Warm
TEX28974

Cooling Off
TEX28973

Helping Injured Animals
TEX28969

Title

STEAM

Complete Kit NEW
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 15 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
Powered by the Sun
TEX28981

134

Building Lighthouses
TEX28978

Raising Silkworms
TEX28971

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Item

Price

TEX28841

$949.99

TEX29135

$109.99

See item numbers above.
TEX28949

$48.99 ea
$3,200.00

Smithsonian STEAM Readers
Identify a problem at your school
Gather ideas for solutions. Chooseor in your community.
one device for your
project.

1

Constraints: What are your
limits?
How much time, space, and materials
do you have?

2

3

Research and Brainstorm
What questions do you have?
Where
can you find answers? Brainstorm
and
research ideas for a solution.

Design and Build

GR Levels N–Q • Lexile® 550L–710L
Reading Levels 2.0–2.9 • Interest Grade Levels 1–4

Sketch your design. What purpose
each part serve? What materials will
will
work best? Build your team design.

Test and Improve
How will you test your design?
What
data will you record? Now, test
your
design. Ask for feedback. How
can you
improve your design? Then,
modify
your design and try again.

Criteria: What must your design
Are there any parts it must have? do?

4

Reflect and Share

Each kit includes:

Plan and make a presentation
about
your device. Present to an audience.
What did you learn?

Natural Protection

New

Wet weather is a fact of life. Animals know
where to go to stay dry. Some animals look
down. They dig tunnels in the ground to stay
away from rain. Other animals find plants to use
as shelter. Leaves can block rainfall.

These rice farmers use woven
mats to stay dry from the rain.

Engineers see how animals stay dry. It inspires
them to keep people dry the same way.

Technology & Engineering

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lessons that strengthen content-area literacy skills and provide
activities that support inquiry-based learning
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ A Culminating Activity that challenges students to apply what
they’ve learned about the engineering design process
➤➤ Digital Resources including Interactiv-eBooks, audio of each book,
and student reproducibles

Rain Riders

14

A pygmy rabbit uses a leaf
as shelter from the rain.

One raindrop weighs 50 times more than
a mosquito. That is like two cars falling on
top of an adult human! The bugs survive
being crushed by diving inside raindrops.
Then, they use their hairs to brush away the
water and escape before hitting the ground.

15

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Staying Dry
TEX28995

Growing Plants in Space
TEX28993

Living in Sunlight Extremes
TEX28989

Piecing Art Together
TEX28987

Protecting a Sinking City
TEX28997

Creating a Habitat
TEX28986

Bones on Display
TEX28985

Mimicking Nature
TEX28998

Dealing with Wildfires
TEX28996

Safe Cycling
TEX28992

Creative Machines
TEX28991

The Science of Gems
TEX28990

Title
Complete Kit NEW
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 15 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
Making Maps
TEX28988

Cooking Innovations
TEX28994

Item
TEX28842

Price
$999.99

TEX29136

$129.99

See item numbers above.
TEX28950

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Hatching a Chick
TEX28984

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Content - Area LiteracySTEAM

Grade 2

Final

STEAM

Chall enge
Define the Problem

Content - Area Literacy

Smithsonian STEAM Readers
Final

STEAM

1

Chall enge
Define the Problem

Identify a problem at your school
Gather ideas for solutions. Chooseor in your community.
one device for your
project.
Constraints: What are your
limits?
How much time, space, and materials
do you have?

2

3

Research and Brainstorm
What questions do you have?
Where
can you find answers? Brainstorm
and
research ideas for a solution.

Design and Build
Sketch your design. What purpose
each part serve? What materials will
will
work best? Build your team design.

Test and Improve
How will you test your design?
What
data will you record? Now, test
your
design. Ask for feedback. How
can you
improve your design? Then,
modify
your design and try again.

Criteria: What must your design
Are there any parts it must have? do?

4

Reflect and Share
Plan and make a presentation
about
your device. Present to an audience.
What did you learn?

Grade 3
GR Levels Q–W • Lexile® 600L–700L
Reading Levels 3.0–3.9 • Interest Grade Levels 2–5

Each kit includes:
➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lessons that strengthen content-area literacy skills and provide
activities that support inquiry-based learning
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ A Culminating Activity that challenges students to apply what
they’ve learned about the engineering design process
➤➤ Digital Resources including Interactiv-eBooks, audio of each book,
and student reproducibles

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Raising Clouded Leopards
TEX28999

Amphibian Rescue
TEX29000

Restoring Muddy Creek
TEX29001

Making a Mummy
TEX29002

Navigating at Sea
TEX29003

Saving Culture
from Disaster
TEX29004

Underwater Training
TEX29005

Botanical Illustration
TEX29006

The Wright Brothers
TEX29007

Taking Photos from Space
TEX29008

Helping People See
TEX29009

From Grass to Bridge
TEX29010

STEAM

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 15 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
Predicting Earthquakes
TEX29011

136

Mapping the Milky Way
TEX29012

Blue Crab Comeback
TEX29013

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Item
TEX28843

Price
$999.99

TEX29137

$129.99

See item numbers above.
TEX28951

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Smithsonian STEAM Readers
Define the Problem

Identify a problem at your school
Gather ideas for solutions. Chooseor in your community.
one device for your
project.

1

Constraints: What are your
limits?
How much time, space, and materials
do you have?

2

3

Research and Brainstorm
What questions do you have?
Where
can you find answers? Brainstorm
and
research ideas for a solution.

GR Levels S–W • Lexile® 650L–810L
Reading Levels 4.0–4.9 • Interest Grade Levels 3–6

Design and Build
Sketch your design. What purpose
each part serve? What materials will
will
work best? Build your team design.

Test and Improve
How will you test your design?
What
data will you record? Now, test
your
design. Ask for feedback. How
can you
improve your design? Then,
modify
your design and try again.

Criteria: What must your design
Are there any parts it must have? do?

4

Each kit includes:

Reflect and Share
Plan and make a presentation
about
your device. Present to an audience.
What did you learn?

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lessons that strengthen content-area literacy skills and provide
activities that support inquiry-based learning
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ A Culminating Activity that challenges students to apply what
they’ve learned about the engineering design process
➤➤ Digital Resources including Interactiv-eBooks, audio of each book,
and student reproducibles

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Designing Butterfly Exhibits
TEX29014

Organic Farming
TEX29015

Saving the Arctic
TEX29016

Powered by Steam
TEX29017

The Culture of Calendars
TEX29018

Conserving an Aircraft
TEX29019

Rebuilding the Body
TEX29020

Making Movies
in Technicolor
TEX29021

Selling More Snacks
TEX29022

The Evolution of
Space Suits
TEX29023

Designing a Shuttle
TEX29024

Electric Vehicles
TEX29025

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 15 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
Exploring Volcanic Activity
TEX29026

Tracking a Storm
TEX29027

Item
TEX28844

Price
$999.99

TEX29138

$129.99

See item numbers above.
TEX28952

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

The Science of Waves
and Surfboards
TEX29028

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Content - Area LiteracySTEAM

Grade 4

Final

STEAM

Chall enge

Content - Area Literacy

Smithsonian STEAM Readers
Final

STEAM

1

Chall enge
Define the Problem

Identify a problem at your school
Gather ideas for solutions. Chooseor in your community.
one device for your
project.
Constraints: What are your
limits?
How much time, space, and materials
do you have?

2

3

Research and Brainstorm
What questions do you have?
Where
can you find answers? Brainstorm
and
research ideas for a solution.

Design and Build
Sketch your design. What purpose
each part serve? What materials will
will
work best? Build your team design.

Test and Improve
How will you test your design?
What
data will you record? Now, test
your
design. Ask for feedback. How
can you
improve your design? Then,
modify
your design and try again.

Criteria: What must your design
Are there any parts it must have? do?

4

Reflect and Share
Plan and make a presentation
about
your device. Present to an audience.
What did you learn?

Grade 5
GR Levels S–W • Lexile® 720L–860L
Reading Levels 5.0–5.9 • Interest Grade Levels 4–7

Each kit includes:
➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each in print and digital formats
➤➤ Lessons that strengthen content-area literacy skills and provide
activities that support inquiry-based learning
➤➤ Management Guide
➤➤ A Culminating Activity that challenges students to apply what
they’ve learned about the engineering design process
➤➤ Digital Resources including Interactiv-eBooks, audio of each book,
and student reproducibles

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Saving a Species
TEX29029

Life in a Cube
TEX29030

Saving Migratory Birds
TEX29031

Digging Up Dinosaurs
TEX29032

Inka Terraces
TEX29033

Designing National Parks
TEX29034

Living and Working
in Space
TEX29035

Making Music
with Magnets
TEX29036

Color-Changing
Cephalopods
TEX29037

Thomas Edison:
Lighting a Revolution
TEX29038

The Science of Glass
TEX29039

The Art and Science
of Skateboarding
TEX29040

STEAM

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each title; 15 books total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 15 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
Guided by Stars
TEX29041
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Plant Invaders
TEX29042

Making an Ocean
Ecosystem
TEX29043
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Item
TEX28845

Price
$999.99

TEX29139

$129.99

See item numbers above.
TEX28953

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Science Readers

Light Makes a Rainbow
PHYSICAL
SCIENCE
Learning Objectives
Students will:

Physical

to support
• identify details the author gives
the main idea of the book.
• write an opinion about rainbows.
splits to make
• describe how light bends and
a rainbow.

Standards

Lesson Timeline
1

2

Task

Summary of Student
Learning Activities

Summary of Student
Learning Activities

Predict details that might be
included in the book.

Observe and record
rainbows.

Physical

4

Task

After Reading (page 120)

Summary of Student
Learning Activities
Identify details the author
uses to support the main
idea.

Physical
116

3

Task

Before Reading (page 118)

Introductory and Lab
Activities (page 117)

21575—Content and Literacy

in Science Grade 1

5

Grades K–5

Task

During Reading (page 119)

Summary of Student
Learning Activities

GR Levels A–T • Lexile® BR–820L
Reading Levels 0.1–5.9 • Interest Grade Levels K–12

Identify important details
in the book and write their
favorite thing about rainbows.

Task

Activity from the Book
(page 120) and Assessments
(pages 125–126)

Improve reading comprehension while teaching key scientific concepts.
This series helps students build literacy skills and science content knowledge
with high-interest, appropriately leveled informational text featuring hands-on
simple science experiments. Each kit provides multiple texts and easy-to-use
lessons around common strands: life science, physical science, Earth and
space science, and scientific practices. The lessons and activities support
STEM instruction and are aligned to the TEKS.

Summary of Student
Learning Activities
Spin wheels of color to see
white light and take the
assessments.
© Teacher Created Materials

See pages 140–145 for individual kit
information and pricing.
Each kit includes:

EARTH and SPACE

Name: ________

SCIENCE

____________

____________

Extreme Weath

_____ Date: ____
________

__

er Quiz
Directions: Read
each question.
Choose the best
answer you have
answer. Fill in
chosen.
the bubbl

e for the

1 What tools do meteo
predict the weath

A
B
C
D

er

E Extreme Weath
EARTH and SPAC
SCIENCE

ctives

Learning Obje

anes do the most

damage?

microscopes and
telescopes
radar and satell
ites
sunny and warm
tornadoes and
twisters

A
B
C
D

EARTH and SPACE

SCIENCE

in the eye
out at sea
on land
in Tornado Alley

Begin a KWL chart
r.
types of weathe

4

5

After Readi

Student
Summary of
ities
Learning Activ

Earth

s that
Identify text feature
understand
help them better
the text.

)—Content and

21668 (i10011

Literacy in Science

Student
Summary of
ities
Learning Activ

© Teacher Created
features
Explain how text g toMateria
the ls
give or add meaninopinion
an
text, and write
supporting
statement with
reasons.

Student
Summary of
ities
Learning Activ

weather,
Write about wacky ents.
and take the assessm

Weather
Grade 3—Extreme

EF2

179–218

111–135

greater
than 322

EF5

21668 (i10011

)—Content and

Literacy in Science

1 What is the wind speed
2 Is an EF-3 or an EF-5

Grade 3—Extreme

of an EF-2 tornado

Weather

11

______

________________

_______________

How can you tell?

_______________

_______________

_______________

_

_______________

_______________
_______________
_
think people should
chart to support your
evacuate? Use eviden
answer.
ce from the
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
Materials
_
© Teacher Created
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_
_______________
_______________
_______________
12 21668 (i10011)—Content
_______________
_
and Literacy in Science
Grade

3 At what rating do you

3—Extreme Weather

© Teacher Created

Materials

Lesson Plans

Observe It!

To observe things the way a scientist does, you must
not only watch, but you must also eat a slice of pizza. Just
kidding! I was checking to see if you were paying attention.
That’s because a good scientist not only watches but also PAYS
ATTENTION. Get it? To observe like a scientist is to watch
and pay attention.

166–200

greater
than
200

? _______________
_____

tornado stronger?

_______________

Task

the Book
Activity from
sments
(page 6) and Asses
(pages 11–12)

Task

ng (page 6)

2

about

ng (page 5)

During Readi

Earth

ng (page 4)

Student
Summary of
ities
Learning Activ

motion of a

267–322

Task

Task

Before Readi

Earth

Investigate the
tornado.

Space

2

Task

A
B
C
D

Space

Space

1

and Lab
Introductory 3)
Activities (page

Student
Summary of
ities
Learning Activ

Every day, you observe. If you watch a sport being
played, that’s observation. If you watch your dog catch a ball,
that’s observation. If you watch grass grow or paint dry, you
are observing. If you watch your dad bake a cake or your mom
wash the dishes, you are observing them, too. (Of course, you
shouldn’t just watch your mom and dad do chores. Ask them if
they need some help! Good scientists are also very courteous.)

Earth

4 Where do hurric

page 10 help
a reader understand on
Name
5________
What are the condi
the text?: ________________
________________tions
requi
________
red Date:
for a dust storm
________
It explains how
_____________________
?
a tornado works
.
A strong winds and
It shows the effect
Earth
cool air
s of a tornado.
The
Fujita Sca
B moist
le
It shows a pictur
air and hot winds
Direct
e of a ions:
tornado.
Scientists use
Cthelight
Fujita
Scale
It shows where the questions
winds
to rain
rate tornados. Use
and
Tornado Alley below.
the scale to answer
is.
D strong winds and
strate
in a text to demon
dry air
Wind
Wind
and the words
Scale
3 Acco
Standards
Speed
from illustrations
Speed
Wind
s. rding to the timeline
Example
Wind
information gained
(kmh)
on pages
of view with reason
(mph)
Speed
• Reading: Use the text.
14–15
Speed
6 Tornadoes act like Scale (kmh)
supporting a point
one form to , what year did Hurri
of
Example
understanding
on topics or texts, nt forms and changes from
cane
giant _______. (mph)
Wilma occur?
opinion pieces
differe
• Writing: Write that water exists in the air in
A
in
blizzards
EF0
ic success
105–137
65–85
ary for academ A 2004
• Content: Know various processes.
concepts necess
h
EF3
B drains
219–266 136–165
ation, ideas, and
another throug
unicate inform
B
2005
• Language: Comm
C vacuums
of Science.
the content area
C 2008
D alleys
EF1
138–178 86–110
D 2012
Lesson Timeline
EF4
3
s to better
from the text feature
• use information er.
evidence
understand weath
weather, using
n piece about
• write an opinio
nt
from the text.
states during differe
water changes
how
tand
• unders
ions.
weather condit

Earth

➤➤ High-quality informational texts partnered with
scientific investigations make it easy to integrate
these readers into science instruction.
➤➤ Books cover the three strands of science: life,
physical, and Earth and space.

rologists use to

2 How does the image

Students will:

Books

er?

A scientist really notices things. You do this with your
eyes, of course. You see things, and you think about what you
see. You also observe like a scientist when you use your nose
and ears. You smell odors and you hear sounds. You smell and
hear them change, as well. And, if it’s safe to do so, you can
also use your hands and tongue to observe. You touch things
and you taste things. You think about how things feel and how
they taste. Your senses can tell you a lot. They might even tell
the whole story if you really pay attention.
“Hey, I just saw a furry streak
of orange flash past me!”

“Okay, now I heard
a crash, a splash, and
the distinctive smell of
lemon freshness!”

➤➤ Easy-to-implement lessons and activities foster students'
curiosity about the world around them.
➤➤ Each book has an accompanying teacher-guided lesson that
addresses both science and literacy objectives.
➤➤ Multiple assessment types help guide instruction.

measuring
microparticles

Data In the Details

12

measuring
water pollution
levels

Any data that is found as the
result of an experiment is also
called an observation. Data
is the facts and information
scientists use to calculate results
and analyze their hypothesis.

“Uh-oh, I feel a strange
wetness seeping into
my socks!”

“Oh, no. Mr. Kitty knocked
over the mop pail. Bad kitty!”

13

Books that present key scientific
information in accessible and
interesting formats help build
inquiry skills and reading
comprehension.

Soooo BIG!

puffer fish

Little kids like to play the So Big game, making
themselves as big as they can be. For many animals, So Big
is an adaptation that helps them survive. When faced with
a threat, their instincts kick in. They make themselves seem
larger than they are.
One of the weirdest examples of this is the puffer fish.
When it gets scared, it takes in air or water in a special sac
in its body. Then, it blows up like a balloon. It only takes a
few seconds to do this! It can let out the air and water pretty
quickly, too, and go back to its normal size.
The frilled lizard and cobra use size as a warning, too.
The frilled lizard flares its frill, and the cobra flares its hood.
The flare is its way of saying, “I’m warning you. Back off!”

A frilled lizard
eats its prey.

22

How to Scare a Bear

and see a bear, keep
If you are out in the woods
can’t avoid the bear, use
your distance. But if you
adaptations to help you.
what you know about
1. Make a lot of noise.
and family to make
2. Stand with your friends
threatening.
your group look more
your head to appear
3. Spread your arms over
as large as possible.

Definitely Not Bambi
Deer are cute and sweet, right? Not the
tufted deer. It has an unusual adaptation—
fangs! The male uses its fangs to fight
other males for a mate. If one deer knocks
down the other, its fangs will finish the job.

23

22 - 23

High-interest, increasingly complex
scientific informational texts support
literacy skills and reoccurring
scientific themes.

Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks help develop 21st century skills. Tips
and best practices guide teachers on how to effectively
incorporate Interactiv-eBooks into the curriculum to
optimize learning.
Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Content - Area LiteracySCIENCE

Physical

in a text.
the author gives to support points
or name the book they are
• Reading: Identify the reasons
in which they introduce the topic,
• Writing: Write opinion pieces
and provide some sense of
supply a reason for the opinion,
writing about, state an opinion,
closure.
it strikes an object.
travels in a straight line until
in
• Content: Know that light
necessary for academic success
information, ideas, and concepts
• Language: Communicate
the content area of Science.

Texas
Edition

Texas
Edition

Grade K

Spanish
Available

Reading Levels 0.1–1.1
Lexile® BR–490L

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—13 titles, 6 copies each,
32 pages per book, in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plans for each title
➤➤ Digital resources including ebooks,
lessons, audio, and student activity pages

Life Science
Earth & Space Science

Living!
Level 0.3
English TEX21541
Spanish TEX27777

Baby Animals
Level 0.2
English TEX21542
Spanish TEX27778

Seeds
Level 0.9
English TEX21543
Spanish TEX27779

What Do Living
Things Need?
Level 0.1
English TEX21544
Spanish TEX27780

Tell Me About It
Level 0.5
English TEX21547
Spanish TEX27783

Solid or Liquid?
Level 0.2
English TEX21548
Spanish TEX27784

Nature Made
Level 0.9
English TEX21549
Spanish TEX27785

Here Comes the Sun
Level 0.4
English TEX21550
Spanish TEX27786

I am warm.
3

Digital resources bring science to
life for young learners.

What Makes a Plant?
Level 1.1
English TEX21580
Spanish TEX27793

The sun helps
plants grow.
8

What Is the Weather?
Level 0.9
English TEX21551
Spanish TEX27787

Changing Weather
Level 0.1
English TEX21552
Spanish TEX27788

Scientific Practices

We can sort anything!
You name it, we can
sort it.

2
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9

Too Much Trash!
Level 0.2
English TEX21555
Spanish TEX27791

Metal is in rocks.

SCIENCE

The weather is
sunny.
2

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99 each

Physical Science

Content - Area Literacy

Science Readers

We use metal to

make tools.
3
4
Title
English Item Spanish Item
Price
3
Complete Kit
TEX27632
TEX27638
$620.99
Add-on Pack
(1
2of each book; 13 titles total) TEX28099 TEX28105 $90.99
See item numbers above.
$48.99 ea
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
reading level correlations available online at
4 Complete
www.tcmpub.com/administrators/reading-levels.
6
14
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15

3

Science Readers
Growing Up Green

Reading Levels 0.5–2.9
Lexile® BR–560L

Spanish
Available

A plant starts life as a seed. The
seed begins to grow if it is planted in the
ground. It needs water, sunlight, air,
and room to grow.

This seed has
just sprouted.

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each,
32 pages per book, in print and digital
formats
➤➤ Lesson plans for each title
➤➤ Digital resources including ebooks,
lessons, audio, and student activity pages

Blown Away
Some seeds travel by
wind before they sprout.

9

8

Books and lessons in digital format
capture students’ attention.

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99–$54.99 each
For example, think about the traits in
two frogs of the same species. They are
similar. One frog might have a trait to

Scientific Practices

Earth & Space Science

Physical Science

Life Science

be greener. One frog might have a trait
to be smaller. But the frogs are mainly
the same!

Interdependence of
Living Things
Level 2.9
English TEX21620
Spanish TEX27810

Inside a Plant
Level 1.9
English TEX21581
Spanish TEX27794

All in the Family
Level 1.9
English TEX21584
Spanish TEX27797

How Sound Moves
Level 1.3
English TEX21585
Spanish TEX27798

Message Received!
Level 1.7
English TEX21586
Spanish TEX27799

Light Makes a Rainbow
Level 1.5
English TEX21587
Spanish TEX27800

How Heat Moves
Level 1.9
English TEX21589
Spanish TEX27802

I Spy
Level 0.8
English TEX21546
Spanish TEX27782

Stars
Level 2.0
English TEX13845
Spanish TEX13633

The Seasons
Level 1.6
English TEX21590
Spanish TEX27803

Looking Up!
Level 1.3
English TEX21593
Spanish TEX27806

We Recycle
Level 1.0
English TEX21594
Spanish TEX27807

On Water
Level 0.5
English TEX21554
Spanish TEX27790

13

12

Here are some handy tools to protect
the scientist.

The first rule of science is to be
careful! Science can be dangerous.
A scientist must use care to be safe.

Warn ng
Scientists often use
chemicals (KEM-i-kuhlz).
Chemicals may change
things. They may be
harmful if used
without care.

16

Frog Spec es
Frog Spec es

There are about 5,000
There
are about
5,000
frog species
in the
world!
frog species in the world!

Our Sun
Level 1.0
English TEX21591
Spanish TEX27804

Protect It

Protect

Science Detectives
Level 1.9
English TEX21595
Spanish TEX27808

These frogs have
different traits.

goggles

Title
Complete Kit

Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

English Item
TEX27633

Spanish Item
TEX27639

TEX28100

TEX28106

See item numbers above.

Price
$720.99
$104.99
$48.99–$54.99 ea

Complete reading level correlations available online at
www.tcmpub.com/administrators/reading-levels.

gloves
apron

earmuffs

17
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Content - Area LiteracySCIENCE

Grade 1

Texas
Edition

Spanish
Available

Your Turn

Reading Levels 1.9–3.2
Lexile® 310L–720L

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each
32 pages per book, in print and digital
formats
➤➤ Lesson plans for each title
➤➤ Digital resources including ebooks,
lessons, audio, and student activity pages

A good way to stop so much
trash is to recycle. This
means to use something in
a new way. Think of a way
you can recycle something.
22

23

Digital books guide students toward
independent learning while exploring
core concepts.

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99–$54.99 each

Life Science

Each beehive has a queen
bee. She is the mother of
all the other bees.

Earth & Space Science
Scientific Practices

SCIENCE

Texas
Edition

Grade 2

Physical Science

Content - Area Literacy

Science Readers

Self or Cross?
A plant can pollinate itself. T is
called self-fertilization. It also
can pollinate another plant with
the help of insects, animals,
wind, or water. That’s called

self-fertilization

cross-fertilization.

Pollination
Insects, wind, and water help plants. They do this

cross-fertilization

through pollination. That is how they carry pollen from
plant to plant. This starts the process that allows new

Environment: A World
of Change
Level 3.2
English TEX21623
Spanish TEX27813

Pollination
Level 2.2
English TEX21619
Spanish TEX27809

Ecosystems
Level 2.4
English TEX21621
Spanish TEX27811

Habitats
Level 2.2
English TEX21622
Spanish TEX27812

The Nature of Matter
Level 2.7
English TEX21624
Spanish TEX27814

Forces
Level 2.5
English TEX21625
Spanish TEX27815

Energy
Level 2.2
English TEX21626
Spanish TEX27816

Friction
Level 2.9
English TEX21627
Spanish TEX27817

Earth and Moon
Level 1.9
English TEX21592
Spanish TEX27805

Water Bodies
Level 2.3
English TEX21630
Spanish TEX27820

Rocks and Minerals
Level 2.8
English TEX21631
Spanish TEX27821

Tracking the Weather
Level 3.2
English TEX21669
Spanish TEX27836

Watching
the Wind

Using a Wind R
Title
ose
Complete Kit

Scientists use
a wind rose
chart to
track wind
patterns. A
wind rose chart
shows the
direction and
spee
wind in an
area. If a storm d of
meteorolo
is coming,
gists know
which way
wind will likely
the
blow durin
g the storm
.

Add-on Pack
(1 Nof each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

Darker colors mean the
wind is blowing gently.
Lighter colors mean the
wind is blowing forcefully.

Wind vanes show us the direction the wind is
blowing. They are often on top of buildings. Wind vanes
have four short arrows that point to the north, south, east,
and west. These arrows remain still. A longer arrow on
top moves with the wind. It points in the direction the
wind is blowing. For example, if the pointer is aligned
with the north arrow, the wind is blowing northward.

15.50

3.6%
2%
4%
6%

blows
way the wind
Knowing which
air traffic
helps pilots and
where the best
controllers decide
and landings.
places are for takeoffs

8%
10%
12%

S

This label shows
the direction the
wind is blowing.

E

10.80

(1.6%)

(6.1%)

8.23 (27

.6%)

5.14 (35

.0%)

3.09 (22

.0%)

1.54 (0.0
%)
0.00 (3.6
%)

The percentage shows
how often the wind
blows at each speed.

22
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8

9

Motion
Level 2.6
English TEX21628
Spanish TEX27818

Water Cycle
Level 2.3
English TEX21633
Spanish TEX27823

English Item
TEX27634

Spanish Item
TEX27640

TEX28101

TEX28107

See item numbers above.

Price
$775.99
$111.99
$48.99–$54.99 ea

Complete reading level correlations available online at
www.tcmpub.com/administrators/reading-levels.

Wind
Spee
(kilom
eters pe d
r hour)

W
wind vane

Earth and Moon
Level 2.8
English TEX21634
Spanish TEX27824

plants to grow.
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Science Readers

Spanish
Available

Deforestation

Reading Levels 2.5–4.3
Lexile® 460L–740L

Disappearing

One way people change the planet is by cutting down and
removing trees from forests. This is called deforestation. There
are many reasons trees are cut down. Trees are a natural resource.
People cut down trees to use the wood to make paper and build
homes. Wood can also be used to heat homes or cook food. The
demand for wood and paper is high. So more forests are being cut
down every day.

Each kit includes:

Some people clear forests to make room for crops. But after a few
years, the soil may lose its nutrients. It’s not as rich without trees.
This makes it difficult for crops to grow there.

➤➤ Books—14 titles, 6 copies each,
32 pages per book, in print and digital
formats
➤➤ Lesson plans for each title
➤➤ Digital Resources, including ebooks,
lessons, audio, and student activity pages

orests

Deforestation is occurring in all of the
biggest rainforests around the world.
The countries with the most serious
deforestation problems are Brazil,
Malaysia, and Nepal.

“At first I thought I was fighting

to save rubber trees,
then I thought I was fighting to save the Amazon rainforest.
Now I realize I am fighting for humanity.”
—Chico Mendes, conservationist

Before

After

6

7

Digital books help students evaluate
content in diverse formats.

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each
Soooo BIG!

puffer fish

Scientific Practices

Earth & Space Science

Physical Science

Life Science

Little kids like to play the So Big game, making
themselves as big as they can be. For many animals, So Big
is an adaptation that helps them survive. When faced with
a threat, their instincts kick in. They make themselves seem
larger than they are.

How to Scare a Bear

and see a bear, keep
If you are out in the woods
can’t avoid the bear, use
your distance. But if you
adaptations to help you.
what you know about
1. Make a lot of noise.
and family to make
2. Stand with your friends
threatening.
your group look more
your head to appear
3. Spread your arms over

One of the weirdest examples of this is the puffer fish.
When it gets scared, it takes in air or water in a special sac
in its body. Then, it blows up like a balloon. It only takes a
few seconds to do this! It can let out the air and water pretty
quickly, too, and go back to its normal size.

as large as possible.

The frilled lizard and cobra use size as a warning, too.
The frilled lizard flares its frill, and the cobra flares its hood.
The flare is its way of saying, “I’m warning you. Back off!”

Life Cycles
English TEX21658
Spanish TEX27825

Food Webs
English TEX21659
Spanish TEX27826

Traits for Survival
English TEX21660
Spanish TEX27827

The Right
Environment
English TEX21662
Spanish TEX27829

Think Like
a Scientist
What happens when lift, gravity, and
air resistance act on an object? Experiment
and find out!

What to Get
➲
➲
➲

Changing Matter
English TEX21663
Spanish TEX27830

Energy in Action
English TEX21664
Spanish TEX27831

Balanced and
Unbalanced Forces
English TEX21667
Spanish TEX27834

Extreme Weather
English TEX21668
Spanish TEX27835

Landforms
English TEX21629
Spanish TEX27819

Weathering and Erosion
English TEX21632
Spanish TEX27822

Predict It!
English TEX21673
Spanish TEX27840

Take Control

Scientific Toolbox

18

Scientists don’t just rely on their own
eyes and ears to measure changes and
calculate results. They use tools such
as rulers, timers, and microscopes to
observe small changes in precise ways.

23

What to Do
1

Plug in the hair dryer, and turn it on. Place
it on the highest setting and point it straight
up in the air.

2

Before you place a table tennis ball above
the air stream, write what you expect to
see. Now, place the ball over the blowing
air. Observe the results.

3

Try adding more balls slowly, and record your
results. Try using a golf ball, too.

4

How many balls will float at once? What would
happen if you turned the hair dryer to low? Is
this an example of balanced or unbalanced
forces? Which forces are involved?

table tennis balls

Prediction

Result

golf

28

Using the control group helps you narrow down cause
and effect. It helps you be specific. And being specific
helps you get your answer!

cont rol
plan t

week 3
week 4

22

Ball

Okay, what does that mean? Here’s an example. Let’s
say that you want to find the best fertilizer for a kind of
plant. You can experiment to find the best fertilizer to use.
So you do everything to the control plant that you do to
other plants (like water it and give it sunlight), except you
don’t give the plant that fertilizer.

week 1
week 2

hair dryer

Deer are cute and sweet, right? Not the
tufted deer. It has an unusual adaptation—
fangs! The male uses its fangs to fight
other males for a mate. If one deer knocks
down the other, its fangs will finish the job.

table tennis

And here’s another important thing to know. When you
experiment, your goal is to try to prove your hypothesis
wrong! That’s right! You have to try everything you can to
shoot it down. It’s only after you try all the ways to prove
it wrong and it still holds up that you know the hypothesis
is true.

Of course, all of this can be hard to keep straight. That’s
why scientists use something called a control group. A
control group is something that is used as a standard for
comparison. It isn’t affected by the thing being tested.

golf ball

Definitely Not Bambi

A frilled lizard
eats its prey.

1.0 cm
1.5 cm
1.65 cm
1.70 cm

Earth’s Moon
English TEX21672
Spanish TEX27839

test plan

t

1.0 cm
1.6 cm
1.75 cm
2.0 cm
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People and the Planet
English TEX21671
Spanish TEX27838

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 14 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

We Are Here
English TEX21708
Spanish TEX27852

English Item
TEX27635

Spanish Item
TEX27641

Price
$720.99

TEX28102

TEX28102

$104.99

See item numbers above.

$54.99 ea

Complete reading level correlations available online at
www.tcmpub.com/administrators/reading-levels.

measuring a flower grown
without fertilizer

measuring a flower
grown with fertilizer
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Content - Area LiteracySCIENCE

Grade 3

Texas
Edition

Spanish
Available

Energy Exchange
in Ecosystems

Reading Levels 4.2–5.9
Lexile® 670L–810L

Looking at life on Earth, we can see the sun’s energy flowing. Every plant
and animal participates in the energy flow. Without this flow, there would be no
life. In a way, life is energy flowing and transforming.

Checks and Balances

We see this energy flow in different ecosystems. It is easy to see how the
sun’s energy flows and supports all life there. In forests, trees and ferns fill the
landscape. Birds, deer, mushrooms, and bugs share in the exchange of energy
that begins with the sun and plants. In deserts, cactuses and yucca plants grow.
Lizards and tortoises eat the plants, and animals such as coyotes may eat them.
In grasslands, grasses wave while trees and shrubs dot the land. Big herds of
grazing animals such as bison roam. These herds are supported by the sun’s
energy, which is captured in the vast stretches of grasses there.

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each,
32 pages per book, in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plans for each title
➤➤ Digital Resources, including ebooks,
lessons, audio, and student activity
pages

plays an
Even the tiniest insectflow of energy.
the
important part in
It is food for
Think about a cricket.as lizards, birds,
many animals, such But it also breaks
and even humans!
and recycles nutrients
down dead plants
pollinate flowers!
in soil. It can even

Ecosystem is
short
“ecological system.” for

herd of bison
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Digital and print lessons
support TEKS objectives.

Life Science

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Earth & Space Science
Scientific Practices

SCIENCE

Texas
Edition

Grade 4

Physical Science

Content - Area Literacy

Science Readers

Plant Reproduction
English TEX21697
Spanish TEX27841

Producers and Consumers
English TEX21698
Spanish TEX27842

Adaptations
English TEX21700
Spanish TEX27844

The Nutrient Cycle
English TEX21701
Spanish TEX27845

Life and the
Flow of Energy
English TEX21736
Spanish TEX27857

Electricity
English TEX21702
Spanish TEX27846

Circuits
English TEX21703
Spanish TEX27847

Transferring Energy
English TEX21704
Spanish TEX27848

Sound Waves and
Communication
English TEX21705
Spanish TEX27849

Composition
of Matter
English TEX21741
Spanish TEX27862

Ocean and Wind Currents
Ocean water is always on the move. Ocean currents are affected
by many things, such as wind, temperature, and salinity. The sun’s
rays hit the surface of the ocean and warm the water. Water is warmest
near the equator because it receives the most direct sunlight. The warm
molecules in the water spread out. When molecules spread out, they
can’t hold as much salt. So, warm water is lighter and moves faster
than cold water.

Ocean currents are also affected by temperature. Winds blow because
Earth’s surface is not heated evenly. The winds move the surface of the
oceans. These currents force warm water to move toward the poles.
The temperature of the water slowly changes from warm to cold. Since
the cold water is denser or more closely packed, it sinks. Deep currents
move the cold water away from the poles back to the equator. This can
take thousands of years! Then, warm water rises to replace the cold water
taken away by the currents. And the cycle continues.

Curling Currents

Surface currents
in the Northern
Hemisphere curl
one
clockwise. Currents way—
Southern Hemisphe in the
other way—coun re curl the
terclockwise. It’s
the rotation of Earth
the direction of the that changes
currents.

er
Streaming Summ

is a surface current
The Gulf Stream water north. The
that moves warm all the way from
current stretches The Gulf Stream
Florida to Europe. of a warm bath!
ure
is the temperat

Gulf Stream

The Rock Cycle
English TEX21709
Spanish TEX27853

Our Resources
English TEX21710
Spanish TEX27854

Earth’s Cycles
English TEX21707
Spanish TEX27851

A scientist analyzes
data on a computer.

14

Almost always, it’s
not just one scientist
but
conducting research
of
instead a whole team
scientists. Good science
!
involves teamwork

15

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

A scientist gathers and tests
samples from a forest.

Whatever the scientist is investigating, he or she must decide
that the ideas are testable in order to move forward. If not, there is no
science. Testing is a must; so, while exploring, the scientist begins to test. The
testing might be in a lab, but it might also be wherever the testing makes most
sense. Maybe it’s in a forest, maybe it’s underwater, or maybe it’s on a computer.
There’s no single rule about this!
While testing, the scientist crafts a reasonable explanation for the question at
the heart of the inquiry. The scientist gathers and interprets data on everything he
or she observes. While doing this, the scientist continues to adapt and change his
or her thinking according to the findings.

What a Scientist Sees
English TEX21712
Spanish TEX27856
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What the Evidence Shows
English TEX21751
Spanish TEX27872
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Spanish Item
TEX27642

Price
$775.99

TEX28103

TEX28109

$111.99

See item numbers above.

Complete reading level correlations available online at
www.tcmpub.com/administrators/reading-levels.
A scientist conducts tests in a lab.

A good scientist also analyzes everything. That’s right—everything! He or
she asks questions about the findings and data and repeats the tests. The scientist
checks and double checks. In order to be accurate, the tests must be repeatable
and the scientist must get the same result EVERY TIME.

18

English Item
TEX27636

19

$54.99 ea

Science Readers

Texas
Edition

Spanish
Available

Reading Levels 3.9–5.9
Lexile® 660L–820L

This loess plateau is used
for farming in China.

Deserts
It’s unusually hot in most desert climates. In fact, the ground gets
so hot that it heats the air. You can actually see the air rise in waves.
These waves can play tricks on your eyes. These are called mirages
(mi-RAHZHs). They make people see things that are not really
there. But, there is more to deserts than just high temperatures.
Many deserts are sandy and barren. Very few plants grow
there. This is because deserts are arid, or dry. During the winter
months, deserts get very little rain. Sometimes, it’s so hot that the
rain evaporates. The rainwater turns into a vapor, or gas, before it
ever reaches the ground. This leaves hardly any water for plants and
animals. At night, it gets cold in the desert. The temperature drops
fast! This is because there is not a lot of moisture in the air. The
desert climate is extreme, but life has adapted. Plants, animals, and
humans all live in the desert.

Each kit includes:

➤➤ Books—15 titles, 6 copies each,
32 pages per book, in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Lesson plans for each title
➤➤ Digital Resources, including
ebooks, lessons, audio, and
student activity pages

Watching the Winds

millions of
When dust is blown for
loess (LOH-es).
years, it leaves behind
understand
Scientists study loess to
past.
how winds blew in the

Useful Urine

Hyraxes (HAHY-ruh-seez) live in Africa
the
and Asia. They prefer to urinate in
same places. Scientists found a place
where the hyraxes had been urinating
for 55,000 years! Over time, pollen,
leaves, and grasses dried in the
urine. Scientists studied how these
plant bits changed over time. Their
work showed how changes in the
in
polar climates affected the climate
distant places such as Africa.

rock hyrax

14

15

Promote active, engaged learning
with ebooks and audio resources.

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99–$54.99 each
Taiga

Protecting
the Original Taiga

Life Science

Just south of the tundra is
the largest land biome.		It is called
taiga.		Winters are long and cold.		
Summers are short and cool.

Most of the Russian Federation
is covered by taiga. In fact, the
word taiga comes from Russia.
It means cold forest. Russia’s
taiga is home to arctic foxes,
brown bears, musk deer, and
snow leopards. Unfortunately,
this unique region faces serious
threats. Poachers hunt the
animals illegally. Loggers also
break the law to cut down trees.
The climate is changing because
of nearby cities. The Russians
don’t want to lose their taiga.
They have turned almost four
million hectares of taiga into
protected land.

taiga

Evergreen trees can grow in
the taiga.		They do not lose their
leaves in the winter.		Animals that
need trees can live in taiga, too.		
Birds nest in the trees.		Deer hide in
the shade.
The taiga covers much of
Canada, Russia, and China. Grizzly
bears, eagles, deer, and bats make
their homes in these pine forests.			
This environment also has lakes,
bogs, and rivers.

Animal Senses
English TEX21699
Spanish TEX27843

Life and Non-Life in
an Ecosystem
English TEX21737
Spanish TEX27858

DNA
English TEX21740
Spanish TEX27861

Inside Ecosystems
and Biomes
English TEX11110
Spanish TEX28549c

Black Bear
Some black bears live in the
taiga. They eat salmon, fawns,
and rodents. They also eat
berries, leaves, and even ants!
Because it’s so cold in the taiga,
bears have to eat anything they
can to keep warm. Food adds
layers of fat that help them to
keep warm. Black bears are also
big and strong. They are so big
that no other animal hunts adult
bears. This makes them apex
predators. Such a predator
would appear at the top of an
energy pyramid.

black bear
12

Physical Science

Radiation

13

People radiate
heat! In fact,
any matter that
the air around is warmer than
it radiates heat.

Thermal energy can also be transferred through radiation. Radiation is the
transfer of heat through electromagnetic waves. These are waves that can move
through empty space or matter. These waves do not need molecules around them
to move their energy. Of the three methods of heat transfer, radiation is the only
one that can do this. Conduction and convection need something for the heat to
travel through.
One source that produces electromagnetic radiation is the sun. It comes from
extremely hot gases that burn in the sun. It sends this radiation through millions
of miles of empty space. We see it in the form of sunlight. When the radiation
reaches Earth, it begins to heat the molecules in the sky and in the ground.
Fire also emits radiation. It does this with waves, which transfer heat to
objects by radiation. A person near a campfire will feel the radiated heat of the
fire. This is true even if the surrounding air is cold. Fire also transfers heat to
the surrounding air by convection. This happens as the air around the fire heats
and expands.
Without heat transfer, everything would stay the same temperature. Next time
you’re enjoying a warm meal or the air conditioning on a hot day, you can thank
heat transfer.

Heat Around You

conduction

Look around you and see if you can find
places where heat is being transferred.
Is it transferred through conduction,
convection, or radiation?

convection

Light and Its Effects
English TEX21706
Spanish TEX27850

Mixtures and Solutions
English TEX21742
Spanish TEX27863

Conservation of Mass
English TEX21743
Spanish TEX27864

Conservation of
Energy
English TEX21744
Spanish TEX27865

radiation

21
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This loess plateau is used
for farming in China.

Deserts
It’s unusually hot in most desert climates. In fact, the ground gets
so hot that it heats the air. You can actually see the air rise in waves.
These waves can play tricks on your eyes. These are called mirages
(mi-RAHZHs). They make people see things that are not really
there. But, there is more to deserts than just high temperatures.
Many deserts are sandy and barren. Very few plants grow
there. This is because deserts are arid, or dry. During the winter
months, deserts get very little rain. Sometimes, it’s so hot that the
rain evaporates. The rainwater turns into a vapor, or gas, before it
ever reaches the ground. This leaves hardly any water for plants and
animals. At night, it gets cold in the desert. The temperature drops
fast! This is because there is not a lot of moisture in the air. The
desert climate is extreme, but life has adapted. Plants, animals, and
humans all live in the desert.

Watching the Winds

millions of
When dust is blown for
loess (LOH-es).
years, it leaves behind
understand
Scientists study loess to
past.
how winds blew in the

Earth & Space Science

Useful Urine

Inside the World
of Matter
English TEX11086
Spanish TEX28547

Investigating Forces
and Motion
English TEX11092
Spanish TEX28548

Global Warming
English TEX21750
Spanish TEX27871

Climate
English TEX21670
Spanish TEX27837

Hyraxes (HAHY-ruh-seez) live in Africa
the
and Asia. They prefer to urinate in
same places. Scientists found a place
where the hyraxes had been urinating
for 55,000 years! Over time, pollen,
leaves, and grasses dried in the
urine. Scientists studied how these
plant bits changed over time. Their
the
in
work showed how changes
in
polar climates affected the climate
distant places such as Africa.
rock hyrax

14

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 15 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan

15

English Item
TEX27637

Spanish Item
TEX27643

TEX28104

TEX28110

See item numbers above.

Price
$775.99
$111.99
$48.99–$54.99 ea

Complete reading level correlations available online
at www.tcmpub.com/administrators/reading-levels.
The Story of
Fossil Fuels
English TEX21711
Spanish TEX27855

Investigating Landforms
English TEX11076
Spanish TEX28545

Spaceship Earth
English TEX11084
Spanish TEX28546
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Content - Area LiteracySCIENCE

Grade 5

Inquiry - Based Learning

Discovering Science through Inquiry
Life, Physical, and Earth and Space
Science Topics
Grades 3–8
Discover science through inquiry-based exploration.
Encourage investigation and understanding of science topics in
meaningful and engaging ways. Discovering Science through Inquiry kits
provide a complete inquiry model for a key science concept, thorough
background information, differentiated student materials, and guided
instruction for teachers.

Each kit includes:
➤➤ 16 Inquiry Cards
in print and digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide
➤➤ Inquiry Handbook
(Each kit includes a single copy;
additional copies can be ordered.)

Inquiry Handbook Activity
Lesson 1
Name_____________________________________________

Floods
You Be the Hydrologist

_question_
Directions:_Choose_one_of_the_Questions_for_Investigation_below.__Use_the
ur_
you_chose_to_formulate_a_hypothesis.__Then_design_an_experiment_to_test_yo
our_
hypothesis.__Make_observations_and_draw_a_conclusion.__Create_a_record_of_y
experiment_on_a_separate_sheet_of_paper.

➤➤ Digital resources
Digital versions of activities
and additional teacher resources,
including images and assessment
tools

Questions for Investigation
_ •_ Will_water_infiltrate_sand_or_silt_faster?___
f_soil_
Hint:_As_you_test_soil_samples,_be_sure_to_measure_the_exact_same_amount_o
into_the_funnel_and_pour_in_the_exact_same_amount_of_water.__
_ •_ Will_water_infiltrate_saturated_or_dry_soil_faster?___
Hint: Test_a_moist_sample_of_soil_(sand_or_silt).__Then,_test_a_dry_sample_of_the_
exact_same_amount_of_soil.

Lesson 1

Question

.
Select_one_of_the_Questions_for_Investigation.__Write_the_question_you_chose

The Water Cycle

Hypothesis

Formulate_your_hypothesis.__(What_is_the_answer_to_your_question?)__Write_
your_hypothesis.

condensation

water storage in
ice and snow

Experimental Design

Design_and_conduct_your_experiment.__Write_down_the_steps_to_your_
experiment._

water storage in the

atmosphere

precipitation

Observation

evaporation

What_happened_during_your_experiment?__Record_your_observations.

Conclusion

runoff

What_is_the_answer_to_your_question?__Write_your_conclusion.__Do_your_
t?
findings_support_your_hypothesis?__What_did_you_learn_from_this_experimen
#12266—Forces in Nature Inquiry Handbook

© Teacher Created Materials

evaporation

11

freshwater
storage
water storage in oceans
groundwater storag

e

TimoThy j. Bradley

Inquiry Card

Digital resources

Each kit follows the 5E model of instruction.

Engage
Engage students
with exciting
demonstrations
and video clips.

Explore
Have students
explore scientific
concepts with
hands‑on activities
and experiments.

Explain

Elaborate

Evaluate

Help students understand
scientific concepts with
graphic organizers, vocabulary
development activities, and
differentiated background
information.

Provide rich extension
opportunities with
colorful inquiry cards,
discussion questions,
and writing activities.

Monitor student
progress with provided
assessments, and help
students reflect on their
learning with science
journal pages.

Discovering Science through Inquiry

SCIENCE

Complete Kits • $249.99 each
Inquiry Handbooks: 1–9 copies: $12.99 each • 10+ copies: $8.99 each
Title
Life Science
Biomes and Ecosystems
Cells
Ecology and the Environment
Living Organisms
Physical Science
Electricity and Magnetism
Energy
Forces and Motion

146

Complete Kits
TEX10478
TEX12367
TEX12370
TEX10800
TEX12365
TEX13651
TEX10477

Each kit includes a single copy. Additional copies can be ordered.
Inquiry Handbooks
Title
Physical Science (cont.)
TEX12268
Light and Sound
TEX12373
Matter
TEX12376
Earth and Space Science
TEX12452
Earth Systems and Cycles
Forces in Nature
TEX12371
The Solar System
TEX13657
Rocks and Minerals
TEX12267

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339

Complete Kits

Inquiry Handbooks

TEX12368
TEX10799

TEX12374
TEX12451

TEX10798
TEX10476
TEX12366
TEX12369

TEX12450
TEX12266
TEX12372
TEX12375

Professional Resources


Think It, Show It Science
Strategies for Demonstrating Knowledge
By Gregory A. Denman
Foreword by Alan McCormack
Grades 3–8
Guide students in communicating their scientific thinking by utilizing specific,
step-by-step strategies for developing students’ clear, concise writing and discussion
skills about scientific concepts.
176 pp. • TEX51053 • $45.99

The 5Es of Inquiry-Based Science
By Lakeena Chitman-Booker and Kathleen N. Kopp
Foreword by Steve Rich
Grades K–12
Create an active learning environment using the 5E inquiry-based science model with
strategies, tips, suggestions, and lesson ideas for stimulating inquiry.
168 pp. • TEX50689 • $29.99

Teaching Science Today, 2nd Edition
By Kathleen N. Kopp
Foreword by Alan McCormack
Grades K–12
Enhance science instruction with proven strategies and suggestions to engage learners
and support science instruction and standards in a teacher-friendly format.
176 pp. • TEX51209 • $29.99

Leveled Texts for Science
Grades 4–12
Differentiate instruction in science with high-interest informational text passages
written at four different reading levels.
Item
TEX50162
TEX50161
TEX50160

Price
$39.99
$39.99
$39.99

Title
Item
Complete Set
TEX50587
(Includes 1 of each book; 3 books total)

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339

Price
$119.99

SCIENCE

144 pp • $39.99 each
Title
Life
Physical
Earth and Space

A Division of Teacher Created Materials
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Content - Area Literacy

Exploring
Social Studies

Texas
Edition

Grades K–5

Reading Levels 0.1–5.9 • Interest Levels Pre·K–6
Integrate Social Studies Content and Literacy Standards
Teach grade-appropriate social studies content in a Balanced Literacy
framework and save prep time with these ready-to-use grade-level kits!
Exploring Social Studies: Texas Edition integrates student expectations in
each of the eight strands of the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for
Social Studies and meets English Language Proficiency Standards.

Spanish
Available

See pages 149–154 for individual kit
information and pricing.
Each kit includes:
American Culture
s
Learning Objective
Students will:
find information.
‣ use text features to
song.
the book to write a patriotic
‣ use information from
culture.
aspects of American
‣ understand various

‣ chart paper
‣ paper
‣ bingo markers

________

Date: _____________

Name: __________________________________

Name: __________________________

________

Name: __________________________________

Date: _____________

Date: _____________

American Vocabulary
Word

beliefs

Truly American!

the
each of
fact about find it.
to find a
you
in the book
that helped
text features the text feature
Use the
Text Feature
and
Directions: Write the fact
Fact
topics below.

and Literacy

in Social

Studies

Grade 3

45

_______________________________________________________________
46

#18376—Content

© Teacher

Created

#18376—Content and Literacy in Social Studies

Materials

© Teacher Created Materials

Timeline for the Lesson
Task
(page 4)
Day 1 Before Reading
(page 5)
Day 2 During Reading
(page
Day 3 After Reading
Day 4 Primary

6)

7)
Source Activity (page

the Book
Day 5 Activities from in the books)
(pages 28 and 32

Grade 3

© Teacher Created Materials

#18376—Content

© Teacher

Created

Materials

in Social

Studies

Grade 3

47

48

started in America?

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

the English

immigrants

American Indians

classical

culture in

jazz
rock and roll
blues

football

baseball

soccer

the first peopl
e with a
America?

tennis

6 American _____ are part of

Immigrants forgot their
culture.

People bought books to
learn American culture.

C

People brought their
cultures from many places.

D

Immigrants changed their
culture when they came
to America.

#18376—Content and Literacy in Social Studies

Grade 3

American culture. These include
bravery, honesty, and hard work.

A
B
C
D

© Teacher Created Materials

3

A

B

ican cultur
e.
CricanPeopl
Culturee broug3

#18360 (i11298)—Ame
© Teacher Created Materials

5 Which of these
American

customs

values

symbols

independence

Indians
Summary of
scavenger hunt.
Go on a text feature
find facts and write How did Amer
Use text features to
ican cultur
e
develop?
patriotic songs.
find information about
Use text features to
Immigrant
American culture.
s forgot their
and
a family at Ellis Island, cultur
Observe a picture of
e.
image.
the
make inferences from
People bough
write a paragraph about
Create a mosaic and
t books to
learn Amer
American culture.
cultures from

D

12

_

2 Who were

4 Which kind of music was NOT

American team sport?

the Spanish

A the Spanish
B the English
C immigrant
D American s
Student Learning Activities
and Literacy

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
customs

Grade 3

how people communicate
the jobs people have in
their community
a way of life shared by a
group of people
the foods people eat

culture in America?

develop?

B

Another American value is ___________________________.
Americans show
this value by
_______________________________________________________________

sports

#18376—Content and Literacy in Social Studies

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

A

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

folklore

44

1 What is culture?

3 How did American culture

_______________________________________________________________
Americans help one another.

music

______ Date:
____________

ure Quiz

Directions: Read each question. Choose the best
answer. Fill in the bubble for
the answer you have chosen.

2 Who were the first people with a 5 Which of these is the oldest

Americans are brave.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

food

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

____________

American Cult

Date: _____________

American Culture Quiz

Tells a Story

Write your can
Island.
you
at Ellis
inference done
Write an
of the family
been
the picture the left column. An example has
in
Look at
Directions: about the picturein the right column.
observationseach observation
make from
Inferences
for you.
seats have
All of the
Observations
It is crowded.
up.
on
been taken
is sitting
The lady
Example:
her case.

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

leaders

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

icons

A Picture

Directions: Read the ideas about American values
below. Write examples of
how Americans express and support these values.
Americans are hard-working.
_______________________________________________________________

Topic

Definition
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

culture

customs

Date: _____________

What It Means to Be American

Name: __________________________

Name: __________________________________

Directions: For each word, write a definition.
Then, draw a picture on another
sheet of paper to show what it means.

values

____________

Directions
: Read
answer you each question. Choo
se the best
have chose
answer. Fill
n.
in the bubbl
1 What is cultur
e for
e?
A how peopl
4 Which kind
e communica
of music was
te
B the jobs peopl
started in Amer
NOT
ica?
e have in
their comm
A classical
C a way of lifeunity
B jazz
shared by
a
group of peopl
C rock and roll
e
D the foods
people eat
D blues

‣ American Culture books
the
reproducibles
‣ copies of student
(pages 8–12)
Island primary source
‣ Immigrants at Ellis
(page 13)

features to locate
‣ Reading: Use text
information in the text.
to communicate
‣ Writing: Write texts
to specific
ideas and information
purposes.
audiences for specific
the nature and
‣ Content: Understand
cultural mosaics.
Earth’s
of
complexity
te
‣ Language: Communica
concepts
and
information, ideas,
success in the
necessary for academic
Studies.
Social
content area of

patriotic

Name: ____

Materials

Standards

ht their
many place
s.

Immigrant
s changed
their
culture when
they came
to America.

is the oldes
t
team sport?

A football
B baseball
C soccer
D tennis

ik31

6 American

_____ are
part of
American
cultur
bravery, hones e. These include
ty,
A customs and hard work.

B
C
D

values
symbols
independen

ce

ik32
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ls

Books

Lesson Plans

Primary Sources

➤➤ High-interest content and engaging
illustrations and photographs pique
students’ interest in the topics.
➤➤ Nonfiction text features help students
develop vocabulary, comprehension,
and fluency skills.

Research-based lesson plans teach
social studies and sharpen reading
and writing skills.

Firsthand evidence provide a
deeper and more comprehensive
view of historical events.

The Young Austin
Future Entrepreneur
Stephen Fuller Austin was born into a family of entrepreneurs
(ahn-truh-pruh-NOORZ). Entrepreneurs are bold risk takers
who start new businesses. Austin took one of the biggest risks in
American history. He started the first American colony in Texas.
Austin was the son of Moses and Mary Austin. He was born in
Virginia on November 3, 1793. His father, who was nicknamed the
Lead King, owned a lead mine.
Although the mine was successful, Moses was in debt. Soon, the
mine failed. The Austin family moved west to make a new start.
They headed for southeast Missouri, where lead was more plentiful.

Moses Austin

Father of
Industry

Stephen F. Austin

Moses started another mining
business. He founded the town of Potosi
(puh-TOH-see), Missouri. The Austins
were a wealthy and important family.
They sent young Austin to boarding
school. Moses told his son to study hard
and work toward greatness. But he had
no idea that his son would grow up to be
known as the Father of Texas.

Moses Austin was an
innovative businessman.
Moses was not afraid to
try new methods and
test new ideas. He asked
experts from England’s
lead mines for advice on
updating his mines. His
efforts started the lead
industry in America.

The Austin Family
Moses and Mary Austin
had five children, but
only three survived to
adulthood. Stephen Fuller
was the oldest son. A
daughter, Emily, was born
in 1798. Another son,
James Elijah (ih-LAHY-juh),
was born in 1803.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Austin, Texas, 1840

4

5

Digital Resources
Professional Development Resources
Available in blended or digital-only formats
Addresses the strands of social
studies content and fosters
content-area literacy skills.
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Interactiv-eBooks and digital primary resources
allow students to deeply explore key topics in
exciting and interactive ways and guide them
toward independent reading.

Exploring Social Studies

Texas
Edition

Content - Area Literacy

Grade K

Spanish
Available

Reading Levels 0.1–1.3
Interest Levels Pre·K–2

Each kit includes:

➤➤ High-interest leveled readers
20 titles, 6 copies each
➤➤ Research-based lesson plans
➤➤ Primary Sources
➤➤ Digital resources including activities,
lesson plans, Interactiv-eBooks, and more
➤➤ Professional resources

Activities included with
Interactiv-eBooks

6-packs with lesson plans • $39.99 each

Amazing Americans:
Pocahontas
Level: 0.9
English TEX24245
Spanish TEX24246

Giving Thanks
Level: 0.4
English TEX24221
Spanish TEX24222

Amazing Americans:
George Washington
Level: 0.4
English TEX24243
Spanish TEX24244

All About Money
Level: 0.9
English TEX24235
Spanish TEX24236

American Through
and Through
Level: N/A
English TEX24255
Spanish TEX24256

Follow That Map!
Level: 0.8
English TEX24233
Spanish TEX24234

I Am a Good Citizen
Level: 0.7
English TEX24227
Spanish TEX24228

I Am a Good Friend
Level: 0.4
English TEX24229
Spanish TEX24230

I Can Be Anything
Level: N/A
English TEX24251
Spanish TEX24252

I Can Work!
Level: 0.3
English TEX24239
Spanish TEX24240

Land
Level: 1.3
English TEX24247
Spanish TEX24248

Life at Home
Level: 0.7
English TEX24217
Spanish TEX24218

Map It!
Level: 0.2
English TEX24231
Spanish TEX24232

Rules at Home
Level: 0.4
English TEX24223
Spanish TEX24224

sister

Rules at School
Level: 0.7
English TEX24225
Spanish TEX24226

Using Money
Level: 0.4
English TEX24237
Spanish TEX24238

Home

Water
Level: 1.3
English TEX24249
Spanish TEX24250

room

room

kitchen

hallway

My sister helps me.

bathroom

living
room

map

place

i3828

Vocabulary Concept Card

8

9

Map It!

We Go to School
Level: 0.1
English TEX24219
Spanish TEX24220

We Work at School
Level: 0.9
English TEX24241
Spanish TEX24242

What Makes a
Grandparent?
Level: N/A
English TEX24253
Spanish TEX24254

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
6-Pack

English Item Spanish Item
TEX23455
TEX23449
TEX23473
TEX23479
See item numbers above.

Price
$1,199.99
$129.99
$39.99 ea
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Content - Area Literacy

Exploring Social Studies

Texas
Edition

Grade 1

Spanish
Available

Reading Levels 1.0–3.0
Interest Levels K–3

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

High-interest leveled readers—23 titles, 6 copies each
Research-based lesson plans
Primary Sources
Digital resources including activities, lesson plans, Interactiv-eBooks, and more
Professional resources

6-packs with lesson plans • $40.99 each

Benjamin Franklin
Level: 1.6
English TEX24269
Spanish TEX24270

Happy Fourth of July!
Level: 1.7
English TEX24271
Spanish TEX24272

The Liberty Bell
Level: 1.5–3.0
English TEX24259
Spanish TEX24260

Amazing Americans:
Abraham Lincoln
Level: 1.0
English TEX24299
Spanish TEX24300

The Star-Spangled
Banner
Level: 1.5–3.0
English TEX24261
Spanish TEX24262

Amazing Americans:
Susan B. Anthony
Level: 1.7
English TEX24301
Spanish TEX24302

Alexander Graham Bell
Level: 1.8
English TEX24267
Spanish TEX24268

Coming to America
Level: 1.5–3.0
English TEX24257
Spanish TEX24258

Eleanor Roosevelt
Level: 2.6
English TEX24265
Spanish TEX24266

Martin Luther King Jr.
Level: 2.9
English TEX24263
Spanish TEX24264

Be a Good Leader!
Level: 1.1
English TEX24283
Spanish TEX24284

Be Fair!
Level: 1.6
English TEX24285
Spanish TEX24286

Earning Money
Level: 1.6
English TEX24295
Spanish TEX24296

Getting Around School
Level: 1.1
English TEX24289
Spanish TEX24290

Getting Around Town
Level: 1.7
English TEX24287
Spanish TEX24288

Goods and Services
Around Town
Level: 1.4
English TEX24293
Spanish TEX24294

I Pledge Allegiance to
the Flag
Level: 1.2
English TEX24273
Spanish TEX24274

Jobs Around Town
Level: 1.2
English TEX24297
Spanish TEX24298

Respect the Rules!
Level: 1.1
English TEX24279
Spanish TEX24280

Saving and Spending
Level: 1.7
English TEX24291
Spanish TEX24292

What Makes a Family?
Level: 1.2
English TEX24277
Spanish TEX24278

Name: ______________________________ Date:____________

Getting the Word Out
Directions: Finish the sentences below. Then, practice reading your
sentences aloud.

Leaders are

.

Leaders can

.

Leaders have

.
My favorite leader is

What Makes a Town?
Level: 1.9
English TEX24275
Spanish TEX24276

Who Makes the Rules?
Level: 1.7
English TEX24281
Spanish TEX24282

because

.

You can be a leader, too!

136
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Culminating Activity

iy81

Mackie’s Farm Annual
primary source
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Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
6-Pack

English Item Spanish Item
Price
TEX23456
$1,199.99
TEX23450
TEX23474
TEX23480
$159.99
See item numbers above.
$40.99 ea

Exploring Social Studies

Texas
Edition

Reading Levels 1.5–3.0
Interest Levels 1–4

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

High-interest leveled readers—22 titles, 6 copies each
Research-based lesson plans
Primary Sources
Digital resources including activities, lesson plans, Interactiv-eBooks, and more
Professional resources

6-packs with lesson plans • $40.99 each

Amazing Americans:
Paul Revere
Level: 2.2
English TEX24341
SpanishTEX24342

Amazing Americans:
Abigail Adams
Level: 2.8
English TEX24343
Spanish TEX24344

Declaring Our
Independence
Level: 2.9
English TEX24317
Spanish TEX24318

Postcards from
Bosley Bear
Level: 1.5–3.0
English TEX24303
Spanish TEX24304

Building Up the
White House
Level: 1.5–3.0
English TEX24305
Spanish TEX24306

Sojourner Truth
Level: 1.6
English TEX24311
Spanish TEX24312

George Washington
Carver
Level: 2.7
English TEX24307
Spanish TEX24308

Washington’s Birthday
Level: 2.2
English TEX24319
SpanishTEX24320

Amelia Earhart
Level: 2.5
English TEX24309
Spanish TEX24310

Amazing Americans:
Thurgood Marshall
Level: 3.7
English TEX24345
Spanish TEX24346

A Family’s Story
Level: 2.3
English TEX24323
Spanish TEX24324

Families Through Time
Level: 2.7
English TEX24321
Spanish TEX24322

I’ll Lead the Way
Level: 2.0
English TEX24331
Spanish TEX24332

Mapping Our Nation
Level: 2.4
English TEX24333
Spanish TEX24334

Unit 7

Content - Area Literacy

Grade 2

Spanish
Available

Geographic Tools

Mapping Our World

World
Mapping Our

M apping

Learning Objectives
Students will:
‣ compare and contrast Earth’s seven continents.

‣ write informative travel brochures about a continent.
‣ use maps to better understand our world.

Phan

Sandy Phan

Standards

Materials

‣ CCSS Reading: Describe the connection
between scientific ideas or concepts, in
a text.

◆ Mapping Our World books

◆ copies of student reproducibles
(pages 164–168)

‣ CCSS Writing: Write informative/
explanatory texts in which they introduce
a topic, develop points, and provide a
concluding statement.

◆ Ancient Map primary source (ancient.jpg)
◆ Travel the World Brochure activity sheet
(brochure.pdf )
◆ globe, pocket chart

‣ Content: Understands the characteristics
and uses of maps, globes, and other
geographic tools and technologies.

◆ index cards, chart paper, scissors
◆ coloring supplies

◆ sample travel brochures or travel
websites

‣ Language: Communicate information,
ideas, and concepts necessary for
academic success in the content area of
Social Studies.

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

Need to See
Need
What You
to Know

_________________________

I Learned…
#18313—Content

_________________________

_________________________

What You
164

_________________________

Next Stop: Canada
Level: 2.1
English TEX24315
Spanish TEX24316

Date: _____________
Name: __________________________________

Directions: Use
information from
chart below. The
the Mapping Our
first one is done
World book to
fill in the
for you.
Name one country
Continent
that is Write
one thing that
located there.
makes
it special.
Africa
Egypt
pyramids

and Literacy in

Grade 2

© Teacher Created

© Teacher Created

and Literacy

Ancient Map
map of Nippur

Name: __________________________________

of Nippur

it to answer
closely. Use

Date: _____________

the

Mapping Our World

in Social Studies

1 What are the lines on
make the global

a map that
grid called?

A latitude and longitude
B legend and scale
C North and West
D Africa and Australia
3 What kind of resources
wood, soil, and

you
2. What do

think the people

who found this

map learned

_________________________________________
this map?
carefully saved

people
3. Why have

#18313—Content
166
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and Literacy in

Social Studies

© Teacher Created
Grade 2

© Teacher Created

Materials

Materials

are

and Literacy

to be on to see

in Social Studies

Grade 2

Fill in the bubble

2 Which item listed below
a map feature?

for

is NOT

A compass
B tropical
C legend, or key
D scale
Himalaya Mountains the
located?

you have
a wild koala?

A Antarctica
B Asia
C Atlantic
D Australia

Use a toothpick

4 On what continent are

A Antarctica
B Asia
C Atlantic
D Africa

5 What continent would
__________________

_________________________________________ __________________
_________________________________________ tablet.
on a clay
neighborhood
a map of your
other places.
Do More! Make
buildings, and
to draw roads,

165

oil?

A capital
B human
C natural
D All of the above.

from it?

__________________

_________________________________________ __________________

Grade 2

Materials

Materials

Quiz

Directions: Read
each question.
the answer you
Choose the best
have chosen.
answer.

a
stand for? Create
on the map
lines and shapes the box below.
you think the
of Nippur in
1. What do
for the map
legend, or key,
Legend

Asia

Australia

Europe

South America

#18313—Content

Social Studies

Look at the
Directions:
questions below.

Antarctica

Continent

Money and Trade in
Our World
Level: 2.1
English TEX24339
Spanish TEX24340

I Want to know…

Money and Trade in
Our Nation
Level: 2.8
English TEX24337
Spanish TEX24338

◆ air-dry clay (optional)

Comparing Continents

North America

I Know…

Mapping Our World
Level: 2.9
English TEX24335
SpanishTEX24336

_________________________

reading.

_________________________

visit
they should
Tell others why
it in the
favorite continent.left. Write facts about
Choose your
the
Directions:
continent on
name of the
on the right.
it! Write the
places to visit
middle. Name

_________________________

before and during

Date: _____________

Travel the World!

_________________________

in the chart below

Name: __________________________________

Name: __________________________________

_________________________

The World KWL

_________________________

Date: _____________
Directions: Fill

◆ toothpicks (optional)

Date: _____________

Name: __________________________________

6 Landforms that have
three sides are

water on
called ______.

A continents
B peninsulas
C latitudes
D capitals

167

168

#18313—Content

and Literacy in

Social Studies

Grade 2

© Teacher Created

Materials

Timeline for the Lesson
Task
Day 1 Before Reading (page 160)
Day 2 During Reading (page 161)
Day 3 After Reading (page 162)
Day 4 Primary Source Activity
(page 163)
Day 5 Activities from the Book
(pages 28 and 32 in the books)

© Teacher Created Materials

Summary of Student Learning Activities
Students will start a KWL chart.
Students will complete the final column of the KWL
chart and create travel brochures.
Students will use a chart to compare and contrast the
continents.
Students will examine an ancient map and make their
own maps on clay tablets.
Students will invent a new continent and draw a map
of it, and make a packing list for a trip to another
continent.
#18313—Content and Literacy in Social Studies Grade 2

159

iy68

Population Map primary source

Next Stop: Mexico
Level: 2.1
English TEX24313
Spanish TEX24314

You and the Law
Level: 2.2
English TEX24327
Spanish TEX24328

You and the U.S.
Government
Level: 2.8
English TEX24325
SpanishTEX24326

You Can Count on Me!
Level: 2.5
English TEX24329
Spanish TEX24330

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
6-Pack

English Item Spanish Item
Price
TEX23457
$1,199.99
TEX23451
TEX23475
TEX23481
$169.99
See item numbers above.
$40.99 ea
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Lesson Plan

Content - Area Literacy

Exploring Social Studies

Texas
Edition

Grade 3

Spanish
Available

Reading Levels 1.5–4.0
Interest Levels 2–4

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

High-interest leveled readers—22 titles, 6 copies each
Research-based lesson plans
Primary Sources
Digital resources including activities, lesson plans, Interactiv-eBooks, and more
Professional resources

6-packs with lesson plans • $40.99 each

The Inventor: Benjamin
Franklin
Level: 2.5–4.0
English TEX24347
Spanish TEX24348

Daniel Boone
Level: 1.5
English TEX24357
Spanish TEX24358

Thomas Jefferson
Level: 2.7
English TEX24355
Spanish TEX24356

Camping Constitution
Level: 1.5–3.0
English TEX24349
Spanish TEX24350

The U.S. Constitution
and You
Level: 3.9
English TEX24369
Spanish TEX24370

Clara Barton
Level: 1.9
English TEX24353
Spanish TEX24354

Louis Pasteur and the
Fight Against Germs
Level: 3.8
English TEX24351
Spanish TEX24352

Harriet Tubman
Level: 2.6
English TEX24359
Spanish TEX24360

Amazing Americans:
Rosa Parks
Level: 3.0
English TEX24389
Spanish TEX24390

h 9781493823901
American Culture
Level: 3.6
English TEX24361
Spanish TEX24364

America’s Man-Made
Landmarks
Level: 3.6
English TEX24381
Spanish TEX24382

America’s Natural
Landmarks
Level: 3.4
English TEX24383
Spanish TEX24384

Capital Resources and
the Economy
Level: 3.8
English TEX24385
Spanish TEX24386

Cultures Around the
World
Level: 3.3
English TEX24363
Spanish TEX24364

Name: __________________________________ Date: _____________

Reader’s Guide
Directions: Write the main idea of each section of the book in the chart below.
What Are Natural Resources?

1. ____________________________________________________
Essential Resources
2. Water ___________________________________________________
3. Land ___________________________________________________
4. Trees ___________________________________________________
Hidden Treasures
5. Oil _____________________________________________________
6. Coal ____________________________________________________
7. Natural Gas ______________________________________________
8. Silver and Gold ___________________________________________

SOCIAL STUDIES

Doing Your Part:
Serving Your
Community
Level: 3.2
English TEX24375
Spanish TEX24376

Our Ever-Changing
Environment
Level: 3.7
English TEX24379
Spanish TEX24380

Our Government: The
Three Branches
Level: 3.4
English TEX24371
Spanish TEX24372

Renewable and Nonrenewable

Our Nation’s Capital:
Washington, DC
Level: 3.9
English TEX24365
Spanish TEX24366

9. ____________________________________________________
10. ____________________________________________________
Saving Our Resources

11. ____________________________________________________
10

#18373 (i11311)—Our Natural Resources

© Teacher Created Materials

Lesson Plan

i4941

Early Explorer Map primary source

Our Natural Resources
Level: 3.1
English TEX24387
Spanish TEX24388

152

Remembering Our
Heroes: Veterans Day
Level: 3.0
English TEX24367
Spanish TEX24368

Shaping Our
Environment
Level: 3.2
English TEX24377
Spanish TEX24378

We the People: Civic
Values in America
Level: 3.7
English TEX24373
Spanish TEX24374

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
6-Pack

English Item Spanish Item
Price
TEX23458
$1,199.99
TEX23452
TEX23476
TEX23482
$149.99
See item numbers above.
$40.99 ea

Exploring Social Studies

Texas
Edition

Reading Levels 3.2–5.0
Interest Levels 3–5

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

High-interest leveled readers—19 titles, 6 copies each
Research-based lesson plans
Primary Sources
Digital resources including activities, lesson plans, Interactiv-eBooks, and more
Professional resources

6-packs with lesson plans • $41.99 each

Finding Texas:
Exploration in
New Lands
Level: 4.6
English TEX24401
Spanish TEX24402

La Salle: Early Texas
Explorer
Level: 3.3
English TEX24403
Spanish TEX24404

Declaring Our
Independence
Level: 3.5–5.0
English TEX24391
Spanish TEX24392

The Constitution of the
United States
Level: 3.5–5.0
English TEX24393
Spanish TEX24394

Stephen F. Austin: The
Father of Texas
Level: 3.3
English TEX24407
Spanish TEX24408

Sam Houston:
A Fearless Statesman
Level: 3.2
English TEX24415
Spanish TEX24416

American Indians in
Texas: Conflict and
Survival
Level: 4.6
English TEX24397
Spanish TEX24398

Caddo and Comanche:
American Indian Tribes
in Texas
Level: 3.2
English TEX24399
Spanish TEX24400

The Colonization of
Texas: Missions and
Settlers
Level: 4.7
English TEX24405
Spanish TEX24406

Leaders in the Texas
Revolution: United for
a Cause
Level: 3.3
English TEX24411
Spanish TEX24412

The Texas Revolution:
Fighting for
Independence
Level: 4.6
English TEX24409
Spanish TEX24410

Remember the Alamo
Level: 3.5–5.0
English TEX24395
Spanish TEX24396

Lizzie Johnson: Texan
Cowgirl
Level: 3.3
English TEX24419
Spanish TEX24420

The Annexation of
Texas: From Republic to
Statehood
Level: 4.6
English TEX24413
Spanish TEX24414

Content - Area Literacy

Grade 4

Spanish
Available

The Young Austin
Future Entrepreneur
Stephen Fuller Austin was born into a family of entrepreneurs
(ahn-truh-pruh-NOORZ). Entrepreneurs are bold risk takers
who start new businesses. Austin took one of the biggest risks in
American history. He started the first American colony in Texas.
Austin was the son of Moses and Mary Austin. He was born in
Virginia on November 3, 1793. His father, who was nicknamed the
Lead King, owned a lead mine.
Although the mine was successful, Moses was in debt. Soon, the
mine failed. The Austin family moved west to make a new start.
They headed for southeast Missouri, where lead was more plentiful.

Moses Austin

Father of
Industry

Stephen F. Austin

Texas in the 20th
Century: Building
Industry and Community
Level: 4.6
English TEX24427
Spanish TEX24428

Lyndon B. Johnson:
A Texan in the
Whitehouse
Level: 3.3
English TEX24421
Spanish TEX24422

Moses started another mining
business. He founded the town of Potosi
(puh-TOH-see), Missouri. The Austins
were a wealthy and important family.
They sent young Austin to boarding
school. Moses told his son to study hard
and work toward greatness. But he had
no idea that his son would grow up to be
known as the Father of Texas.

The Austin Family
Moses and Mary Austin
had five children, but
only three survived to
adulthood. Stephen Fuller
was the oldest son. A
daughter, Emily, was born
in 1798. Another son,
James Elijah (ih-LAHY-juh),
was born in 1803.

Austin, Texas, 1840

5

4

Stephen F. Austin: The Father of Texas
ik32

Declaration of Independence
primary source

George W. Bush: Texas
Governor and U.S.
President
Level: 3.3
English TEX24425
Spanish TEX24426

Texas Today: Leading
America into the Future
Level: 4.7
English TEX24423
Spanish TEX24424

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
6-Pack

English Item
Spanish Item
TEX23459
TEX23453
TEX23477
TEX23483
See item numbers above.

Price
$1,199.99
$129.99
$41.99 ea
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War, Cattle, and
Cowboys: Texas as a
Young State
Level: 4.7
English TEX24417
Spanish TEX24418

Moses Austin was an
innovative businessman.
Moses was not afraid to
try new methods and
test new ideas. He asked
experts from England’s
lead mines for advice on
updating his mines. His
efforts started the lead
industry in America.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Content - Area Literacy

Exploring Social Studies

Texas
Edition

Grade 5

Spanish
Available

Reading Levels 3.5–5.9
Interest Levels 4–6

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

High-interest leveled readers—27 titles, 6 copies each
Research-based lesson plans
Primary Sources
Digital resources including activities, lesson plans, Interactiv-eBooks, and more
Professional resources

6-packs with lesson plans • $41.99 each

Work or Starve
Level: 3.5–5.0
English TEX24455
Spanish TEX24456

Life in the Colonies
Level: 5.9
English TEX24429
Spanish TEX24430

James Madison
Level: 4.7
English TEX24447
Spanish TEX24448

Causes of the
Revolution
Level: 5.4
English TEX24439
Spanish TEX24440

Industrial Revolution
Level: 5.3
English TEX24459
Spanish TEX24460

The American
Revolution
Level: 5.6
English TEX24433
Spanish TEX24434

Early Congresses
Level: 5.9
English TEX24435
Spanish TEX24436

The Declaration of
Independence
Level: 5.6
English TEX00000
Spanish TEX24431

The War of 1812
Level: 5.5
English TEX24445
Spanish TEX24446

The Constitution and
the Bill of Rights
Level: 5.8
English TEX24437
Spanish TEX24438

Immigration
Level: 5.6
English TEX24461
Spanish TEX24462

American Indians in the
1800s
Level: 5.3
English TEX24451
Spanish TEX24452

Expanding the Nation
Level: 5.9
English TEX24441
Spanish TEX24442

Lewis and Clark
Level: 5.5
English TEX24443
Spanish TEX24444

Susan B. Anthony &
Elizabeth Cady Stanton:
Early Suffragists
Level: 4.6
English TEX24473
Spanish TEX24474

Civil War is Coming
Level: 5.6
English TEX24453
Spanish TEX24454

Slavery in America
Level: 5.2
English TEX24449
Spanish TEX24450

George Washington
Carver: Agriculture
Pioneer
Level: 3.8
English TEX24457
Spanish TEX24458

World War I
Level: 5.6
English TEX24463
Spanish TEX24464

Between the Wars
Level: 5.4
English TEX24465
Spanish TEX24466

Martin Luther King Jr.
Level: 4.5
English TEX24469
Spanish TEX24470

World War II
Level: 5.8
English TEX24467
Spanish TEX24468

Civil Rights: Freedom
Riders
Level: 3.5–5.0
English TEX24471
Spanish TEX24472

20th Century: Race to
the Moon
Level: 5.1
English TEX24451
Spanish TEX24480

Hilary Rodham Clinton:
First Lady, Senator, and
Secretary of State
Level: 4.7
English TEX24475
Spanish TEX24476

Barack Obama:
President of the United
States
Level: 4.8
English TEX24477
Spanish TEX24478

The Cutting Edge:
Breakthroughs in
Technology
Level: 5.9
English TEX24481
Spanish TEX24482

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
6-Pack
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English Item Spanish Item
Price
TEX23460
$1,199.99
TEX23454
TEX23478
TEX23484
$189.99
See item numbers above.
$41.99 ea
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Copernican Sy
stem
primary source

i4955

Primary Source Readers
GR Levels P–T • Lexile® 660L–860L
Reading Levels 3.2–4.7 • Interest Grade Levels 4–7

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—16 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Primary Sources in digital format
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Digital resources including Interactiv-eBooks and audio of each book

6-packs with lesson plans • $48.99 each

Caddo and Comanche:
American Indian Tribes
in Texas
English TEX16062
Spanish TEX18230

Finding Texas: Exploration
in New Lands
English TEX16063
Spanish TEX18231

La Salle: Early
Texas Explorer
English TEX16064
Spanish TEX18232

The Colonization of Texas:
Missions and Settlers
English TEX16065
Spanish TEX18233

Stephen F. Austin:
The Father of Texas
English TEX16066
Spanish TEX18234

The Texas Revolution:
Fighting for Independence
English TEX16067
Spanish TEX18235

Leaders in the Texas
Revolution: United for
a Cause
English TEX16068
Spanish TEX18236

The Annexation of Texas:
From Republic to Statehood
English TEX16069
Spanish TEX18237

Sam Houston: A
Fearless Statesman
English TEX16070
Spanish TEX18238

War, Cattle, and Cowboys:
Texas as a Young State
English TEX16071
Spanish TEX18239

Lizzie Johnson:
Texan Cowgirl
English TEX16072
Spanish TEX18240

Lyndon B. Johnson: A Texan
in the White House
English TEX16073
Spanish TEX18241

Texas Today: Leading
America into the Future
English TEX16074
Spanish TEX18242

George W. Bush: Texas
Governor and U.S. President
English TEX16075
Spanish TEX18243

Texas in the 20th Century:
Building Industry
and Community
English TEX16210
Spanish TEX18244

Reader’s Theater Scripts: Texas History
Check out this related resource for
teaching Texas history.
TEX51009 • $19.99

Teach social studies content and
foster content-area literacy in a
Balanced Literacy framework.

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 16 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 16 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use

Spanish
Available

English Item
TEX16039

Spanish Item
TEX18206

Price
$819.99

TEX16343

TEX18245

$119.99

See item numbers above.
TEX16059

TEX18227

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

$48.99 ea
$3,200.00
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American Indians in Texas:
Conflict and Survival
English TEX16061
Spanish TEX18229

Content - Area Literacy

Texas History

American Biographies
GR Levels E–M • Lexile® 340L–560L
Reading Levels 1.5–2.9 • Interest Grade Levels K–5

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—16 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Primary Sources in digital format
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Digital resources including Interactiv-eBooks and audio of each book

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Martin Luther King Jr.
English TEX12637
Spanish TEX13607

César Chávez
English TEX12638
Spanish TEX13608

Eleanor Roosevelt
English TEX12639
Spanish TEX13609

Clara Barton
English TEX12640
Spanish TEX13610

George Washington Carver
English TEX12641
Spanish TEX13611

Alexander Graham Bell
English TEX12642
Spanish TEX13612

Amelia Earhart
English TEX12643
Spanish TEX13613

Neil Armstrong
English TEX12644
Spanish TEX13614

Jackie Robinson
English TEX12645
Spanish TEX13615

Wilma Rudolph
English TEX12646
Spanish TEX13616

Thomas Jefferson
English TEX12647
Spanish TEX13617

Benjamin Franklin
English TEX12648
Spanish TEX13618

Annie Oakley
English TEX12649
Spanish TEX13619

Daniel Boone
English TEX12650
Spanish TEX13620

Harriet Tubman
English TEX12651
Spanish TEX13621

Sojourner Truth
English TEX12652
Spanish TEX13622

SOCIAL STUDIES

Content - Area Literacy

Primary Source Readers

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 16 titles total)
6-Pack and Lesson Plan
School Site License
Includes 16 Interactiv-eBooks
for school-wide use
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Spanish
Available

English Item
TEX12586

Spanish Item
TEX13569

Price
$999.99

TEX12685

TEX14182

$134.99

See item numbers above.
TEX13668

TEX13785

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Primary Source Readers
GR Levels S–U • Lexile® 520L–720L
Reading Levels 4.5–5.9 • Interest Grade Levels 4–12

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—18 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Primary Sources in digital format
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Digital resources including Interactiv-eBooks and audio of each book

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

American Indians of the
Plains: Surviving the
Great Expanse
English TEX25091

American Indians of the
East: Woodland People
English TEX25092

Pocahontas: Her Life
and Legend
English TEX25093

Early Explorers
English TEX25094

Racing to Colonize the
New World
English TEX25095

The New England Colonies:
A Place for Puritans
English TEX25096

The Middle Colonies:
Breadbasket of the
New World
English TEX25097

The Southern Colonies: First
and Last of 13
English TEX25098

Phillis Wheatley
English TEX25890

Reasons for a Revolution
English TEX25099

The American Revolution:
Fighting for Freedom
English TEX25100

Abigail Adams and the
Women Who Shaped
America
English TEX25101

George Washington and the
Men Who Shaped America
English TEX25102

Benjamin Banneker:
Self-Made Man
English TEX25103

Forming a New Government
English TEX25104

We the People:
Founding Documents
English TEX25105

Benjamin Franklin
English TEX25892

Each Interactiv-eBook
includes a writing
activity that supports
the reading-writing
connection.

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 18 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 18 Interactiv-eBooks for
school-wide use

Item
TEX25068

Price
$999.99

TEX25122

$149.99

See item numbers above.
TEX25089

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00
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American Indians of
the West: Battling
the Elements
English TEX25090

Content - Area Literacy

America’s Early Years

America in the 1800s

GR Levels T–W • Lexile® 530L–750L
Reading Levels 4.4–5.9 • Interest Grade Levels 4–12

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—18 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Primary Sources in digital format
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Digital resources including Interactiv-eBooks and audio of each book

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

The Great Leap Westward
English TEX25807

Thomas Jefferson and the
Empire of Liberty
English TEX25808

The Legacy and Legend
of Sacagawea
English TEX25809

The War of 1812: By the
Dawn’s Early Light
English TEX25810

James Madison and
the Making of the
United States
English TEX25811

19th Century Innovations:
Paving the Way
English TEX25812

Lewis & Clark
English TEX25894

Settling and Unsettling
the West
English TEX25813

Laura Ingalls Wilder:
Pioneer Woman
English TEX25814

American Indians in the
1800s: Right and Resistance
English TEX25815

Sitting Bull: Eagles Cannot
Be Crows
English TEX25816

Abolitionists: What We Need
Is Action
English TEX25817

Harriet Tubman: Leading
Others to Liberty
English TEX25818

Causes of the Civil War: A
House Divided
English TEX25819

The Civil War: Brother
Against Brother
English TEX25820

Abraham Lincoln:
Addressing a Nation
English TEX25821

Reconstruction:
Freedom Delayed
English TEX25822

Civil War Leaders
English TEX25895

SOCIAL STUDIES

Content - Area Literacy

Primary Source Readers

Conflicts with American Indians
In the early 1800s, Americans also wanted to expand the country. They
pushed into American Indian land. The British knew tribes worried about
losing their homes. They encouraged tribes to fight back.
Tecumseh (tuh-KUHMP-suh) and his brother, Tenskwatawa
(ten-SKWAH-tuh-wah), were American Indian leaders. They worked to
unite many tribal nations. They wanted to stop people from taking over
their lands.

The two men gathered an army of American Indians. While
Tecumseh was away in 1811, his brother was left in charge of their army.
Tenskwatawa heard that U.S. soldiers were near his people. He wanted
to strike first. So, he sent his army into the Battle of Tippecanoe. They
attacked U.S. troops, but they were forced to retreat and lost the battle.

History comes to
life with engaging
information
presented in
accessible and
interesting formats.

Tecumseh returned to a much weaker army. He saw that his people
could not defeat the United States. So, they joined forces with Great
Britain. With tribes siding with the British, U.S. leaders saw further cause
to declare war.
War Hawks kept calling for war. They wanted Great Britain to stay out
of their business. Madison agreed. He thought it was time to fight.

Battle of Tippecanoe

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 18 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 18 Interactiv-eBooks for
school-wide use

Tecumseh

Tenskwatawa

10
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Item
TEX25790

Price
$999.99

TEX25839

$149.99

See item numbers above.
TEX25840

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

Primary Source Readers
Content - Area Literacy

The 20th Century

GR Levels N–S • Lexile® 590L–790L
Reading Levels 4.0–5.8 • Interest Grade Levels 5–12

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—16 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Primary Sources in digital format
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Digital resources including Interactiv-eBooks and audio of each book

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Industrial Revolution
English TEX10843

Industrial Giants
English TEX10844

Immigration
English TEX10845

Famous Immigrants
English TEX10846

World War I
English TEX10847

Woodrow Wilson
English TEX10848

Between the Wars
English TEX10849

Eleanor Roosevelt
English TEX10850

World War II
English TEX10851

Winston Churchill
English TEX10852

Civil Rights Movement
English TEX10853

Martin Luther King Jr.
English TEX10854

What Did
Roosevelt Know?

“This Is Not a Drill!”

Some people wonder if Roosevelt
knew Pearl Harbor would be
attacked ahead of time. One
thing is for sure, this attack
helped get isolationists to
see the need for war.

Early on Sunday, December 7, 1941, hundreds
of Japanese planes waited on ships in the Pacific
Ocean. The Japanese wanted to attack at just the
right moment to cause the most damage. Their
plans were to bomb eight battleships and many
grounded airplanes. Their target was Pearl
Harbor, a naval (NAY-vuhl) base in Hawaii.
About 50,000 American troops worked on the
fleet of ships there. This was the biggest group
of U.S. forces in the Pacific Ocean.
The first wave of Japanese fighter planes began
bombing just before 8:00 a.m. A second wave of
fighter planes arrived around 8:30 a.m. The men
on the ground tried to shoot back. A few U.S.
pilots managed to get planes into the air and fight.
However, only about 29 Japanese planes were lost.
On the other hand, U.S. losses included 188
aircraft and 21 ships. The Japanese bombs caused
terrible damage and killed more than 2,400
Americans. The entire attack on Pearl Harbor
lasted just under two hours.
Decoders in Washington, D.C., had figured out
that an attack was coming. But, they did not
realize it would happen in Pearl Harbor until it
was too late. A telegraph from Washington
warned, “This is not a drill!” The telegraph
arrived after the attack was over.

Rosie the Riveter
With so many men fighting
the war, there was a need
for new factory workers.
The government started
putting out posters
asking women to join the
workforce. “Rosie the
Riveter” was the most
popular of these posters.
“Rosie” appears as a strong
American woman ready
to help.

17

16

The Cold War
English TEX10855

Cold War Leaders
English TEX10856

Modern Middle East
English TEX10857

Leaders of the Middle East
English TEX10858

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 16 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans

Item
TEX10659

Price
$849.99

TEX11049

$134.99

See item numbers above.
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$54.99 ea
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Digital primary sources
provide a deeper
learning experience.

Dive deeper into periods of history while
building vocabulary, comprehension, and
fluency skills.

Content - Area Literacy

Primary Source Readers
Focus On U.S. History
GR Levels O–W • Lexile® 640L–850L
Reading Levels 4.3–5.7 • Interest Grade Levels 3–8

How Old Am I?
When slaves were born, their
owners did not record their
births. No official records were
kept. Because of this, many
slaves did not know the year
they were born or how old
they were.

Each kit on this page includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Left Alone
One of the worst things about
slavery was that families could
not always stay together. Slave
owners could sell their slaves
whenever they wanted. Many
masters did not worry about their
slaves’ feelings. They only cared
about making money.

Books—6 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Primary Sources in digital format
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Digital resources including Interactiv-eBooks and audio of each book

African Americans

Complete Kit
TEX15075 • $399.99
GR Levels O–T • Lexile® 640L–830L
Reading Levels 4.3–5.7
Interest Grade Levels 3–8

Complete Kit
TEX27070 • $399.99
GR Levels V–W • Lexile® 710L–850L
Reading Levels 4.7–5.7
Interest Grade Levels 3–8

Frederick Douglass
English TEX12523

Title
Item
African Americans
Complete Kit
TEX15075
Add-on Pack
TEX12528
6-packs with
See item numbers above.
lesson plans
School Site
TEX15088
License
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Born into Tragedy
Frederick Douglass was born in a slave
cabin in Maryland. He was most likely
born in 1818, but the exact year of his birth
is not known. Douglass’s mother was a
slave named Harriet. It is not known who
his father was. Some people believe
Douglass’s father was a white man and
maybe even his owner.
Before Douglass turned a year old, his
mother was sent to work on another farm
miles away. She was not allowed to visit
him. It was against the rules. Douglass
only saw his mother a few times after she
was sent away. He did not remember much
about his mother. She died when Douglass
was only seven years old.

Slaves hard at work on a plantation
7

6

Help support literacy and learning
goals with Interactiv-eBooks.

The Fight for Freedom Langston Hughes
English TEX12524
English TEX12525

Freedom
English TEX12526

Barack Obama
English TEX12527

African Americans
Today
English TEX12689

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Alexander Hamilton’s
New York City
English TEX27165

The Schuyler Sisters
English TEX27166

Marquis de Lafayette
and the French
English TEX27167

Hamilton vs.
Jefferson
English TEX27168

Aaron Burr: More
Than a Villain
English TEX27169

George Washington
and His Right-Hand
Man
English TEX27170

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Women in U.S. History

Complete Kit
TEX15074 • $399.99
GR Levels P–T • Lexile® 680L–810L
Reading Levels 4.6–5.7
Interest Grade Levels 3–8

Growing Up a Slave

Douglass was taken care of by his grandparents when he was
young. Their names were Isaac and Betsey Bailey. Douglass loved
his grandmother dearly.
When Douglass was about eight years old, his grandmother was
ordered to take him to another farm on the plantation. Douglass
was now old enough to start working. It was a long walk to the
farm. When they got there, Douglass could not believe all the
activity. Everyone was busy, and it was very loud. He wanted to go
back with his grandmother. But when he went to find her, she was
gone. Douglass was left all alone. Douglass’s grandmother did not
want to leave him, but she had to do what her master told her to do.

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Alexander Hamilton

SOCIAL STUDIES

A son is taken
from his mother
and sold.

Dolley Madison
English TEX12510

Price
$449.99
$49.99
$54.99 ea
$1,200.00

Founding Mothers
English TEX12511

Susan B. Anthony
and Elizabeth Cady
Stanton
English TEX12512

Title
Item
Alexander Hamilton
Complete Kit
TEX27070
Add-on Pack
TEX27158
6-packs with
See item numbers above.
lesson plans
School Site
TEX27173
License

Women’s Suffrage
English TEX12513

Price
$449.99
$49.99
$54.99 ea
$1,200.00

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Hillary Rodham
Clinton
English TEX12514

Still Marching Strong
English TEX12515

Title
Item
Women in U.S. History
Complete Kit
TEX15074
Add-on Pack
TEX12516
6-packs with
See item numbers above.
lesson plans
School Site
TEX15083
License

Price
$449.99
$49.99
$54.99 ea
$1,200.00

Primary Source Readers
Content - Area Literacy

World History

GR Levels P–U • Lexile® 690L–870L
Reading Levels 4.2–5.9 • Interest Grade Levels 5–12

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—16 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Primary Sources in digital format
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Digital resources including Interactiv-eBooks and audio of each book

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

The Byzantine Empire:
A Society That Shaped
the World
English TEX16023

Justinian I: Byzantine
Emperor
English TEX16024

The Medieval Islamic World:
Conflict and Conquest
English TEX16025

Muhammad: Prophet
of Islam
English TEX16026

Medieval Times: England in
the Middle Ages
English TEX16027

Geoffrey Chaucer:
Medieval Writer
English TEX16028

The Renaissance:
A Rebirth of Culture
English TEX16029

Leonardo da Vinci:
Renaissance Artist and
Inventor
English TEX16030

The Reformation:
A Religious Revolution
English TEX16031

Martin Luther:
A Reforming Spirit
English TEX16032

The French Revolution:
Terror and Triumph
English TEX16033

Marie Antoinette:
Controversial Queen
of France
English TEX16034

Luther and His Legacy
Luther’s New Ideas

Purgatory

In the 1500s, a German man named Martin Luther
(LOO-ther) became the symbol of the Reformation. For
many years, Luther struggled with the idea that he could not
live a perfect life. He wondered how a sinful person could
earn salvation and go to heaven.
Luther studied and prayed to find answers to his questions.
After years of reading the Bible, he came to the conclusion
that no one can earn God’s grace. God’s grace, or mercy and
love, is given freely to people who have faith in Jesus Christ.
Luther said that people are saved from hell by God’s grace,
not by their good deeds. Luther believed that people should
do good deeds to thank God for this free gift of grace.

Catholics believe in purgatory.
Purgatory is where good
people go to be cleansed of
sins before going to heaven.
But, purgatory is a place of
struggle and suffering. People
could shorten the time they
spent in purgatory by buying
indulgences. Indulgences
were pieces of paper on
which the pope declared that
someone would spend less
time in purgatory.

Luther Disagrees
Luther posts his Ninety-Five Theses.

Martin Luther

On October 31, 1517, Luther posted a
list of Ninety-Five Theses (THEE-seez),
or topics, on the door of Castle Church in
Wittenberg, Germany. Luther wanted people
to read and discuss his ideas. These ideas
included grace, salvation, and indulgences.
Luther’s Ninety-Five Theses gave people the
opportunity to demand the change they had
been seeking for so many years.

In Luther’s time, the pope
would send monks to sell
indulgences. The money
earned from indulgences
was being used to build a
large cathedral. Luther
strongly disagreed
with the selling of
indulgences. He felt
it was an abuse of the
Church’s power. Luther
felt that indulgences
showed that people
could buy a place
in heaven.

11

10

The Enlightenment:
A Revolution in Reason
English TEX16035

John Locke: Philosopher of
the Enlightenment
English TEX16036

The Hundred Years’ War

Battles were now different from
how they had been in the past. Archers
became more important than fighting men
on horseback. The most useful weapon
in this war was the longbow, which could
shoot an arrow over a greater distance
and do more harm to the enemy. Knights’
armor had also been improved. It was
now stronger and jointed. This allowed the
knights to move their arms and legs.
There were many battles during the
course of the war. In 1453, the French drove
the last of the English armies out of France.
Finally, the Hundred Years’ War ended.

The French battle the English during
the Hundred Years’ War.

Includes 16
Interactiv-eBooks
to build content-area
literacy and fluency
skills.

Geoffrey Chaucer

A Famous Prisoner
One of England’s most famous
writers had an interesting
role in the Hundred Years’
War. On March 1, 1360, young
Geoffrey Chaucer (CHAW-ser)
was running an errand for
the king’s forces. Chaucer
was captured by a group of
French knights and held
prisoner by their lord.
The French lord quickly
discovered that Chaucer
was a servant to the royal
family. King Edward III
paid a ransom to free him.
Chaucer would go on to
write The Canterbury
Tales. This long poem is
a collection of stories
told by travelers on the
way to Thomas Becket’s
shrine in Canterbury.
It is one of the most
famous works in
English literature.

Cecil Rhodes: The Man Who
Expanded an Empire
English TEX16038

Learn how societies and key individuals
in history shaped our world today.

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 16 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans
School Site License
Includes 16 Interactiv-eBooks for
school-wide use

Item
TEX16000

Price
$999.99

TEX16223

$134.99

See item numbers above.
TEX16021

$54.99 ea
$3,200.00

21

20
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A War, a Plague, and a Revolt
During the Middle Ages, England’s kings often came from France.
This was because of the close ties between England and Normandy.
France had its own king, and he did not like that England controlled
so much land in his country. This conflict led to a very
long war.
The Hundred Years’ War actually lasted for more than
100 years. In 1337, King Philip VI of France tried to take
English land in southwestern France. England fought
back, and a series of battles followed.

Imperialism: Expanding
Empires
English TEX16037

Content - Area Literacy

Primary Source Readers
World Cultures Through Time

GR Levels M–R • Lexile® 540L–730L
Reading Levels 4.0–5.8 • Interest Grade Levels 4–12

Each kit includes:
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤
➤➤

Books—16 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per book in print and digital formats
Primary Sources in digital format
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Digital resources including books, primary sources, and audio of each book

6-packs with lesson plans • $54.99 each

Egypt
English TEX10442

Hatshepsut: First
Female Pharaoh
English TEX10443

India
English TEX10444

Siddhartha Gautama:
The Buddha
English TEX10445

Rome
English TEX10446

Julius Caesar:
Roman Leader
English TEX10447

Greece
English TEX10448

Socrates: Greek Philosopher
English TEX10449

China
English TEX10450

Confucius: Chinese
Philosopher
English TEX10451

Sub-Saharan Africa
English TEX10452

Mansa Musa: Leader of Mali
English TEX10453

Where’s the Leader?

Moctezuma’s
Palace

In 1502, the council elected
a new leader. He was a priest

The year that the Spanish
matched with the date of

Moctezuma I, but he is not very

Quetzalcoatl’s predicted

well known. So, usually Moctezuma

return. Moctezuma

II is just called Moctezuma.) The

wondered if the Spanish

council members could not find him

leader, Hernán Cortés,

right away. When they did, he was

was Quetzalcoatl.

working in a temple.

Moctezuma let the

As the new leader, Moctezuma

Today, the president
of Mexico has a palace
like Moctezuma did. In
fact, the palace sits on
the same spot where
Moctezuma’s palace
once stood.

arrived in Tenochtitlan

named Moctezuma II. (There was a

Spanish enter his capital.

Other Visions
Hernán
Cortés

strictly enforced the rules of his

He hoped he could learn more

society. Even if members of his house

about the Spanish. What he learned was

broke the law, they were punished.

that he had made a huge mistake.

Back then, emperors were thought to
be weak if they showed compassion.
Moctezuma was not weak. To

Doña Marina translates for Cortés.

make sure his courts ruled
justly, he disguised himself and sat in on court sessions.
To know the future, Moctezuma consulted necromancers
(NEK-ruh-man-suhrs). Unfortunately, they brought him bad
news most of the time. They believed eclipses and meteors were
bad omens. Moctezuma was afraid that the end of his empire was
near. Every night he searched for dreams and signs that would
prove these omens wrong.

Moctezuma’s aunt
had visions as well. She
dreamed that shining
white men walked across
the water killing many of
her people.

Cortés and
His Translator
All along, Cortés knew
about Moctezuma’s
struggles. Cortés had a
translator named Dona
Marina who knew the
Aztec language. She told
Cortés of the legends
of Quetzalcoatl. Some
historians today think
that Marina was a traitor
to the Aztecs.
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Mesopotamia
English TEX10454

Hammurabi:
Babylonian Ruler
English TEX10455

Mayas, Incas, and Aztecs
English TEX10458

Moctezuma: Aztec Ruler
English TEX10459

Digital primary sources
support the topic
and foster classroom
discussions.
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Photos, maps, images, and dynamic text
engage students in learning about a variety of
cultures around the world.

Title
Complete Kit
Add-on Pack
(1 of each book; 16 titles total)
6-packs with lesson plans

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Item
TEX10427

Price
$849.99

TEX10725

$134.99

See item numbers above.

$54.99 ea

Exploring Primary Sources
Look ~ Think ~ Question
Provide students with a more comprehensive understanding of historical events through
primary sources. Exploring Primary Sources engages students’ curiosity about the
past and naturally stimulates their critical-thinking skills. Look for a renewed focus on
inquiry-based learning and the C3 Framework and increased rigor in our 2nd edition kits!

Each kit includes:
➤➤ 8 Primary Source Cards and 8 Primary Source Reproductions in print and
digital formats
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide featuring lesson plans and document-based assessments
➤➤ Digital resources including bonus primary sources

New

Editions

See pages 164–165 for individual kit information and pricing.
Each kit includes:
John Jay
About the Primary Source
This portrait of John Jay is
from 1794 and was painted
by Gilbert Stuart. John Jay
a lawyer in New York. He
was
was very successful and was
selected to serve in the First
Continental Congress. He
was so well respected that
he was elected as the president
the Congress. When George
of
Washington became president,
he selected Jay to serve as
the first Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court. Later, Jay
resigned as chief justice to
governor of New York.
become

Historical Writing

Analyzing History

Fiction

• Where would this painting
have been
hung? Where might it hang
today? What
does the picture tell us about
the stature of
this person?
• Describe the important
details included in
the portrait that tell about
John Jay.
• Discuss the idea that Jay
might have been
better known today if he hadn’t
gone to
Europe during the American
Revolution.
• If you opposed colonial
independence,
would you defend merchants
who were
against the British? Explain
why or why not.

Assume the role of Jay and
write a
short memoir of your life.
Describe
great moments as well as
mistakes
you made. Include the influence
you think you had on the world.
Nonfiction
Create a time line of Jay’s
life.
Include each location he traveled
to and give brief descriptions
of
each important event in his
work.

Inquiry - Based Learning

Grades K–12

Writing Challenge
Jay bought slaves to free them.
In 1784 he wrote, “The
Children of Men are by Nature
equally free, and cannot
without Injustice be either
reduced to, or held in Slavery.”
Study what else Jay did to
preserve the rights of slaves.

©

| Teacher Created Materials
i33062—Exploring Primary

Sources

8 Primary Source Cards

8 Primary Source Reproductions

➤➤ Make social studies content accessible and engaging.
➤➤ Historical background information for the teacher and
student provides immediate historical context.
➤➤ Include questions and activities designed to help students
analyze what they see and learn.

➤➤ Provide a deeper and more comprehensive view of
historical events.
➤➤ Give students an opportunity to participate in the
constructive process of history.
➤➤ Facilitate opportunities to compare and contrast information,
study multiple perspectives, determine validity of sources,
and look at current issues through a historical lens.

Source: Library of Congress [LC-DIG-pga-09083]

New

Editions

Digital Resources
➤➤ Provide bonus primary sources to support and enrich lessons.
➤➤ Include digital copies of all primary sources, as well as
student reproducibles.

Our 2nd Edition kits also feature:

• Culminating Activities including Project-Based Learning
• Technology Extension Activities relavant to today’s learners
• Leveled historical background pages for diverse readers
Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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Teacher’s Guide
➤➤ Includes lesson plans for each primary source.
➤➤ Features historical background pages with additional
information about each primary source being studied.
➤➤ Includes correlations to standards, document-based
assessments, and extension activities.

Inquiry - Based Learning

Exploring Primary Sources
Early Elementary Grades K–3

Fire Departments

Spanish
Available

This is a horse-drawn

Give early elementary students experience using primary sources and introduce key
research and analysis skills.
Complete Kits • $179.99 each
Title
Kindergarten
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Citizenship and Government, 2nd Edition NEW EDITION
My Family: Then and Now
My Community: Then and Now, 2nd Edition NEW EDITION
My Country: Then and Now
The Peopling of America: Immigration Stories

fire engine from 1909.

New
Edition

This is a fire engine

Grades
K
1
2
3
2–5
K–3
K–2
K–3
K–3

English Item
TEX29638
TEX29639
TEX29640
TEX29641
TEX111287
TEX11122
TEX111306
TEX8188
TEX15977

Spanish Item
TEX111611
TEX111612
TEX111613
TEX111614

today.

iy82

Geography Grades K–12

Use these kits to expand the study of geography beyond the confines of the classroom!
Complete Kits • $179.99 each
Source: Michelle Alfieri/Shutterstock

i18652

Title
Discovering Geography
Examining Geography
Investigating Geography
Communities Around the World
This kit also includes a Student
Guided Practice Book.

Grades
K–4
5–8
9–12

Item
TEX12396
TEX12397
TEX12398

2–6

TEX23178

Title
Continents: Africa and Asia
Continents: The Americas,
Europe, and Australia

Grades
3–8

Item
TEX28649

3–8

TEX28654

Government, Civics, and Regional Resources Grades K–12

Create a rich learning environment with these kits that highlight the processes of
national, state, local, and foreign governments. Each kit features authentically re-created
documents and photographs to help students grasp the concepts of policy and politics.
Complete Kits • $179.99 each
ik32
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ik37

ik30

Title
Texas
Elections
American Presidents and the
Constitution

Grades
3–8
3–8

Item
TEX8123
TEX11001

3–8

TEX9189

Title
United States Government
and Civics
United States Foreign Policy

Grades

Item

5–12

TEX10376

5–12

TEX10827

America’s Early Years Grades 3–12

Exploring Primary Sources kits cover early U.S. history and make its founding and early
progress relevant to today’s students. The authentically re-created documents and
photographs provide insight into the people and events that shaped the United States.
Complete Kits • $179.99 each

New
Edition

164

Title
Early American Indians
Exploration, 2nd Edition
NEW EDITION
Jamestown
Pilgrims
Colonial America, 2nd Edition
NEW EDITION

Grades
3–8

Item
TEX10375

4–12

TEX111288

3–8
3–8

TEX10797
TEX3940

4–12

TEX111284

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339

Title
American Revolution, 2nd
Edition NEW EDITION
Alexander Hamilton
Constitution & New
Government, 2nd Edition
NEW EDITION
People Who Shaped America

Grades

Item

4–12

TEX111286

5–12

TEX25996

4–8

TEX111285

4–8

TEX29642

Exploring Primary Sources
Use these Exploring Primary Sources kits to teach students about the challenges
the United States faced as it underwent dramatic expansion, a Civil War, and
Reconstruction. Students will gain a deeper understanding of U.S. history and
apply that knowledge in meaningful ways.
Complete Kits • $179.99 each
Title
War of 1812
Westward Expansion,
2nd Edition NEW EDITION
Pioneers
American Indians
Slavery in America, 2nd
Edition NEW EDITION

Grades
5–12

Item
TEX16284

Title

4–12

TEX111290

3–8
5–12

TEX3942
TEX3926

Civil War, 2nd Edition
NEW EDITION
Gettysburg
Reconstruction

4–12

TEX111291

Abraham Lincoln

Grades

Item

5–12

TEX18274

4–12

TEX111292

5–12
5–12

TEX18271
TEX12250

New

Editions

The 20th Century Grades 4–12

Covering major world events of the 20th century, these kits help students experience
history through multiple perspectives and apply critical thinking. Students examine
primary sources such as political cartoons, soldiers’ letters, news articles, and
photographs that captured the key events of the time.
Complete Kits • $179.99 each
Title
African Americans
United States Women’s
Suffrage
Industrial Revolution
Immigration, 2nd Edition
NEW EDITION
World War I Era

Grades
4–8

Item
TEX11138

4–8

TEX10826

5–12

TEX3932

4–12

TEX111294

5–12

TEX3936

Title
The Great Depression
World War II
The Holocaust
The Cold War
Civil Rights Movement
Vietnam Conflict

Grades
5–12
5–12
5–12
5–12
5–12
5–12

Item
TEX3935
TEX3921
TEX3937
TEX8137
TEX8128
TEX8125

Inquiry - Based Learning

America in the 1800s Grades 3–12

New
Edition

Ancient Civilizations Grades 3–12

Students will investigate ancient civilizations and cultures through the documents
and photographs in these kits. Students evaluate and analyze authentically re-created
documents and build historical understanding.
Complete Kits • $179.99 each
Title
Ancient Civilizations

Grades
3–8

Item
TEX11137

Title

Grades

Item

Ancient Mesopotamia

5–12

TEX3934

Ancient Greece

5–12

TEX3927

Ancient Rome

5–12

Ancient Egypt

5–12

TEX3922

TEX3924

Mayas, Incas, and Aztecs

5–12

TEX9188

ie30

Grades 3–12
Students explore world history, cultures, and religions with documents and photographs
that provide them with opportunities to develop critical-thinking skills.
Complete Kits • $179.99 each
Title
Africa

Grades
3–8

Item
TEX11136

Title

Grades

Item

The Renaissance

5–12

TEX3933

Canada

4–8

TEX10374

Imperialism

5–12

TEX12255

China

5–12

TEX8236

World Religions

5–12

TEX12791

Medieval Times

5–12

TEX3930

i5088

i5082

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com | 800-858-7339
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World Cultures, World History, and World Religions

Introduction

Professional Resources
Using Primary Sources in the Classroom, 2

Oral Histories and Interviews
Long before written accounts of history
were created, information was passed
from one generation to the next through
the spoken word. The cultural or historical
information passed by word-of-mouth is called
oral history. Oral history includes songs,
narratives, and accounts of ethnic traditions.
Oral traditions are particularly important
for learning the history of minority groups,
who were often excluded from mainstream
publications or did not leave written sources.
Historians collect oral histories to share,
as authentically as possible, with future
generations. Participating in projects that
require collecting oral histories provides
students with a unique opportunity to
engage in “making” history. Interviews
and recordings of community elders and
witnesses to historical events uncover
exciting stories, anecdotes, and information
about the past. Learning about the past
from those who “lived” it breathes life into
history. It humanizes events and people
that might otherwise be just dry facts and
names in a textbook. It helps students
understand that history is about people—
people like themselves. Figures 1.6a and
1.6b show two different types of oral histories
being collected.

nd

Figure 1.6a
Charley Williams tells stories to his granddaughter.

Figure 1.6b
Fieldworker David Taylor interviews Anne Murphy about
working at the Newberger’s Towel Factory in 1918.

Documents
The public can easily access published documents and public record documents. Published
documents are created for large audiences and are intended for wide distribution. Published
documents include books, magazines, newspapers, reports, laws, advertisements, maps,
pamphlets, posters, manuscripts, paper money, and stamps. They are created to keep track of
and archive information about citizens, businesses, and government processes. They include
press releases, government documents, laws, constitutions, congressional activities, presidential
speeches, deeds, land surveys, census data, court records, and voter registration lists. It is
important for students to understand that not everything that was published is accurate or reliable.
However, even biased sources share important information about the past.

New
10

Edition

Grades K–12

111072—Using Primary Sources in the Classroom

© Shell Education

With minimal prep time, teachers can turn their classrooms into primary source
learning environments by uitlizing this practical resource that has everything needed
to successfully teach with primary sources.
➤➤ Open-ended model lessons are provided for three grade ranges (K–3, 4–8, and
9–12) to help make abstract concepts into concrete examples
➤➤ Information and examples promote critical thinking skills through research,
exploratory strategies, and student templates that can be used with varied
primary sources
272 pp. • TEX111072 • $39.99

of American Indians in Florida
Figure 2.2—Tools and Technology

Teaching Social Studies Today, 2

nd

American Indians
in Florida

Anchor Charts

inviting
pretest and concept map ideas,
Anchor charts combine the
create a
ideas about a single topic. To
students to collaboratively generate or supporting questions on sheets of
set of anchor charts, write subtopics
the class into
charts around the room. Divide
chart paper. Then, post the
read and write
charts, and ask each group to
as many groups as there are

Edition

By Kathleen Kopp
Foreword by Alice L. Reilly
All Grades
Immediately implement best-practice instruction with practical strategies. Discusses how
to extend, accelerate, and enrich curriculum for the C3 framework.

32

200 pp. • TEX51210 • $29.99

Social Studies Strategies for Active Learning
By Andi Stix
Grades 3–12
Use an engaging 21st-century skills approach to active learning in social studies.
➤➤ Powerful strategies include brainstorming, language arts integration, discussion,
using primary sources, and deductive reasoning
➤➤ Includes modifiable student pages and assessment materials in digital format
304 pp. • TEX3881 • $99.99

SOCIAL STUDIES

Think It, Show It Social Studies
Strategies for Communicating Understanding
By Gregory A. Denman
Foreword by Dylan Barth
Grades 3–8
Support the teaching of writing in the social studies classroom and guide students in
communicating their historical thinking through writing and speaking.
200 pp. • TEX51652 • $45.99
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Analyzing and Writing with Primary Sources
By Wendy Conklin
All Grades
Supports complex thinking in the K–12 classroom and provides teachers with
text-dependent, thought-provoking questions to help students perform in-depth
analysis on various types of primary sources.
➤➤ Includes exemplar lessons, scaffolding ideas, and digital resources such as
reproducible student pages and primary sources
320 pp. • TEX51478 • $45.99

Understanding Elections: What’s Your Vote?
Grades K–5
Enhance history and civics programs by introducing and exploring elections. These
books expose students to primary sources and promote critical-thinking skills.
The lessons provide interactive opportunities through discussions, simulations, and
extension activities.
112–120 pp. • $15.99 each
Level
Grades K–2

Item

Level

Item

Grades 3–5

TEX51352

TEX51353

Rhymes for the Times

Posters, Signs,

Literacy Strategies through Social Studies

Mind Your Man

Grades

3–5

Rules of this Tavern

By Timothy Rasinski and David L. Harrison
Grades 4–8

•

Overv iew

read a poster and
Students closely
s about the text,
answer question
answers with
supporting their
texts. Then students
references to the
in Colonial
s about living
write narrative
lesson.
the texts in this
America using

Standa rds
examples in a
to details and
the
• Referwhen
explaining what
•

Rules
(page 146)
of Civility &
Excerpt from Rules Company and
r In
Decent Behaviou
on
George Washingt
Conversation by
(page 147)

(page 148)

Poster

provided a
at a colonial tavern
room, and
A night spent
meal, a common
traveler a common bed with others who may
two to four in
probably a common
strangers. Sleeping an occasional
have been total
practice, with
facilities were
a bed was a standard
person. Bathing
was in an
addition of a fifth
and the toilet
the
usually not included
in the corner of
pot
chamber
a
ed by the
outhouse, or
were usually segregatin another.
men
bedroom. Rooms
in one room and
be given a
sexes—women
large family would purchase an
Occasionally a
also
wealthy could
room. The very
use for the night.
entire room to

•

Mater ials
(page 145)
• Rules of this Tavern of Manners or
The School
r, 1701
• Excerptforfrom
Children’s Behaviou
•

ents

ation

rs or Rules
School of Manne
Excerpt from the
ur, 1701
for Children’s Behavio
t in English

text
and when
text says explicitly from the text.
s
drawing inference
s to develop real
Write narrative
ces or
or imagined experien technique,
events using effective
and clear event
descriptive details,
sequences.
the historical
• Understandent and daily life of a
developm
ity.
colonial commun

Integrate poetry and social studies to improve students‘ reading comprehension,
word study, speaking, and writing skills in a fun and engaging way.
➤➤ Includes 60 poems that focus on the 50 states, United States history,
and ancient civilizations
➤➤ Incorporates strategies for building fluency, vocabulary, and word play as well
as content-based strategies for connecting poetry and writing

and Advertisem

ners

ound Inform
Teacher Backgr

• Life in the Past
149)
Questions (page
• Tavern Poster
300)
Rubric 2 (page
• Narrative Writing

was very importan place in the
One’s behavior
to define their
society and helped
type of literature
. Although this
during the
social hierarchy
the Middle Ages,
had existed since was a spike in the popularit y
ls living during
18th century there
of books. Individua a way to
as
of these types
used these rules
them
this time period
ns, and followed
distinctio
in life.
recognize class
their own station
hoping to improve

of Civility & Decent
Excerpt from Rules ny and Conversation by
Behaviour In Compa
gton
George Washin

•

late 16th century
originated in the
when George
These sayings
were very popular
ton wrote
in France and
growing up. Washing
Washington was
many believe
at age 16, and
to shape his
out all 110 rules
these rules helped
that following
guidelines for
rules included
s and general
character. These
social situation
behavior in different
courtesies.

© Shell Education
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Primary Sources

168 pp. • TEX51467 • $29.99

Leveled Texts for Social Studies
Grades 1–12

144–152 pp.
Title

Price

Title

American Biographies

TEX50894

Item

$39.99

The 20th Century

TEX50084

Item

$39.99

Symbols, Monuments,
and Documents

TEX50896

$39.99

World Cultures Through Time

TEX50083

$39.99

Early America

TEX50081

$39.99

TEX51070

$239.99

Expanding & Preserving
the Union

TEX50082

$39.99

Complete Set
(Includes 1 of each book,
6 books total.)

SOCIAL STUDIES

Every student can be successful in comprehending content-area text with these
award-winning leveled books designed to fully engage and motivate
students—perfect for differentiation.
➤➤ Each high-interest informational text is written at four different reading levels,
with matching pictures
➤➤ Comprehension questions are provided to complement each reading level
➤➤ Digital resources include a modifiable version of each passage in text format and
full-color versions of the texts and image files
Price

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339
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Practicing for Success: STAAR
Practicing for Success: STAAR Science
Grade 5

Spanish
Available

Cover key STAAR reporting categories, from matter and energy to Earth and space, and encourage students
to use scientific investigation and reasoning to prepare for STAAR testing.
➤➤ Includes 25 practice exercises providing preparation focused on the assessed curriculum
➤➤ 6 multiple-choice questions are provided for each exercise
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide provides instructional support

Science
Title
25-Pack*
Student Book
Teacher’s Guide

English Item
TEX100691
TEX100509
TEX100511

Spanish Item
TEX100693
TEX100510

Price
$273.99 ea
$10.99 ea
$5.99 ea

*25-Pack includes a Teacher’s Guide.

Cover matter and energy; force, motion, and
energy; Earth and space; and organisms and
environments to prepare students for rigorous
STAAR testing.

Practicing for Success: STAAR Mathematics
Grades 3–5

Spanish
Available

Prepare students for rigorous STAAR testing with effective resources that build the
critical-thinking and problem-solving skills needed to succeed with the TEKS.
➤➤ Resources feature engaging content from TIME For Kids® and address
mathematical process standards
➤➤ Exercises are based on best practice strategies and STAAR question types.
➤➤ Each book includes multiple-choice and griddable questions
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide provides instructional support

DAILY PRACTICE/TEST PREP

Mathematics
Title
Grade 3
25-Pack*
Student Book
Teacher’s Guide
Grade 4
25-Pack*
Student Book
Teacher’s Guide
Grade 5
25-Pack*
Student Book
Teacher’s Guide

English Item

Spanish Item

TEX100684
TEX100497
TEX100500

TEX100687
TEX100503

$273.99 ea
$10.99 ea
$5.99 ea

TEX100685
TEX100498
TEX100501

TEX100688
TEX100504

$273.99 ea
$10.99 ea
$5.99 ea

TEX100686
TEX100499
TEX100502

TEX100689
TEX100505

$273.99 ea
$10.99 ea
$5.99 ea

*25-Packs include a Teacher’s Guide.

Develop critical-thinking skills, provide
multi-step problem-solving practice, and address
mathematical process standards to prepare
students for STAAR testing.
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Price
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Practicing for Success: STAAR Reading
Grades 3–5
Broaden students’ knowledge base and prepare them for STAAR testing by incorporating
these engaging, rigorous practice exercises based on the TEKS.
➤➤ Each resource features rich content from TIME For Kids®
➤➤ Text types include informational and literary text, covering expository,
literary, nonfiction, poetry, and more
➤➤ Each book features multiple-choice questions modeled after the STAAR test
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide provides instructional support

Spanish
Available

Reading
Title
Grade 3
25-Pack*
Student Book
Teacher’s Guide
Grade 4
25-Pack*
Student Book
Teacher’s Guide
Grade 5
25-Pack*
Student Book
Teacher’s Guide

English Item

Spanish Item

Name: ________________________
______
__________

____________
__________ Date: ____________

Price

Name: ________________________

Allison’s Story

$273.99 ea
$10.99 ea
$5.99 ea

TEX100515
TEX100494

TEX100513
TEX100489
TEX100492

TEX100516
TEX100495

$273.99 ea
$10.99 ea
$5.99 ea

TEX100514
TEX100490
TEX100493

TEX100517
TEX100496

$273.99 ea
$10.99 ea
$5.99 ea

______

(cont.)

Instrucciones: Lee el
pasaje. Luego elige la mejor
respuesta a cada pregunta.

choice.
of each correct answer
Directions: Fill in the bubble

TEX100512
TEX100488
TEX100491

Date: ________________________

La historia de Allison

(cont.)

4
¿Qué consejo recibe Allison
that Allison
de su papá que le ayuda
is used in the conversation
a empezar su escrito?
the word weaving as it
What is the meaning of
A no empezar hasta la
noche anterior
has with her dad?
B hacerse unas preguntas
whole
A uniting in a coherent
C inventar unas experiencias
element
interesantes
B introducing as an appropriate
D pedirle a alguien que
course
se lo escriba
C directing in a zigzag

1

D interlacing into cloth

5.
of
to understand the meaning
script helps the reader
Which phrase from the
weaving?
a good way to start.”
questions; that’s always
E “Ask yourself some
myself.”
taught me a lot about
F “This assignment really

2

¿Cuáles dos oraciones del
guion ayudan a explicar
por qué eligió Allison el
autobiografía?
título de su

A “Este último año de
mi vida ha sido un reto:
y me quedo corta al decir
esto”.
B “Sé honesta y di la
verdad sobre ti misma”.
C “¿Qué mensaje quiero
crear de mi vida?”.
D “Me gusta porque trata
tell the truth about yourself.”
sobre el tapiz de mi vida”.
G “Just be honest, and
of
tapestry
the
a thread in
E “¿Con qué hilos he
page, and each event is
tejido el tapiz de mi vida?”.
H “Each day is a different
F
life.”
“No sé si quiero compartir
your
esa experiencia con los
demás”.

3

toward her writing assignment?
6
¿Qué mensaje transmite
What are Allison’s feelings
este guion?
science project due.
because she also has a
A Espera hasta la noche
A She’s overwhelmed
anterior para abordar una
wants to include.
tarea.
she has a lot that she
B Siempre pide ayuda
B She’s excited because
a tus padres cuando completes
information about her life.
cualquier cosa.
fill up three pages with
C Todos tienen una historia
C She’s afraid she can’t
space.
que contar, incluso los
false details to take up
que creen que no.
might have to add some
D Haz lo que quieras para
D She’s concerned she
que tu autobiografía quede
interesante.

*25-Packs include a Teacher’s Guide.

Prepare students for STAAR testing using
reading comprehension passages with
informational and literary texts.

Practicing for Success: STAAR Writing
Grade 4
Prepare students to be STAAR-ready with focused practice activities in composition,
revision, and editing that are aligned to the eligible TEKS.
➤➤ Features content from TIME For Kids®
➤➤ 10 expository prompts include an exemplar response for each prompt
➤➤ 15 passages are provided with revising and editing questions corresponding
to the assessed curriculum
➤➤ Teacher’s Guide provides instructional support

English Item
TEX100690
TEX100506
TEX100508

__________________
____________
____________
__________ Date:Nombre:
___________________

Spanish Item
TEX100692
TEX100507

*25-Pack includes a Teacher’s Guide.

Cover composition skills, as well as
revising and editing, to prepare students
for rigorous STAAR testing.

Price
$273.99 ea
$10.99 ea
$5.99 ea

Name: ________________________

DAILY PRACTICE/TEST PREP

Writing
Title
25-Pack*
Student Book
Teacher’s Guide

Spanish
Available

Fecha: ________________________

Ejercicio de práctica
Practice Exercise 7 (cont.)
7

______

(cont.)
answer sheet.
correct answer on your
theInstruccione
question carefully. Record respuestas. s: Lee cada pregunta atentamente. Anota
Directions: Read each
la respuesta correcta en
tu hoja de
be made to sentence 7?
What change needs to
1

1

¿Qué cambio se debe hacer
en la oración 7?

a comma
A Change the period to
gone
B Change went to has

A Cambiar el punto a
una coma.
B Cambiar fue a ha ido.

C Change fell to felt

C Cambiar cayó a calló.

be made.
D No change needs to

D No se necesita ningún
cambio.

to write sentence 16?
What is the correct way
2
¿Cuál es la manera correcta
de escribir la oración 16?
wooden door.
his weight against a heavy
F The small boy threw
F El niño pequeño
se arrojó contra la pesada
wooden door.
puerta de madera.
his weight, against a heavy,
G The small boy, through
G El niño pequeño,
wooden door. se harrojó contra la pesada puerta
his weight against a heavy
de madera.
H The small boy. Threw
H El niño pequeño.
wooden door. Se arrojó contra la pesada
puerta de madera.
his weight. Against a heavy,
J The small, boy, threw
J El niño, pequeño, se
arrojó. Contra la pesada
puerta de madera.

2

3

be made to sentence 18?
What, if any, change should
3
¿Qué cambio, si es que
se necesita alguno, se
debe hacer en la oración
18?
A Delete the comma
A Eliminar la coma.
B Change being to be
B Cambiar es a son.
theirs
to
there’s
Change
C
C Cambiar ay a hay.
D Make no change
D No se necesita ningún
cambio.

GO ON
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180 Days of Practice
Practice Makes Perfect!
Grades K–6
180 days of daily practice with lessons is designed to immerse students in each
subject, learn key skills, and form good habits. Teachers can easily incorporate
these quick, diagnostic-based activities into their daily instruction. With each
practice, students will evaluate their understanding of a concept and celebrate
their improvement success.
➤➤ Each book provides 180 daily activities to build students’ learning
➤➤ Students will build key skills and confidence in each subject area while
teachers can use the related data to inform instruction
➤➤ Assessment tips are provided as well as digital resources that include
assessment analysis tools

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Spelling
and Word Study

180 Days of Science
Grades K–6

Grades K–6

208–216 pp. • $22.99 each

240–248 pp. • $22.99 each

DAILY PRACTICE/TEST PREP

Grade
Kindergarten
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade

Item
TEX28628
TEX28629
TEX28630
TEX28631
TEX28632
TEX28633
TEX28634

New

Grade
Kindergarten
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade

Item
TEX51406
TEX51407
TEX51408
TEX51409
TEX51410
TEX51411
TEX51412

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

Grades K–6

Grades K–6

208–216 pp. • $22.99 each
Grade
Item
Kindergarten
TEX28621
First Grade
TEX28622
Second Grade
TEX28623
Third Grade
TEX28624
Fourth Grade
TEX28625
Fifth Grade
TEX28626
Sixth Grade
TEX28627

208–216 pp. • $22.99 each

180 Days of
Geography
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180 Days of
Social Studies
Grade
Kindergarten
First Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade

Item
TEX51392
TEX51393
TEX51394
TEX51395
TEX51396
TEX51397
TEX51398

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339

180 Days of Practice
Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of High-Frequency Words
216 pp. • $22.99 each
Grade
Item
Kindergarten
TEX51633

Grade
First Grade

Grades K–2

Item
TEX51634

Grade
Second Grade

Item
TEX51635

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

2

DAY

180 Days of Language

Directions
1.

Grades K–6

2.

3.

208 pp. • $22.99 each
Grade

4.

Item

Grade

Item

Grade

Item

Kindergarten

TEX51172

Second Grade

TEX51167

Fourth Grade

TEX51169

First Grade

TEX51166

Third Grade

TEX51168

Fith Grade

TEX51170

Grade

Item

Sixth Grade

TEX51171

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

WEEK 29
DAY

4

180 Days of Reading

Directions

Read “
the questions.

1.

Grades K–6

Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade

Item
TEX50923
TEX50924

Grade
Fourth Grade
Fith Grade

Item
TEX50925
TEX50926

Grade
Sixth Grade

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

C
D

Sam’s brother is sick.

D

Sam gets lost
walking home.

Sam is angry.
Sam is bothered by
the girls.

A

Sam is followed
and teased on his
way home.

B

Sam stands up for
himself and tells
the bullies to leave
him alone.

C
D

Sam walks home alone.
Sam yells at some
other kids.

make someone yell
make someone
walk fast

make someone feel sad
make someone worry
and feel uneasy

WEEK 12
DAY

4

Chihuahuas

180 Days of Writing

Item
TEX50927
3.

A
B

A
B
C

5.

2.

240–248 pp. • $22.99 each
Grade
Item
Kindergarten
TEX50921
First Grade
TEX50922

” and then answer

4.

Grades K–6

1.

2.

3.

4.

208–224 pp. • $22.99 each
Grade
Item
Kindergarten
TEX51523
First Grade
TEX51524

5.

6.

Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade

Item
TEX51525
TEX51526

Grade
Fourth Grade
Fith Grade

Item
TEX51527
TEX51528

Grade
Sixth Grade

Item
TEX51529

Grade
Fourth Grade
Fith Grade

Item
TEX50807
TEX50808

Grade
Sixth Grade

Item
TEX50802

Time to Improve!

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

180 Days of Math
208 pp. • $22.99 each
Grade
Item
Kindergarten
TEX50803
First Grade
TEX50804

Grades K–6

Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade

Item
TEX50805
TEX50806

Practice, Assess, Diagnose

3

Grade
Second Grade
Third Grade

Item
TEX51614
TEX51615

Grades K–6
Grade
Fourth Grade
Fith Grade

?

2
4
6
8

Item
TEX51616
TEX51617

Grade
Sixth Grade

18
24
36
72

Visualize It!

180 Days of Problem Solving
208 pp. • $22.99 each
Grade
Item
Kindergarten
TEX51612
First Grade
TEX51613

DAILY PRACTICE/TEST PREP

WEEK 1
DAY

Directio n s:

1
3
9

27
81

Item
TEX51618

Conquering the Grades
Grades Pre·K–5
Help students practice and strengthen key skills at each grade level with engaging, cross-curricular
activities they can do at home or school.
➤➤ Activities provided for all content areas
➤➤ Games and extension activities allow for further practice
168 pp. • $19.99 each
Grade
Item
Pre·Kindergarten
TEX51714
Kindergarten
TEX51619

Grade
First Grade
Second Grade

Item
TEX51620
TEX51621

Grade
Third Grade
Fourth Grade

Item
TEX51622
TEX51623

Grade
Fifth Grade

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339

Item
TEX51624
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Professional Development
Critical topics, sought-after presenters, and practical content to build teacher capacity
and increase student achievement.
Teacher Created Materials is a preferred provider of professional development for many
educators in the U.S. and around the world. We develop teachers’ pedagogical knowledge
and provide them with a toolbox of instructional strategies, embedding best practices with
hands-on application, so participants are able to utilize the skills and strategies learned
immediately in their classroom instruction.

Delivery Options for Teachers and Administrators
Onsite Professional Development
Workshops
You pick the topic and we provide engaging training
for small groups or your entire staff.

In-Service/Product Launch
We'll help you to effectively implement our resources
to maximize your investment.

Ongoing Coaching
Our ongoing coaching support is targeted to specific
professional learning goals and designed to keep
educators on the path to success.

Keynote Speakers
Motivate and energize your staff with powerful
presentations from our well-known authors
and experts.

BUILDING EDUCATOR CAPACITY

Webinars
Our most cost-effective and flexible option, webinars
are a great tool to sustain learning and are especially
beneficial for schools struggling to get staff together.

Additional Information
Call 800-858-7339 or email workshops@tcmpub.com for pricing, delivery, and scheduling options. Or, visit
us online to find out more about our topics and presenters at www.tcmpub.com/professional-development.
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Author Spotlight/Keynotes
At Teacher Created Materials, we are proud to work with some of the most well-known and in-demand
authors and experts in the field of education. Our authors are available to keynote at your next professional
development event. Learn more about a few of our featured authors below or call 800-858-7339 or email
workshops@tcmpub.com to plan your next professional development.

Eugenia Mora-Flores, Ed.D.

Donna Boucher has been an educator for more than
20 years. Donna serves as a K–5 math interventionist,
putting theory into practice on a daily basis.

 ugenia Mora-Flores is an associate professor of clinical
E
education in the Undergraduate and Teacher Education
program at the University of Southern California (USC).
She has authored several books on literacy and writing
instruction for English learners.

Marva Cappello, Ph.D.

Michael Murphy, Ed.D.

Marva Cappello is a tenured professor of teacher
education and graduate advisor at San Diego State
University. She is also the director of the Center for
Visual Literacies.

Michael Murphy is a national educational coach,
facilitator, author, and consultant. He draws from 36
years of educational experience as he trains and works
with teachers, teacher coaches, school leaders, and
district leaders across the United States.

Valerie Ellery, M.A.Ed., NBCT

Lori Oczkus, M.A.

 alerie Ellery has served the field of education for
V
more than 25 years as a National Board Certified
Teacher, curriculum specialist, mentor, literacy coach,
staff developer, and award-winning international
author and consultant.

L ori Oczkus is an educator, author, and popular speaker.
She has worked as a bilingual elementary teacher,
reading intervention specialist, staff developer, and
literacy coach. Lori was inducted into the California
Reading Association Hall of Fame.

Mary Jo Fresch, Ph.D.

Chris Shore, M.A.Ed.

Mary Jo Fresch is an author, international speaker,
and professor at the Ohio State University at Marion,
Department of Teaching and Learning. She has taught
elementary school, adult literacy, and literacy
methods courses.

Chris Shore is the founder and editor in chief of The Math
Projects Journal and the co-founder of SQeW Concepts.
He has received the Presidential Award for Excellence
in Mathematics and Science Teaching as well as the
Outstanding Teacher Award for Riverside County.

Richard Gentry, Ph.D.

Timothy Rasinski, Ph.D.

 ichard Gentry is nationally recognized for his work in
R
spelling, phase theory, beginning reading and writing,
teaching literacy in elementary schools, and provides
teachers with inspiring strategies to use in their
classroom.

Timothy Rasinski is the author of numerous books and
articles on reading education and is a frequent presenter
nationwide. His research on fluency has been cited by the
National Reading Panel.

Linda Gojak, M.A.Ed.

Laura Robb, M.S.Ed

L inda Gojak is a leader in mathematics education
and has taught for over 35 years. She has served
as president of the Ohio Council of Teachers of
Mathematics and the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics.

Laura Robb is an author, teacher, coach, and speaker,
and has completed more than 40 years of teaching and
coaching. She has written more than 25 books on literacy,
and regularly writes articles for educational journals
and teachers.

Judith Goodman, M.A.Ed.

LaVonna Roth, M.S.Ed.

Judith Goodman spent over 30 years serving as an
Instructional Specialist and teacher of social studies
and writing for the elementary grades.

L aVonna Roth is an internationally known author,
keynote speaker, and consultant. Her passion is bridging
neuroscience and education. Educators and students
have benefited from her strategies for the most common
issues in education.

Sharroky Hollie, Ph.D.

Nancy Walker, Ph.D.

 harroky Hollie is the Executive Director of the Center
S
for Culturally Responsive Teaching and Learning,
which is a non-profit organization dedicated to
providing top-notch professional development for
educators desiring to become culturally responsive.

Nancy Walker is an author and faculty professor in the
College of Education and Organizational Leadership at
the University of La Verne. The past 16 years Nancy has
overseen teacher education (K–12) reading faculty
and courses.

Teacher Created Materials | www.tcmpub.com/professional-development | 800-858-7339
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Donna Boucher
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#51462_i11502—Stra

tegies for Culturally and

Culturally and Linguistically
Responsive Teaching and Learning
2nd Edition
Classroom Practices for Student Success

Linguistically Responsive

Teaching and Learning

© Shell Education

This resource features active learning strategies and
suggestions to support culturally and linguistically diverse
students.
It addresses five pedagogical areas: classroom management,
use of text, academic vocabulary, situational appropriateness,
and learning environment.

Strategies for Culturally and
Linguistically Responsive Teaching
and Learning

Provide teachers with concrete strategies and effective tools to
support instruction for students with culturally and linguistically
diverse backgrounds with this timely resource.
336 pp. • TEX51462 • $99.99

304 pp. • Paperback: TEX51731 • Audiobook: TEX100431 • $31.99

See pages 58–64
for a collection of
texts and strategies
curated by Dr. Hollie.

Author Available to Keynote

Dr. Sharroky Hollie

See page 173 for details.
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By Sharroky Hollie
Forewords by Andreal Davis and Eric Andrews
All Grades

By Sharroky Hollie
Foreword by Becky Allen
All Grades

BUILDING EDUCATOR CAPACITY 

Chapter

Making Movement a

Responsive Management

Diversity and Equity

Professional Resources
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Professional Resources
By Amy Cranston
Foreword by Bryan Cranston and Michael Funk
All Grades

Instructional Strategies

Creating Social and Emotional Learning Environments

New

Provide educators with an easy-to-use, comprehensive resource to support the pedagogy and
research behind social and emotional learning (SEL).
➤➤ Combines leading research, practical classroom applications, and useful ideas
to bridge many learning environments
➤➤ Helps define SEL for educators as they support the Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA)
➤➤ Mindful Moments allow readers to reflect on their own experiences and make connections
between the text and their teaching practices
➤➤ SEL Spotlights feature educators sharing anecdotes and success stories that demonstrate
real-life applications of SEL
120 pp. • TEX100743 • $29.99

Applying Differentiation Strategies
2nd Edition Teacher’s Handbook
By Wendy Conklin and Christi Sorrell
All Grades
These resources provide a practical beginner’s guide for applying differentiation
theories to real classrooms. Teachers will learn how to differentiate through content,
process, and product.
304 pp. • $99.99 each
Grade
Grades K–2

Item
TEX50638

Grade
Grades 3–5

Item
TEX50639

Grade
Secondary

Item
TEX50640

Differentiation Strategies for the Content Areas
Developed By Wendy Conklin
All Grades

BUILDING EDUCATOR CAPACITY

Lessons in this series are based on various differentiation strategies including tiered
assignments, tiered graphic organizers, leveled questions, problem-based learning,
and more. Model lessons are vertically aligned and provided at four grade ranges in
each notebook: K–2, 3–5, 6–8, and 9–12.
304 pp. • $99.99 each
Content Area
Language Arts
Mathematics

Item
TEX50012
TEX50013

Content Area
Science
Social Studies

Item
TEX50014
TEX50015

Differentiating Curriculum for Gifted Learners
2nd Edition
By Wendy Conklin
All Grades
Explore the reasons why gifted students should be serviced in our schools and
take the mystery out of teaching them by implementing these research-supported
strategies.
160 pp. • TEX51186 • $29.99

www.tcmpub.com/shell-education | 800-858-7339
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Instructional Strategies

Professional Resources
Active Learning Across
the Content Areas
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Ideas for Asse

Lobbyis t Hearing

Introduction was
Body included

engaging and

Speech Rubric

/5

thorough

Conclusion summed

/10

up the content

/10
/10

Made eye contact
enough
Voice was loud

By Wendy Conklin and Andi Stix
Foreword by LaVonna Roth
All Grades

/10

persuasive points

to be heard

/5

Used visual aids

Total

/50

Integrate active learning with practical, research-based strategies.
Use strategies to actively engage students in creating their
own knowledge.
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be used to talk
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.
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Applying the

208 pp. • TEX51050 • $31.99
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The Synergy of Inquiry

Chapter
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Engaging Students in Deep Learning Across
the Content Areas
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By Paul Jablon
Foreword by Michelle Nye
All Grades
This resource helps teachers understand how to embed the inquiry
process in their instruction across the content areas. Students will
learn vital inquiry tools for success outside the classroom with
stories and examples from real teachers of all grade levels.
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Professional Resources
Management
Techniques
to Facilitate
Higher‑Order
Thinking
How in the world
can I keep track
of
groups when I
have
a hard-enough
time
keeping track of
individual work?

By Wendy Conklin
Foreword by R. Bruce Williams
All Grades

6

When using cooper
ative
groups, a few studen
ts
end up doing all
the
work.

All students should
do the exact same have to
work, even
if some are more
capable of
doing more comple
x work.

Grouping
students is
unfair.

Gain a better understanding of the higher-order thinking skills
that 21st-century learners need to possess. This book provides
concrete examples of what effective strategies for higher-order
thinking look like in each of the content areas.

Chapter

M
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184 pp. • TEX50822 • $31.99

Strategies for Developing
Higher-Order Thinking Skills
By Wendy Conklin
Forewords by Stanley Pogrow and Lynda Williams
All Grades

Instructional Strategies

Higher-Order Thinking Skills to Develop
21st Century Learners

Help students become college- and career-ready by developing
their higher-order thinking skills. This resource provides educators
with strategies to build every student’s mastery of high-level
thinking skills.
➤➤ Model lessons are provided in the following strategy categories:
✔✔ Questioning
✔✔ Idea generating
✔✔ Problem solving
✔✔ Creative thinking
✔✔ Decision making
272–296 pp. • $99.99 each
Grade
Grades K–2
Grades 3–5

Item
TEX50819
TEX50820

Grade
Grades 6–12

Item
TEX50821

BUILDING EDUCATOR CAPACITY

Brain-Powered Strategies to
Engage All Learners
By LaVonna Roth
Foreword by Eric Jensen
Grades K–8
Discover research-based, engaging strategies that provide insight
into how students learn most effectively. This resource provides
an alternative to standard worksheets while incorporating proven
research to positively affect student achievement.
344 pp. • TEX50772 • $99.99

Author Available to Keynote

LaVonna Roth, M.S.Ed.
See page 173 for details.
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Novice and experienced teachers will want to keep these professional
development resources close at hand! These up-to-date, researchbased books detail classroom practices, approaches, and strategies to
support today's rigorous standards. These books are perfect for staff
development sessions and book studies.
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Teaching Social Studies
Today, 2nd Edition
by Kathleen Kopp
All Grades • 208 pp.
TEX51210
$29.99

Classroom Management
for Successful Instruction
by J. Roth
All Grades • 168 pp.
TEX51195
$29.99

Helping English Language
Learners Succeed,
2nd Edition
by Carmen Zuñiga Dunlap
All Grades • 256 pp.
TEX51188
$29.99

Fostering Writing in
Today’s Classroom
by Richard Gentry, Jan
McNeel, and Vickie Wallace
All Grades • 216 pp.
TEX51190
$29.99

Integrating Technology
into the Curriculum,
2nd Edition
by Kathleen Kopp
All Grades • 224 pp.
TEX51192
$29.99

Teaching Mathematics Today,
2nd Edition
by Erin Lehmann
All Grades • 240 pp.
TEX51207
$29.99

Teaching Science Today,
2nd Edition
by Kathleen Kopp
All Grades • 176 pp.
TEX51209
$29.99

Differentiating the Curriculum
for Gifted Learners, 2nd Edition
by Wendy Conklin
All Grades • 160 pp.
TEX51186
$29.99

Effective Teaching in Today's
Classroom 8-Book Set
Get all 8 titles!
TEX51727 • $239.92
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Ordering Information
How to Order
Ordering online is quick
and easy!
➤➤ Shop 24/7 on www.tcmpub.com via your computer,
tablet, or mobile phone.
➤➤ Get cash back on future purchases with our
rewards program.
➤➤ Create product wish lists that you can save, share,
or print.
➤➤ View your account order history.
➤➤ Pay-By-Purchase Order option now available!

Contact your local Sales Consultant

Call us today

There’s always someone close by to answer questions, provide samples, or
match our products with your needs.

➤➤ Our Customer Service Center is open from
6 a.m. to 5 p.m. PST, Monday–Friday
➤➤ Call 800-858-7339

Join the Conversation
Visit our newly redesigned blog, where
we share teacher tips, resources, and
talk all things education!
www.tcmpub.com/blog

Find us on...

REFERENCE

Use your smart phone or tablet
to scan this code and sign up for
our special offers!

@tcmpub

Nonfiction Readers, Exploring Reading, and Write TIME For Kids® are published by Teacher
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New for You!

Building Vocabulary
2nd Edition

See pages 74–75
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